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ANDY SCOTT'S
SWEET SOUND SECRETS

Sweet
have come

a long way
since the pop

days. Now
guitarist

Andy Scott
is getting
acclaim-

but how does
he get his

sound?

TI HINGS are changing fast
for Sweet. If you'd stopped

any likely looking music
lover in the street a couple of
years ago and asked him what
he thought of the band you'd
have got one of two very
distinct reactions. If your
sample of the record buying
public was young then Sweet
would have been one of his
favourite pop groups. Had he
been an older and perhaps
more sophisticated music freak
then Sweet would have been a
dirty word. In the pop business
though leopards can and do
change their spots. David
Cassidy gains a sudden
credibility, somebody else
"sells out" and Sweet have
become a respectable band
who at last are getting the
recognition they deserve from
musicians and the more
discerning buyers alike.

Any band that gets in that
position must be doing
something right, and when the
talk gets round to Sweet, what
people discuss is their ability
to make hit singles and a
dynamic stage act that would
make many a Heavy band sit up
and take notice.

Another facet of the band
that's just beginning to catch
the light is the work of guitarist
Andy Scott. Scott is the man
who throws in those fast solos
and power effects on stage,
and who adds so much to the
band as both songwriter and
producer. We met him in the
band's London offices to
discuss what it was that went
into his playing that was
earning him so much respect.

To start with, the main factor
in his success is work and
experience. Andy has been, as
he put it, "slogging away from
1962 to 1970 when I first met
Sweet and Chinn and
Chapman." It was that
meeting that lead Andy on a
path that was to result in a lot
of success and, at the same
time, more than his fair share
of frustrations.

The point simply is that his
background had been playing
the colleges in support bands
and carving out a career as a
rock guitarist. Now he found
himself (happily) in a
successful pop group and
although enjoying it, he admits
that there were frustrations in
the period before the band
finally broke away from Chinn
and Chapman and launched
their career on their own.

"I'd never known pop music
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like that and I quite enjoyed
it because it was a bit of a
refreshing change. Still, we
should have made our break
at the end of '73 when we first
broke with Chinn and Chapman.
This has come a year and a
half too late."

Americans are accepting the
band as a rock outfit on its
own merits which is, of course,
not surprising as they didn't
have the few years of out and
out commerciality to draw their
conclusions from as we in
Britain did.

Germany
However, America still seems

a long way off to Andy, whose
first love is Germany where
Sweet are regarded as being
one of the biggest bands since
the Beatles.

"It's because of Germany
that we're still around, because
it gave us a place to work and
a base. The audiences over
there are far less fickle, not
like over here where one
minute they're screaming for
us and then the next minute the
Bay City Rollers - I'm glad
to be out of that scene!" In
Germany (and, in fact, in
Scandinavia as well) Sweet
were accepted right from the
start as a live hard-working
band. The support they were
given by the German and
Continental public has enabled
them to slog away till they
reached their present position
of near respectability.

Yet Andy is still not
over -happy about the current
state of their single hits in
Britain. He is strongly
self-critical of his own work.
"On Action the production is
perfect but there's still too
much there. I believe in
rawness, though not so much
that you don't do yourself any
favours like we did with
Desolation Boulevard. Singles
have to be commercial and
there's no point releasing them
if they're not going to sell.
That's why Fox on the Run
was purely and simply a pop
single for the purpose of giving
us a hit in Britain."

Before the new Munich
album is released over here,
though, there is a live album
on its way. The reasoning
behind that is simple. America
doesn't want the new studio
album to be released in Britain
until things are ready for the
band in the States. That means
that the new album will be

1970: Scott's first meeting with singer Connerly.

held up until January next year.
Hence the live album which will
contain some material recorded
in 1973.

The subject of live
recordings gets us onto the
topic of Sweet's reputation as
a superbly exciting live outfit.
There's a further addition to
that as well, because it is
through live work that Andy
has built his reputation as a
guitarist. In terms of equipment,
we asked, what went into
his extraordinary style?

"At the moment I've got
several guitars. A Les Paul
and a couple of Strats, a
Gibson 335 and some French
pickup model Gherson guitars
that I got from Jeff Gardner at
Davoli." Had the interview
taken place a month or so
earlier there would have been
another Strat to add to Andy's
list but that, as he explained,
was he victim of an attack of
frustration. "There are some
things that you can play on
stage and some things that you
can play at home that just
don't seem to come in the
studio. I'd spent two hours
trying to get twenty bars right
in a studio when I just picked
up the Strat and threw it.
It fell to pieces and then I just
picked up my Les Paul and
did it straight off."

The Les Paul in question is
one of the flat bodied models
which Andy has had fitted with
a Bigsby tremolo. It's a nice
guitar he admits, but
sometimes he uses Strats and
at other times the Ghersons.
Scott's sentiments about the
Fenders echo the thoughts of
many guitarists, "I sometimes
use my Gibson 335 on stage
because I can play really fast
on that and more accurately
too. The Strat, though, is a

bastard to play but once you
get used to it, it can make
you a better guitarist. To get
a Strat to feedback properly,
though, is difficult, you really
have to do something to it
otherwise it just whistles. The
main problem with that 335
of mine is that it's really too
fragile for me. I've tried rubbing
it against my speaker cabs
and the nut comes off or I
lose a fret. With a Strat you
can belt hell out of it and it'll
stand up to it."

Sounds
Strats also mean different

amplification according to
Andy. Normally he uses HH
for his Gibsons but to get the
sound he wants out of the
Strat he has been using
Acoustic amps. The Acoustic
in question is one of the lead
models with built-in effects (he
wasn't sure of the exact
model), equipped with a
graphic equaliser. The HH
amps are a set of combination
amps (three IC 100's in all)
plus an HH top and a couple of
4 x 12's.

It is here that we really
begin to get into the realms of
fantasy though, because Andy
has gone into a lot of
experimentation to get the
sound he wants in terms of
effects. Without breaching too
much of his official secrets act,
we did learn some of his tricks.

Up until recently, he has
been using two synthesisers
for stage use, an ARP
Odyssey and a Davoli guitar
synthesiser. Due to the drop-off
in attack when there is no
guitar playing, the ARP has
gone by the board and Andy
is now sticking to the Davoli
to give some of his strange

stage sounds, which include
getting three-part harmonies
going with himself!

Adding to the list of
equipment behind his strange
sound lies a Revox tape
recorder with pre-recorded
cellos and what have you, and
two echo units, one a standard
Watkins Copicat, the other an
HH tape echo with a special
head added on to the back of
the unit to give a possible
two second delay. "What
you've got to do is just hit the
notes at the right time," he
explained. "That way you can
play along in harmony with
yourself. The trouble is that at
the moment the first repeat is
very strong and then as more
goes into the unit it begins to
fade out and distort. What
I'd like to do is feed the output
of the echo into another amp
to keep the repeat strong."

Yet another of Scott's tricks
is to set the tremolos of his
amps out of phase with each
other so that he can make use
of the effects. All these units
are controlled from two boards
which he has had made. One
of the pedals here also controls
the Revox and yet another is
an instant cut-out switch that
leaves a tasty echo effect
when it is hit.

Perhaps Scott's wierdest
machine is a heavily modified
Gherson which he refers to as
his Frankenstein guitar. The
instrument has had various bits
and pieces carved away from
its guts and tiny smoke
generators installed in their
place. The result is quite
literally a fire -breathing guitar!
Andy has only to hit a button
and smoke billows out of the
head and out of a pipe at the
bottom of Frankenstein. It's
not only smoke that comes
out of this strange creature
either, because, as Scott throws
it in the air, fire billows out
from it and it falls to the stage
in a shower of sparks! Quite
impressive, but costly, as
Sweet are forced to carry
around a load of spares needed
to repair Frankenstein's injuries.

Scott's stage sounds aren't
at all represented on Sweet's
singles, so a large proportion
of the band's record audiences
may have little idea of what
they sound like live. Perhaps
the new album will give us a
taste of what they can do.
Certainly, they could set
America alight, but will they
ever slay their British image of
being just another pop band?
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YOUR LETTERS
SOLO

Dear B.I.,
I've just done a couple of

solo acoustic gigs -voice and
guitar - which went extremely
well, and I want to get into it
to a much greater extent. I'm
thinking of becoming as far as
possible a self-contained unit
and would value your com-
ments (and/or warnings) on
my ideas about equipment.

I have an old AC 30 Vox with
a separate speaker cab which
I use as a basis, adding another
cab to get a fuller sound. By
using two mikes, one for guitar,
one for voice, and by fitting a
Barcus Berry pickup to the
guitar which I could feed
through effects pedals, I end
up with two instruments
(sound -wise) while only having
to play one - the miked-up
acoustic and the same instru-
ment through pedals. This lot
would be fed through say a

four -channel mixing desk before
being fed into the amp.

It would be much easier to
use an electric guitar, but the
tonal qualities of my acoustic
are vastly preferable to this, so
I want to go about it the hard
way.

Exactly what equipment to
use is really my problem and

whether the idea is a sound
enough one to go ahead with.

If you know of any prob-
lems I might run into I'd be
much obliged if you'd let me
know.

Yours truly,
E. Mullen,

Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin.

Ireland.
Your idea of sticking by the

round tonal characteristics of an
acoustic guitar is a very good
one. You may possibly have
come across the work of John
Martyn who has been using
acoustic to similar effect with
pedals and amps on the one
hand and as a pure acoustic
on the other.

We've never actually used a
Barcus Berry but understand
that one of these pickups would
give you what you need. Your
amp set-up seems fine, but you
might find the rather restricted
tone control on the AC 30 a
slight problem for your future
work. The AC 30 is one of the
best amps ever made, but your
kind of approach might call for
more in the way of tonal varia-
tion.

As far as your request for
possible problems to be high-
lighted is concerned, all we can
say is: watch out for feedback,
which can be a drag on
acoustic and semi -acoustic

guitars. Careful positioning of
the amp relative to you when it
is used at high volume would
be essential.

If you intend amplifying your
voice, we would strongly re-
commend you to invest in a
small PA system rather than
impose such a burden on your
guitar amp. Perhaps a small
Marshall set-up or something
similar would do. That way you
could take advantage of your
mixer and put the guitar amp
and voice mike through the PA
and get a far better overall
sound.

As far as pedals ar concern-
ed, there is such a massive
range now that all we can ad-
vise you to do is to look at the
range available and try out
various things which may ap-
peal. Perhaps you should look
at wah wah, fuzz, phaser,
octave shifter, treble/bass
booster, and don't forget echo
units, which can be a lot of
fun!

We wish you the very best of
luck!

CONTACTS

Dear Sir,
I have been reading your

magazine for some time now

and would like to say how
much I enjoy it. However, the
main reason for my writing
this letter to you concerns your
article, Songwriting Can Pay!
in the July issue. I was won-
dering if it would be possible
for you to print a list giving
addresses of a few song pub-
lishing companies, as I am
greatly interested in this side
of the music business.

Yours sincerely,
Jim Holland,

Motherwell,
Lanarkshire,

Scotland.
Certainly! Here are a few and

further addresses and informa-
tion can be obtained from the
Performing Rights Society, 29
Berners Street, London, W.1.
Just address your letter or
tapes to the Professional Man-
ager at the company's address.
Carlin Music Ltd., 17 Saville

Row, London, W.1.
April Music Ltd., 1, Wardour

Street, London, W.1.
Chappell & Co. Ltd., 50 New

Bond St., London, W.1.
Essex Music Ltd., Noel House,

19-20 Poland St., London,
W.1.

B. Feldman & Co., 64 Dean
St., London, W.1.

Island Music Ltd., 155 Oxford
St., London, W.1.

Intersong Music Ltd., 14 St.
George's St., London, W.1.

PiNUMMI

HAVE A GREAT DEAL IN DRUMS
3 mins from M1 Junction 26.

405 David Walk, David Lane,
Basford, Nottingham.

Telephone: Mike
Nottingham (0602) 701054.
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AND QUERIES
MORAZ

Dear Sir,
I am most interested in the

ORCHESTRON mentioned by
Patrick Moraz in his interview
with you. I've tried with no
success to obtain the name
and address of the company
who manufacture it in America
from the U.S. Consulate here
in Cape Town and, as I buy
your magazine each month, I

thought perhaps you could help
me by furnishing the informa-
tion I require.

Yours faithfully,
Leo G. Sack

Milnerton, Cape,
South Africa.

We spoke to the Yes office to
ask about the Orchestron and
discovered that this instrument
has been, in fact, co -designed
by Patrick who has had it
manufactured for him by a firm

in Tampa, Florida. Unfortu-
nately, the Orchestron is not
available, according to Yes, for
the general public and there
are no plans to put it on the
market.

DALLAS

Dear Sirs,
Being a regular subscriber to

your magazine and admiring its
information services on equip-
ment prices and surveys I won-
der if you can assist me.

Recently I purchased a Sound
City 120 amplifier and realise
that I know very little about it.
I wonder if you could give me
the name and address of the
manufacturers?

Yours faithfully,
M. Sanger,

Canvey Island,
Essex.

The people to contact are

Dallas Arbiter Ltd., at 213
Tottenham Court Road, London
W.1.

VALVE?

Dear B.I.,
I've been buying your mag

for a few years now but have
never seen you come out on
the side of either valve or
transistor amps for group use.

Most of my friends are using
valve amps and say that they'd
never use anything else. But,
I've read in Beat and heard
others say that transistor amps
are just as good. Which is true?

Yours sincerely,
Mick Roberts,

Ealing.
The problem is that there are
so many opinions on valve
versus solid state that it's
impossible to say which is the
absolute best. For bass or PA

use, most people have always
accepted that the benefits of
reliability, size and cost are
strongly in solid state's favour.
However, guitarists like a dirty
sound that comes from over-
loading valves which tend to
emphasise the right harmonics
to get that Eric Clapton, Jeff
Beck distorted whine. Some
transistor amps (notably H&H,
Marshall and Yamaha) are so
near their valve relatives that
it's probably worth giving them
a try to see if you agree they
are near enough and then take
advantage of their other bene-
fits. On the other hand, many
manufacturers make both types
so you've really got to pay
your money and take your
choice.

The Editor welcomes letters on

any aspect of music and musicians

Great Sound ...

THE S3 PRESSURE UNIT has
been designed to meet the growing
demand for considerably increased
power handling capacity without
the sacrifice of either efficiency
or frequency response. It features
a powerful ceramic magnet and a
strong but light diaphragm andvoice coil assembly with many
new features. It is a robust,
reliable unit of exceptional quality.
The 53 is one of the units of
Vitavox Power Range.

Please send me further i r7f o7: Imation on your product range
Name....
Company
Address

V/75/41

VITAVOX
Limited

Westmoreland Road
London NW9 9RJ
Telephone: 01-204 4234

e
t o 41

e is  
a e

When Mixing Matters
When it comes to the crunch, a mixer has to give quality and
reliability all the time. This is just what our MMX8 range does,
because no corners are cut in construction and only high-grade
low noise components are used throughout. The entire mixer
is constructed in a light weight, though durable case constructed
out of alloy and rigid polymer.
The basic unit is an eight input mixer providing two outputs,
mains and foldback. A high overload marging coupled with a

control makes the unit admirably suited for live P.A. work.

RAS 174 Crossbank Street, Oldham,
Lancashire, England.
Tel: 061-620 7114/8444
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HOW THE CHARTS
Are Britain's record charts open to

THE basic truth is that
there's no such thing as
a perfect record industry

chart. The only way it would
be possible to have a Top Fifty,
or even a Top Twenty, of 100
per cent accuracy would be to
get returns from every single
retail outlet in the country.

Which would be much too
expensive and much too slow.
One of the most important
things about the pop chart is
the speed with which it can be
on show to the industry.

Maybe it is that essential
lack of perfection which causes
the chart, the weekly sampling
of sales which purports to be a
guide to the best-selling singles
and albums, to cause as much
anger as joy; as much fear and
controversy as acceptance and
credibility.

We've had the charts for
many years now. Best-selling
lists had been published in
Billboard, the American pop -
music bible, since July of 1941.
Radio Luxembourg started its
Sunday evening Top Twenty
show in the autumn of 1948.
And the New Musical Express
launched its own Top Twelve in
November, 1952.

As there was generally an
aura of exclusivity about the
existing charts, it was no sur-
prise that other papers got in
on the act and provided their
own charts. In turn, this has led
to discrepancies galore, with
records up in one chart and
down in another.

The lack of uniformity then
leads to allegations of rigging,
bribery and corruption and any
kind of dishonest practices.
Chart -rigging could, if properly
handled, become a major off-
shoot industry of the pop
world, simply because chart
positions are so vital to artists,
be they veterans or newcomers.

Right now there are several
different charts available, still
showing the inevitable dis-
crepancies. And even if the Top
Twenties of the various pub-
lications show fair uniformity,
the very system of sampling
means that anything listed from
21-50 has to be based on the
smallest of margins. In other

words, there's not a lot of re-
cords separating one position
and another ten places lower.

The British Market Research
Bureau has surely the most
authoritative chart. It is accep-
ted by the BBC, not only for
radio programming but also for
the highly -prized Top Of The
Pops television show. The
BMRB has been going for years
in the field of market research
and their chart is used by Music
Week, the sole trade paper in
Britain, by Billboard, and is
part financed by top record
companies.

The System
In view of the fact that it

costs around £60,000 a year to
produce the chart, the more
subscribers the merrier.

The system? Simply to take
a panel of some 300 dealers
in different locations and of
different sizes so as to get a
cross -the -board representative
panel of the 4,000 or so actual
retail dealers in the country.

In brief, the link works like
this. Each panel dealer has a
booklet, a diary, in which he
writes down the serial numbers
of records as he sells them
across the counter. The new
diary is sent out weekly to
arrive by Friday before the
week under review, and the
dealer starts using it on the
following Monday through
Saturday.

The diary is posted back to
BMRB after trading on the
Saturday evening. Each diary,
on return, is checked, with all
blank spaces crossed through
so nothing can be added. The
data is put on to punched cards
which are then fed into a com-
puter which eventually spews
out the top fifty.

Right? Well, not quite right.
There are then phone checks
to non -panel retailers to see
whether the sales pattern ex-
pressed in the chart information
is pretty general. Any new
single which suddenly appears
in any one area is checked
thoroughly and remains under
suspicion until it is cleared by
investigation.

If the artist concerned did a
couple of shows in that area
that week . . . well, that could
explain the sales splurge. If not,
and in the absence of straight
facts, the record is dropped
from the chart.

Weaknesses? Quite a few,
despite the sheer expense of
the chart -creation. For a start,
Boots and Smiths don't want to
provide sales information from
a sample of their shops, though

... one was
an inside

contact
who could

be bribed

F. W. Woolworth's do co-
operate. And those diary re-
turns have got to be accurately
and diligently filled in, other-
wise the system is weakened.
And the sample of shops used
has to be sensibly worked out.

There can be problems, then.
But it's still a lot more sophis-
ticated than the old days when
the office boy would check out
returned top tens sent in by
dealers' assistants. "Mmmm, I
think Charley Farnsbarn is ever
so good, so I'll just pop him
in at number five," was the
sort of thing that could happen
then.

Several people more or less
openly made a living out of get-
ting records into the charts.
The asking rate was about
£500, though it later rose much
higher because of the increased
importance of a record being
listed in the chart.

The process there is: get a
record in at the bottom of the
chart and it creates interest
among those who buy only
from chart sounds; get it higher
and it gets played on radio and
television; and the artist sells
more, earns more, and trebles
his fee on personal appear-
ances.

So the less -sophisticated
charts were rigged in one of
two ways. One was an inside
contact, who could be bribed
to make adjustments to the
figures returned. Two was to
use the influence to get a list
of the shops returning the
figures and then go out and
physically BUY substantial
quantities of the records so as
to ensure a high -placed return
to the newspaper/magazine in-
volved.

Secrecy
But newspapers don't like

being made to appear mugs and
once the rigging had been dis-
covered, they did their best to
tighten up the system.

Not a foolproof system, but
then what is?

In America, the system is
different in that the amount of
airplay given a record is taken
into account. The French sys-
tem is to carry out an indepen-
dent sampling of the record -
buying public.

The British Market Research
Bureau is clearly proud of its
system of providing the national
chart. When its chart finally
emerges from the computer, it
is still a list of serial numbers,
ensuring secrecy, and those
serials are transposed into titles
and artists.

And each time it seems there
is a chink in the armour, it is
possible to tighten up the
security. The secrecy over
which shops are on the return-
ing list is vital. How could
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CAN BE FIDDLED!
corruption? BEAT examines the facts!

the potential chart -rigger find
out the names?

One system tried was this:
"Hello, BMRB? Singlet Records
of Upon -Sea here - our returns
diary hasn't come this week."

And the reply has to be one
of two things. Either: "That's
strange - it went out on time,
but thanks for letting us know."
Or: "Not surprising - because
you're not on the list."

That idea wouldn't work now,

but it was confidently put for-
ward as a workable rigging
system by one firm.

However a record promoter,
described as in his mid -twen-
ties but positively refusing to
give his name or the company
where he works, gave a talk
on "corruption" to a meeting
of a Young Conservative branch
in Essex a few weeks back.

He said he was leaving his
job soon and that was why he

, two was to go out and physically
buy substantial quantities ! !

,L
=I 17, CI

Nte

would talk about the seamy
side if his industry. Starting
with the ludicrous figure of 95
per cent of "all groups are on
drugs," he said companies
simply delivered records to the
shops on the list and then re-
turned to the shops later to
purchase them. The chart entry
led to Radio One .. . and so on
and so on.

That is making the whole
matter seem almost laughably
easy. Yet . . . several national
newspapers threatened, three
years ago, to dig into the busi-
ness of chart -rigging and ex-
pose their findings, naming
names. Nothing has yet hap-
pened.

Hang-ups
At the same time, there are

unscrupulous people determin-
ed to get product into the
charts and who find it easy
coping with human beings
rather than a computer locked
away at a secret address some-
where in the London area.

That any section of the in-
dustry should get involved with
these people is just plain
stupid. Though there is no such
thing as a perfect chart, it is
in everybody's interest that
there should be as much
accuracy as possible. If talent
otherwise unsaleable gets a
chart break, and the whole
financially -rewarding chain re-
action sets in, then more
worthy talent is being kept out.

Obviously the lure of the
quick buck through rigging is
more appealing to a small in-
dependent company rather than
a major. Chart success boosts
on -the -market sales prospects,
as well as all the spin-off bene-
fits.

And at least one rigger,
known to the police but be-
cause of legal quirks still at
large, simply took the money
from his "punters" having guar-
anteed a chart placing - only
to fail to keep his side of the
bargain. For the management,
agent or recording executive
forking out, what chance of
redress, except possibly some
kind of physical revenge?

There are still hang-ups in the
chart system and most artists
tend to swear by the accuracy
of the chart which has them
resting highest in any one par-
ticular week.

No doubt there are still some
records which make the chart
on influences other than
genuine sales and be sure the
riggers, some of whom are al-
ready being closely investigated
on possible fraud charges, will
always look for new ways of
beating the system.

But they are up against
electronics and skilled sampling
nowadays, not the whim of
sales girls or newspaper office -
boys.

However at least two in-
dependent record companies
are being closely watched over
their hit -strewn careers. Just
in case.

DISCO.... MIC STANDS... LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

catalogue On request

including

eiRt-r IS° Complete with tape cartridge

5 watt £33
delivered

30 watt £80

BE LUCKY and telephone St. Albans 64653 Full details will be sent on request YELLOW

Ask Your 'Disco' supplier for specs or free demos. Tel: St. Albans 64653 for help
LIVINGSTON ORGANS LIMITED, THE ABBEY MILL, ABBEY MILL LANE, ST. ALBANS, HERTS.
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JOHN BIRCH'S HANDMADE GUITARS

'The only way
in which a
guitar will
change with
age is when
something
happens to the
pickup'

Front and back view of Birch's
interchangeable pickup guitars.

WHO made Mud's heart -
shaped guitar? Who

made Roy Wood's spade -shaped
guitar and his Strat-like mini
mandolin? Who made Tony
lommi's crucifix guitar? The
answer to these and a thousand
other questions lies in Birming-
ham in a small house converted
into a factory, the home of
John Birch. Probably the best
hand -maker of electric guitars
in the world.

Like most musicians you've
probably come across the name
John Birch via his renowned
pickups, the Hyper -Flux and
the Magna -Flux and may just
have heard an interviewed
guitar player in BEAT talk about
his John Birch axe. We decided
(with a little prompting from
Black Sabbath's Tony lommi)
to investigate the man and his
machines for ourselves.

John Birch has been known
for many years in the music
world among discerning players
as one of the few men in
Britain who is really capable
of customising a guitar to suit
the individual musician. His
own personal skill lies in the
field of electronics, and his
reputation and ability have

grown from the fact that before
he came on the scene full-time
he had spent 25 years in elect-
ronics, much of that time
involved with designing and
experimenting with guitars.

Way back in the early 1940's
John was one of the first
people to mess around with the
then highly fashionable Hawai-
ian guitar. Even as early as
1943, he had discarded the low
impedance pickup (which some
people are still raving about
today) but it wasn't until
around 1966 that his pickups
first hit the British market in a
big way. At that time John
took a big leap in and adver-
tised his new pickups which
brought in a flood of business.
From there he was joined by
guitar designer John Diggins
and John Birch guitars were
well and truly under way.

First customer
Among John's first cus-

tomers from the ranks of top
players was Sabbath's Tony
lommi, who is still using Birch
customised axes and Birch
originals to date, but lommi
was quickly followed by Noddy

Holder from Slade, and then
the rest of Slade who were in-
terested in new ideas in guitars.

One of John's long standing
worries is how to put over the
fact that he really does take a
lot of trouble over his guitars.
The buying public's mind al-
ways tends to go for the mas-
sive names but John needn't
really worry, for there are
enough satisfied professionals
around to keep him going for a
long while yet. In fact his cur-
rent production capacity is al-
ready virtually sold out and he
is shortly planning to move in-
to new premises to cope with
the demand for hand -made
guitars.

The question of hand -making
axes is really the one that
counts, as John is ready to ex-
plain, "It's all down to what
benefits the guitarist in ques-
tion, not us as the people who
make them. If a bloke is to
pay three, four or five hundred
pounds for a guitar he's going
to want something that he can
keep for the rest of his playing
life unless his style changes be-
yond belief. We know people

had literally dozens of
guitars and STILL not found the
perfect one for them."

John's methods of manufac-
ture are interesting. Great care
is taken over getting the best
wood available and only the
best Canadian Rock maple is
used. This will shortly be treat-
ed by a revolutionary process
to make it as stable as possible
(at the moment John still takes
more care than most to make
sure that it is dry and suffici-
ently seasoned). This process
will entail drying the wood by
gentle radiant heat and then
vacuum drying it. Vacuum dry-
ing works by lowering the tem-
perature at which moisture boils
to a point where the wood's
moisture content is completely
removed. The next stage is the
manufacture of the guitar and
the bonding of it in a chemical
adhesive which John prefers to
the more normal adhesives
used which he claims have very
limited properties.

Another Birch innovation
(born of a great deal of ex-
perience with all makes of
guitars) is the insertion of the
truss rod which he does from
the side into the split centre
section of the body/neck. The
normal manner of doing this
places a permanent strain on

Continued on page 12.
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"Alexdoesn't bang
them about,but they
do get beer in them
quite often" Tam Fairgrieve

The Sensational
Alex Harvey Band

Tam's been around, he knows
what he's doing. Here's what
he says. "Well, one we've got
is at least six years old. It's
been flown about without a
flight case for the last two years
.... so it's robust. They do get
the odd drink, but there's never

been anything wrong with any
Marshall amp I've worked with,
save the odd valve".
Take the word of a professional,
get on to Marshall, the soundest
sound around.
Rose -Morris De. N, Rose -Morris & Co Ltd.,

32-3
pt4

Gordon House Road,
music is our business London, NW5 1NE
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John Birch's
handmade

guitars
the fret board which can be
inclined to pull right away from
the neck as soon as any serious
use of the truss rod is called
for.

So strong is Birch's way of
doing this that they are shortly
to start work on a ten string
bass which will withstand the
strain imposed by the ten heavy
strings without any alteration
of their normal techniques.

One of the most controver-
sial opinions held by John is
his view that the shape and
body of a solid electric guitar
IN NO WAY affect its sound.
This, if he is right, deals a

death blow to those theorists
who search the world for an-
cient Les Pauls. John's belief
is simply stated.

"In my opinion, a piece of
wood is a piece of wood. The
only time it effects the sound is
if you've got an acoustic or a
semi -acoustic. The only way in
which a guitar will change with
age is when something happens
to the pickup, especially when
sweat has got into it and
caused a short. It can also hap-
pen if a suspension point of the
string (like the bridge) has
changed through rusting and/or
slotting." To prevent this hap-
pening, John's own pickups are
encapsulated for life in a one-
shot heat cured epoxy which
means that the pickup cannot
change its state unless it's run
over by a steamroller.

Birch goes as far as to state
that the type of wire used in
pickups causes more tonal
changes than body shape and
maintains that you could put a
guitar neck on a sideboard and,
provided you used the right
electrics, you'd get a good
sound out of it.

The actual effects of his tech-
nique is the production of a

guitar with a fairly stunning
amount of sustain and bags of
tonal range. One of their
brightest ideas has been the
placing of not just six pole
pieces on pickups but a whole
line so that wherever a string
is bent, the power actually
stays the same instead of drop-
ping off as you move out of
the magnet field of the pole -
piece.

It's little ideas like that (plus
an unaccustomed silk feel to
the neck, a beautifully balanced
body and a fine standard of

Dave Hill sporting his famous Super Yob guitar.

fretting) that makes Birch's
guitar so sought after by musi-
cians in the know.

The one problem in the past
with John's guitars has been
getting hold of them. Unless
you happened to be in contact
with them, the only way of get-
ting one of his instruments was
searching out John's address in
Birmingham and giving him a
ring. Now things should be
easier as they plan to link
shortly with a major British
company to manufacture gui-
tars and distribute them
through normal retail outlets.

This should mean that for
around £250 you could have a
really great guitar that should
withstand the onslaught of the
years and provide you with the
best electronics and playability
avaliable. On the other hand,
should you simply want a

guitar made to your own de-
sign, well, John will tackle al-
most anything at prices of
around £250 upwards, depend-
ent on how far you want him to
go with embellishments and
new ideas.

So, if you want a guitar
shaped like an Apollo rocket, a
Danish pastry or a wooden leg,
just high -tail it for New Road,
Rubery, knock on the door and
get down to talking axes with
perhaps the most knowledge-
able people in the country, if
not the world.

When the new guitar does go
on the market, it will be bearing
the fruit of some very practical
ideas that came from Tony
lommi. As regular BEAT readers
will know, Tony told us some
months back, that he's been
wanting a guitar with inter-
changeable pickups on it for
quite a while. Now, Birch has
worked on the system so that
the new machines will be
equipped with ten snap -in pick-
ups for use as an when you
want them. The basic instru-
ment being supplied with four.
The idea is to enable the player
to get any sound out of the
guitar that he might need with-
out having to cart two or three
axes around with him. The
changeover is remarkably easy
taking under five seconds

which is a great boon for any
regular player.

Another recent Birch custo-
mer is Queen's Brian May who
told BEAT about his own cus-
tom made guitar in our July
issue. Brian's problem has been
that his style is now totally
built around the special pro-
perties of his axe and that he
hadn't the time to make ano-
ther. The simple answer that
Brian has found is to have John
copy the machine nut for nut
to give Brian a badly needed
spare. This is an interim stage
for Brian who has shown great
interest in the latest combina-
tion pickups to be know as the
multi -flux where a bi-flux and
a hyper flux are incorporated in
the same standard case which
together with the switching
facilities will gave 26 individual
tones.

There's no doubt that John's
guitars are due to make an
impact on the market in a very
big way soon-in the mean-
time, if you want to know who
made those strange guitars,
you've got your answer.
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A galaxy oforgans,-
M prices that aren't but of this woOd.* WELSON Key orchestra

portable organ

WELSON Vedette piano

There are 40 organs in the Welson rage-a
all of them stars.

Welson space-age electronics give you tones as pure as
crystal-and the scope of the sounds at your fingertips

(and toetips!) is phenomenal. You name it, a Welson
reproduces it-with full backing percussion rhythm.

And full modulatory controls give you all sorts of
freedom to vary your sounds.

Welson make the famous Syntex synthesiser too. So from Welson you get
a range of sounds as endless as space itself.

And at what value! When you weigh up the quality, scope and
the price of a Welson you'll see what we mean.

Cost for cost Welsons are probably the finest value for money organs available.
Go to your local dealer and play one. Hearing is believing.

(If you'd like details write to us. We'll send you some literature and the address of your nearest stockist.)

Welson. Fine organs from

WELSON 230/SK

15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton.
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PLAYER
OF THE

MONTH

JOHN
WETTON

of Uriah Heep

01 -IN WETTON is one of aJ a

new breed of musicians -
not necessarily in terms of

musical style, but because of
his emergence as a top rank
player without his reputation
having been built in one band.
His career as one of our best
bass players has spanned three
big -name bands; Family, King
Crimson, and now Uriah Heep
with whom he seems destined
to carve out some kudos from
the fans, if not the critics.

We interviewed John at his
home in a quiet Kensington
mews, disturbed only by a

prowling traffic warden outside
who threatened to slap a ticket
on John's borrowed Volvo
estate. It was one of his few
days off since joining Heep and
we took the advantage to ques-

tion him about the development
of his style.

like so many bass players,
John's career began with him
paying attention to the bass
lines of organ music - as he
explained, "My brother played
organ in a church in Bourne -
month and he used to get me
to play the bass line while he
played the top line. That was
a good musical beginning for
me and I think that it helped me
to realise that the bass was the
instrument for me."

The next move was the pur-
chase of a six string guitar from
which John attempted to wring
the routine Hank Marvin solos
with little success. "In the end
I tuned it down and had almost
a six string bass, using all E

strings, tuned down to some-

where around a fifth above bass
register. That lasted for about
two months but I had to make
a move because the transposing
involved was way beyond me
at that stage. Then I got one
of those terrible Tuxedo basses
with an incredibly long neck
that was very thin one way and
very thick the other. That period
brought about a big leap for
me really because by then the
Beatles had brought in the
more melodic bass lines. I think
that if there is one song that
stands out for me, it's All My
Loving with that beautiful bass
line."

His drive to become a more
melodic bass player, then, can
to some extent be traced back
to those early days under the
influence of Paul McCartney,

but any musician's develop-
ment depends to a large extent
on their first groups and the
style and habits they adopt
early on in their careers: so
what had John done after buy-
ing that first bass?

SOUL BANDS
"After that it was plain sail-

ing in small local groups around
the Bournemouth area. We had
a lot of competitions then with
people like Robert Fripp, Greg
Lake and Mike Giles playing the
Orange Blossom Special at six
seconds off the record, and that
was a healthy competitive
scene."

The succession of small
bands led to John's first in-
volvement with one particular
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musical style - soul music,
then very much the required
thing in clubs during a period
when Sam and Dave, Otis Red-
ding, Wilson Picket (and of
course Geno Washington) were
THE people to imitate. He did
make one brake with the cur-
rent vogue for a while when a
friend introduced him to the
jazz work of Mose Allison
which led to a band playing
improvised work on Allison's
lines.

MONEY
"Up to when I was 18-19,

still playing soul - but I was
never a simple bass player. In
some ways I was outrageous
- overdoing everything, flash-
ing up and down the finger-
board. I think I play a lot less
notes now than I did then."

By now Wetton knew that he
wanted to make some sort of
living from his musical exploits
and after having secured a

chance gig backing Helen
Shapiro in Rumania (!), he
formed a band with some other
Bournemouth based friends and,
as he puts it, "Learned to be
humble on about £2 a week."
Bournemouth though, however
good a spawning ground, was
not the place to make it big, so
John set off for London, even-
tually joining Mogul Thrash
where he learned how not to
do things from a recording/
management/playing point of
view.

"The group was really a sort
of jazz-rock outfit that ended
up playing in silly clubs in
Italy, living on Weetabix and
water - I mean, have you ever
tried living on Weetabix and
water because you can't afford
anything else?"

Although Mogul Thrash did
little more than make one
spectacularly unsuccessful
album, John had made enough
contacts to do six months of
lucrative session work which
enabled him later to spend
some time in Los Angeles look-
ing for a band to play with. It
didn't happen in L.A., but on
his return to London, John
found that Family had been
looking for him to audition.

"I went straight from making
the Mogul Thrash album,
which was terrible, to making
Fearless with Family which was
one of their best albums and
is one of the best I've played
on."

John, however, didn't stay
with Family for an especially
long while. The reason was one
which was to haunt him through
both his next outfits -a desire

to get up tront rather than lurk
in the backgrounds, as he ex-
plained; "I got pissed off in
Family because I'm a bit of an
egomaniac and I was stuck in
the background just adding
bass lines and a few ideas.
There was a status quo that
was almost impossible to break
where it was assumed that
Charlie and Roger wrote all the
songs and that was that. I also
knew that Family would never
break in the States because of
various factors in and around
the group."

John's next move was into
King Crimson, where he ex-
plored the limits of very im-
provisational music with Robert
Fripp and Co. Crimson, how-
ever, wasn't entirely satisfying
either; seven U.S. tours had
taught John a great deal about
that particular style but hadn't
done a lot to fill his craving for
a good stage presentation - a
concession to popularity which
Crimson just weren't prepared
to make.

ROXY
Eventually, Fripp decided that

he'd had enough of full-scale
American tours and Crimson
went on ice (as it happens never
to reform). At the time, John
was approached by bass player -
less Roxy Music who asked
him to come along for the ride.
A succession of tours with
Roxy followed, each one sup-
posedly on a temporary basis
while the band looked for a

Heep's David Byron (Left) and
John Burton pull faces for the
camea.

full-time bass player. However,
John was still aware that he
needed to be a permanent
member of a group and that he
wanted to contribute more in
the way of creativity to his
band that the mere provision of
suitable bass lines. Hence, when
Lee Kerslake 'phoned to ask him
along to try out a blow with
Uriah Heep, John moved and
now seems to be reasonably
firm with the band.

Wetton's decision to take the
Heep gig has caused a lot of
comment in musical circles. It's
widely held that the motivation
in joining the band was nothing
more artistic than the design on
the back of a £5 note, but John
contests this vigorously - and
after all, he should know.

"I put my heart and soul into
playing with Heep", he affirms.
"It's another part of my musical
education and it's helping to
bring about a balance. I felt that
I'd gone too far into improvisa-
tion with Crimson and now I'm
ready to play some Rock and
Roll."

Whatever the sneers may be,
Heep are one of the biggest
bands in the world and, while
admitting that they ain't no ELP
they get the kids off something
rotten, which, in case we were
forgetting, is what rock music
is all about.

One of the changes in Wet -

ton's style that the move into
Heep has brought about is the
sound he uses. With Crimson
he was playing his Fender Pre-
cision through a HiWatt to give
a clear audible note, but Heep
calls for more thunder and so
a switch to Acoustic was in
order.

The Acoustic is linked
through a Cerwin Vega cabinet

(a name sure to cross the
Atlantic soon) which throws
the sound out of the cabinet in
quite a strange manner. The
design is such that (up to a
point) the further away you get
from the speakers, the louder
the sound gets. In effect it
doesn't mean that it's louder
at the back of the hall than at
the front, but it IS louder in the
tenth row than it is on stage.

AXE
Wetton's axe as we've al-

ready mentioned, is a trusty
Fender Precision of about 1896
vintage. The good offices of
Fender's London Soundhouse
have been prevailed upon and
a recent respray job has left
the battered machine looking
like it just snuck out of Fender's
factory as a new weapon. John
uses Rotosound wire -wound
strings and plays with a low
action.

In a nutshell, that's John
Wetton to date. He has a repu-
tation among fans and musi-
cians alike as being one of the
definitive modern bass players,
but he has built that reputation
on the strength not of one band,
but on a progression that has
taken him from root soul music
through jazz-rock to the heights
of improvisation and now to
good ol' rock and roll. Whether
he will stay with Heep for any
length of time remains to be
seen. Certainly, he is happy
with the band and they are de-
lighted with him. With his past
history of changes it will be
interesting to see how the Heep
gig fares - in terms of his play-
ing it can do him little harm and
we can be certain of fine bass -
work in the meantime.
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TYPICALLY TROPICAL-
How Barbados hit the top!

E VERY now and then in the
music business a record

and a new band comes from
nowhere and shoots to the top
of the charts. When it happens
there's nothing that can stop it
and the smash single Barbados
by an outfit called Typically
Tropical is one of those
mystery hits.

To find out what lay behind
their success, BEAT followed
a few leads behind the scene
and came up with the facts.

The story starts with Gull
Records' directors, Derek
Everett and David Howells who
were visiting Morgan Studios
a month or so back to see
fellow Gull director Monty
Babson (who is also Morgan's
managing director). During the
course of their conversation,
Monty produced a demo tape
by a young engineer from the
studio and a one-time Morgan
tape operator. David Howells
takes up the story, "Monty
played us the tape and Derek
and I said 'Christ, it's a hit'.
We did a recording and pub-
lishing deal immediately and
that was it. Every now and
then you come across a record
that has a piece of magic and
this was one of these records."

Barbados was made by 20 -
year -old Jeff Calvert and 22 -
year -old Max West, whose
youth is rather staggering con-
sidering they wrote, played,
arranged, produced and gener-
ally got the whole thing to-
gether for their first ever pub-
lished song and first time
record.

PROMOTION
Before moving on to the two

in question, let's just finish the
story from the record com-
pany's point of view. So back
to David Howells who tells
how Gull tackled the promo-
tion of the single. "Our dis-
tributors, Decca, and we did
a disco promotion and the re-
turn information from 80% of
them was amazing. As well as
that we have our own promo-
tion man Jeremy Thomas and
an independent promoter Clive
Crawley. The combination of
the three factors worked very
well. It's interesting to note
that we had no TV coverage
till we were number seven and

no press till we were number
three."

There had been, however, an
idea sparked off in David's
head by hearing a BBC Radio
programme. The idea was for
the angle that the record mar-
keting was going to take.

"What happened was that I

heard a Roundtable programme
with Rosko and John Peel.

After the record was played
there was a discussion as to
whether it was black men play-
ing black music or white men
playing black music. That got
me thinking that if we kept it
a mystery we could allow the
human interest in secrets to
take over and get people inter-
ested in what was going on."

Howell's theory proved to be
quite correct and he stead-
fastly refused to tell who was
behind the record till it appear-
ed in the top three of the
charts. When it was finally
announced that the two people
behind it were a) white, and
b) having their first outing on
record, there was, to put it
mildly, some surprise.

Having spoken to the man
behind the sales of the record
we then spoke with Jeff Cal-
vert and Max White, the two

Jeff Calvert.

Typically Tropical members in
question, to get their sides of
the success story.

Firstly Jeff, what background
had he in the business? "Since
I was 14 I've been involved
with studios in one way and
another. My father is a direc-
tor of Morgan and as soon as
I could I was in there learn-
ing my way around. Max was
in a semi -pro band when we
were at school and he used to
practice opposite my house.
One day we were talking and
somebody mentioned song -
writing. We got together, start-
ed writing and it all moved
on from there."

However, Max is ready to
admit that their easy access
to studio facilities has been a
major factor in their success.
"Because of the fact that we
had been able to make a lot
of demmos we worked a lot
more at it than we might other-
wise have done."

Although it doesn't detract
from their achievement, both
Jeff and Max have a back-
ground in the music business
that should stand them in good
stead in future years. Max left
school at 16 to take up private
study of classical composition,

Max White.

orchestration etc. and then
spent a while playing in various
bands and working at Morgan
as a tape operator where he
gained some studio experience.
Jeff worked his way along as
an engineer gaining ideas and
knowledge while working with
producers at Morgan and writ-
ing a stream of songs with
partner Max.

The idea for Barbados came
after Jeff had spent a holiday
there and it finally emerged as
a song during one of their ses-
sions. A demo was made
which they played for us-and
the demo alone could have
made number one without any
re-recording. That, of course,
proves a point. If you've a song
that you think is No. 1 mate-
rial then do a really good demo.
Hearing the Barbados tape
shows just how far it gives a
prospective publisher a chance
to assess its potential.

MONEY
The success of Barbados, of

course, poses an interesting
question. How much can Max
and Jeff hope to make out of
the deal? At present they seem
to have no idea of what returns
they'll be getting, especially
with performing rights royalties
coming in so slowly, but Jeff
reckoned that for the perform-
ance and production right on
the UK sales alone, they could
expect to net around £8,000
each. On top of that there will
be royalties for B side rights
plus, of course, the major
source of income - overseas
sales. A placing at number 50
in the American charts would
mean that they have sold a

tremendous number of records
simply due to the massive size
of the market out there.

One thing that won't be
happening though is a Typic-
ally Tropical live tour. Jeff and
Max have no intention of tak-
ing their sound on the road and
are planning careers as inde-
pendant writers, producers and
occasional record performers.
If you think of an unholy mar-
riage between the talents of
Mickie Most, Jonathan King
and Chinn and Chapman, you
have some idea of what they
are aiming for in terms of
success!
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THE ELKA 55
IS AVAILABLE NOWAT

ELKA-CORLA

Just look at these features
Dimensions: cm 103 x 38 x 18
Weight: kg 26
Colour: Green

Upper Keyboard: 49 keys from C to C, 9 Draw -bar voice
registers: Flute 16' - 5i - 8' - 4' - - 14 - - 1' - 2'
5 percussions: 8' - 54' - 4' - 21 - 2'
Presets: Clarinet - Trumpet - Full Organ - Theatre and
Draw bars
Lower Keyboard: 37 keys from C to C. 5 Draw -bar voice
registers: Flute 8' - 4' - 2i' - 1'
Effects:
Vibrato slow/fast
Sustain on the upper and lower keyboards
Brilliance
Noise Attack
Additional Characteristics:
This portable organ is extremely compact for easy
transportation having lockable carrying lid and carrying
case for legs and pedalboard.

Hurry along to
L A

ELKA-ORLA
19 Bluebridge Industrial Estate,Halstead,Essex TEL: Halstead 5325/6
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PILOT
-THE POP GROUP
WITH INTEGRITY

Pilot are a band who are very aware of what's going
on in Britain today. They're a new breed of band
writing well -crafted songs. But what is there to keep

them in this country ??

David Paton Billy Lyall

JAPAN recently held a National Pilot
Week. There were no aerobatic dis-

plays, no memorial services for Kamikazi
heroes, just a lot of press coverage and
air time given to a certain Scottish band.
Pilot themselves aren't entirely sure what
it was all about, seeing as they haven't
set foot in Japan yet, but they do know
that they've had two chart topping records
there, to say nothing of a number one in
Australia, two weeks at number three in
America and hits in several other coun-
tries around the globe.

It's a lucky thing for groups that both
travel and the media have drawn coun-
tries so close together. Now, if a band
doesn't make an impact on the British
charts, there's every chance that their
record may do very well somewhere else.
Norway or Venezuela, the place doesn't
matter. It's the fact that there is a big
market somewhere for the band's music
that counts. Then comes the time for a
rethink. Do they stay here, plugging away
year in, year out along the weary trail
of venues that seems to shrink a little all
the time, madly competing for a few
minutes of the pitifully small amount of
air time allotted for new groups and
music, gambling on the vagueries of the
BBC playlist, until either their record
company drops them or their creative
urges wither and die? Or do they take off
for that part of the world which seems
to be taking them to its heart?

Pilot are still quite a young band, both
in age and recording experience, a mere

Ian Bairson
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five singles and two albums old. At the
time Stuart Tosh, the drummer, was in-
vited to join them, he had just about
given up the British music scene as a
bad job. "I had my air ticket and my bags
packed and was all set for South Africa,"
he recalls.

Test flight
As he got on well with the other three

both personally and musically, he decided
to give Pilot a test flight. It turned out to
be a lucky break, alhough the luck didn't
altogether come from Britain.Pilot have
no gimmicks. Perhaps we have so many
musicians in one small country that we
get bored and blase too easily and need
extreme gimmicks to make us sit up and
listen. Perhaps we have become lazy in
that most of us are within easy reach of
some kind of music venue whereas our
American and Canadian counterparts fre-
quently make the effort to travel hundreds
of miles to the big city in order to hear
a band.

Whatever the reason, audiences here
don't tend to go wild over a band unless
we've been spoonfed by publicity and the
media, and told that band X are fantastic
so many times that we begin to believe
it. Take a country like Japan. Most of our
bands aren't pushed at them in a great
wave of publicity. The records are re-
leased there, the Japanese decide whethr
or not thy really like them and usually

Stuart Tosh

they can't understand the lyrics anyway,
so the music must be really getting
through to hem.

So it's a real test of a band's musicality
whether or not they can be successful in
a foreign country, particularly a country
that's not even part of the West. Pilot
have passed this test with flying colours,
leaving many of the more gimmicky
British bands at the starting post.

They're not drawing any great conclu-
sions from it. They don't even count
themselves as British. They're Scottish
nationalists to the core and they feel the
problems of their country keenly, the
unemployment, the slums, the levels of
wages and taxation that they think are
unfair in comparison to conditions in
Southern England. And they think it's this
sort of background that gives Scottish
bands their driving force.

"Scottish musicians have a lot of soul
and feeling," stated bass player Ian
Bairnson. "In fact, you could relate parts
of Glasgow to the ghettos of America.
There have always been a lot of good
bands in Scotland and there is a large
audience for them but there is simply
nowhere to play. Pub rock venues are very
few, although there are quite a few pubs
devoted to trad jazz which is very popu-
lar in Edinburgh in particular."

The members of Pilot reckon to have
spent about eight years each following
their respective musical careers. Most of
this time they've earned nothing one week
and perhaps £5 the next and not sur-
prisingly these years have given them a
practical and philosophical approach to
money.

"When people say that musicians make
too much money, they couldn't be further
from the truth," said guitarist David
Paton. "There is a hell of an outlay to
buy equipment when a band starts.
Thousands of pounds can be involved and
it's all a gamble, like starting a business
and not knowing if you'll get any custo-
mers. Many people think that all a group
needs to do is make a record and next
thing you know they're driving round in
Rolls Royces. It just isn't so."

Gimmickry
You can see that Pilot are no puppet

group, starry eyed through being assured
of success. They take their music very
seriously and believe in their songs, and
would like to see the day of the good
professional songwriter returning, and the
end of gimmickry. This doesn't mean,
though, that they think songs are only
valid if they're personal and introspective.
Far from it. They believe in working on a
song to make it commercial and give it
appeal for as many people as possible.

"Songwriting is a craft," said David
Paton, composer of Pilot's first hit song,
Magic. "I'd like to learn that craft well
enough to write a number that will last

one that everyone will remember."
To that end, they try to write naturally

catchy melodies and lyrics that deal with
universal subjects in an interesting way.
"Most of my songs are about love, I sup-
pose," David admitted. "I write them as if
I'm writing to somebody else. People say
that some of them are very Lennon and
McCartney-ish, which I suppose cou.d be
true. But I certainly don't copy them.
We've all been influenced by other musi-
cians and that is bound to show in the
sort of music we write, but anyone who
sets out with the deliberate intention of
copying someone else directly, is wasting
their time. There's nothing creative in
that." Perhaps that's why 'follow up'
songs to hits work so rarely!

Keyboard player Billy Lyall adds an
inieresting touch to Pilot's music becausehe, of all of them, is most steeped in a
classical training.

"I think the key to songwAting is
melody," he explained. "That's what
comes of being brought up on Rachmani-
nov and Tchaikovsky,

I suppose. I agree
with David that lyrics are secondary to
the tune. When I'm writing a song, I

start off by working out a nice chord
sequence to which I add the melody. Idon't put the lyrics in until I'm happy
with the tune."

Appeal
When you think about it, it is a melody,

rather than lyrics, which is universal.
Pilot have a gift of writing stimulating
melodies which don't have to be trans-
lated into different languages but can
appeal immediately to anybody from any
country. And if they make the top of the
charts on the far side of the world, what
does it matter if their tour of Britain didn't
sell out the houses and their last record
didn't break into the top five?

"if you make a lot of money, it's silly to
stay in this country. Why give it away?"
David Paton remarked. The question now
is, will Pilot take flight? There's no reason
for any band to stay in Britain purely out
of loyalty, with taxation for musicians at
such a crippling rate, and the ever increas-
ing problem of lack of suitable venues.
We've already lost many of our best
musicians to healthier economic climes
where people are more geared to the
problems and importance of the music
industry.

Although most British politicians
couldn't care a crotchet about it, we care.
Perhaps it's time a concerted music lovers'
voice was heard, pressing for better
venues and conditions for musicians. Or
don't we care enough? Maybe Pilot's
Second Flight album title will become
first reality. There's already a general
mutter out amongst bands that the music
scene over here has had it. Do we reallywant to go back to washboards and
dustbin lids?

by Lorna Read
rl
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Sound and Light Equipment
Amps 10 - 100 watts
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BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'S SEPTEMBER COMPETITION

YAMAHA
G100B- 212

YAMAHA SG 45

Yes, Yamaha, in conjunction with musical instrument
and equipment retailers Hodges and Johnson, are this
month giving away three fantastic prizes which any guitar-
ist would be proud to own.

First prize is Yamaha's brand new G100B-212 combo
amplifier, as reviewed in last month's issue of Beat Instru-
mental. Although only introduced to this country a couple
of months back, this amp is already the choice of musicians
like Paul Kossoff of Back Street Crawler, and John Verity
of Argent.

Second and third prizes are a Yamaha SG -45 guitar and
an SG -30 respectively. The SG -45, favoured by musicians
like Mick Abrahams of Blodwyn Pig and Miller Anderson
of Dog Soldier, features custom stereo conversion and this
particular instrument sports a blonde finish and comes

complete with hard case. The SG -30, also in a b:onde
finish, is the six string 'opposite number' to the SB-35
reviewed in last month's Beat. Both instruments will be
specially adjusted and set up to the winner's requirements
by an expert Yamaha guitar doctor!

All we want you to do to enter our September com-
petition is to imagine you are just about to buy yourself
a new guitar or item of equipment. Now think of the things
that would make you decide to go to one particular music
shop rather than any other.

We've thought up 10 points which you might consider
and all you have to do to enter is to place them in order
of importance. Place your answers in the appropriate
spaces on the reply paid card inserted in this issue, and
post it back to us as soon as possible.

(A) Attractive window display.
(B) First class after sales service.
(C) Large range in all leading makes.
(D) Specialist in group equipment.
(E) Good parking facilities.

(F) Expert advice available from all staff.
(G) Credit facilities.
(H) Friendly atmosphere.
(J) Favourable part -exchange terms.
(K) Good reputation amongst existing customers.

HOW TO ENTER
1. Once you have decided upon your order of preference for all the points listed above, insert your answers - usingthe appropriate letter (i.e. E for good parking facilities, or H for friendly atmosphere) - on the reply card.2. Check the list of advertisers and place a tick in the appropriate box if you want to receive any more informa-tion or catalogues from any of the manufacturers listed on the reply card.
3. Give the titles of the features or items you liked most in this issue of Beat.
4. Insert your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS at the bottom of the card in the appropriate spaceand if you play an instrument or belong to a group, tell us about itl
5. Post the card off to us to arrive not later than October 1st 1975.
6. The result will be announced in the November issue of Beat Instrumental. No staff of Diamond Publish-ing Group, their families or relatives are eligible to enter this competition. The judge's decision is finaland binding and no correspondence can be entered into concerning this competition.w

OF SUPERB

YAMAHA
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SUZIS
GUITARS

Beat investigates
the Quatro bass guitar

collection

CAN girls really rock?"
This question is fre-
quently asked as the odd

female graciously drifts through
the ranks of the male pop stars.
The answer - an unmitigated
yes - comes in the form of a
five -footer from Detroit - Suzi
Quatro.

She has been in the pop busi-
ness for eleven years now, and,
at the age of 25, has no notions
at all of any kind of retirement
in the foreseeable future.

Her success in a very tough
world has nothing to do with
the fact that she is a woman:
indeed the image she presents
does not invite the paternal in-
stincts, but simply portrays a
no-nonsense rock 'n' roller who
will sock it to anybody who
wants to bop the night away.

Aided by the redoubtable
Chinn/Chapman songwriting
team and under the wing of
ace hitmaker producer Mickie
Most, she has become some-
thing of a permanent fixture in
the higher reaches of the singles
charts, and a very big draw live.

"How did a girl, and on the
bass, of all instruments, come
to make it so big?" would at
first have seemed to be the
obvious angle from which to
approach the interview, but,
coming face to face with Suzi
clad in well-worn jeans and
flanked by guitarist Len Tuckey,
it is immediately apparent that
any such approach is out of
order. She matches her collec-
tion of hits with an equally
extensive collection of bass
guitars, and we went right back
to the beginning to investigate
her entry into the music busi-
ness, and the start of the col-
lection.

"How did you get hold of
your first instrument?" we in-
nocuously began.

"Around the neck', came the
reply, deadpan. (Oh ho, a wise -
guy). "I began playing bongo
drums, and then I played piano
for six or seven years. This was
followed by a spell playing
drums in the high school band,
and then, at fourteen, I picked
up the bass and began teaching
myself on that."

A transition from piano to
bass seems a little odd per-
haps, but the reason for this
was explained with disarming
candour.

"When we started our first
band everybody grabbed an
instrument, and the bass was
left". That band, the Pleasure
Seekers, included Suzi's sister
Patti, now with Fanny. "I soon
fell in love with it, and then I

didn't want to play anything
else."

That first bass, a '58 Preci-

sion, was given to her by her
father, and remained her sole
instrument until 1967. "It was
stolen in Hawaii, and if I ever
saw it again I would recognise
it. It has a strip down the neck
which my dad put on, with all
the notes on it by the frets. The
finish is chipped off in places
too, and I have several pictures
of it, so, unless it has been
altered. .. .' Her brow becomes
puckered for an instant in
memory of that first bass, or
perhaps in contemplating the
revenge she would perpetrate
on the thief should they meet
one day.

Flashy
However, just as her piano

training had speeded her ad-
vancement on the bass, this
theft in retrospect broadened
her style, as she had to go out
and buy a new bass.

"I bought a new Precision
which I thought was stinky, and
I changed from that to a Gibson
EB1, and discovered to my
great amazement that I could
play fast. The Fender neck is so
big, and I never realised it
until I got the Gibson. I began
to play running up and down
the neck the whole time, and in
consequence I became a very
flash bass player."

Although she soon passed
out of the stage of just playing
fast for the sake of it, she finds
now that it helped her a great
deal. As she explained, "I was
playing too many notes, and a
bass player shouldn't. Anyway,
I was soon told how terrible it
sounded, and I reverted to play-
ing much more simply, putting
the licks in only where they
belonged. When you begin and
learn your instrument a little,
you feel that people are only
going to think you're good if
you play a million notes per
measure. After a while you
grow out of it, and you realise
that they think it's much better
if you don't play so many notes.
"Still", she added quickly, "I
think it's important to go
through the 'flashy' stage, or
you don't know what it is to
be unflashy."

Suzi certainly has the ability
to play quickly if a particular
song or solo required it, but
is on the whole a firm believer
in the principal that the bass
should be "the bottom end of
a tune, and nothing more."

With her kind of music, in
which a persistant and irresis-
tible beat is of the essence,
such a philosophy is entirely
acceptable. She is also aware
of the current trend of bring-



ing the bass to more promi-
nence as a lead instrument a la
Jack Bruce and Andy Frazer,
and respects what they are try-
ing to do. "Certainly good, but
just not my own style," is her
straightforward comment on the
matter.

What we are left with, then,
is a bass player with the sense
and ability to provide just what
is needed - no more and no
less.

When we moved on to the
topic of her and Len's respec-
tive instrument collections,
conversation became a little
more irregular. She didn't seem
quite sure of the number she
itad, or when she had acquired
them, and often turned to Len
with a puzzled expression on
her face. -57 or '58?" '"58". I

bought that in America, right?"
"Yeah."

"I love collecting them, and
so does Len," she began. "If
it's a plastic one with a couple
of rubber strings on it, he'll buy
it. . .. Mine are all Fenders and
Gibsons except for one Greco
which I got in Japan. The guy
that makes them there made
ne for me and gave it to me

as a gift - he just walked on
stage and handed it over. It has
a thin Jazz -style neck with a

body looking something like a
Thunderbird. The one I use
most of the time is the Ripper,
which I bought a year ago. I

had been looking at it for some
time, but it took me a while to
decide whether I wanted it or
not. The neck seems to be
something between the regular
Gibson and Fender necks, so
the size is just right for my
fingers."

Success
Did she ever play with a pick,

pehaps? The question amused
her greatly. "I'm absolutely use-
less with a pick. I tried using it
once, but everybody started
laughing. You see, having
taught myself to play with my
fingers, it's impossible to
switch." Suzi paused, wonder-
ing if that was the lot, and,
while she was thinking Len re-
cited the contents of his col-
lection.

"I have a '54 Esquire, bought
in America. A '54 Les Paul
Junior. A '74 Les Paul Standard,
which I use on stage all the
time. A '67 gold -finished Les
Paul Standard. A'62 Strat. A
'60 Les Paul Custom with three
pick-ups. A 12 -string Guild. A
'59 Melody Maker. A'60 Gibson
335, and a Les Paul anniver-
sary." His roadie must love him.
"Oh yeah, I have a Hagstrom
acoustic too," Suzi added, re-

lieved at having remembered it.
Her roadie must love her, too.

Among Len's array of Les
Paul's, the solitary Stratocaster
is kept for use in the studio,
"to get a nice, hard sound."
The band currently uses Acous-
tic amplification, but Len will
soon be moving to Marshall,
much more complementary to a
Fender, and at that time he
plans to use it more. And, as
far as Suzi is concerned, she

hasn't finished yet. "I want an
original Violin bass, I want a
fretless bass and I want another
EB2. . . ." If she gets hold of
these, the total owned by her
and Len between them will
come to something like twenty
guitars.

We could leave the article
with twenty guitars laid out in
the mind's eye, but it is more
apt to end with Suzi's view of
her own success. "After eleven

years it has got to be a
pleasure or I wouldn't be in it.
I like what I do, and I have done
it my way from the beginning.
That's the reason I'm success-
ful."

Yes sir, you had better be-
lieve it, and look forward to
seeing her the next time that
leather suit hits your town . . .

unless of course you happen
to be the party who stole her
first Precision bass guitar!
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IS THERE

A HIT
ON YOUR

SHELF?

I N the days before rock and
roll, there were no rock and
roll songs, simple as that. So

when the first rock singers be-
gan to get their acts together
they took a long look round at
the songs which already exist-
ed and found . . . Bing Crosby
croon tunes, Vera Lynn weep-
ies, nothing with the musical
drive and lyrics unpretentious
enough to express what they
wanted to express. The only
thing they could do was create
a whole new style of song -
writing either by doing it them-
selves or, which was more fre-
quently the case, by finding
someone else who could.

Greasy Quiff
And so modern pop song -

writing was born. While the
actual performers of it were on
stage shaking back a greasy

111111111.....mommo===a

quiff and gyrating a glitter -en-
cased pelvis, a select club of
writers like Carole King and
Geoffrey Goffin and John D.
Loudermilk were at home busily
composing the hits which are
starting to make money for
them again today.

Boost
Of course modern songwrit-

ing was given a tremendous
boost by the Beatles, whose
children's children will still be
raking in the royalties, but the
Beatles also started off another
important trend which has had
far-reaching effects on the
music scene. That is, for groups
to write their own material.
Let's face it, only a small min-
ority of exceptionally talented
people can write songs which
have the magic to survive for
generations. Most of the torrent
of songs which have flooded
the charts over the last few
years have poured right back
again into the ocean of un-
memorability.

It's only recently that groups
and artists have started having
a rethink on the subject. Take
the situation of a new band
about to record their first
single. They are faced with this
choice; should they write a

totally new song and gamble on
it being good enough to be, a
hit, should they call in a tried
and trusted professional song -
writing team like Bill Martin
and Phil Coulter whose songs
launched the Bay City Rollers,
or should they play safe by re-
viving a golden oldie and hope
that it can be a hit second
time around?

That really good old songs
can score as hits time and time
again has been proved by
people like Showaddywaddy
who revived Eddie Cochran's
Three Steps to Heaven, by Mud
with Buddy Holly's Oh Boy and
the old Presley number One
Night, by Donny Osmond, who
put Jimmy Young in a wierd
situation when he had to intro-
duce Donny's version of the
song which had been a hit for
him many years ago!

The fact is that these songs
are always new to the young-
est section of record buyers,
to whom all numbers written
prior to 1970 are mere legends,
tunes hummed by parents in
the bath. People have only just
started to realise what a vast
wealth of material has been be-
queathed to us from the mid -
fifties onwards. The charts at
the moment are punctuated
with songs which cause older
people to yawn, "Oh no, that
THAT again!" but which strike
the kids with exactly the same
impact they had on their elders
a decade or so ago. All at once
the hunt is on and it's a free-
for-all. It's got members of
older bands and managers of
younger ones frantically seach-
ing their memories for the
songs that turned them on
when they were kids and so
far people have only scratched
the surface.

Revived
There are literally hundreds

of songs which could be re-
vived and turned into money
spinning hits once again just
sitting gathering dust in your
very own record collection.
Great songs never lose their
magic, as the {current charts
prove. There are all the Buddy
Holly, Everly Brothers and Pres-
ley songs for a start, plus
scores by lesser known artists
who were only pulled into the
limelight on the strength of a

good number.
Mind you, one thing to be-

ware of when it comes to pick-
ing out a song is the follow-up
number to a big hit, which
rarely has the zap of the ori-
ginal. So far no-one has taken
up one of the Tommy Steele
hits from the fifties, like the
appropriately titled Handful of
Songs. Then there are people
like the Springfields, the Mom-
mas and the Poppas, all the
sounds of '67. There's just so
much, a veritable goldmine of
hits. But you've still got to
strike vein to make it rich.

Why? Because the minute
you decide to revamp an old
song you are faced with a

number of choices. You can
either come up with a faithful
rendition of the original, note
for note, or decide to work out
your brand new version. How
you do that is entirely up to
you. You can put out a single
of Land of Hope And Glory
complete with fuzz, wah wah
and screaming synthesiser if
you like. There's no law as to
how you arrange a song.

But here are the problems. If
you plump for copying the ori-

ginal version then for a start,
you might make the depressing
discovery that the sound on
the original is a lot harder to
reproduce than you thought.
River Deep, Mountain High is
a classic example of the de-
ceptively simple sounding ar-
rangement, but just try to re-
produce that hollow, mono,
Spector sound on the Ike and
Tina Turner hit version, or the
cunning backing vocals. Many
have tried and failed on that
one, just not being able to re-
capture the excitement of the
old sound.

There again, attempting to
copy the original lays you wide
open to the comments of the
Deejay, and you know how
caustic their comments can get
if you've outraged their beauti-
ful memories! So, by playing it
safe, you might not be doing
yourself a favour after all. Not
unless you happen to be some-
body like Elton John or the
Bay City Rollers who are cur-
rently being carried along on a
great wave of popular support
which no amount of acid
criticism can affect.

Now for the second choice,
coming up with your own ver-
sion and arrangement. You can
rock it, you can reggae it, you
can play it in a mood which
seems to fit in with the current
tone of the charts or you can
employ a sound which is char-
acteristic of your own band.
That's what the Beatles did
with the old Isley Brothers
song, Twist And Shout. They
did it so well that it became
their theme song throughout
their early days, totally oblit-
erating all versions of the song
which preceded it.

Hymn Book
However, your search for a

future hit from a past song
needn't necessarily be limited
to the catalogues of old rock
and roll numbers. Judy Collins
and Cat Stevens scanned the
hymn book and came up with
Amazing Grace and Morning
Has Broken. Thin Lizzy and
Simon and Garfunkel delved
into the mists of folklore and
came up with the traditional
songs Whisky In The Jar and
Scarborough Fair.

There's no limit to it. Some-
where on your record shelf or
even on your bookshelf is more
than one sure-fire hit. Blow off
the cobwebs, do a good song
the favour of rediscovering it
and it will do you the favour
of putting its track record to
work. You don't need the
Midas touch for that!
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G 50 -112
£169

Inc VAT

G50-112 latest of the Yamaha pro combos
50 watts R M S Single heavy duty 12" speaker
Direct injection Both the Accutronics Reverb and
fully variable sustain are controllable with the foot -
switches provided.

Kemble-Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes
MK1 1JE. Tel: Milton Keynes 71771.

TRY THEM AT: Andeitons, Guildford 75928 Bell Musical, Surbiton 01-399 1166 Chingford Group Gear, ChIngford 01524 1446 - Chingford Organs. Northampton 22936 Ereedmans, Leytonstone 01 539 0280
Hamiltons, Middlesbro 47314 - Hamilton, Teesside 47314 - Hammonds, Watford 39773 - Hammonds, Aylesbury 3131 - Hodges & Johnson, Colchester 11463 - Hodges & Johnson,Most Branches - lan Holland,
Blackpool 27096 - Huddersfield Music Centre, Huddersfield 27653 - Hudsons, Chesterfield 71177 Hudsons, Sheffield 78701  John King, Kingston 01-546 9100/2 Macaris, London (West End) 01-836 2856
Reidys, Blackburn 52967 - RSD, London (Notting Hill) 01-560 0520 - Sounds Fine, Bedford 60273 - Southern Organs, Most Branches Len Stiles, Lewisham 01- 690- 2958 - Dave Simms Music. Ealing, 015600520
Top Gear, Bristol 661445 Top Gear, London (West End) 01.240 2347/2118 - Jack White. Ipswich 57223 - Jack White. Lowestoft - Allen's, Yarmouth 2887 Alexander Biggar, Glasgow 041 332 8676
Carlsbro Sound Centre, Mansfield 26976 - Carlsbro Sound Centre, Sheffield 663862 - Chaples, London 01-629 7600  Dawsons, Warrington 32591  Bernard Dean, Scarborough 2513 Sender Soundhouse,
London 01-323 4881 Gough and Davy, Scarborough 4610 - Gwent Music, Newport (Mon) 57505 - John's Music, Scunthorpe 3800 - Leigh's, Leigh 72958 - Matthews Music, Maidstone 673355 - Minns Bournemooth,
Bournemouth 291227 - Minns Most Branches - Ray Moore, Hartlepool 60432 - Music Centre, StocktononTees 6605 - McCormacs, Glasgow 041-332 8958  Orange Music, London 01140 3159 R.C. Music,
Crayford 53685 - Simpsons, Medway 44242 - Gordon Simpson, Edinburgh 031-225 6305 - S.M.I., London 01-240 3386 - Sound Pad, Leicester 20760 South Organ Professional Centre, Brighton 720666 Stage,
Bridge -of -Allan (Stirling) 3490 Northern Ireland stockists: - Baird EleCifiliiiCs, Belfast 749358 Jack Evans, Lisburn 2011 Modern Music, Newtown:11,1s 4657 Rea Sound Equipment, Sipwalhlowl, 697

ist collect as lime of going to mess; Check your local dealer if he is tint listed.
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SINCE we lost Jimmy Hendrix, Ritchie
Blackmore has worn the crown of the

king of flash guitar. Where Page, Beck,
Clapton and others have lapsed into laid-
back mini solos Blackmore has kept up
the pressure, pushing his Stratocasters
further and further. Working hard to make
his guitar speak until he stands almost
alone as one of the few people who can
take a guitar solo and make it more than
a technical exercise or a pleasant tune.

But Ritchie has split from Deep Purple.
Left his home ground and is now on the
road with Rainbow, his new outfit com-
prising American Ronnie Dio on vocals,
Jimmy Bain, bass, Gary Driscoll, drums
and Micky Lee Soule on keyboards.

I'd been warned beforehand to watch
his knack of making interviewers feel ill
at ease. It's true. If you let him get away
with it, Ritchie will manage to convince
you that he is thoroughly bored with inter-
views, doesn't really like anything and is
generally pissed -off with everything.
Watch, however, for the sly laugh, the
sudden wolf -like grin and the dry humour,
and you'll realise that he's simply adding
to his reputation for being difficult - and
having a laugh about it. At that stage you
can either laugh with him or crawl off and
write a heavy, "let's knock Ritchie" piece
(viz. some other interviews of late) be-
cause he's tried to put one over on you.

Nothing changed
To start with, we launched off straight

into the subject of gear. Nothing much
seems to have changed but, here, for the
record, is what lies behind Ritchie's sound
in terms of gear.

O.K., here's the first killer. All of his
Strats have grooves sanded away between
the frets! This is no slight dip, but a

heavily worked valley to enable him to
pull more leverage out of the string when
he's bending a note. It's not a technique
that one could recommend to anyone
else. Quite simply, you'd have to get used
to a whole new way of playing. Why,
though, had Ritchie stayed so faithful to
his beloved Stratocaster?

"Strats have so much more bite and
they've got a clean sound," he whispers,
"I like a distortion that comes from the
amp, where I can control it, not from the
pick-up where I can't. Strats cut through a
lot. The actual guitar is far harder to play
than a Gibson but it's more rewarding
because with all that clarity you hear your
mistakes a lot more."

Of course, the guitar alone won't give
the exact Blackmore sound, a lot has to
do with the fact that he spent about eight
years practising for six hours a day! The
third factor in the Blackmore saga is, of
course, amplification, as Ritchie explained.

"I always use Marshall, but I go to the
factory and get them power boosted by
about a million watts. I also have an extra
output stage built on which gives me
more treble and I have the bass taken
right out. When actually playing, I then
turn the treble right down and get my dis-
tortion through overloading the speakers."

There are no pedal effects in the Black -
more sound, for reasons which he ex-
plained. "I think that the more effects you

"I think the more

effects you use the less

you concentrate on

your playing"

use the less you can concentrate on your
playing. I do use echo though."

Ritchie's echo unit is, in tact, a tape
recorder which he converted to perform
two functions. One is to act as a pre -amp
to overload the input stage of his Marshall,
the other is to work as a tape echo unit.

Having what is perhaps best politely
described as an -extravagent' style of
playing, Ritchie is forced to spend a fair
amount of time tuning up between num-
bers, although the very individuality of his
technique does, to an extent, solve the
problems it creates. "I do have to tune-up
before every number and there are a

couple of numbers where I'm playing in
fifths and fourths where I have to spend
two or three minutes tuning before I can
play them. But, I never play whole chords
-- I use triads most of the time so that if,
for example, I find that my top E is out I

can compensate for it."
Ritchie's choice of strings is a familiar

one to many players "I use Picato which
I've used for about six years. Clapton
told me about them and they have a

really good sound, every American
guitarist I know is trying to get them be-
cause they have some really horrible
things over there."

Blackmore's style, as I've already said,
is very highly distinctive. That came about
through an early decision which was
assisted by advice from ace guitarist (and
sometime Blackmore tutor) Jim Sullivan.
"If I do listen to somebody, I'll listen
to them and then go my own way. I tried
in the beginning, to copy people like
Scotty Moore and James Burton but a lot
of the solos were too hard and so I made
up my own. Everybody has their own
way of playing and you should only really
play in that one style - that's what
Jimmy Sullivan told me."

Blackmore talks very slowly and ex-
tremely quietly - giving the impression
that if you put him on a stage he'd just
fall asleep or lean back again his stack and
doze off. The fact is that he's a bit of a
maniac on stage with an axe in his hands
and one supposes that it's his way of
compensating for being so dry off it.

Another odd factor in Blackmore's
make-up is his own taste in listening.
Having a fond love of Germany and things
German, he's very much into Baroque
music, regarding Bach as God. "Baroque
music is very rhythmical and very direct
and I find it particularly stimulating. With
rock music, unless it's very well played,
it's just a headache because it's too
sloppy."

On the subject of the current state of
rock, Blackmore is refreshingly adamant.
"In England everything is so bad. Radio
One is out of the question and only the

odd show like the Alan Freeman show
is worth listening to." Of the current
bands, Ritchie seems to be impressed with
Tangerine Dream and Kraftwerk (back to
his love of things German here) but re-
mains unimpressed with the general state
of rock music.

"I think of England in a patriotic way
and I love Germany but it's got rather silly
over here where people will do anything to
get a hit. I don't know quite who's doing
it but there's some fat producer who's
****ing the whole thing up somewhere.
What happened to the Ready Steady Go's
and the Oh Boy's? In America you see all
the new groups on television but here,
all we've got is The Old Grey Whistle Test
which is crap. That bit in the middle where
some guy sits on a stool and drags out
a dirge.

Aside of the fact that Blackmore's words
happen to coincide exactly with my own
thoughts on the subject, it is totally re-
freshing to meet somebody who is con-
vinced that the state of Britain's rock
media couldn't be worse. It's no co-
incidence that the weekly papers recently
went for him, because they have no bigger
critic of their intellectual pretentiousness
than Ritchie Blackmore. That, I feel com-
pelled to add, is fine by me. What they
failed to see from their towering heights is
that Ritchie can play the guitar like few
others on this planet, the kids love his
heaviness but the press can't get into it.
For them the fashionable obsession with
funk and laid-back music is more im-
portant than musical content and they feel
hurt when a musician points out to them
that they have become more concerned
with self-created fashion than with what
people want to hear and want to play,
dubbing his music as old-fashioned.

Final decision
Which brings us to Ritchie's split with

Purple. The final decision to break from
the band came about before he embarked
on his solo album. During the recording
of it, however, it became obvious to him
that, perhaps for the first time in his
career for many a moon, he had begun
to enjoy himself in the studio. As a result
of that, the decision to split crystalised
into a decision to form a band and get
out of the rut which he felt that Purple
had got into.

Which leaves us with the Rainbow
album itself. Ritchie claims that a lot of
his inspiration came about from the
medieval music that he has been listening
to lately with the censequence that he
has found himself using modes rather
than scales as the basis of some of his
recent work. The new band promises to
be a killer and Ritchie Blackmore seems to
be ready to get back to the brashness
which he says is missing from his later
work with Purple.

Another bogey lies dead as I leave the
Holiday Inn. Blackmore has turned out to
be a very human being, not at all adverse
to talking about his style, his views or
anything else under the sun once you've
pointed out that you are prepared not to
use him as a stone to grind your own anti -
rock axe against.
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Purple's American
guitar hero talks
to Chris Simmonds



RITCHIE Blackmore, ace guitarist and
stack executioner, left Deep Purple

some time ago: his replacement is a very
humorous American who orders the
most amazing sandwiches in cafes and
drinks odd mixtures of English ale. Under-
neath the veneer of the compulsive joke
cracker is a guitarist who has no inten-
tions of labouring under the cloud left
by Ritchie.

Tommy Bolin does not look on himself
as replacing Ritchie - he looks on him-
self as a new guitarist in an old band,
and there is a big difference. Although
Purple have undergone several staff
changes in the past, they always in-
volved the singer and bass player.

Nicky Simper and Rod Evan left first,
with Roger Glover and Ian Gillan taking
their places, and largely precipitating a

transition from 'underground' to 'heavy'.
When they left, the replacements were
current members Glenn Hughes and
David Coverdale, and this time, while the
driving rock remained largely intact, the
move was towards soul. And, through
all these direction changes, a three -
strong core remained - Blackmore, Jon
Lord and Ian Paice. Now that founder
member Blackmore has gone, we are
presumably in for another substantial
change of direction, and I spoke to Tommy
in an attempt to find out just what the
future held for Purple fans.

While the coffee machine buzzed in the
background, he began by explaining his
early days. "I started off playing drums,
then moved to guitar, then to organ, and
then back to guitar." Sensing a slight
feeling of confusion, he enlarged. "At the
time I couldn't afford any instrument, and
I guess I'm on guitar now because it's
the cheapest of them all." If he saved a
little money, his skill on the guitar took
him through terms with Billy Cobham and
The James Gang.

Audition
Although he is glad of the experience

that these past bands have given him, it
is apparent that he is mainly concerned
with the present and the future, and we
moved straight onto his place with Purple.

His first audition with the band seems
to have come about in a fairly haphazard
way, and, before he had met the rest of
the band, was not really acquainted with
their music. "I had seen them once on
television in the States, and was very
impressed. Besides that, I only knew
Smoke on the Water. In the American
dressing rooms before you go on, every-
body seems to play it to warm up -
you hear it all over the place."

So when the new band had started
playing together, had Tommy been forced
to jump straight into the old favourites
like Highway Star and Speed King? "Oh
no, all we had was a really loose
didn't play anythng specific. just found
a groove and sort of took off from there."
Strangely, that comment was exciting -
the idea of Jon heading into inner space
on his Hammond while Tommy just, well,
jammed! That such a relaxed jam session
could take place seems to bode well for
the future.

As Tommy pointed out, he had sensed
an undercurrent of tension in Storm -
bringer, which, although professionally
produced as usual, lacked the special
Purple bite. His own relaxed style of
paying could well be the catalyst to
revitalise the rest of the band, and this
impresson is borne out by his current
situation with them. Athough they have
as yet had comparatively little time to-
gether, Tommy and Jon Lord have spent
many evenings chatting about music
through to the small hours.

"It's all very strange," he explains,
"because I don't know one scale -
seriously. I mean, I know where things
are, A and B, but when people call me
a jazz guitarist, I'm not at all." In fact, he
doesn't put a tag on his playing at all,
probably a very healthy sign. "I remem-
ber in New York sitting in with Larry
Coryell - now that's a real jazz player,
very disciplined."

I asked what form the writing would
take for the new numbers, and his reply
was in character with all he had said
before. "Basically we'll all be coming up
with riffs, and then building it into some-
thing more sophisticated from there.
We're all starting with open minds, and
they will be exploring things I've been
trying, and vice versa. But even if it
starts around a riff, we want it to turn
out a proper song, one you can remem-
ber after a couple of listens. Too many
hands turn out riffs instead of songs "
He thought for a moment to clarify his
theory. "Yeah, songs take you to the
bank."

I wondered just how many of the old
songs audiences could expect to hear
"I doubt if there will be any at all," said
Tommy. "It's going to be a completely
new Purple - there's no way around
that. Anyway, whatever we turn out in
the end, I really feel that it will he better.
I can already sense a new vitality in the
band, breaking out of the recent depres-
sion and confusion."

Like Blackmore, Bolin is also a Fender
man choosing a Stratocaster with a Tele-
caster neck - "I find the Strat neck's a hit
sticky. I've just gotten a Les Paul too,
which is good fun."

For those who feel that rock music is
currently in a valley, it should be gratify-
ing to learn that Tommy wholeheartedly
agrees. "There are so many identical
bands around, badly imitating each other,
and I feel that audiences are fast getting
bored with it. I mean, when I first came
over here, I heard so many revivals on
the radio, and I didn't get what was going
on. I heard ***** re -doing an old song
so badly that I would shoot him if
bumped into him." We'll keep it anony-
mous because I don't want a full libel
drawer, but I can understand Tommy's
feelings.

Energy
The forthcoming Deep Purple album,

tentatively titled Come See the Wine,
Taste the Band is, as he puts it, "taking
shape-it's in the groove, with everyone
willing to experiment, there are no pre-
conceived limits, and I really think they're
great players. I rely a lot on the rhythm
department, and Paice can really drive a
song along. He's got so much energy -
I mean, you look at some guys on a solo
and they look bored, just bang it out,
but he's right on top all the time."

At the same time, around the end of
November, he has his own Teaser album
coming out (he's still on his own label)
and that, one suspects, could be a nice
one too. No doubt the fact that he has
joined one of Britain's premier rock
groups will help the sales of his solo
album. Be that as it may, when such an
experienced and musical group finds a
new lease of life, I for one am keenly
awaiting the album and live appearances.
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MARC BOLAN:
LOVE him or hate him,

Marc Bolan has had his
finger on the pulse of pop

music since back in the sixties.
Now, with an enviable record
of smash hits stretching right
to the early days with (the then
underground) Tyrannosaurus
Rex, Bolan is now back in the
charts after an eighteen month
absence.

It's always difficult to actually
ask artists why they've gone
off the scene for so long and,
more difficult still, to ask them
if they think that there is any
way that their career is finished,
but we steeled ourselves and
asked Marc the heavy ones
first.

First of all we wanted to

know why Bolan stopped re-
leasing what seemed at the
time an endless flow of hits?

"I really went off the scene
for that time because I felt that
I was being over -exposed
which is a terrible plague in
the pop business. It was bloody
Bolan all over the place! Also,
I was being stuck along with
David Cassidy and Donny
Osmond. With my background
I felt that it was a bit uncool
to he put alongside them."

Bolan doesn't appear, then, to
consider himself as being a

pure teenybopper superstar. He
still seems to cling to his roots
and his one time heavy reputa-
tion.

Can we expect, therefore, a

new version of the elfin Bolan?
"Over eighteen months I've

changed a hell of a lot," is his
reply. "I've been into a lot of
black music, and people as yet
aren't aware of what I've been
doing - the new album called
Futuristic Dragon will be out
about the end of October and
it's a great change of style."

When pressed further, Marc
seems reluctant to explain just
what his change of style has
entailed, other than the fact that
he has sacked two members of
his old band, added a few more
and has been working closely
with people like the Ohio
Players. Somehow he seems to
feel that contact with black
soul artists will automatically

convince the public that he's
in for a re -vitalisation of the
bopping style.

Back, then, to Bolan's
eighteen month break. Did he
feel that he'd been taking
risks?

"Yes, of course it was a

gamble - but I'm not pulling
any 'mature changed man
thing' because, musically, I

don't think that people have
caught up with what I did with
Tyrannosaurus Rex as a poet
and a writer. In a way, I sup-
pose I'm going back to that
now. At the time, Tyranno-
saurus Rex was very relevant

Continued on page 32

ARE THE GOLDEN DAYS OVER?
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MARC BOLAN
to Flower Power and '67 be-
cause everyone else was into
the Hendrix, Cream thing so the
only way that I could even get
noticed was to do the exact
opposite. After that we became
less potent because you had
people like James Taylor around
and so I went the opposite
way and went heavy which was
the only way to get noticed
again. The things that I did for
the last four years have been
relevant to the top forty. I went
off the scene because I wanted
a low to make the highs
higher."

A statement like that could
certainly lead to some raised
eyebrows. Either Bolan is one
of those Mickie Most figures
who can keep their heads to-
gether and make hits time and
time again (making him a

shrewd planner) or he's making
rationalisations after the event
in the hope of understanding
what really happened (making
him an ordinary human being).
Either way, it's hard to get an
answer from him when you
ask him which of the two alter-
natives is true. "Everything I'm
saying is in retrospect and
everything I've planned has
been on instinct and I'm always
right for myself."

The truth probably is that
Marc doesn't really know what
is happening at any one time,
any more than any other artist
(unless they're a real excep-
tion) does. What he is really
saying is that he hasn't been
badly wrong yet.

Perhaps the drive behind him
is shown when he talks about
his position in current rock. "I
just don't want to be a failure,
and yet I don't went to be in
the position I was in during '71

- which is where I suppose
the Rollers are now. I love
adulation but I don't think that
I want that hysteria now."

At this stage it becomes
obvious that it is vitally im-
portant to get Marc to tell us
what he does have planned
for the future.

"What I'm doing now is kind
of re -activating the '71 thing
but allowing it to follow it's
own course. I've cut two
albums which are both black
influenced and they are also
musically better than anything
I've done before."

BOWIE
Bolan is the second of

Britain's superstars to hit this
black thing in the last year
(which is not to say that there
haven't been others who have
come right out and copied
black music). The other white -
soul freak is, of course, David
Bowie, someone with whom
Bolan shares a lot in common.
Back in the mid -sixties, they
both made a few unsuccessful
singles. They both came
through it and pushed a heavy
bi-sexual image and both were
at the very peak of the now
dead glam-rock period. Did
Bolan see the parallels between
their careers?

"Yes I do. We've both gone
through similar periods and
we're both into American black
music. There was a time when
we were both influenced by
Syd Barrett and a period when
we both copied Bob Dylan and
it's been a bit like the surrealist
movement in the 1920's with all
those painters living and work-
ing together. David and I are
into the same thing. It was him
who told me to front the band
myself in the way I am now and
to stop the fantasy that T. Rex
was anything other than Marc
Bolan." Bolan's friendship with
Bowie has now reached a point
where they are planning a film
together.

Had he, we asked, ever con-
sidered the fact that he might
have reached the end of his
career? "Yes, I have considered
that I was finished as a rock
performer if I wanted to be
finished. I had to decide if I

wanted all the aggro of people
putting you down and I decided
that I did want it for my
music's sake."

Enough, however, about the
prospects of a finished Bolan.
He is determined to come back
and who can doubt a man with
such faith in his own abilities?

One of his current main
points is that he now con-
siders himself to be a reason-

ably good guitarist and the sub-
ject turned to guitars and
equipment.

Currently, Marc uses a 1961
Stratocaster but doesn't feel
particularly strongly about the
age (or even really the indivi-
dual guitar as he explained,
'Hendrix said that it ain't worth
getting sentimental over guitars
because they're only pieces of
wood and he was right. You've
only got to play a guitar for
half an hour and it's your
favourite."

As Marc is traditionally a

Gibson player we asked what
had brought about his change
onto Fender.

"There are really only two
sounds you can get, or that
you need; there's the Hendrix
sound that you get out of a

Strat and then you've got the
Jimmy Page/Yardbirds sound
that you get from a Les Paul.
They're the only two guitars in
the world that you need, them
and an acoustic like a Martin."

On the subject of guitar
sounds, Marc used to use
a range of effects pedals,
but now feels that he is able
to dispense with them, as he
explained; "At one point I was
using ten bloody boxes but
now I use the guitar straight
through an HH 200 watt amp
and I'm getting sounds out of
it that I never got before. That's
all down to technique, learning
how to pick and how to use
your tone controls to get the
sounds you want. Like every-
thing else it's all down to hard
work to get it right."

On that point Marc leaves to
do a television interview. Cer-
tainly he is still big business as
far as the national press is con-
cerned but is he any longer a
rock 'n roll star? To date he has
done only two gigs since com-
ing out of the period which he
claims is voluntary retirement
to cut down the over -exposure.

Certainly he has had a single
in the charts but New York
City was in no way the great
change of style that Marc has
talked about - a fact which
he readily agrees with. Probably
he is about to change style, but
don't expect anything too
drastic.

He is a planner, about that
you should have no doubt at
all; he is also uncannily able to
flow with the changes in the
music business and keep in
with whichever section of the
pop world he wishes to appeal
to at any one time. What re-
mains to be seen is whether he
still has the golden touch that
would make his apparent con-
ceit very much a simple matter
of fact.



Kenny Ball with arm on shoulder of soundman Pickstock outside London Hilton.
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WHAT THE A&R MEN WANT
SIXTEEN years as a musician,
during which time he clock-

ed up fourteen hits, have gone
into moulding Dave Dee the
A & R man, who brings to
his job with Atlantic Records
a down to earth, no-nonsense,
utterly practical approach born
out of his own hassles, dis-
appointments and successes. He
has now taken on the added
responsibilities which go with
the title of General Manager,
but in between the day to day
problems of running the office,
still finds time to listen to every
one of the fifty or so tapes that
land on his desk every week
"even if I have to take them
home at night."

Like the other A & R men
we've spoken to during this
series, Dave has some kind of
idea about what he's looking for
at the moment, even if he can't
exactly stick a label on it, but
one of the pre -requisites of any
act signed by Atlantic is that it
should fit in with the "image" of
the label.

"Young kids in the teeny-
bopper thing are a lot easier to
influence than older people who
have already been through that
stage and are now making up
their minds and deciding what
they really want. We in Atlantic
appeal to that older audience.
That's what Atlantic is, it's an
image that's been built up since
1947 when the label first start-
ed. Atlantic is a specialist label
and anyone who knows any-
thing about records knows that
it started off as a black label
with blues and jazz artists. The
first white act we ever had who
meant anything at all was
Bobby Darin."

Unknown
Dave thinks that the image

and specialisations of an indivi-
dual record company is some-
thing to keep firmly in mind
when it comes to presenting
your tapes. To give you some
kind of guideline, one of
Atlantic's most recent signings
is Paul Kossoff with his new
band, Back Street Crawler, who
are bringing out an album soon.
Of course, signing Kossoff
wasn't exactly like signing a

total stranger to the music
scene. It could be said that
Atlantic were playing it safe.
"His band was an unknown
quantity," commented Dee,
"but you don't need to listen

DiAVE DEE
OF A NTIC
'I can tell from a four
track demo if a guy
can write songs and is
musical and articulate'

Dave Dee chatting to one very successful writer and artist,

to tapes to know what Kos-
soff's capable of."

Record companies signing
people who are already names
makes things look even harder
for the newcomer, but then it's
never been exactly easy, as Dee
himself knows. "It took me six
years to land my first recording
contract, after I'd been turned
down by every major record
company in the country -
twice! That's why I believe in
telling people who bring me
tapes exactly what I think of
their music and giving them
constructive advice. So when
people turn round and thank
me for being honest with them
I reply, how can I be anything
else when I was a musician
myself once?"

When it comes to judging
talent from a tape, Dave is not
entirely sure that having been
a musician and having made hit
records is any help to him.

Roy Wood
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'Whether material is com-
mercial or not, whether I like or
dislike it, is a purely personal
thing. But there are times you
have to say, well, it doesn't
appeal to my particular taste
but I can see that it is valid
and I think it would sell in a
certain market. You mustn't be
that narrow minded that you
don't know what's going on
around you."

What is going on around us,
i.e. the current economic de-
pression, is what, in Dave's
view, is giving rise to the kind
of music that the record com-
panies are snapping up at the
moment, disco soul.

"Soul music's been there a
long, long time. It was born out
of depression itself. In times of
crisis, like now, what do people
want to do? Go out and be en-
tertained. And what's the
cheapest way to have a jolly
good night out and enjoy your-
self? Pay 50p or whatever and
go to a discotheque and dance
for three or four hours until
you're totally knackered and all
your worries gone and you can
go home and say, 'wow, what a
good night.'

More of it

"I think record companies are
buying more of it at the moment
because they have to go which-
ever way the wind blows. The
public are essentially the people
who decide. They can be led,
coerced, even brainwashed to a
point, but you can only take
them so far before they say,
hey, I don't want that any more,
I want this."

The Heavy Metal Kids were
an Atlantic signing that Dave
was wholly responsible for and
now appear to be proving his
faith in them was justified. "I
found them in the Speakeasy
about two years ago and now
they're drawing audiences all
over the country and have their
own large following, although
they're still not selling an in-
credible number of records."

What was it he saw in their
music? "It may not have been
their music, because musically,
since I first saw them, they've
improved a trillion per cent. No,
what I saw originally may have
been energy, charisma, factor
x, call it what you will. I'm not
a musical purist. I like what I

like and after the number of
years I've spent in the business
I know a little bit about it, too,
and my opinions will be valid
for a percentage of this coun-
try's audience. Mind you, things
I turn down will be signed by
other people and may become
stars and hits!"

You may wonder why Dee,
having been so successful at
the performing end of the busi-
ness, decided he'd be happier
behind a desk. Even he won-
dered if he could adapt to it at
first.

"I got into the A & R side
purely by accident, through a
friend of mine. It was one of

the courtesy of making an
appointment for them to come
in and play it on decent equip-
ment.

"So I listen and if it shows
any potential at all - and I

don't need a £3,000 master to
show me that, I can tell from a
four track demo if a guy can
write songs and is musical and

"I'M NOT
A MALE

CHAUVINIST"

those days when I was really
pissed off with being an artist
and I said, 'That's it, I've had
enough. All they want is
Xanadu and Zabadak and
Bend It, I can't take any more
and I want to do something
else.'

Discipline
"My friend asked if I was

serious and wondered what I

would like to do. I answered,
'get a job' and within half an
hour I had a call from WEA
records, went for an interview
and was offered the Atlantic
gig.

"I told them I'd never done
anything like it before. I had
never been a company man and
didn't know if I could adapt to
office hours and discipline. Not
that I hadn't been disciplined
before, but on the road dis-
cipline is different, like I'd know
I had to drive 300 miles and be
on stage at 8 p.m. and I'd do it.
I asked them not to hold me to
a contract, because I wanted
both them and me to be able to
get out quick if it didn't work,
but I've been here over two
and a half years now!"

Dave has changed since his
early days at Atlantic when he
used to drive all the way to
Newcastle to hear a group who
had been recommended to him
by word of mouth. Now he has
neither the time nor the money
to waste and insists, quite sen-
sibly, on hearing a tape first.

"If someone says to me 'I've
just spent three grand on mak-
ing a master tape', I show them

articulate - I ask if I can come
and see the group, even if it is
in Newcastle or wherever. But I

don't go all the way there any
more on a bum steer."

Dave's sensible advice to
groups who are toying with the
idea of making a demo, is to do
it cheaply but well, spend a lot
of time on it but don't spend
all your savings.

"You've got to remember that
a lot of people in this business
have cloth ears and unless you
give them the finished master
they won't understand what
you're doing. Of course every-
body who's making music be-
lieves that their thing is the
greatest innovation since sliced
bread. If they didn't believe
they were fantastic, they
wouldn't be doing it. But
frankly, what they're doing
could be a complete bummer
and it would be a tragedy for
them to put all their hard-
earned bread into it. So when
people ask me for advice I say
don't make expensive demos,
go and find a cheap little studio
somewhere or buy yourself a
Revox and experiment at
home."

Many A & R men believe that
it is better for a band to have
management fixed up before
they approach a record com-
pany. Dave is not so sure. "It
can be a help, but then I have
to evaluate whether or not that
management is going to be any
real help to the band. Maybe it
would be better for us as a
record company thinking of in-
vesting money in that band. to

find them alternative manage-
ment.

"You can count the good
managers on two hands. There
are, of course, lots of untried
ones who are very, very willing
but, as an artist, I learned at
other people's expense and I

wouldn't like any artist I signed
to have to do that. I suppose
I'm in a pretty privileged posi-
tion having been through it all
myself. I find I can determine
whether they're right or wrong
and if managers try to give me
a load of bullshit I can see
through it in twenty seconds
flat, just because I have been
ripped off, lost money and given
all the promises in the past."

Contract
Dave doesn't think it's any

harder for a group to get a
recording contract now than it
was when he first started, even
in spite of the economic situa-
tion. However, ask him about
the chances for female artists
in Britain and he thinks it's
difficult, full stop!

"I'm not a male chauvinist,"
he insisted, glancing across his
office at the photos of his
beautiful, blonde wife on the
wall, "but its a very difficult
thing to explain without sound-
ing like you're anti -women.

"Have a listen to the average
British chick's record. Does it
turn you on? How can a white
chick go out and sing Killing
Me Softly with the same feel-
ing as Roberta Flack? They
can't do it, it ain't there.

"Don't get me wrong. I've
seen some of the greatest
female artists, who reduce me
to tears because they're so
good, but it's a well known fact
that chicks don't sell as many
records at number one as a
guy would in the same period."

It's pure economics then,
ladies! But the guys don't have
it so easy, either. How many
groups or artists does Dave sign
a year? "One or two maybe. I

can't see the point in signing
artists for the sake of it. Some
companies seem to work on the
theory that if you sign every-
body who walks in, some of the
shit is bound to stick to the
wall, but not us. However, we
are a very friendly company,
it's not 'I'm Dave Dee and
you're Group X."I'm going to a
party tonight. It's a group's
party and if I was a prat, they
wouldn't have invited me, but
I was one of the very first
people they phoned up and in-
vited.

"If they make it, we make it.
If they fail, we fail. It actually is
as simple at that."
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SMOKEIFCHINNICHAPS NEW DIRECTION
CKINN and Chapman have
always had the song that's

looking for a group. Just what
kind of group seems to depend
pretty much on where their
heads are at any given time.
For example, they wrote a song
a few years ago, advertised for
musicians to record it and thus
began their highly successful
association with Sweet. And as
their ideas about songwriting
and, even more important,
about the changing face of the
music scene, have developed,
so the musicians working with
them have changed right up to
the current situation, which
Nicky Chinn described to me a
couple of months ago.

"The days of making 'ob-
vious' pop singles are, I won't
say over, but we're taking a

rest at the moment. It does
get a little bit boring. Every-
body's been having a go at
knocking us and I think we
could do something a little bit
better. So now we're making a
conscious move to develop
something that's a bit different
for us, an album act with a bit
more craft in it than our normal
chart stuff. Whether or not we
get away with it remains to be
scen, but I'm enjoying the chal-
lenge tremendously."

COLLISION COURSE
That act is Smokey, three

guys from Bradford and one
from Leeds. However, neither
Chinn and Chapman nor
Smokey 'got away with' their
first single and album, one of
the few disappointments of the
career of the songwriting duo
who have achieved the vast
total of 33 chart records in four
years. "We don't mind too
much about it,' commented
bass player Terry Uttley, "be-
cause we think the second
single was much more like
what we wanted to do. The
reason Pass It Around failed
was due to lack of airplay
because a lot of people thought
the lyrics were connected with
drugs."

As Nicky Chinn said, Smokey
definitely are completely differ-
ent to any band or sound Chinn
and Chapman have produced in
the past. Their music leans in

an acoustic singer/songwriter
direction. In fact, they have
been writing songs for longer
than Chinn and Chapman them-
selves! But they needed the
direction, the money and the

break, which is what Chinn and
Chapman have given so many
musicians who have just hap-
pened along at the right mo-
ment.

How Chinn and Chapman
seem to work is to write music
which is aimed at a very pre-
cise sector of the market, then
temper that music with what
comes out of the group, the
band's own sound and per-
sonalities. With It You Think
You Know How To Love Me,
they have achieved the perfect
synthesis of what they want to
write now and what is perfect
for Smokey. In their eyes,
Smokey are destined for
America and Nicky and Mike
actually wrote the song out
there while they were steeped
in the feel of American chart
sounds and brought it back to
England. "We sat down and
sang it and what you hear on
the record is how it came out
quite naturally," said Terry,
continuing the story. "The only
unnatural thing was the orches-
tration."

Terry and guitarists Alan Sil-
son and Chris Norman all met
up in school and formed a band
called Kindness with a drum-
mer called Ron Kelly. Their first
job on turning professional was
a week at a Butlins holiday
camp which was marred by the
fact that they only knew fifteen
numbers which had to be re-
peated nightly ad infinitum
during their three hour spot!
They were briefly on the Decca
label, but luck wasn't with
them and last winter they were
faced with whether or not to
forget the whole thing, as they
were reduced to leaving their
gear in clubs and sleeping in

the van.
By that time Peter Spencer

had joined them on drums and
added a valuable new writing
talent to the band, who are
remarkable for the sheer origi-
nality and unusual subject mat-
ter of their songs and the
tightness of Alan, Chris and
Terry's harmonies. Then, right
at their lowest moment, came
the break they'd been hoping
for. Strange how Fate often
steers people on a collision
course; there were Smokey,
writing their reality based
material, and there were Chinn
and Chapman seeking an outlet
for their new direction. The
two elements met at a club,
decided each could help the
other and the result stardom

for Smokey and success for
Chinn and Chapman in their
new role.

BEATLES

I've mentioned that the group
claim to base their songs on
reality. On their first album are
numbers dealing with rock
critics, mothers-in-law "and
brewer's droop!" put in Alan.
He wouldn't say what gave rise
to that particular number but
what struck me particularly
about their songs is the fact
that they combine very melo-
dic, singable tunes with lyrics
whose strength lies in an
appealing kind of innocence,
born from an almost diary ap-
proach, with meticulously noted
detail and strong emotional
reactions. The number that
struck me the hardest on first
listening was Don't Turn Out
Your Light, which Peter wrote
about the death of his father
and which turned out in no
way sentimental yet still pro-
foundly moving.

Peter and Chris are probably
the most prolific writers of the
band and write a lot of their
songs together. They admire
the Beatles tremendously,
whereas Alan admits to Roy
Wood being his first influence.
"I used to listen to his songs
and try to copy the way he
constructed them," he ex-
plained. "I was 18 when I

wrote my first song. We were
playing in Newquay and Mud
were on there, too, and they
had a party. I went along to it
and met a girl and walked her
home and then decided to go
back to the party but I couldn't
find it. So I walked along the
beach and came to a harbour
where some boats were
moored. One of them was
called Carolina, so I just sat

down and wrote a song with
that title."

Terry has unbounded admira-
tion for Marmalade man Dean
Ford, who, he says, "writes
almost country songs, very
melodic and simple, nothing
over produced about them.
That's how I like to write.

Whereas most bands start
off on acoustic guitars and go
electric, Smokey, with their
second album, are headed back
in the opposite direction. Their
present instrumental line-up is
quite an amazing collection of
different instruments.

Why, with such a variety of
gear to choose from, are they
going in an acoustic direc-
tion? "Because we find we can
write best on acoustic guitars
and the songs come out best
played on them," replied Alan.
It could also be something to
do with getting more into that
West Coast sound which isn't
a put-on thing but a natural
evolution from their music.
They are spending all Septem-
ber in the States, where Mike
Chapman is now installed in
his new office, and after a week
of listening to local bands and
digging the scene are getting
down to rehearsing and record-
ing over there.

They'll return in time for the
release of their second album
in October. "We always dream-
ed of going to America even
while we were still plugging
away in working men's clubs,"
said Alan. "Like everybody else
we always hoped one day to
follow in the Beatles' footsteps
and the States has had a kind
of aura for us. Mind you," he
added, "by the time we're
thinking of going there to live,
all the good English bands will
be there already and somebody
will have to come back to
Britain to fill the gap!"

By LORNA READ
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INSTRUMENTAL
MAINE LAUNCH

NEW AMPS
Anew range of amplifiers
has been announced by

Maine Electronics of Prince
Street in Watford. Three ver-
sions are currently available-
the Artist, the Standard and the
Booster. One noteworthy fea-
ture of these 100 watt amps
are the flexible tone controls,
while the Artist and Standard
models include an overload dis-
tortion facility which offers a

variable effect akin to the ever -

popular valve distortion sound.
The Artist model also in-

cludes a Hammond reverbera-
tion system, plus swell and
colour distortion effects. With
the Artist retailing at £147.31,
the Standard at £118.85 and the
Booster at £95.41, (inclusive
of VAT), prices are an attrac-
tive feature too.

Besides Maine, the amps are
in stock at the Hammond
showrooms in High Street,
Watford and Buckingham
Street, Aylesbury.

TOP GEAR AGAIN
T,OP Gear have announced
1 the opening of a new shop,

Broadway Music, situated at
9, The Broadway, Brighton
Road, at Worthing in Sussex.
Planned to provide a complete
musical service for the West
Sussex area, the shop will be
managed by well known local
guitarist and teacher Barrie
Feest. The shop will carry a

comprehensive range of all
types of guitars at all price
ranges, from student models to

NEWS
professional American models,
and these will be complemen-
ted by an extensive selection
of amplification and PA equip-
ment.

A full range of educational
instruments will include orches-
tral strings, woodwind and
brass, and a range of albums
and tutor books. Drums and
accessories, together with latin
percussion, will be stocked, and
full repair services for all in-
struments will be available.

BERKELEY TO DISTRIBUTE ASPEN
ASPEN guitars and banjos
are to be distributed by the

Berkeley Musical Instrument
Company, recently established
by Don McKrill. The range in-
cludes classic, jumbo and 12 -

string models which incorporate
the new Aspen radial -V bracing
system for the soundboards.

Don believes that the distri-
bution of musical instruments
is a highly specialised business
in which only professionally
trained salesmen should be em -

MAINE ELECTRONICS
WOW! It's MAINE Amplification. Hear
it's Valvey distortion! Try its
fantastic tone range.

2 new sounds and reverb. It's 100 watts
R.M.S. and ONLY £136.40 plus V.A.T.
only at:
HAMMONDS OF WATFORD

161 HIGH STREET,
WATFORD. Tel: 39733

and 43 BUCKINGHAM STREET,
AYLESBURY. Tel: 3131

COVERS!
COVERS MADE FOR ALL SOUND EQUIPMENT.

TOUGH, HEAVY DUTY LEATHERCLOTH, WHITE

PIPING, NEAT HANDLE HOLES.

BY THE 100, OR ONE OFF

Trade enquiries welcome

GARDNER MUSICAL INST.

435 Hessle Road, Hull.

ployed. This policy is vindicated
by the increase in turn -over
both at the West End "Take
Five" headquarters and the
branch in Hammersmith. "We
carry large stocks of band in-
struments", said Don, "and
though we naturally do a lot of
business in guitars, our saxo-
phone sales are substantial.
Many professional players from
the Continent come across to
do business".

The new Berkeley Company
will operate as a purchasing/
merchandising unit supplying
the West End, the West Lon-
don shops and a number of
provincial concessionaires. Ber-
keley has also secured the
agency for Otto Link mouth-
pieces. Malcolm Russell, man-
ager and sax expert at Take
Five, has been appointed
general manager of Berkeley.

NOTTINGHAM DRUMS
"7- HE drummer in the Notting-

ham area who is not already
acquainted with Percussion
Sounds may well find it worth
a visit. Situated at 405 David
Walk, David Lane in Basford,
the shop has only been open
about six months, but already is
one of the larger drum stockists
in the country. Proprietor Mike
Jackson always has over 150
drums in stock, and at the time
of our visit had 30 full kits on
show.

The PS range includes second-
hand kits, extensive spares and
accessories, plus a "military
percussion" section. Mike com-
plements the retail side with a
hire service and regular drum
tuition classes. They also manu-
facture their own brand of prac-
tise kits, which at present are
only available from the shop.

IMPS
IVINGSTONE Organs, based

L in St Albans, have recently
unveiled two new instrument
amplifiers. The Imp, handling
30 watts, incorporates two 12in
speakers and has two channels,
each with two inputs. Each
channel has volume, bass,
treble and tremolo controls. A
tremolo footswitch stores in the
back of the cabinet.

Their second introduction is
a 5 watt amp with one 8in by
5in speaker, and measuring a

compact 101in by 12in by 6in,
is well suited for those who
practise in limited space.

THE WORLD'S FINEST PEDAL STEEL GUITAR
ZB GUITARS (UK), 2 UPPER FANT ROAD, MAIDSTONE. KENT. 673355



just the backline!

FLOYD'S
SOUND

SYSTEM

-Beat
investigates
the world's

largest P.A.

THERE are a lot of mysteries surround -
ing that mighty PA set-up owned and

cosseted by Pink Floyd. People talk in
hushed whispers about the dramatic
effects produced by the quad system and
the sheer power of the sound yet, in fact,
very little is known about the system
itself, so Beat set out to get the gen and
reveal the secrets of Floyd's PA.

To start with we contacted the two
men responsible for building it, Robbie
Williams and Mick Kluczynski, both of
whom spend their days either assembling,
repairing, modifying or generally keeping
the system working. Between them, Mick
and Robbie were responsible for the actual
assembly and construction of the cabinets
along the design specifications worked
out by PA wizard Bill Kelsey. I met them
in Floyd's London office and we launched -
off to discuss the problems and design of
what is probably the world's biggest
private PA system.

The initial topic of conversation was,
naturally enough, the recent Knebworth
festival where the system proved its
open air capabilities, though not without
having to be augmented by the addition
of some hire equipment from Ricky Farr's
Electrosound system to get the power up
to fill the park. The total volume on tap
that Saturday was a staggering 40,000
watts although, as Robbie was quick to
point out, the effective volume was some-
where around 25,000 watts at its peak.

One talks in terms of effective power
because, as we all learned with our 100
watt amps it's far better to have a big
unit at half power than a small one at
full for PA use.

In what ways, though, is Floyd's PA
Floyd rely on a mass of gear - this is revolutionary? Well, to start with it's

quadrophonic, but it's six channel quad!

The idea is that the audience hears a

variety of sounds-as Robbie explained,
"For probably about 70 per cent of the
show, the quad isn't on. Most of the
sound is either from the stereo PA at the
front of the stage or is actually sound
that comes off the stage itself. The effects
and some solos are punched into quad on
the board and we can then pan these
around the system as we need them."

That on stage sound comes from either
the backline of amps or the monitors. On
the subject of monitoring, it appears that
Floyd have a rather reactionary approach
which, it turns out, is good news for the
audiences and something of an object
lesson for other bands.

MONITOR DISEASE
Floyd, so we are told only began to

use on stage monitors about 18 months
ago. Until then they had relied entirely
on the sound they got from their amps
and what drifted on stage from the PA.
The reason, as Robbie pointed out, was
simple. "It wasn't until they started doing
Dark Side Of the Moon that we first
began to use monitors. Then it was mainly
for the two chicks who were singing and
the sax player. At the same time the band
started to use bigger amps on stage and
they found that they couldn' hear them-
selves. Personally, I regard monitors as
a disease that crept in. The problem with
them is that they tend to encapsulate the
band in an artificial mix and that keeps
them apart from the audience. In some
bands people just play for themselves
surrounded in an artificial sound because a
monitor mix is never representative of
what the audience is hearing."

The actual equipment in the system is
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fascinating as it directly reflects the choice
of a group of people who have built
their sound system up to a quality, not
down to a price. Basically, the set-up is
as follows.. The system comprises bass
and lower mid cabinets containing Gauss
15 inch speakers. The choice of Gauss is
important to the band as Mick explained
when we asked why they never hired a
system. "The problem with rental sys-
tems is that they have to be based on
considerations of cost whereas we've
based our system on quality. Besides that,
something like 95 per cent of rental
systems are using JBL speakers and we
just don't like them." Their preference is
based on the fact that JBL speakers
produce a harder sound when the band
prefer the slightly softer sound of Gauss.
Added to this they have the advantage of
having access to specially built Gauss
speakers which only two or three other
designers in the world have. As well as
the lower mid and bass bins are higher
range JBL, Altec and Vitavox horns. For
those readers who were at Knebworth
and wondered at the multitude of very
small blue cabinets that were stacked at
either side of the stage, they were holding
two 15 inch Gauss speakers, each cabinet
taking 400 watts, and stacked alongside
them were thin cabinets finished in the
same blue material with six JBL 075 and
and one Vitavox S3 horn units for high
frequency. use.

Finishing off the frequency range at
the high end are a selection of horns by
Altec for close range and JBL for a long
throw at festivals. These latter horns
measure somewhere in the region of 8
feet long!

These, of course, are just the basic
units and the band have a wide selection

of alternative components that they can
draw on to suit any condition. A complete
breakdown of their lists would fill some-
thing like four pages of Beat! Driving the
various speaker units are two basic types
of amps only, both taken not from the
standard ranges of music equipment but
from the rarefied area of hi-fi equipment.

The two amps in question are the Quad
303's which are modified to Bill Kelsey's
specifications and re -designated Quad 303
K's for high frequencies and Phase Linears
for lower mid and bass. Currently, the
band are employing sixty Quads and thirty
six Phase Linears. Adapting these amps
(especially the Phase Linears) to with-
stand the rigours of life on the road has
brought problems, as Robbie explained.

"We're now on our fourth method of
racking the Phase Linears. The trouble is
that most of these amps are produced for
fixed use in home conditions. Now we
have to virtually strip the amps to take
the load off them, take the transformers
away and rack them suspended on foam.
Before we did that we used to open up
the trucks at a gig and sweep the amps
out in a pile of nuts and screws!"

PA HEART
Perhaps the heart of a PA system is the

mixing desk and the unit which Floyd
use is one made for them by Allen and
Heath. The design is such that any of the
24 channels can be punched into quad
at will and then panned around the system
to give the much loved swirling effect.
The layout of the desk is rather unlike
the normal studio set-ups you may have
seen to take account of the fact that the
desk is usually being used in a confined
space.

Basically, Floyd's system is easy to

identify; the black bins are a normal
folded horn design with 2 x 15 inch Gauss
speakers in each, the blue cabinets are
two 15 inch Gauss for mid range and the
thin cabs are, as we've already pointed
out, higher frequency units. Added to
these are the horns we've already
mentioned.

For those who have stood and marvel-
led at the band's use of special recorded
effects, the supply of those is refreshingly
simple. The effects are recorded before-
hand and are played from a Teac four
track machine which is fed directly into
the mixer, ready to be punched into quad
and panned as and when needed.

Of course, the actual cost of this sys-
tem (Floyd take around £200,000 worth
of equipment on the road with them!) is
expensive but Mick maintains that this
has more than paid for itself when set
against the costs of hiring the sort of
systems they would need. There is, how-
ever, another objection to hiring which
he pointed out; "Even if we were to use
somebody else's system we'd still have
to use a lot of our own equipment be-
cause we have a unique quad configura-
tion with our six channel system."

Nevertheless, the costs of keeping the
system warehoused safely in between
gigs (Floyd haven't exactly got any world
records for lengthy tours) is very high
indeed. Because of that, Mick and Robbie
are shortly to begin using the system as
a hire unit to anyone who needs it. One
of the advantages of it is that it is modular
and can be broken down sufficiently to
be used anywhere from the Marquee Club
to Earl's Court. What they will be able
to offer is a set-up whereby either the
band just turn up and play with Floyd's
crew having taken the role of stage man-
agers or they can hire elements of the
rig as and when they need them. Doing
this, Floyd hope that the costs of keeping
the PA stored will be off -set, in which
case it certainly becomes cheaper than
any similarly sized hire rig would be.

What then are the secrets of Floyd's
PA? Really the answer lies in a combina-
tion of special speakers built for them by
Gauss, the active co-operation of a de-
signer like Bill Kelsey and the work put
in by Robbie and Mick who mother the
system around the world. A good example
of the innovations which Floyd have come
up with are those famous blue cabinets
which are ordinary chipboard covered in
fibreglass resin to give a lot of extra
strength and, no doubt, different tonal
qualities. The system is, however unique
and advanced still not complete, as
Robbie points out: "Sound reproduction
on the scale which we are doing is still
developing so we are really always keep-
ing the equipment up to date."

Certainly, anyone who was at Kneb-
worth, or has seen any other of the band's
gigs, will not deny that the effort has been
worthwhile. Floyd's sound is both unique
and as near perfect as you are likely to
get until further technical developments
come along. With the hire of the system
soon becoming a reality it will be interest-
ing to see what other bands can do with
probably the biggest (and unquestionably
the best) PA system in the world.
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ALBUM OF
THE MONTH

Seventh Wave
Psi-Fi
Gull Records GULP 1010

The first Seventh Wave
album, Things To Come, came
as near to making the charts
as an album can without act-
ually getting there. In fact has
become almost a cult album
representing as it does some of
the most original and vital
music currently being made in
Britain.

Rest assured, then, that
Seventh Wave haven't let us
down with Psi-Fi, their second
album. Ken Elliott (synth. etc.
etc. etc.) and Kieran O'Connor
(percussion and vocals) have
managed to take rock out of
its rut and push it beyond the
boundaries of the merely
acceptable re -working of
twelve bars and Moon and
June songs. Their music makes
great use of melody and effect
(if you think that T. Dream
can use synthesisers in a

frightening way then just listen
to the start of Manjestations
from one side) yet they don't
descend into the sound for
sounds sake rut which many
people find boring.

The beauty of Psi-Fi is that
it will satisfy many diverse
tastes, ranging from the effects
freak to the melody head to
the lyrics lover.

Production is excellent with
layers of vocals and instru-
ments woven together with
perfection and overall, one
can't help feeling that this is
a natural for a very high chart
placing that should last for a
few months. I've a strong feel-
ing that we'll be hearing a hell

of a lot more from Seventh
Wave over the years and that,
by me, is fine. Bearing in mind
the fact that last month's
album of the month was Rund-
gren's Initiation and that this
month we have another ex-
ample of the melodic rock use
of synthesisers, it looks like
we might be in on the ground
floor of a musical revolution
here, as important as that the
early sixties bands brought in
when they killed -off Helen
Shapiro and Bobby Vee. Psi -Ft
shows a possible (hopefully
probable) future direction for
popular music - it's a great
direction to go in, so let's hope
we make it.

G.R.C.

KISS
DRESSED TO KILL
FMI CBC 4004

Probably a very good act
live, Kiss is essentially a

visual band, and as such
the music loses a little on re-
cord. The front cover says it all,
showing four evil looking
schoolgirl rapists with heavily
painted faces slouching against
a lamp post. They crunch,
grind and yelp their way
through a predictable formation
of self-consciously heavy stom-
pers, with little in the way of
riff or rhythm changes. Fine, if
you like that sort of album, and
a little tedious if you're after
some variation.

Although constant riff repeti-
tion can become too much for
even the most tireless rocker,
such albums should be given
more credit than they are worth,
if only to negate in some way
some of the drivel being
churned out these days. This
month's selection is of a
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generally low standard, and by
comparison, something straight-
forward and clumsy like this is
like a breath of fresh air. It is
interesting to see that they
have a fan club lined up in New
York, so there at least they
must be doing something right
in their homeland. Touring is a

different game in England, but
a concerted effort in that direc-
tion could well help give future
album sales a big push. C.S.

MICHAEL QUATRO
IN COLLABORATION WITH
THE GODS
UAS 29785

In a nutshell, Mike has missed
the boat by several years, be-
cause Rick Wakeman and
Keith Emerson have travelled
this "synthesise your way to
inner space" road before. Of
course there is nothing wrong
with journeying along such a

path just because someone has
been there before, but if you
do, particularly in this area, it
must be good enough to bear
comparison and stand up by it-
self. Sadly, it doesn't really do
either. We are left with an un-
fortunate blend of metaphysical
head -expansion movements,
pretentious classical interpreta-
tions, and rock. The latter totters
round in a submerged daze
while Michael ses into an array
of about fifteen assorted key-
boards.

As the title suggests, the
tracks are presumably attempts
at drawing the characters of
several Gods. These deities in-
clude Ra of Egypt, Pluto, God
of the Night, Loki, Bacchus and
Mercury . . . and the plot be-
gins to get quite frightening. If
Venus, the goddess of spring
and fruitfulness, is anything like
the track dedicated to her, she
must be a right bloody mess!
Enough. As a concept album it
just doesn't figure, as a parade
of instrument versatility it is a
waste of time, while any self-
respecting classical pianist
would find it very pedestrian.
And, probably the most serious
condemnation, as any kind of
progressive rock, it's bad. C.S.

UFO
FORCE IT
CHRYSALIS RECORDS
CHR 1074

It's sad to have to say it but
Force It is a very,very near
miss. UFO are a damned good
rocking outfit whose regular
gigs around the country have
made them popular with a load
of people who are sure to buy
this record-but who just aren't
large enough to push it into the
charts. That means that the
band must have hoped to catch
a wider audience but it would
seem to be unlikely that they'll
do this. The music cracks along
with plenty of punch and good
(if somewhat clinical) produc-
tion. Where they really score
is on the guitar work of Michael
Schenker. Schenker has a fine
technique and a lot of feel. If
he has a weakness then it's
lack of originality as he swops
from Blackmore soundalikes
(Shoot Shoot) to Wishbone
Ash sounds (Let It Roll and
others). Nevertheless he's very,
very good and one of the best
to come on the scene in a long
while.

What really kills Force It
though is the material which
starts off fine on side one but
gets progressively weaker on
side two. Their use of dynamic
range seems a little limited and
it's unlikely that they'll break
very big unless they make more
use of impact and drama.

Nevertheless, Force It is a

pretty good album (with yet
another superb Hipgnosis
cover) that should satisfy if
not delight any real rock lover.

As it's a lively album I'd
really like to give it a better
push than I've given it because
it's such a refreshing change
from the laid-back trash so
beloved of A&R men the world
over-as it is I can only give
a qualified 'give it a listen'
recommendation and hope that
they'll pull out the stops on
material for the next one. 411

they need is slightly stronger
and a little more complex
material and they'll be a very
good band indeed.

G.R.C.
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MY
BEEF-

the
captain
reveals

all!
An upset Captain Beefheart
pictured at the recent
Knebworth Festival: He hates his last two albums.

OMETIMES interviewing
11117rock and rollers is like
wrestling with a well
greased boa constrictor. You
never know quite for certain
how much of what you're be-
ing told is true and how much
you're being used as the butt
of a joke. Or (more danger-
ously) as a vehicle for the
artist's ego.

That's the current dilemma
surrounding an interview with
Captain Beefheart (alias Don
Van Vliet) the one man to
qualify for the Salvador Dali
of Rock Music award with any
real justification.

I met the Captain in the
Greek St. offices of Beefheart's
old company, Warner Records,
where the noise of the Soho
traffic threatened to drown out
the man's sayings and push
him into a state of nervous
anger. Strangely, for someone
whose vocal power is legen-
dary, Beefheart speaks in a
whisper - his words, though,
are pretty much dynamite.

To start with, the Captain is
unhappy. Unhappy with Virgin
Records, the company who re-
leased his last two (and to
Beefheart cognoscenti) awful
albums. He's also unhappy with
the ex -members of his old
Magic Band.

To describe the feeling among
Beefheart fans when confron-
ted with those last two albums

as disappointment would be the
understatement of the century.
Instead of Van Vliet's crazed
visionary lunacy we were faced
with not especially good love
songs - certainly not Beef -
heart material. Why had he
made them? "I'd had a group of
people who'd been with me for
six years who were very in-
terested in money. I actually
made those albums for them.
I thought, I owed them that.
I shouldn't have done it though
because they came over here
and talked me down."

Beefheart is referring here to
an article in an English weekly
where survivors of the Magic
Band of the period slagged
Beefheart into the ground. He
retaliates by producing photo-
copies of American magazine
interviews with the musicians
and showing me that they ap-
pear to have said two different
things at different times. It's
hard to tell if Beefheart is be-
ing on the level here - al-
together he seems to be trying
too hard to be agreeable -
would he agree that the last
two albums stank?

"Oh yeah, Cheesus, those
two albums are disgusting
aren't they?" It's hard to argue
with a man who is that honest
about his failures. The crux of
the Captain's problems, though,
appear to lie with his managers
(ex -managers, according to Van

Vliet). The story goes that he
was persuaded to make two
commercial albums for the sake
of breaking bigger than the cult
figure he has been since John
Peel introduced him to an in-
credulous British public back
in the Flower Power days.

Certainly, the albums sold,
but Beefheart now feels that
they were a sellout of his
artistic integrity. It's hard now
to decipher what really hap-
pened. Quite probably (al-
though it must be admitted that
this is only informed guess-
work) he made the albums
willingly but now bitterly re-
grets the change of style and is
seeking to make up for it.

Certainly he does have a valid
complaint against the old Magic
Band if their slagging is un-
warranted but how can you
tell?

The facts now are that Beef-

heart wants nothing to do with
Virgin who put out those two
albums but is still under con-
tract to them. His attitude is
summed up in one simple sen-
tence, "I want to get a cam-
paign together to get the record
company to give their money
back to the people who bought
those albums." Virgin, for their
part, claim that they took the
albums in good faith (and by
the way, - paid well
privilege) and that Van Vliet is
still under contract - a posi-
tion which they intend to main-
tain. They claim that they have
attempted to get in contact
with him over the months but
that every effort has failed and
that they are quite happy to
take Beefheart's new material,
whether it be overtly commer-
cial or not, and release it.

The legal complications sur-
rounding the Captain's work are
going to be interesting to
watch. It's going to be a drag,
however, to be musicless be-
cause of any legal in -fighting
that might take place.

In the meantime a new band
has been formed which we
had a chance to preview at
Knebworth. Suffice to say that
they proved more than capable
of handling Beefhart's material,
but that it was just too early to
tell if they're going to be an-
other Magic Band proper.

It's not a question of trying
to tell if Van Vliet is being
sincere (I'm quite sure that he
is); it's more like trying to
divine whether he is really giv-
ing you the whole picture of
why he made the two albums
and why he fells so bitter about
his sometime buddies.

Ah well - such is the way
with artists; at least it makes
for an interesting time! G.R.C.
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 1 [ SAXON 830 Solid

WE'RE on record as having
said that there are some

very good copies on the market
at the moment and, as each
month goes by, we get more
and more impressed with them.

One of the nicest machines
to come our way is the Saxon
830 solid, a Les Paul styled
guitar with a black ebony finish
and a gold coloured plating
having been applied to all its
metal parts.

Like all copies it is in no way
a genuine Les Paul, a fact that
is instantly noticed when you
first pick up the guitar and feel
that it weighs considerably less
than the original. It comes home
even more when you play the
guitar and realise that there is
no way that it has the sustain-
ing qualities of a Gibson. That,
however, is not to say that at
its price, (E63.82 inc. case and
lead) it isn't one of the best
copies available.

Our Saxon came to us
straight from Selmer's factory
without having been doctored
in any way and it was a plea-
sure to find that the intonation
and action were set perfectly
for the light gauge strings sup-
plied. The action is a real
winner, low enough to get up
a fine speed but not so low
that fret buzz or terrible power

loss become a problem. The
fretting seems to be to a very
high order indeed and although
we couldn't guess at the
quality of the metal used, we
should say that the present
condition of our one should
be maintained for a long while
before the dreaded re -fretting
becomes necessary.

The Saxon's bridge is the
standard Jap copy effort with
good control for height adjust-
ment and reversable saddles to
enable you to gain the maxi-
mum amount of control over
the strings. Another nice touch
is the detachable neck which
should allow future repairs
should they become needed
to be carried out quickly and
neatly.

Another nice point on the
Saxon is the contouring of the
point where the neck trans-
forms itself into the head. This
enables a great deal of comfort
to be gained when playing
around at the top or zooming
back from a solo or barred
chord to an open.

What then is the market for
the Saxon? Well, quite obvi-
ously, Jeff Beck won't buy one
but it is an ideal instrument
for a beginner or even a quite
advanced player who wants a
well made guitar for an aston-

'shingly low price.
If there is one tiny fault with

the Saxon then it is the pickups
which respond the same way
as all copies we've tried - i.e.
you can't get the Gibson whine.

Even considering the low
price, there is no reason that
we can see why the Japanese
manufacturers can't come up
with better electrics to rival
the American sound which
give young or impoverished
players access to a very essen-
tial tone range. Still, it is
unfair to single out the Saxon
on that score because it applies
to almost every non -American
guitar.

It is worth mentioning that
with the judicious use of a good
fuzz unit a nice sustaining tone
can be coaxed out of the Saxon
and that with the growth of
certain types of transistorised
amps this qualification may well
apply to all guitars because of
the essential clearness of many
transistor amps, necessitating
the use of distortion units to
give valve sound.
In short a very nice guitar for
anyone to own.
Details: 22 Frets - Scale length
244ins.
Tested through: Yamaha G 100
B212. Vox AC 50 Ampeg VT22.

G.R.C.

INSTRUMENT REVIEW 2
DYNELECTRON
Fretted Bass

MANY bass guitars I have
handled have been large,

almost unwieldy instruments,
and two hours on stage
can become an endurance test
if one's instrument is becoming
a bit of a dead weight. It is a
pleasure, therefore, to pick up
the Dynelectron. The first thing
you notice about this instru-
ment is the body, which, for a
bass, is very small and com-
pact. This means that this bass
is lighter than most types, and
because the body is hollow, it
is lighter still.

Before we go any further,
let's look at some specifica-
tions. Dynelectron make three
guitars; an ordinary electric six
string, a fretless bass, and a
fretted bass, which is the
instrument under review here.
This model comes in two
finishes - sunburst and golden
white and is priced at £159.00

inc. VAT. The neck, as well as
the body is of great interest
because of its size and shape.
The easy manoevreability in the
body is also a feature of the
neck which is light and fast.
It is also detachable, which
makes any adjustments easy to
undertake. The fretboard which
is made of rosewood has one
of the easiest, fastest actions
I have encountered in a bass.

If you are one of those bass
players who likes to rush all
over the fingerboard and has
experienced difficulty in pump-
ing out that complex flurry of
notes which will ensure your
immediate stardom then you
should investigate this machine.

Another feature of interest is
the head which, again, is one
of the smallest I have seen on
this type of guitar. Dynelectron
seem to be emphasising that
bulk is not a necessity in the

design of the bass, and I think
they have done so quite
successfully.

The Dynelectron has two
volume controls which also
adjust the tone quality. The
player has simply to pull out
or push back the controls to
change the tone which makes a
quick alteration on stage very
easy to handle. I suspect that
the model we saw was a pre-
production instrument as these
tone controls didn't seem to
work too well (or were too
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subtle for these ears!). Anotner
slight criticism is that the
finish was a little rough, though
I imagine that the same pre-
production problem caused this.

I have emphasised the snape
and feel of the instrument, and
this is Dynelectron's advantage
- they have produced a bass
which looks as though it has
just come off a health farm,
whereas most of today's instru-
ments look as if they could
benefit from a diet.

P.F.D.
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RUSS
BALLARD

PRODUCING
DALTREY'S

ALBUM

How Ballard
learned

to ride a
rock horse

RUSS Ballard has something
special. Call it professional-

ism, the sure touch, luck,
talent, a mixture of the lot if
you like, but everything he's
involved in seems to turn out
pretty good, even when it's
something completely new to
him, like record producing.

When he was fourteen he
wrote his first song-and sold
it to the Shadows, after having
had the sense to demo it after
their style. Having mastered
the guitar and scored quite a

bit of acclaim for his playing,
he turned to keyboards and
now nobody hearing him play
would think he hadn't been
brought up on them. Argent
reached the height of their suc-
cess when he was with them,
he gave Colin Blunstone a

monster hit with I Don't Be-
lieve In Miracles and now
Ride A Rock Horse, is enjoying
considerable favour. Its prod-
cer? Russ Ballard!

The man, wearing his custo-
mary shades, exudes an air of
quiet confidence. He can afford
to. He's well respected as a

musician and as a writer and
he's now in a position many
people could envy. After all, a
singer of Daltrey's calibre
doesn't call up just anybody
and say, "How about produc-
ing my album?"! What is really
surprising is that Roger should
ignore all the established record
producers in favour of Russ,
who has only ever produced
one album before in his life and
that was the solo one he made
after leaving Argent.

VOICE
How did his new role come

about? "Well, I worked with
Daltrey on his first album,
played a little drums and piano
on it, but I didn't produce that
one, just put in some ideas. He
must have liked them because
when he was planning his
second, he just asked me if I

wanted to do it," Russ ex-
plained.

In an issue of Beat dated
April 1966, Daltrey himself des-
cribed his voice in pretty dis-
paraging terms. "I don't have a
good voice, no-one needs to
tell me that. I'm a screamer
with a group and I'm happy.
I'm not worried about my
voice, though, it is developing
and I can notice the change."
He also added, "I'd get a real
kick if I could have a proper
girl vocal group backing."

It's taken nine years, but now
he's achieved what he hoped
for, a voice which no-one can
deny is pretty exceptoinal, and
backing singers led by Marsha

Hunt, care of Russ Ballard! "I
was involved with everything,"
said Russ. "Going through
songs with him, deciding what
musicians should be used, who
would be good for this and
who for that."

For a reluctant producer, who
admits that "I'm not really into
production, even though it's a

creative thing, I'd rather be an
artist," Russ had some pretty
definite ideas as to his treat-
ment of the album.

"I deliberately kept his voice
well up because in so many re-
cording I've heard of Roger,
he's been immersed in sound.
He's got such a powerful and
such a good voice which con-
tains many aspects that people
haven't heard before. What I

set out to do on the album was
to expose all those voices for
the first time. I don't think it
is a good thing for a producer
to put his own standpoint on
an album, the most important
thing is to project the artist."

Russ thinks that Daltrey's
film work has given a lot more
confidence and he also found
getting to know him has radi-
cally changed the concept he
had of the Who.

"Many people would imagine
Daltrey as an ego tripper, but
he's not in the slightest. Before
I got to know him well, I under
the impression that the Who
were Pete Townshend's baby.
But speaking to Roger, listen-
ing to his ideas, I think that a
hell of a lot of his ideas must
have always gone into the Who,
a lot more than people think."

It was originally Roger's idea
to record an album of his early
influences. Then he changed
rock horses in mid -stream. "By
then we'd already recorded
Walking The Dog and that
Beachboys sounding song, so
we were lumbered with them."
The second idea was to project
the different sides of Daltrey's
voice in a collection of mixed
rockers and ballads, including
three songs of Russ's, Come
and Get Your Love, Proud and
Near To Surrender.

"We didn't actually discuss
the point but I felt he wanted
to make a heavier album than
the one we'd originally planned.
Yet not totally heavy, but a
record which would compliment
the heavier stuff with lighter
stuff. Right from the very first
session when he sang the first
song I could see his voice was
so much better., I feel it's
improved tremendously since
the early Who days even
though I think he had a good
voice in 1964."

The next thing to decide on
was the overall sound and the

arrangements. Ex -Shadows
drummer Tony Meehan was the
man who worked on these. "I
decided to make the sound
quite sparse," explained Russ,
"rather than over -producing it.
Some people just don't know
where to stop. I decided that if
a song called for a piano and
nothing else, that's what I was
going to do." (Hence Philip
Goodhand Tait's beautiful slow
rocker Oceans Away with the
composer on piano.) "The most
important thing in an arrange-
ment is the song. If it's a good
one you should be able to sing
it with no backing at all and it
should still sound great. If it's
not, no matter how many extras
you add it won't work."

Russ reckons that having
been in bands himself definitely
helped him as a producer, en-
abling him to put himself in
the artist's shoes. Yet he
doesn't think he'd like to pro-
duce his own next album en-
tirely alone.

SOLO
"When I was in Argent i

found being produced by some-
body else very frustrating be-
cause I could tell people were
veering away from the original
ideas I'd had for my songs.
That's why I decided to pro-
duce my first solo album, which
turned out a bit of a mixture
because I had a backlog of
work to get out of my system.

"My next album will be
slightly deeper, not so light-
hearted. I hope to be co -pro-
ducing it with Muff Winwood,
whom I really admire because
he's got such a good ear and
can really make a musical point.

At the moment Russ is doing
very well with songs of his
which are being covered by
other artists. One, called Heart-
break, has recently been re-
corded by Olivia Newton -John
and yet another is currently
being recorded in L.A. by
Stevie Wonder's band. Russ
has got a new band together
consisting of the ex -drummer
from Curly, Alan Wicket, bass
player Tony Lester and guitarist
Alan Skates-"he really does!"
joked Russ. He's got three
weeks booked in E.M.I. Studios
to get the album done.

As for his producing career,
it looks like Ride A Rock Horse
may be his swansong. What if
Roger asks him to produce his
third album? "Well . . if I

want to do what I want to do,
that is, sing, play, write and
record, I just won't have time
to produce anybody," said
Russ. There's nothing like
getting out when you're on top!
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NOWADAYS it is probably
a PA system which will

make the most demands upon
a band's kitty; it has also
come to occupy a position of
increasing importance over the
years. Reasons for this include
a general growing awareness of
sound quality accompanied by
an improvement in the size and
quality of local halls.

In sympathy with this more
and more bands have chosen
to mike up comparatively small
instrument amplifiers through a
large PA system. This has
obviously heralded great ad-
vancements in the design and
building of PA systems, with
many firms now catering for
specific needs by constructing
large tailor-made PAs to order,
often with mixing desks of
near -studio quality.

Large custom-built PA sys-
tems are beyond the income
of the majority of bands, but
even in the middle and lower
price brackets there is now a
much wider selection of quality
gear. Last month we looked at
the possibilities of hiring gear,
and this survey covers firms
which between them sell and
hire a wide variety of gear -
many of the firms add to their
service by recommending and
supplying such subsidiary items
as microphones, stands, stage
boxes and cables.

We include a list of ad-
dresses of the manufacturers
and distributors mentioned so
that you can write for further
information about any items
which you wish to investigate
further.

HANDLED by Rose -Morris,
the Marshall range of PA

equipment will require no
enrosement as far as quality
and durability goes. Their
125 watt 8 by 8 inch cabinets
have been designed to project
the sound as far as possible
without sacrificing the clean re-
sponse required for a good PA
sound. The fronts are angled
to disperse the sound around
the auditorium, and the pres-
surised design of the cabinets
helps to minimise feedback.

Their Professional PA series
of equipment is designed to
meet the demands for larger
and more comprehensive sys-
tems. This portable combina-
tion of slave amplifiers, cabi-
nets and horns is capable of
producing excellent quality at
gigs. The Marshall range pre-
sents a wide variety of poss-
ible set-ups, with each item on
castors for easy portability and
with recesses in the top for
further units.

The redesigned Marshall 100

watt Master PA amplifier now
has six channels with one in-
put per channel, and features
include separate volume, bass
and treble controls for each
channel, with master volume
and presence controls. The PA
range is supplemented by an
equally impressive range of
mixers. Of these, the 2070
Series 11 12 channel stereo
mixer should attract the dis-
cerning pro. This solid state
unit is finished in durable black
stove enamel and is angled to-
wards the operator for easy
use. A 50 metre length of
multicore cable from mixer to
stage box is available with
every unit as an optional extra.
Rose -Morris also plan to bring
out some new mini -bins in the
near future, and we will
announce further details when
the gear goes on the market.

PROVIDING
several items

of PA equipment is South-
end -based Roost. Their 6 chan-
nel 150 watt valve amp is
a complete unit for use in
smaller venues. Each channel
features volume, treble, bass
and echo (or reverb) level, via
send and return sockets. As
with all Roost amps, the supply
voltage and output impedance
are fully variable through all
main ranges.

Their 8 channel mains
powered solid state on-stage
mixer drops neatly into the gap
between PA amplifiers and
large multi -channel mixers, and
incorporates slider volume
controls and rotary bass,
middle, treble and echo
controls, with master controls
for volume and echo send and
return. Inputs for both high and
low impedance are provided.
This mixer is designed to drive
any number of Roost slave

A COMPLETE B.I. SURVEY
ON P.A. EQUIPMENT

amps (each rated at 150 watts).
The Roost standard range

of cabinets includes, for PA
use, a full range flare -fronted
reflex cabinet with high freq-
uency horn, high frequency
horns in separate cabinets, and
30, 60 and 90 degress stage
monitor cabinets. The custom
range of cabinets includes a

100 watt folded horn bin and a
15" Gauss mounted in a flare -
fronted enclosure.

ATC (Acoustic Transducer
Co. Ltd.) is a young com-

pany, "aiming to produce only
loudspeakers that will break
new ground, both in design
technology and quality craft-
manship." Their loudspeaker
voice coils are of bonded edge -

Two of Marshall's PA speaker enclosures.

wise wound copper ribbon
wire, treated twice to ensure
their capability of withstanding
the enormous heat generated
by prolonged use at their rated
maximum output.

ATC test every loudspeaker
component at each assembly
stage and when completed they
are tested again to ensure the
quality. Each of their loud-
speakers has a specific range
of applications; the 'standard"
range handles voice, guitar,
brass and woodwind amplifica-
tion, while the "bass" range
handles bass guitars and key-
boards.

The firm offers a full customer
technical information service
and further application and en-
closure designs are available
on request.

GP. Electronics manufac-
ture a 130 Watt RMS 2

channel PA amplifier with re -
verb called the PAR 130. The
reverb is fully adjustable for
volume, bass and treble on
each channel and also has a
footswitch control. It also
features Hi -Lo inputs and a

slave output-so it is highly
flexible in its uses.

The chassis amplifier which
is the power unit in these
amplifiers (which is sold sepa-
rately as well) has protection
circuits built in vertically eradi-
cating the chances of a blow
up, even in the hands of a nut-
case!

G.P. Electronics say that with
all their equipment, the emph-

Continued on page 46.
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top gear Harbour Way, Shoreham -by -Sea, Sussex BN4 5HS

REVIEW
Continued from page 45.

asis is on quality at a cheap
price and that the performance
of this model can compete with
anything on the market at the
moment.

THE new Soundcraft "Six -
teen / Eight' mixer offers

8 and 16 track recording
with comprehensive facilities at
a competitive price (from
£2,000). They have opted for a
non -modular construction and
thus minimised expense and
potential mechanical problems.
The direct monitor switch on
the input channels allow up to
24 inputs to be monitored and
mixed to stereo. Other features
include a talkback microphone
with volume control, switchable
to slate cue sends and/or out-
put groups.

Optional extras can include a
comprehensive patch bay and

an additional eight tracks of
monitor returns, to enable 16
track recording without using
input channels as monitor re-
turns.

LIGHTING and Sound's new
range of Rak and Stak

power amplifier and com-
bined mixer/power amplifiers
all have an output rating of
100 watts.

The rugged construction with
built-in strength to withstand
manhandling in transport was
a consideration in the design,
combined with quality perfor-
mance and low price.

All practical safety pre-
cautions have been taken, in-
cluding automatic electronic
protection against overload
and a signal input transformer
thereby alleviating mains hum
loops (standard practice with
all LSE Audio equipment).

To compliment the above
range, various types of lighting
control equipment are manu-
factured in matching styled
cabinets. Jingle machines are
also available.

SELMER provide a wide
grange of amplification and
PA equipment, covering both
the smaller and larger re-
quirements. The lead and bass
100 stage amplifiers, recom-
mended for use with their

BEAT THIS
AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
LINK TO
SPEAKER

Studio quality
Direct Injection Boxes
* 12 types available
* Connects instrument, or amp. output directly

to the mixer giving greater clarity & presence
than a microphone

* Completely eliminates feedback
* Rugged construction for use on road
* Costs less than a mic. at £19.75 + VAT for

full details contact:-

ELECTROHILL SOUND PRODUCTS
28, Birchington Road,
London, N8 8HP. Tel: 01-348 9502
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SPECIALISED ACOUSTICS
Complete P.A. Service

HIRE OR SALES
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We build what you want If you don't know
what that is, we offer advice - not

high-pressure salestalk.

Empty P.A. Cabinets supplied to the trade

P.A. Hire up to 4000W

Specialised Acoustics, Union Lane,

Rochford, Essex Tel: 0702-545801
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Above: CSF's S7AK power amp. Below: ATC's 75watt 12" speaker
speaker cabinets, provide
clarity of sound combined with
robustness.

One range worth attention
are the SG Gibson systems,
combining valve run power
amps with transistorised pre -
amps for high performance and
space saving portability. The
built-in phase shifter throws
the sound around like a rotating
speaker and allows a choice
of three speed settings, while
the 'wave shape' controls per-
mit distortion at very low
levels. If the musician's finan-
ces forbid the purchase of a

complete PA system at one
time, it can be built up piece
by piece.

Confronted by such a wide
range of equipment, it is unfair
to select particular items for
attention, and one can only re-
commend a thorough investi-
gation of the entire range
before making any choice.

ADAM Hall sell parts both
to the do-it-yourself mer-

chant and to the retailer. These
are mainly such items as heavy
weight steel handles and cast-
ors. Also they sell tailor-made
vinyl covers, which could be

described as very rugged and
heavy.

Adam Hall began supplying
cabinet manufacturers only, but
moved into retail mail order
after having noticed the diffi-
culties experienced by do-it-
yourself builders. They currently
supply parts used on cabinets
made by Roost, HH, Hiwatt,
SAI, ASS, Simms -Watts, Mar-
tin Audio and WEM among
others. A good deal of their
service goes abroad, where
they are finding that the cost
of such items are often higher
than they are over here.

CUSTOM Sound are based
at Custom House, Arthur

Street, Owestry, Salop. Their
main amplifier is the CS 700A,
which boasts the same sort of
facilities as are found on many
mixing desks. A tough, hard-
wearing amp, the output is
150 Watts RMS. It is a five
channel PA amp, with facilities
on each channel including
Gain, Bass, Treble, Presence,
reverberation gain and mode
select which enables either
reverberation or echo to be
used indepndently per chan-
nel. Inputs include Mike, Echo
sound and return and Foot
switch. Outputs are loud-
speaker, tape, headphones,
power amplifier, and line out-

put. The maximum rating on
this amplifier is 150 watts RMS
into 4 ohms.

One of the most important
features of this amplifier is the
facility for headphones, which
enables the sound controller
to get exactly the sound re-
quired with little effort. This is
an attractively designed, com-
pact model.

Custom Sound also market
the 7000 System PA cabinet
set up. This contains a 15 inch
bass unit and 12 inch mid range
housed in mini -bin stacks. The
two Ported 15 inch cabinets
are another feature of this
model. Custom Sound say that
they can alter the specifications
to suit their customers require-
ments so the more you are pre-
pared to pay the better the
system Custom Sound can
supply.

Used together this amplifier
and speaker set up can give a
good three-dimensional sound,
and the customer is at leisure
to choose his own sound in
his own terms.

BESIDES specalising in the
design and manufacture of

mixing consoles for record-
ing studios Tweed Audio also

Continued from page 48.

MIIIIMIX it mote than just
another mime

MINIMIX is a unique system of interconnecting units
designed to provide versatile facility and quality
for economic sound installations.

MINIMIX 2 is a repackaged all metal cased version of
our original Miniature 6 channel mixer. We have added
two new additional devices, the MONMIX, a stereo
monitor mixer for multi -track work, the AUXBOX to
provide necessary studio facilities such as Talkback,
Oscillator, Monitor selection, plus all the accessories
such as power supplies, leads and microphone
transformers. If you are thinking bigger things we
also have a new multitrack Modular mixer, a
PA console, an intercom system

ALLEN AND HEATH LTD Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road,
London. N.8 01-340 3291
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Continued from page 47.
make a 10 channel portable
mixer for recording or broad-
cast direct from the concert
hall. All the modular features
of the larger consoles are
retained here, together with
comprehensive equalisation and
facilities on all channels. Some
other features of this mixer
include the monitors system -
a comprehensive push button
matrix is provided for two
monitor outputs enabling the
engineer to monitor Group out-
puts or playbacks with indi-
vidual level controls. A com-
prehensive patch panel on the
desk rear is provided for all
Line inputs, Aux outputs, Aux
Returns, Playback inputs and
all outputs.

Tweed Audio also manufac-
ture the Tweed Twin -100
Monitor Power Amplifier. This
amplifier is capable of delivering

up to 100 watts per channel
into 8 ohms. Tweed Audio say
that with low distortion and
low noise performance, this
ample reserve of power
achieves a clean, effortless
sounding output.

Other interesting points
about the amplifier are the
input attenuators plus the LED
indication of overload and
short-circuit protection.

CARLSBRO have recently
added a newly designed

mini bin to their already
extensive range of amplification
and PA equipment. The unit is
a folded horn full range bin
only half the size of the con-
ventional bass bins and power-
ed by the Eminence 15 inch
loudspeaker plus two Celestion
horns. Measuring 20 inches by
20 inches by 35 inches, it is
ideal for situations where high
power reproduction is needed
but space (either transport or
stage) is limited.

Rated at 100 watts and re-
tailing at £130 plus VAT (in-
cluding covers and leads), the
new unit is as at home in
disco as in PA applications.
For the musician who requires
even more bass response,
Carlsbro still manufacture their
bass bin which, incorporating
a horn unit, aims for studio
quality on stage.

THE Allen and Heath range
of mixers is more often to

be found in studio applica-
tions than in use with a PA,
but as the firm aims at port-
ability at reasonable price, they
are well worth mentioning for
those musicians working from
a limited budget. Their semi -
modular Quasi system is a good
illustration of the corner of the
market at which they are aim-
ing.

They can be constructed to
individual requirements, which
is an advantage. The all -silicon
transistor circuitry is built on
fibreglass printed circuit boards
mounted on an all -steel chassis.
Their Minimix was mentioned
recently in our Instrumental
News section, in which we
drew attention to its extreme
compactness and reasonable
cost. Its size makes it suit-
able for mobile applications,
as indeed does its extreme
versatility.

PHILIP Drake Electrical are
manufacturers of elec-

tronic crossover units for
PA systems. The Standard unit
accepts the output of a PA
mixer and provides outputs to
the slave amplifiers with bass,
middle and treble separated.
This particular unit is mains
powered, with the inputs and

outputs on XLR-Cannon con-
nectors, and it incorporates two
identical channels for stereo
use. The Economy unit is like
the Standard, except that it
splits the bass and treble only
and is fitted with standard
jacks. The Standard unit costs
£65, and the Economy £28.

CLEARTONE are at the
moment offering high qua-

lity systems to semi -pro -
bands who are lookng for the
type of P.A. that they are con-
stantly seeing and admiring in
use with the bigger bands.

To help them find this type
of system at a price that they
can afford, they have made a
moved into the field of P.A.
Bins, which they are calling
the C.M.I. Maximin range. This
name implies maximum sound
and quality with minimum size
and cost.

The Maximin range can be
supplied with various speakers
including Celestion, Eminence
and Gauss, according to the
size of your pocket.

One of the Maximin range
that has already gained great
popularity is the model 152
Bin. This is a folded horn cabi-
net containing one 15 inch
speaker and two high fre-

Continued on Page 50.

The pictured system is as used on the
Dave Lee Travis Road Show and makes
one hell of a disco system!

It is also used by
top bass players
like Tony Reeves
(ex Greenslade)
and Dave Guscott
(Love Affair) and
must be the poki-
est bit of bass
gear you could
lay hands on!

We also make diabolically good lead guitar cabinets, plus
a whole host of P.A./Disco/Stage and monitor gear.
Send S.A.E. for free lists.
or come and see our full range in stock now
or call us out for a demo.
Cash discounts or H.P. facilities.

SUMMIT AMPLIFICATION
Rear of 493 Green Lanes, Harringay, London, N4 1AL

Tel: 01-348 8870.

01MIIIMINIMMI111111 ROOST
Sound Equipment Ltd.

UNIT Q, STARLINE WORKS, GRAINGER ROAD,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX. TEL: 0702-613232

Full Range
P.A. Cabinet

with 50 Watt
R.C.F. Horn

2x60 Watt 12"
Speakers, Bass

Ported

150 Watt
6 channel

valve

P.A. Amp

JUST TWO ITEMS FROM OUR P.A. RANGE
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Amcron DC300A
"STATE OF THE ART"

POWER

The DC300A succeeds the famous DC300 power amplifier, and continues Amcron's tradition of leading the
world in power amplifier design. There are no fancy gimmicks, or fragile meters on the DC300A, just plain,
solid, functional design. Each channel will give up to 500 watts rms, Intermodulation Distortion is typically
below 0.01% (and that's low), and the amplifier can handle loads as low as 1 ohm. Damping factor is above
1000 up to 300Hz into 8 ohms, and this explains why the DC300A controls any speaker so well. Equally
important, of course, is the fact that the DC300A will continue to deliver night after night after night. This is,
as everyone knows, why AMCRON has such a high reputation for Reliability. Jethro Tull, Sadlers Wells,
Covent Garden and Elton John choose Amcron because they know it will meet their exacting requirements.
All Amcron amplifiers carry a full 3 year warranty on parts and labour. If you are building a new rig, installing
new monitoring in your studio, or simply require a status symbol, then you can do no better than choose
AMCRON - The State of The Art.

Our London stockists for all AMCRON equipment are REW (Audio Visual) Ltd., 146 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2. Tel. 01-240 3883, and also at 10-12 High St., Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel. 01-540 9684.
and K. J. Leisure Sound, 48 Wigmore Street, London W1. Telephone 01-486 8263.

or Direct to sole agents:

MACINNES HOUSE, N

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD. SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLKCARLTOIP17P 2NL
ARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

TEL: (0728) 2262 2615
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P.A.
REVIEW
quency horns. A pair of 152
Bins used with our 250W
Slave and 8 Channel Mixer
give an extremely good quality
moderately priced system. This
can then be increased in size
by adding mid -range and bass
bins and also 250W or 100W
slaves.

The mixer also carries faci-
lities for a foldback or monitor
system. They are in addition
offering a plug-in graphic
equaliser to give a wider tonal
range and also reduce feed
back.

COURT Acoustics is the
trade name for a variety

of custom built equipment
including JBL sound systems,
designed and manufactured by
Stephen Court, consultant
audio engineer. The bass sys-
tem consists of an 18 inch ver-
sion of the JBL bass horn, and
uses a 150 watt driver with
useful response down to 35 hz.
The Mid/HF system comprises
a 4 inch diaphragm JBL driver
with horn and acoustic lens,
and 2 or 4 JBL hf drivers. A
passive crossover is built in, or
the system can be triamplified
using fixed frequency electric
crossovers of 800 & 7000 hz,
or a switchable unit is available
at 500, 800, 1200 & 3000, 5000,

7000 hz costing £125.
The radial horn system pro-

vides longer throw, and uses a
JBL 120w horn driver. These
systems are complete with
Cannon connectors, and can be
provided with aluminium pro-
files. Total cost for the com-
plete system shown is around
£1300. The monitor enclosure is
available at £350 in slopeback
or conventional form, and con-
sists of a reflex loaded 15 inch
150w JBL bass unit, a horn
driver with acoustic lens, and
variable crossover.

Other systems are available
for studio, live performance or
disc/tape reproduction includ-
ing a new studio monitor, a

400+400 power amplifier to be
announced, and a 'Real Time
Spectrum Analyser' for audio
measurements. Stocks of JBL
components and spares as well
as systems using Tannoy, Altec,
Gauss and FM Acoustics are
available.

WITH the advance over the
past few years of

very high power in quality
sound systems, a much greater
demand has been placed on
the associated equipment such
as microphones and instrument
amplification. Nowadays a poor
microphone will sound like a

poor microphone, no longer be-
ing masked by the distortion of
the older and more primitive
PA systems.

At present many bands are
using microphones on every-
thing and balancing the sound
at a central mixer. The act of
putting a microphone very close
to a high powered loudspeaker
(as in miking up an instrument
cabinet) in itself introduces
distortion into the final sound,

Two Court PA units

due to the fact that the fre-
quency response close to a

speaker is very different than
when measured a few feet
away. Thus when an instrumen-
talist takes pains to get his
sound from the equipment, the
mirophone often picks up a

different one, being at a dif-
ferent distance from the cabi-
net than the player, and the

wrong sound is amplified
through the PA.

This could be overcome by
placing the microphone a few
feet from the cabinet, but it
would of course also pick up
every other sound on stage as
well. Electrohill Sound Products
advocate the use of their Direct
Injection Box to negate this
problem. This DI box is a de-
vice which converts the elec-
trical output of an amplifier (or
instrument pickup) to a signal
suitable for feeding to a mixer,
without introducing the unwan-
ted distortion of a mic.

Electrohill believe that there
are several advantages in the
fact that the actual signal is
fed directly to the mixer with-
out going through a speaker,
air, and then a microphone be-
fore reaching the mixer. They
maintain that the resonances
of the stage or hall are not
picked up and amplified as with
a microphone, and that no feed-
back can occur from a DI box.
The firm supply 12 different
models, and will be glad to
offer further information.

THE August range of ampli-
fication manufactured and

marketed by Dave Simms con-
tinues to grow in popularity
with bands and DJs alike, due
in the main to the always
attractive combination of quality
and very competitive prices.
The whole range is aimed at
what Dave describes as the
middle market, which in his
opinion is probably the most
price conscious and quality
minded section of the business.

"Never underestimate the
semi -pro," says Dave. "He has
to work longer hours, play a
more varied programme, use

'Cowl
Acoustics

COU RT-JBL
The finest professional sound systems available
for studios and live performance, have been used
by artists such as Tom Jones, Andy Williams,
Tony Bennett, George Macrae, 10cc, Steeleye
Span, Chris Farlow, Johnv Nash and many others,
including major recording studios, concert and
cabaret venues and clubs.
Whatever your requirement, including components,
design, hire and istallation, write or phone:
Stephen Court Assoc IRERE.MBKS.MemAES.
Court Acoustics (Audio Consultants)
50 Dennington Park Road,
W. Hampstead, London, NW6. Tel: 01-435 0532
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smaller vehicles, but still want
a good sound from equipment
bought on a limited budget. We
therefore have reliability as a

high priority on gear with
maximum facilities, easy port-
ability, and at a price within
easy reach of working musi-
cians. We are able to hold the
price down by marketing direct
from manufacturer to retail shop
without wholesale distribution
in the middle."

Their best sellers in the PA
field are the PA 100 watt four
channel amp (retailing at
£99.90), the 2 x 12 inch PA
colums (£125 per pair), the 1 x
15 inch folded horn bin (£125)
and the add -on -horn units at
£83.70 per pair. This means that
a PA system, suitable for many
applications, can be purchased
either for group or disco use for
£225.40 including VAT.

The company also recently
launched the new PA columns
with built-in horns, and these
retail inclusive of VAT at
£79.50 per pair for the 1 x 12
inch with horn, and at £155.50
per pair for the 2 x 12 inch with
horn.

The firm's policy is to supply
the range to a restricted num-
ber of shops around the coun-
try who can give musicians a
full service, or, as Dave says,
"The kind of shops I would deal
with if I was still playing!"

The company invites further
inquiries, and offers the ad-
dresses of area agents and a
full price list.

I N deference to a high all-
round standard of engin-

eering, one tends to approach
Swiss equipment with a fair
modicum of respect, and the
FM loudspeaker systems reflect

One of FM's horn loaded enclo-
sures.

the national trait of quality pro-
duction.

Their computerized systems
undergo extensive tests in
dozens of applications, and the
1212 is one of a wide range of
quality items. It is a compact
two-way all horn -loaded loud-
speaker, boasting freedom from
distortion and easy portability.
The 1212 is either equipped
with a FM Custom or a Gauss
15 inch speaker, while the high -
frequency section consists of a
resonance -free FM radial horn,
and an ultra -linear FM driver.
The cabinet is strongly built
and covered with aluminium
profiles, and can be mounted
on a speaker stand.

Their 1300 series is a modu-
lar range of all horn -loaded
loudspeaker systems. Indivi-
dual combinations can be
assembled to suit the specific
application, and single modules
may be purchased separately
so that existing systems may
be enlarged later without altera-
tions.

Continued on Page 52.

ELECTRONICS
Quaky at a reasonable price

G.P. ELECTRONICS
Manufacturers of electronic equipment

Pottery Road, Bovey Tracey,
Devon, England.

Tel: 832670

CONTACT:
Ian Jones
Ruislip (71) 73271/

36986

Standard rig:
1500 watt PA,

500 watt monitors,
. 12 channel stereo deck,

Electrovoice, Gauss, ATC
Truck and experienced crew.

Ludicrously cheap rates.

16 Wallasey Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge, Middx.

SUPER HIGH QUALITY
SUPER LOW PRICES!

PA100 -4 Channel
amp, with pair

2 x 12 P.A. Cols.

COMPLETE OUTFIT

ONLY

£225.40

INC VAT

[
A

A RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT BUILT BY GUYS
WHO REALLY CARE - AT PRICES THAT WOULD HAVE
BEEN GOOD 10 YEARS AGO!

DAVE SIMMS MUSIC PRODUCTS

H.P. arranged, Barclaycard, Access. Mail Order anywhere"
Trade and export enquiries welcome

French, German, Italian and American spoken
Send S.A.E for new Dave Simms brochure
L._5 The Grove, Ealing, London W5. Tel: 01-567 0757
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FM also work in the multi -

cell horn field, of which their
1336 module is a primary
example. Powered by two FM
multicell drivers, this 15 cell
unit is made entirely from their
own "acoustoplast" material, a
particularly resonance free sub-
stance. Still in the horn section
is the 1345 module, incorpora-
ting four ultra -high -frequency
horns designed to produce a
uniform sound distribution pat-
tern.

Though the items mentioned
above represent an incomplete
look at the FM range, one must
point out that the same high
standard of craftsmanship re-
mains throughout.

Still, it is not often that this
kind of gear finds its way to
your local shop, although it
probably warrants more than
cursory investigation.

BILL White started White
Sound Equipment in a

small shop in Vine Place,
Sunderland four years ago, be-
ginning his service by building
enclosures for local musicians.
Business went so well that he
was able to open a larger shop
in Albion Place, mainly con-
cerned with the retail business,
handling many of the larger
agencies. Mery Forse joined

WSE and started designing and
building amps and large PA
systems. This is now a sepa-
rate venture, incorporating a
hire department which caters
for anything from 50 watt guitar
amps to 5000 watt PA systems.
They also specialise in mail
order, maintaining that the com-
plete transaction can take place
within a week.

Their LW 100 guitar/bass/
organ enclosure houses four
40 watt 12 inch loudspeakers,
constructed of tough marine
plywood with a strong vinyl
covering and recessed steel
handles. Suitable either as the
monitors or as part of the PA
set-up are their 2 by 12 inch
enclosures, handling a total of
160 watts, while the PAR 100
reflexed bass bin, with its one
15 inch 100 watt speaker, is
suitable for taking care of the
lower frequencies in PA appli-
cations.

Treble Cones
For those in need of more

sound is the PAW 160 4 by 12
inch PA enclosures, each hand-
ling 160 watts (320 watts
total). Treble cones are fitted
as standard in all PA en-
closures.

White also produce a six
channel PA amp, "delivering
a clean crisp 200 watts RMS",
and incorporating bass, treble,
middle, echo controls, dual im-
pedance switches on each
channel with master volume
presence. Slave and monitoring
outputs are fitted as standard.
In the mixing department is
the MWG six channel console,
which, like the rest of the gear,
works well with the other
items.

White Sound's range extends from 50 watt guitar systems to 5000
watt. PAs.

NORTHERN based SAI are
now one of the most im-

portant PA equipment suppliers
in the country. Their range
includes not only PA equip-
ment, for they make an enor-
mous range of Disco gear and
lighting equipment, too.

On the PA side, they cover
the market completely from
both a manufacturing and retail
point of view. On the retail side
they handle systems made by
many of the major British and
American companies and do a
great trade in the Canadian
Traynor systems that combine
very high sophistication with
reasonable prices. The retail
side also stocks a large amount
of equipment in the way of
plugs, cables, reels, mikes,
windshields etc. etc.

It is however, on the manu-
facturing side that we find SAI
really coming into their own
from the point of view of this

survey. Perhaps best known of
their gear is the Eliminator bin
which is very widely used for
music reproduction. On the
group side they have found a
lot of success with front
loaded 15in bins. A recent
addition to their range is a
mini bin equipped with two
horns which is rather like a

mini -Eliminator. Other equip-
ment includes monitor speakers
and a very wide range of
speaker cabs with many alter-
native speaker/horn combina-
tions.

It is certainly worth pointing
out that all SAI cabs are made
of birch ply wood and are very
resilient to the rigours of a hard
life on the road.

In some ways it is hard to
be precise about SAI's gear as
it is specially flexible in terms
of the requirements of the

Continued on page 54.

IAM ELECTRONICS
French's Mill, French's Rd., Cambridge

6 Channel Mixer Amp comprising six independent
channels, each with Treble, Middle, Bass and Echo
controls, Slider Volume Control, Monitor volume -
Treble and Bass, Echo Return - Powered by a 150
Watt amplifier with heat sinks for cool running.
Hi & Low input sensitivity switching. Preamplifier
Distortion typically 0.01% at 1KHz, Power amp
distortion typically 0.05% at 1KHz. Hum & Noise
- 116dB.

Currently provisions are being made to manufacture Graphic Equalisers, Guitar Amps and Combos.

Fob further details contact: Tony Gipp (0223) 66559.

Details will be released in the near future.
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Whatever you play-

play with Custom
Available from

LONDON
MACARIS

DAVE SIMMS

SOUTH
A.B.C. MUSIC
BILL GREENHALGH
KEMPSTER & SONS
HICKLE & HICKLE
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

MIDLANDS
ABBEY MUSIC
ALLEY MUSIC
BEDFORD MUSIC
CLEMENTS PIANO
GEORGE CLAY
DUDLEY ORGAN

CENTRE
PETER GRAY
MODERN MUSIC
SOUND OF MUSIC
SOUND PAD
WOODROFFES
WORCESTER MUSIC
YARDLEYS

EXPORT AGENTS

NORTH
102 Charing A.I. MUSIC

Cross Rd., CENTRE Manchester
London WC2 BARRATTS Manchester
1-5 The Grove, BARRATTS Newcastle

Ealing London \ BARRATTS Preston
W5 BRYAN'S Bradford

DAWSONS Chester
DAWSONS Preston
DAWSONS Stockport
DAWSONS Warrington
DAWSONS Wigan
E.S.E. Farmworth
ERNEST RUSHTON Scunthorpe
GRIMSBY MUSIC Grimsby
HARKER & HOWARTHBolton
HUDDERSFIELD
MUSIC CENTRE Huddersfield

Burton -on -Trent HUDSONS Chesterfield
Nuneaton JOHNSON ELECTRICS Sheffield
Bedford KITCHENS Barnsley
Nottingham KITCHENS Bradford
Birmingham KITCHENS Leeds

KITCHENS Newcastle
Dudley ORGAN LOFT Huddersfield
Northampton RUSHWORTH
Dudley & DRAPER Liverpool
Wolverhampton S.A.I. Chorley
Leicester TONY SAVILLE Manchester
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individual customer. For
example, with speakers they
use a combination of Electro-
voice, Gauss, JBL and other
American manufacturers - you
pays your money and the
choice is wide open.

Apart from just making cabs,
SAI supply complete rigs from
500 to 5,000 watts including
making special high -quality
cross -over units and having
their own way of racking and
cooling the amps they supply
which can be either Phase
Linear, Amcron or H&H TPA
100 (broadcast range). In addi-
tion to amps, SAI also supply
many types of desks and can
offer, therefore, a full PA build-
ing service aided by their
experience in
of their own components and
the handling of other makes.

On top of this range of
equipment and services SAI
also manufacture a range of
lighting equipment and control
systems for lighting. In fact, the
best thing for anyone to do who
is interested is to get in touch
directly with them in Coppull,
Nr. Chorley, in Lancs. and get
details direct.

ALTEC manufacture a very
comprehensive range of

PA equipment, spanning a

wide price bracket but maintain-
ing a high standard of per-
formance. It is worth noting
that they have developed a

full line of products that make
it possible for a band to ex-
pand their sound system in
suitable stages later on.

The A7-8 loudspeaker sys-
tem, for instance, utilises a

high -frequency compression
driver and an exponential cast
aluminium sectoral horn for re-
production of frequencies above
800 Hz, and a heavy-duty low -
frequency loudspeaker for
sound reproduction below 800
Hz. High -frequency components
may be mounted within or on
top of the enclosure.

Bearing in mind the necessity
of crisp sound in the larger
halls, one can select the 1215A
and 1225A from the Altec
range. Even the most sensitive
of low frequency speakers need
an efficient enclosure to match
the levels produced by high
frequency horns and drivers,
and to fulfil this need the
former utilises their 421-8H
folded horn. The cabinet itself
is an extended folded horn
finished with resilient epoxy for
durability. The 1225A comprises
a multicell horn and a 100 watt
driver. The fragile multicells are
provided with an elaborate pro-
tective case which suspends
the horn and driver and shelters
it from harsh travel treatment.

Despite its comparative deli-
cacy, the multicellular horn is
a very effective projector for
delivering high -quality sound
uniformly over a defined listen-
ing area, and it is certainly
worthwhile to note the prin-

One of Altec's attractively designed units.
ciples of its design.

Each of the various available
models consists of a number of
horn cells assembled to a com-
mon throat. The specific num-
ber and configuration of these
cells provides the controlled
vertical and horizonal distribu-
tion of sound desired for
optimum coverage of a given
listening area. As each cell is
a straight exponential horn
through which sound can pass
unimpeded, this is its major
advantage over horns of the
re-entrant or reflex type which
tend to attenuate the high fre-
quencies and cause distortion
due to sharp folds or bends in
the passageway. The pros and
cons of such a system will be-
come apparent in the light of
your own particular require-
ments. At any rate, with items
far to numerous to catalogue in

limited space, the Altec range
presents similar choices
throughout their ranges, with a
selection of quality mixing con-
soles as well.

HANDLED by Cetec, Gauss
loudspeakers have gained

an enviable reputation in
the rock world, underlined by
the fact that each item is
covered by a five year warranty
against defective materials or
workmanship. The Series 41
lead instrument loudspeakers
are specifically designed to
meet the unusual requirements
of their particular application.
Here the flexible voice coil
leads, terminated on the voice
coil frame, greatly minimise the
chances of potential breakage
of the lead wire, and this is one
of the factors which permit the

Continued on page 56.
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A further
development of the

renowned S.A.I
Mini Bin fitted with

two horns and a 100w
Maclab 15" speaker

size 28"x20"x20"
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speakers to reliably handle up
to 200 watts for protracted
periods.

Series 41 speakers are re-
commended for use in ported
enclosures, although they also
perform well in open -back or
horn -loaded enclosures. The
horn and bass operate in much
the same way, both carefully
designed to meet the most
demanding requirements.

MUSIC enthusiasts will no
doubt be well aware of

the increasing popularity
of the American Peavey range,
distributed here by Top Gear.
Their Standard PA mixer amp
is a medium priced unit which
compares favourably with many
more expensive products. The
Standard features four en-
tirely separate channels, each
having two input jacks. The
individual pre -amps have ade-
quate gain to allow the use of
both high and low impedance
microphones.

The Standard is supple-
mented by the PA 120 and PA
400, designed for more de-
manding power requirements.
Their new booster amplifiers
allow mixers or amps to drive
additional speakers by use of
an external or slave power am-
plifier. Each booster features a
built-in level control and VU
meter for constant monitoring
or level setting.

As with all their products,
the priority here has been re-
liability. Realising its increasing
importance, Peavey have pro-
duced a new PA monitoring
system. To assist in tailoring
the response to suit the appli-
cation, both high and low
equalisation has been included,
while their new 'sweep filter'
allows precise feedback con-
trol even with the speaker
close to the microphone. The
monitor speakers are con-
structed with the capability of
tilting the speaker to any angle
to fit the particular application.

Their new Vocal Projector
systems fill the industry require-
ments for small and easily por-
table speakers which retain the
wide frequency response and

efficiency normally associated
with the larger theatre -type
systems, and its apparent dura-
bility and sense of design re-
flect the same trends in the rest
of the Peavey gear.

ES (International Enter-
tainers Services) is an inter-

national company hiring
equipment which can be taken
anywhere in the world. They
offer a hire, sale and repair
service which is never closed,
and, if a customer requires
something not in stock, they
buy it.

The range and possible per-
mutations of the PA systems
supplied by IES is far too
diverse to be catalogued in
limited space, and, with the
firm holding the sole worldwide
franchise for Mavis Audio
Equipment, it is probably more
useful to concentrate our atten-
tions on these products.

The Mavis portable mixer has
been designed for mobile use in
conjunction with quality audio
systems, and is a comprehen-
sive 15 input four track output
affair. The mixer also has two
fully equalised independent
monitor outputs and drive faci-
lities for an external echo sys-
tem. There is also an output
for use with headphones to
listen through for cueing each
channel.

Growing demands
The PAS 30 channel desk is

a development of the 4 -group
15 channel mixer to meet the
growing demands of modern
PA and studio work. It is so
designed that every channel
may be operated with total
flexibility in a four channel
quadrophonic set-up, and for
live recording purposes a multi-
track tape machine of up to 30
tracks may be directly coupled
to the channels and a four track
tape machine to the main
groups. The mixer can then at
a later stage be used for mix-
ing down to a stereo or quad
master using the main group
outputs.

As a compromise between a
PA mixer and a conventional
studio desk, it differs from the
latter in the fact that apart from
the usual foldback, echo send,
cueing facilities etc., only eight
sub -groups and four main
groups are employed when the
desk is used in total; the line
drives for recording are de-
rived directly from each chan-
nel, and are fully equipped for
patching in auxiliary equipment,
and may be switched before or
after the channels' "EQ" sec-
tion. The desk is built in three



An MM power amp unit from Pace.

sections. Two wings (which
may be used independently in
stereo for PA) are equipped
with 15 channels each and a
complete output arrangement
including four groups and a

stereo crossover.
The third section is for the

routing of the two wings and
all the extra equipment needed
for master quad control and
mixdown into four or two track.
The Mavis range further in-
cludes an electronic crossover
system and a stage box, and,
with such an array under the
IES wing, we are left with a
more than comprehensive ser-
vice.

DARMEE Acoustics: Collins
Electromagnetics Ltd., or,

to use the more common
abbreviation PACE, have since
their inception early in 1974,
made significant advances into
the PA field.

Originally a research and de-
velopment organisation offering
a consultancy and design ser-
vice, market research tests led
them to believe that their prior
experience would stand them
in good stead for further in-
volvement in the PA field.
Original contacts with people
in the recording industry led
to requests for custom-built
equipment, so, to provide a

comprehensive service, the firm
started a subsidiary company,
MM Electronics, to design,
manufacture and market a range
of good quality, competitively
priced products available to
every band via retail outlets.

Their MP112 mixing desk is
specifically designed for use
with PA, and combines tough-
ness and ease of use with
moderate price. The unit is con-
structed of heavy guage alumi-
nium extrusions, sheathed in a

sleeve of 18mm plywood which
is covered in leather cloth and
edged with aluminium. The
finish of the panels in matt
silver on a black anodised
background is largely respon-
sible for its durability.

The system consists of 12
stereo input modules arranged
in three groups, feeding 15
master mixers. The output bank
also features headphone moni-

tors while the pre -amp, feeding
the equalisation section, has
post echo send, stereo pan and
foldback level with push-button
routing.

The PACE parametric equa-
liser, already gaining wide-
spread acceptance in the studio
road use complete with power
world, is now available for
supply.

Their mid and high frequency
horns employ either Vitavox S3
or Celestion 1674 drivers, used
together with a special high fre-
quency sub -assembly incor-
porating three Atomic HT series
supertweeters, specially wired
for PA use.

Their folded horn bass bin,
33 inch by 27 inch by 20 inch,
is driven by one 18 inch
speaker, either a 100 watt
Celestion or a 150 watt Gauss
unit. Say PACE, "In this type
of enclosure the speakers act
as a pump for the air and the
accurate design of the approxi-
mated exponential flare together
with the specially reinforced
back means that all the energy
from the surface of the speaker
is directed into the horn
mouth."

THE success of the Elgen
PA and instrument ampli-

fication equipment used in
the heats and finals of the an-
nual AMII rock/folk contest,
and in their own company's
Tetley/Elgen contest in the
North, has played a large part
in gaining the equipment a

J. T. Coppock of Leeds, one of
reputation for reliability.

Serviced and distributed by
the items well received on
these contest circuits is the
PA 100 watt amp. The amplifier
has eight inputs on two chan-
nels, each with gain, treble and
bass controls, as well as in-
put and output sockets for an
echo unit.

The Slave 100, suitable for all
Elgen amplifiers, has a speaker
output and additional slave out-
put sockets on the back panel,
with one input on the front.
Their 4 by 12 inch columns are
designed for use with the PA

Continued on page 58.
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100. Each speaker is 40 watt,
giving a total handling capacity
of 320 watts r.m.s. per pair.
Specially designed for high
treble response, its dimensions
are 22 inch by 10 inch by 48
inch. In provision for mid range
and bass is their flared bin,
known as 'The Thing". The
unit is available with a choice
of either one 15 inch 150 watt
Fane Crescendo loudspeaker or
a Cetoc of the same specifica-
tions. Elgen also have a range
of equipment particularly suit-
able for cabaret requirements.

HANDLED in this country
by Bear Amplification, the

Novanex range of PA equip-
ment deserves more than
cursory attention from those
working on a limited budget, as
their gear is so designed as to
enable easy additions as (hope-
fully) a band moves to larger
venues and financial firepower.

Basically, the Novanex PA
works on the following prin-
ciple: "powergenerators" (each
unit housing a matched slave
amp and speaker/s) are used
together with a mixer of the
desired sophistication.

Each power generator has
two 'line" sockets so that there
is a spare socket should another
cabinet be needed. One can
therefore start with a reason-
able mixer and a few hundred
watts of line cabinets and can
then aim for a more flexible
mixer as the stage act dictates,
or, if the mixer remains suffi-
cient, merely add on power as
the occasion demands.

The power generators house
12 inch loudspeakers which are
twin coned; these have been
found to handle highs down to
deep bass without necessarily
having to resort to a more com-
plex bin system. The slave sec-
tions incorporate a system of
limiters to help prolong the
lives of the loudspeakers, and
the power generators are short-
circuit proof.

Although not directly con-
cerned with a PA survey, it is
well worth noting that such
a set-up lends itself well to DJ
applications: here the power -
generators can be used driven
only from the pre -amps on the
DJ console without a further
mixer. Another point of interest
with this kind of system is that
it simplifies club installation
work which can often be a bug-
bear for dealers. Because each
power generator has its own
mains supply, one can run all
of these back to a central
switch bank.

Close conjunction
The mixers too have genera-

ted widespread interest. The
models, going from the X41
to the X164S, are all designed
to work in close conjunction
with the PA, and they all allow
playback using the final chan-

nel and the masters for mixing.
On those mixers with two

outputs there are two echo in -
out sockets with echo pan and
echo volume on each channel
of the mixer. This permits the
use of two echo units using dif-
ferent effects, while the "cue
line" output on the larger
mixers facilitates talk -back
from the mixing engineer to the
stage via separate power -
generators.

Although individual foldback
is not provided except on the
largest mixers, monitors can be
run by using one of the two
outputs on those mixers with
the facility by choosing and
siting the correct power -
generators.

Bear have spent much time
this year in establishing dealers
around the country.

SUMMIT, covering most of
the spectrum of amplifica-

tion equipment from disco
and PA systems to instrument
amps and monitor systems, are
fast spreading their influence
from their North London head-
quarters.

THE NAME BEHIND
THE SCENES

LIGHTING & SOUND
EQUIPMENT LTD.,

29-31 RIVER ROAD,
BARKING, ESSEX.

01-594 4866

LIGHTING UNIT 5 CH. MIXER & 100W P.AMP.

THE NEW EXCITING RANGE FROM LSE

100W SLAVE POWER AMP.

.

AUTO JINGLE MACHINE
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Part of Summit's wide range of
The firm place great empha-

sis on the construction and
appearance of the equipment
which is hand built with quality
components. The use of top
grade plywood coupled with
internal bracing and strutting
are important factors of the
durability of the Summit gear.
They also use their own heavy-
duty black covering, and the
fret cloth is specially designed
to combine strength with good
acoustic properties.

Large flare horns
The bass bins use 200 watt

Gauss drivers, which, coupled
twin driver large flare horns,
provide a complete system for
any bass application. Mid range
sections are available separately
in the form of two by 12in or

'.x-14iit.
PA enclosures.

one by 15in cabinets and use
Gauss or Crescendo drivers.
They can be bought initially as
an integral part of a system or
be added on at a later date.

Among the rest of their gear
is a specialised lead guitar
cabinet combining a 15in Gauss
with an Altec horn unit to
provide a full range sound with-
out breaking up the top notes.

Summit also cater for those
with less demanding needs.
They have quality 4 by 12in
columns incorporating either
Celestion or Summit Custom
speakers, with add on horn
units available separately to
enhance top response. To pro-
vide a compact mini -system in
one cabinet are their two by
12in columns with built-in
horns.

Completing their range are

Matamp guitar and slave amps,
a newly developed guitar amp
by Maine (see Instrumental
News) and Hill mixers.

THE increasing quality and
quantity of the items on

today's market makes a final
equipment choice that much
more difficult. One company
presenting an array of items
warranting close examination
and consideration is Davoli,
whose extensive range of
equipment includes cabinets,
mixers and slaves.

The Clubman 50 watt PA
mixer is specially designed for
small groups and for easy
transport; it can also be adap-
ted to the needs of larger
groups as extra slaves can be
linked to the output and so

provide additional power. Its
six channels each feature
treble, bass, reverb, gain and
slider volume controls. Dimen-
sions are a compact 19 inch by
6 inch by 14+ inch.

In the same size bracket is
the Mixer 6, incorporating six
channels and twelve inputs.
Each channel has volume,
treble, bass and echo control.
The built-in solid state amp has
an output power of 100 watts,
and the two master volume
controls are for this amp and
the external slaves respectively,
for which there are two output
jacks.

Their 12 channel stereo mixer
with echo, a substantially larger
unit, contains 14 jack socket
inputs and five outputs. In ad-
dition to this are two indepen-
dent output channels for stereo
connections.

Moving further up the size
scale we find the 12/5 Mixer,
a 12 channel affair incorporating
16 inputs, four master outputs,
two monitor outputs and a

headphone output. Each chan-
nel has treble and bass con-
trols, plus presence controls
and frequency selector
switches. A welcome inclusion
in this model is the "saturation
warning lamp".

Comprehensive
The Davoli range of speaker

cabinets is as comprehensive
as the array of mixers. The
DK120 has a handling capacity
of 120 watts and incorporates
a 15 inch speaker and two
horn tweeters. For those who
do not require that much power
is the DK90, handling 90 watts
through two 12 inch speakers
and two tweeters - the DK200
and DK180 model names simi-
larly imply the respective capa-
cities of the cabinets.

In effect, then, the cab range
caters for those playing from
comparatively small halls to
those in need of more power
in more demanding circum-
stances. And so to the Davoli
bass bins, the Titan 100 and
the Exponential. Both models,
equally at home on stage or in
the disco, have a handling capa-
city of 100 watts.

Should any of the above
arouse the interest of the dis-
cerning buyer, their extensive
range of instrument amplifiers
is certainly well worth further
investigation.

Out in the very near future,
they have a new 35 watt combo
with built in reverb and phas-
ing; a new 200 watt and 100

Continued on page 60.
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watt slave amp with electronic
crossover for bin and horn
systems; a new stereo mixer
with extensive monitoring faci-
lities.

Though not directly concern-
ed with a PA survey, it is worth
noting that Davoli also market
the excellent American Foxx
foot pedals, Meazzi drums and
percussion, Gherson guitars and
the Brazilian Giannini acoustic
guitars.

ASMALL but effective
range of PA and heavy

amplification is manufactured
by HH. It varies from the
TPA range, as used by many
television and broadcasting
authorities, to their music range
amplifiers.

The 212 DC (dual concentric)
enclosure contains two special
wide range, high power hand-
ling 12 inch 50 watt speakers,
leaving a total power rating of
100 watts.

Vinyl
The enclosure is finished in

black heavy grained vinyl, and
the corners are protected by
metal plated ABS caps. A
strong carrying handle is a stan-
dard fitting and a heavy grade
waterproof cover is supplied.
Designed especially for use

HH manufacture a particularly
some of which is shown here.

with the 212 speakers, the
Tripod stand comprises three
chrome plated legs, spaced for
maximum stability, which fold
up easily for transportability.
Raising a 212 DC to a height
above the heads of an audience
makes a considerable improve-
ment to the sound.

The mini horn is a small yet
powerful add-on unit designed
for use in conjunction with the
212 (or the 412) where extra
penetrating power and projec-
tion in the mid and upper fre-
quency range is required.

For those in need of rather
more power, the 412 DC con-
tains four speakers of special
twin design; the larger cone for

high quality Solid State range -

reproduction of the lower and
mid -range frequencies, and the
smaller cone for efficient repro-
duction of high frequencies.

MACDONALD Develop-
ments is run by two ex -

Vox design engineers who have
been designing and manufac-
turing equipment for the last
seven years. Their current pro-
duction line offers a 100 watt
power amplifier selling for £150
inclusive of VAT.

With its stabilised power
supply, the unit includes master
volume, reverb level and slave
output. Each of the six channels
has volume, active treble and

bass controls and a reverb
switch.

The Macdona'd range further
includes slave amps, graphic
equalisers, and 4, 5 and 6
channel mixers. Although they
built cabinets to individual re-
quirements, they stock 4 by
10in, 2 by 12in and 4 by 12in
columns.

Page & Son (Sound
Equipment) Ltd., 10 Wood

Street, Doncaster, distribute
Dynacord and Sunn amplifica-
tion and P.A. equipment. Let's
look at the Dynacord range first
The Eminent 100 amplifier is
their most important seller. It is
an extremely portable modern
looking machine encased in a

self-supporting cabinet of poly-
urethane foam plastics which
stands on a very firm base. The
Eminent incorporates a 6 -chan-
nel mixer, a carrying handle and
a newly developed multi -head
echo/reverb tape unit.

Imp uts
This amplifier has six low

and high impedance inputs with
slider faders, tone and echo
controls, a limiter in the master
channel against over -modula-
tion of the power amplifier,
slider volume control and tone
controls. It has an output of
80 watts R.M.S. and 120 watts
music power. Dynacord recom-
mend the use of their S86, S46,
S60 and D310 speaker cabinets
with the Eminent 100.

Turning now to Sunn, let us
have a look at their extensive
list of audio equipment, the
Studio p.a. amplifier being the
simplest of these. It is a four
channel vocal amplifier, with
eight mike inputs and separate
tone and volume controls for

Continued on page 62.
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The Soundcraft "Sixteen into Two"
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When we designed the "Sixteen into Two",
the design parameters included the following
specifications: the mixer had to be portable,
rugged enough to withstand air -freight, have
a noise and distortion spec. to meet
recording standards, have equalisation
covering the full audio frequency
bandwidth, and have all the basic
requirements for a road board such as
individual channel metering, input
attenuation, stereo panning on each channel,
a separate mono mix for stage monitors,
(foldback), etc. A multicore system to plug
directly on to the console had to be
available.

Fact is we achieved all we set out to achieve,
and having built in several modifications,
as a result of servicing experience, we can
confidently claim to produce one of the
most reliable professional mixers. Available
throughout North America, Europe and the
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each channel with a master
volume control. Another inter-
esting feature is the reverb
off -low -high switch for each
channel and the master reverb
control. Output is 50 watts
RMS (115 watts peak) with a
4 ohm load.

The Concert controller 1 is
more powerful, having six
channels and twelve mike in-
puts. It is altogether a larger
machine, the output being 150
watts RMS (350 watts peak)
into a 4 ohm load. The reverb
control on this model is slightly
more extensive as not only is
there a master reverb control,
but also a tone control. Sunn
also make a Concert controller
1 L, all features of which are
the same as the model discus-
sed above, except for the low
impedance cannon -type mike
inputs, which replace the high
impedance phone plugs on each
channel.

The next Sunn model in this
range is the Concert controller
2, a still larger machine. Space
won't allow a detailed look at
this model, but the most impor-
tant features are the optional
nine band Graphic Equalizer for
main or monitor, the Master
effects send control and the
mike input attenuation pad with
0-10 and -20 positions.

Lastly we come to the most

important model in this range.
This is the Coliseum Audio
Controller which Sunn say is
"the ultimate portable sound
mixing console". Sunn also say
that this model "utilizes modu-
lar design to achieve greater
coverage or volume by simply
adding modules." This model
comprises four two - channel
modules for mike inputs; a

main/monitor mixing and con-
trol module with volume con-
trols for line channels 9 and 10.
This model can also be used
for eight track and stereo
recording.

All in all, Page & Son distri-
bute a large range of sound
equipment - the Sunn and
Dynachord ranges being some
of the most modern on the
market.

VITAVOX recently brought
out a new loudspeaker sys-

tem known as the Thunder-
bolt. It is a new all horn in-
tegrated reproducer based on
their already proven 380mm
low frequency cone driver and
the equally well known S3 high
power pressure unit.

Portable
At the design stage the firm

were after a portable assembly
of manageable dimensions and
weight, with high power hand-
ling and relatively high conver-
sion efficiency coupled with
wide angle sound propogation.
While the firm wanted to stay
with the all horn concept, they
were aware of the disadvan-
tages which can exist with low
frequency horns, not least the
unfortunate combination of bulk
and potential distortion prob-
lems due to throat restriction.

Vitavox readily admit that

Continued on page 64.

61 NORMANION AVENUE

CANARY - CROSSBOW
TOTAL TOUR SERVICE

P.A. Systems for SALE or HIRE.
Complete Systems and Monitor Systems
to any Specification.

* 1975 Tours handled include:
CHUCK BERRY, CURVED AIR, AL STEWART

AND BE -BOP DE LUXE

WIMBLEDON PARK, LONDON, S.W.19. TELEPHONE: 01-947 0677



A few
private words about
our public address...

It's whispered that H&H have the most exciting range of PA amplifiers and speakers in the world.
Raised voices have been heard to exclaim the superb craftsmanship and styling that's built into
every piece of H&H equipment. Shouts of dismay have been recorded when people have compared
what H&H have to offer against their existing outfits.
We just thought we'd better voice the facts. So that you'll know the name to look for next time
you're buying PA.

H&H Electronic

Sounds a lot better.

HIIH
electronic

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRIAL SITE
CAMBRIDGE ROAD MILTON
CAMBRIDGE CB4 4AZ
TEL. CAMBRIDGE 65945/6/7 I
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Continued from page 62

arriving at a suitable compro-
mise situation was the most
difficult of their design prob-
lems.

The new mid range and
tweeter horn called for much
more straightforward design
work, and the result proved to
be a fairly short dispersive horn
with cellular construction with
the throat giving balanced
acoustic distribution over the
passband. So that these horns
would work well together, the
new Vitavox power integration
network was evolved with full
regard to the acoustic charac-
teristics of the loudspeakers,
and to attain the necessary high
level of resonance.

A special feature of the
normal location - within the

Thunderbolt is that the upper
horn can be removed from its
bass horn - to mount on top
of the enclosure, so that it can
be separately orientated if de-
sired.

ONE item from Hiwatt range
particularly worthy of men-

tion is their SE320 speaker
enclosure. Rated at 200 watts,
it features 4 horn loaded 12in
full range speakers-the main
characteristic here is that the
unit is equally at home in any
application.

Supplementing the reliable
Hiwatt speakers is their Type B
stereo mixer, incorporating
eight input channels, built-in
reverb and foldback facilities.
The unit is specifically designed
for PA applications but can give
excellent results when used
for recording. For those with
sufficient buying power, it is
well worth mentioning that the
firm can supply complete PA
systems to custom specifica-
tions.

I N the PA field, the major range
I of equipment offered by CBS
Arbiter are the excellent Fender
systems. Two units make-up
Fender's PA range, the new
160 P.S. Vocal amp and the

Continued on page 66.
The Fender PA 100 and 160 PS amps shown with Fender column
speakers.

INTRODUCING THE

IIINSIOnmIke MODEL 103

TRANSCRIPTION CASSETTE RECORDER

Full colour
brochures
on 103
and
102 Mk11
on
request.

with the exclusive
"VARITAPE" facility
with 3 input mixing,

built-in calibration oscillator,
and externally accessible
calibration controls. This

is the equipment for the
versatile professional.

Special options (remote pause
balanced inputs etc) to order.

NORTH EAST AUDIO LTD., 5 CHARLOTTE SQUARE, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE1 4XF. TELEPHONE (0632) 26660
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GUITARS

B TAMA.
GUITARS

elgam
ORGANS

-Just some of the great names displayed
on our stand in the Russell Hotel, the

Edinburgh Room within the Connaught Rooms
and in Room 142

at the AMI I Trade Fair

JAMES T COPPOCK (LEEDS) LTD ROYDS LANE LEEDS LS12 6LJ
Telephone 0532.634652



P.A.
REVIEW
Continued from page 64

Fender PA 100, plus relevant
cabinets and horn units.

The PA 100 is a four channel
unit offering volume, bass and
treble on each channel plus
master reverb and volume con-
trols. The column speakers that
come with this unit are the
specially efficient 4x8" columns
which can have extra horn units
added to stand on top of the
columns.

As well as the PA 100 set-up
there is the new 160 PS unit
offering six channels with vol-
ume, bass, treble and reverb
on each.

The 160 PS is an impressive
heavy duty unit offering a re -
verb system with dwell and
intensity controls making it es-

peciably variable. An unusual
feature of the unit is the elec-
tronic sound compression con-
trol via microphone feedback
switches covering bass, bass
mid, mid and treble.

The 160 PS comes with four
speaker enclosures with three
10" speakers in each. These
can have added the extra horn
units that also work with the
PA 100.

The amp contains a large and
clearly visible VU meter and
delivers 160 watts, making it
part of a system which is suit-
able for most applications.

CERTAINLY one of the most
popular ranges of PA

equipment, WEM gear is very
widely used on the PA scene
where it has the reputation of
being tough and workmanlike
enough to withstand a fair
amount of battering. The WEM
range is, of course, far too
complex and widespread to
cover in a short survey but
here are a few items of gear
which are sure to prove of
interest.

First of all, it would seem
wise to start with a look at the
Audiomaster, a professional
mixer offering five channels

with treble bass, prescence
and reverb controls. Added to
this you have channel gain,
channel foldback, master gain
and master foldback controls.
Facility is provided for the use
of monitor headphones and an
echo break-in socket is avail-
able. A suitable echo unit
would be the longtime standby
of groups - the Copicat echo
unit or the newer Halle Cat
model. The Halle Cat offers four
channel mixing, six echo heads
with double tracking and tail -
off facilities.

Also worth mentioning in any
review of WEM gear would be
the Pre -Mixer IV, a four input
on four channel unit with
volume, tone and reverb on
each.

On the amplifier side, WEM
manufacture a range of units
including the Band mixer 100,
a 100 watt amp with compre-
hensive mixing facilities, the
AX40 and AX100's which give
either 40 or 100 watts respec-
tively without complex mixing
being available, the GX40 and
GX100 Bi-Tone units offering a
new concept in electronic "tone
forming", and the ever faithful
Slave Power Stage, delivering
100 watts.

Ideal for any semi -pro group
would be the Reverbmaster, a
100 watt amp with quite
sophisticated mixing including
block mixing of two groups of
four inputs via two master
controls plus a built-in Ham-
mond reverb unit.

On the speaker side, WEM
offer a massive range of
speakers ranging from the Club
2 x 12in. and Band 2 x 12in.
units through the Intruders,
offering one 14in. woofer and
one 12in. twin -coned speaker
plus an H.F. horn for treble
projection. Other units are the
2 x 10in. and 2 x 10in. H
columns, the 4 x 10in. and 4 x
10in. H columns the 4 x 12in. A
Super column, the Vendetta
system Mk. II and the X39
Reflex Bin. This final unit con-
tains bass reflex, middle flares
and H.F. horn units to cover the
frequency range and is very
suitable for PAs where guitar
amps are miked-up through the
system.

C ERWIN Vega (UK) announ-
ced in August some of the

most exciting new P.A. Systems
now available in Europe. The
systems evolved after 20 years
of experiment from the design

Speaker and amp cabinet fittings for
manufacturers and home constructors.

TRANSIT Stocks include a rang of heavyweight
strap handles - recess handles in
plastic and steel - castors - corners

COVERS __ pipings - trim - grilles - locks
- catches - hinges - vinyl coverings
- fretcloths - feet - and assorted
specialised hardware.

ADAM HALL (SUPPLIES), Unit 'Q', Starline Works, Grainger
Postal enguiries: Please include a 9 x 4 SAE and mention this

Tough, drop -over covers,
in filament reinforced black
vinyl, with white pipings.
Tailor-made to fit your
own cabinets. Seven-day
service, material samples
sent on request.

Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
advert.

CABINET
FITTINGS

Telephone: 0702-613292

'ORIGINAL'
PRACTICE DRUM
SET.. UPS
for details send S.A.E

AMPIERPDO
INCORPORATED

PERCUSSION
PRODUCTS

)44 SUNNA GDNS.
SUNBURY -0N-THAMES
MIDDLESEX

Sunbury 85925

10/4 PORTABLE

Specialists in

Audio Control
Systems and
Broadcasting Equipment.

TWEED AUDIO
ROSEWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

Kelso, Roxburghshire, Scotland. Tel: 05732) 2983
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of the original drive units to
some of the most advanced
Horn enclosures in the world.

Packaged P.A.
Each system incorporates a 4

way or 5 way crossover net-
work for Bass, lower mid -range
- Upper mid -range, High and
Super - High frequencies. For
Bass 2-18in. 1000 watt drive
units in a duel folded horn, rear
loaded (32-250 hz). Lower mid
range uses 4 x 12in. forward
facing collapsible horn (250-
2000 hz), 600 watts. Upper mid
range uses four Cast horns
(800-10,000 hz) plus 12 x Piet-
soelectric arrays for super high
frequencies (8,000-25,000 hz)
200 watts. Modular design
range: 2800-52,000 watts plus.

Amplification for the above
system incorporates two
models A.3000 for bass, plus
two A.1800, plus two A.1800
for Mid and High. Mixer desks
especially designed by Turner
Industries are recommended
with options available if speci-
fied. Graphics are to be custom -
designed by Clark-Teknics.

Major users of the above
systems were C.S.N.Y. for the
Wembley Stadium. Other major
users include War, Chicago,
The Band, Bread, Allman Bros.,
Alice Cooper, Beach Boys, An array of WEM P.A. speaker cabinets.

13, 10 or 24 channel mixers with all facilities
available. D8

Rec, retail price:- £185.76.

Trade Enquiries: -
WHITE AMPLIFICATION, 211 HIGH ST., WEST SUNDERLAND,

TYNE AND WEAR. TEL: 0783 78058

LW 100 GUITAR/BASS/KEYBOARDS
Guitar amplification at its ultimate. The LW 100 gives high volume
performance with that unique tube sound. Tremendous volume and
sustain with vast tonal colouration ranging from biting treble to driving
mid range punch are easily obtainable.
* A six position bass boost enables the guitarist to highlight notes
in the lower register.
* Clean deep ring with clear string separation, gives the modern day
bassist endless tonal possibilities.
Rec. Retail Price:- £158.50.

.

P.A. 100 AMPLIFIER
A compact powerful P.A. amplifier designed to meet professional
standards, incorporating super active tone filters for maximum tonal
balance and smooth control. The variable echo level on each channel
enables independent channel selection while the master volume and
presence controls ensure overall acoustic matching. The F.E.T.
pre -amp stage gives a high impedance input, high gain witn
iow noise levels.
Rec. retail price:- £149.50.

P.A. 200 AMPLIFIER
FRONT PANEL as P.A. 100

REAR PANEL Mains, voltage selector, mains fuse slave output
jack, impedance selector, speaker output jacks, speaker fuse.
OUTPUT STAGE Solid state, thermal cut off protection, open

short circuit, thermal overload protection, fully fused.
POWER 200 watts R.M.S.

Rec. retail price:- £189.00.



RAIL
REVIEW
Continued from page 67.

Stage Instruments P.A.
Several specially designed

units are available for 200-600
watts. These may be used for
full range vocal reinforcement,
lead guitar, bass guitar, group
instruments, full range guitar,
stage monitors, bass monitors
plus 3 models from 100-300
watts for precision studio play-
back monitoring.

Amplifiers
Five amplifiers are available.

Models A.1800 / A.18001 are
rated at 225 + 225 watts.

8 ohms or 400 at 4 ohms. Model
A.3000/30001 rated at 365 +
365 at 8 ohms or 600 + 600
at 4 ohms. Model A.3000 RS
has the same rating at A.3000/
30001 but fitted with a dual
stabilized power supplies able
to supply full output with vol-
tage fluctuations of 20 per cent
or less. All ratings are latest
F.T.C. Standard. Over 1500
such amplifiers are being used
daily in "Earthquake" sound
systems world wide.

APART from the growth of
horns and mixing desks

over the past few years, one
of the most important aspects
of general high-powered PA
systems has become the power
amplifier. Of these, perhaps the
pre-eminent type is the Amcron
series (formerly known just as
Crown). They were originally
designed for heavy industrial
applications the most popular
model the DC 300A especially
being used to shake tested
aeroplanes to bits! However,
groups looking for higher
power than was available
from general music units at
the time began to pick up the
Amcron range and their use
has now become particularly
widespread. One point well
worth noting (as it backs -up

the general feeling about the
reliability of the Amcron
range) is that all their series
carries a three year warranty
covering parts and labour.

The current range, distri-
buted in he U.K. by Macinnes
Laboratories Ltd, includes the
old faithful DC 300A, which
delivers 100 watts RMS into
1 ohm, 500 watts RMS into
2.5 ohm, and 200 watts RMS
into 8 ohm.

A similar model to the DC
300 A is the D 150 power amp

which will give 180 watts
RMS 4 ohms and 100 watts
RMS 8 ohms. Other equip-
ment in the Amcron range in-
cludes the IC 150 stereo pre -
amp, the Amcron D 60 stereo
amp and the Amcron M600
and M 2000 amps.

Certainly the unit which will
draw most attention from PA
users is the DC 300 A, most
of the rest of the range being
intended for use in the labor-
atory or very high quality
stereo or industrial markets.

Next month in Beat

A FULL REVIEW OF BRITAIN'S RECORDING

STUDIOS PLUS A ROUND -UP OF THIS YEAR'S

AMII TRADE FAIR.

How Popcorn, Frog Man,
Funny Cat and Growl Wow
can help your group take off !
If you're looking for a sound that's different the new Roland Sil 2000 synthesizer
can lay on all you can take.
Flip the tabs and you've got a choice of 30 great preset musical voices - 9 wind, 7
string (including bass and fuzz guitar), 5 percussion and keyboard sounds, plus 9 of
the weirdest special effects you've ever heard
(that's where Popcorn, Frog Man, Funny Cat,
Growl Wow and their friends come in).
Add a 37 -note keyboard and you've got
today's most exciting - and good-looking
synthesizer. And it
doesn't cost the earth.
Nothing like it. Hear the
Roland SII 2000 for
yourself at the AMII Ex-
hibition, or write to us for
full details and prices now.

13/10D11.3011.0.EATSEAT
(UK) Limited
Strand House, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. Tel:01 560 4191. Telex: 934 323

By Appointment
to the Royal Danish

Court

ELECTRONIC
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

11=2
Roland
Corporation

24 hour telephone
answer service
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ROADIES PAGE -

No illusions
with MUD'S
Phil Bowdery

MUD on the road! Phil
Bowdery knows all about

that. He's been working with
the band for the last four years,
but even before that he was
on the road in a different sense,
as a musician himself. He was
the drummer with a band form-
ed by schoolmates, and at the
height of their career they were
the backing band for Mac and
Katie Kissoon on the tours they
did with Stevie Wonder and
the Supremes.

Just one more case where an
ex -musician makes a first-class
road manager. In Phil's case,
his decision to quit the perform-
ing side of the music scene
came after his band were offer-
ed a gig in London-if they
could get back from Newcastle
in four hours flat! They made it
to Kilburn with a quarter of an
hour to spare, whereupon their
Dormobile blew up, preventing
them going the last couple of
miles to the gig!

"Mud and I had been friends
for quite a time," explained
Phil. "They didn't have a roadie
at that time but they had their
own Transit, so I offered to
work for them while I was
looking for another band. Now
it's four years later and I'm still
here!

"There are four of us per-
manently with the band. Dave
Hulme is the PA technician,
John Vahey rigs the PA and
desk, he and Dave are both
electricians, and Steve Rayment
handles the drumkit and the
back line. I was promoted to
Tour Manager last Christmas.

"When we're on the road,
that number is augmented to
eight and when we go abroad,
we use a ten-tonner which we
hire complete with driver and
he gets the gear to the gig and
organises local people to hump
the gear. We need a truck that
size to accommodate all the
gear including our own lighting
equipment, but in Britain we
hire lights and cram everything
else into a three ton truck."

Like most bands who have
been working on the road for
some time, Mud have experi-
mented with various makes of
gear and finally arrived at the
perfect combination for them,
which is a Midas/Martin sys-
tem, comprising eight single
bins, two doubles, four 2482s,
four 2440s, Midas amps to drive
the PA and a Midas 18 channel
desk, which is currently being
up -dated to 24 channel.

"We're getting all sorts of
little extras together at the
moment, too," added Phil.
"These are mostly things I've
suggested, like extra echo and
foldback treatments and graphic
equalisers.

Ray, Mud's bass player is
sold on Acoustic, and we use
all Acoustic amplifiers for the
guitars. Dave Mount has two
drum kits, a Hayman and a

Ludwig. He usually uses the
Hayman kit on stage with
A.K.G. mikes except for a

Shure Unidyne on the bass
drum. The vocal mikes are all
Shure SM58s. We use two
Acoustic stacks with direct
injection into the PA."

Phil Bowdery (left) sharing a joke with Les Gray.

If you've seen Mud in action,
you'll have noticed their un-
usual collection of guitars. Al-
though they tend to keep their
pet guitars at home, where they
won't get harmed by life on the
road, they entrust six of their
collection to the tender care of
Phil and the road crew.

"Ray uses a Fender Precision
bass, a Hayman bass and an
eight -string bass which was
custom built by John Birch.
Rob has two Stratocasters, one
Sunburst one which is about
ten years old and a brand new
black one with John Birch
modifications. The heart -
shaped 12 -string guitar with
the arrow through it is also a
John Birch custom.

"We also go in quite a bit for
vocal effects. Les Gray is get-
ting a voice box together at
the moment and we use several
echo effects, including Schaller,
a Watkins Copy Cat, Echoplex
and an MXR 90 phasing unit.
We have a Revox for tape
effects."

Mud are safety -minded to the
point of fanaticism-and who
can blame them? Especially
when you consider how the
different mains systems can
wreak havoc with one's equip-
ment.

"Mud refuse to go on stage
until they are entirely sure that
everything is really safe. We've
built an enormous trunk which
we carry round with us. This
contains an automatic cut-out
system so that if 0.3 of an amp
goes to earth, there'll be an in-
stant cut-out.

"It really earned its money
one of the first nights we used
it, at a gig in Southampton.
Over -enthusiastic kids crushed
the crash barrier and cut the
mixer out and a live wire
touched the earth. If our box of
tricks hadn't worked, every-
thing would have become live,
the gear, the mixer, even that
crash barrier!"

Every set-up has its particular
idiosyncrasies, and Mud's is no
exception. "We find that with
the enormous lighting system
we carry abroad, there's a tend-
ency for a lot of high-pitched
buzzes to develop. We hope
we've managed to cure that
now," said Phil.

He doesn't regret at all his
m:ssed chances for a career
with his own band. "I still en-
joy the occasional knock -
around on the drum kit with
Rob and Ray!" He feels, though,
that if anyone has any aspira-
tions to joining a road crew,
they should be under no illusion
about what they're taking on.

"If you work at a labouring
job, you use the same amount
of physical exertion but you
just can't compare the wages!
Roadies' wages are pretty poor
in relaion to what they do. Al-
though there may only be about
three hours' really hard physical
graft in one day, it's still a
twenty-four hour job.

"Being a roadie is a job you
do for love, not for money.
And after a few days as a
roadie, you'll certainly know
whether or not it's the right
job for you!"
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YOUR NEAREST RETAIL SHOWROOM IS... TRADE & EXPORT
Discosound
90-98 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London W.1. (01) 437 5832.

Discosound
122 Balls Pond Road, London N.1.
(01) 254 5779.

L.?.) 30:. l.l. Ill

Discoscene
536 Sutton Road, Southend, Essex.
(0702) 611577.

Henry's Disco
309 Edgware Road, London W.2.
(01) 723 6963.

D.J. Electronics (Hackney) Ltd.
Europa House, 56 Queens Road,
Southend-on-Sea.
Tel: (0702) 40818 & 40948.

L11* Alt11

DJ Electronics make the best Discotheque equipment. Quality products that are simple
to use. Giving superbly exciting visual effects and sound quality.
Send for our new catalogue and price lists.
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T'S probably true to say that
I the forthcoming 'Disco 75'
Disc Jockey Exhibition and
Convention is the most excit-
ing and important event in the
short but eventful history of
the British Discotheque In-
dustry.

'Disco 75', which is the
second event of it's kind or-
ganised by the National Asso-
ciation of Disc Jockeys, will
bring together in London's
plush Bloomsbury Centre Hotel
most of the industry's key
figures, including Equipment
Manufacturers and Retailers,
Record Companies, Studios,
AND, of course, Disc Jockeys
by the thousand.

Exhibition

Before turning to the Exhibi-
tion itself, it seems appropriate
to say a word or two about the
National Association Of Disc
Jockeys, without whom there
would probably be no 'Disco
75'.

The Association was set up
towards the end of last year
with the basic objective of
obtaining more 'COMMUNICA-
TION' between disc jockeys at
all levels, whether they are in-
volved in radio (at both na-
tional and local levels), clubs,
ballrooms, discotheques, hospi-
tal radio, forces radio, univer-
sity campus radio, or are
simply one of the vast army of
mobile discotheque operators.

Without doubt NADJ has
captured the imagination and
enthusiasm not only of its
many members (now number-
ing over 1,000), but of the
whole Discotheque Industry.

This was well evidenced by
the almost immediate support
given by many people to our
first event held last year at
London's Sundown Disco-
theque in Charing Cross Road
in November, which attracted
almost two dozen exhibitors
and over a thousand disc
jockeys, literally from all over
the British Isles.

As I wrote in my introduc-
tion to the Exhibition pro-
gramme:

"All disc jockeys can learn
something from one another-
and the end result must be an

DISCO'75
The disco boom

continues -
with a second

national exhibition

improvement in the standard of
deejaying and of the profession
as a whole-for make no mis-
take we are involved in a pro-
fession-for which the key
word must be PROFESSIONAL-
ISM."

'PROFESSIONALISM' and
'COMMUNICATION' - those
two words totally sum up the
aims of NADJ.

Success

Following the success of last
year's event it was obvious
that for 'Disco 75' a larger and
more prestigious venue was re-
quired, and the 11,000 square
feet of the Bloomsbury Centre
Hotel's 'London Suite' seemed
ideal.

And so for two days-Sep-
tember 8 and 9-most of the
Industry's top equipment manu-
facturers will be at 'Disco 75',
with many of them using the
event to launch new products
for the coming winter season.
Among those taking part will
be DJ Electronics (reckoned
by many to be the real pioneers
of the British Disco scene),
S.A.I., F.A.L., Citronic, Newham
Audio, Disco Supplies, S.I.S.,
Meteor Lighting, the Dave
Simms Music Centre, the Roger
Squire Disco Centre, Mush-
room Disco Centre, Aarvak
Electronics, Cerebrum Lighting
and Proops Brothers Ltd.

Record Companies so far
booked to attend include Atlan-
tic Records, Phonogram

Limited, Island Records and
Magnet Records. Of these At-
lantic are often quoted as the
record company largely respon-
sible for today's soul music
boom, through their early
efforts with such top artists as
Aretha Franklin, the Drifters,
Ben E. King, Wilson Pickett and
Otis Redding, whilst Phono-
gram are currently enjoying
much chart success with soul -
styled acts like the Stylistics,
the Moments, Van McCoy, and
the Rimshots.

Certainly one of the most
exciting innovations for this
year's show is the participation
of London's Capital Radio.
Their many Disc Jockeys and
personalities will be attending
the event-on the Capital Radio
Stand-and the Dave Cash
lunchtime quiz show 'Cash On
Delivery' will be broadcast 'live'
from 'Disco 75' on the Tuesday
at midday. This is particularly
exciting as it will give many
young DJs an opportunity of
watching a top -class radio DJ
in action at close quarters.

Trade Only
Another innovation this year,

at the request of several of the
equipment manufacturers, will
be the special TRADE ONLY
show, from 9.00 am to 11.30
am on the Tuesday. Here, with-
out all the disco background
going on, retailers from all over
the country will be able, pos-
sibly for the first time, to see

and compare DJ equipment and
to meet the men who make it.
Members of the trade will be
welcome at all times of the
show's opening hours, but this
two and a half hour session
has been especially put aside
for their use.

'Disco 75' will be open to
the public from 12 midday to
9.30 pm on the Monday (Sep-
tember 8) and from 11.30 am
to 9.30 pm on the Tuesday
(September 9), and we look
forward to welcoming many
readers of 'Beat Instrumental
and International Recording
Studio' to this exciting and
important Music Industry
event.

BEN CREE

WHAT'S BEING
DISPLAYED . . .

(Particularly new items)
D. J. ELECTRONICS: Disco

Imp II complete disco system.
The new DJ Group Series Am-
plifiers. The new DJ Disco -Vox
Mk II Professional Mono Pre -
Amp. Plus a range of the DJ
Disco Consoles, Speakers and
Amps.

DAVE SIMMS MUSIC
CENTRE: August MD3 Disco
Unit. Sam There Sound Acti-
vated Modulator. Project Lui-
quidator 250 projector. Plus
many other items from their
August and Project ranges.

CEREBRUM LIGHTING: The
new low -price Dry Ice Machine.
Sealed Beam Quartz Spotlights,
Flexible Light Ropes and 4 -way
Sequencers.

PROOPS BROTHERS LTD:
Their new Proops QI 50 effects
projector.

DISCO SUPPLIES: The new
Disco Supplies budget -priced
Professional Jingle Machine.
Plus their distinctive 'Glitter
Systems'.

S.A.I.: The new range of
speakers, incorporating "the
big sound from a small bin".
The SAI Graphic Equaliser. Plus
their popular range of mono/
stereo disco units.

S.I.S. LTD.: The SIS range of
Jingle Machines, Custom Con-
soles and Mixers.
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ROUNDHOUSE
STUDIOS"
OFF AND

RUNNING!
I F you are completely honest

about it there is very little
difference these days between
the technical features of any of
Britain's major studies. Most of
them are 24 track, most of
them have good facilities and
it has become a matter of sub-
jective opinion which studio

you choose to work in. If that
is really the case, and many
engineers will agree that it is,
then what counts in 1975 is
atmosphere. Here is the area
that can make a studio a mas-
sive success or a resounding
flop. If the engineers are bored
and hustling you to finish so

that they can get home and
watch television then the
studio in question isn't going
to go very far. If you get a

warm and friendly atmosphere
and everyone is willing to help
and advise you-then you're
onto a winner.

Although it's only been
opened now for a couple of
months, the Roundhouse Studio
at 100 Chalk Farm Road has
the atmosphere that makes 311
the difference. To start with,
one can't fail to be impressed
by the care that has gone into
the general design of the studio
from both a technical and
leisure angle. The decor is
modern yet tasteful and there
is plenty in the way of facilities
for relaxation during rest
periods or during those seem-
ingly interminable mixing ses-
sions.

Roundhouse Studios is the
brainchild of Gerry Bron, the
man who has managed Uriah
Heep to the very top of the
tree and whose record com-

Peter Gallen at Roundhouse's Cadac desk

f f f fit ittook*,*.*.on
lot tivii**"

pany, Bronze Records, has done
so much for artists like Man-
fred Mann's Earth Band, Heep
and recently, Osibisa. Gerry is
a natural producer and has
spent a lot of time and love
on his studio which is shown
in its overall excellence. Just
because the studio is asso-
ciated with Bronze, though,
doesn't mean that it's devoted
to their work alone, as Studio
Manager Peter Gallen explained.

BRONZE
"We try to make a point of

being separate from the record
company. As far as Bronze are
concerned they have to book
into the studio in the same
way as everyone else." Peter,
a very amiable guy as are all
Roundhouse staff, has a lot of
experience behind him which
he has gained both as a studio
engineer, at Lansdowne Stu-
dios, and as a producer for
Osibisa and Ken Hensley. Hav-
ing worked so closely with
Gerry Bron, a move to his new
studio seemed logical and Peter
has spent a long while on the
design and construction of the
new venture.

One of the main standards
they set was the construction
of a studio that was a pro-
ducer's and artist's studio rather
than an engineer's, as Peter
explained; "The premise has
always been that this would be
a producer's studio, somewhere
where you don't have to be an
expert engineer to know what's
going on. All you have to do
here is to listen to what you've
got and you can take it that
that's what you'll have on
tape."

This factor of the amount of
colouration that a studio can
add either to the recorded
sound or the control room
sound is vital and Roundhouse
certainly has a neutral sound
that can be coloured if the
producer desires it. That, of
course, is a function of the
design of the building and the
equipment installed. The Round-
house has excellent equipment
as a short list will show.

continued on page 74





Studio Spotlight
continued from page
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Tape machines are all Studer

A 80's, one 24 track, one 16
track and four twin track
machines. The desk is a very
logical Cadac, and the same
firm supplied the four massive
monitors that sit in a large and
comfortable control room. The
control room is a major feature
of the studio having sufficient
room for a large group plus
producers, engineers etc. to all
sit in comfort and work in a
pleasant air-conditioned en-
vironment.

Having already said that few
studios have any real technical
lead over the majority, it is
worth pointing out that a large
number of small improvements
can add up to a great overall
advantage. Two of the Round-
house's plusses are a quickly
re-alignable Dolby system
(which allows tapes recorded
elsewhere to be used with little
bother despite Dolby differ-
ences) and independent head-
phone monitors on the foldback
system. These latter units allow
the individual player to set his
own levels of foldback inde-
pently of the engineer's levels.

PERSONALITY
"This gets over the usual

situation where the drummer
wants to hear himself very loud
and nobody else wants to hear
the drummer," Peter adds with
an experienced grin. "In a

normal situation you've first of
all got to catch the engineer's
eye and then tell him what you
want and then as soon as he
alters the balance somebody
else is complaining!"

Echo in the studio is pro-
vided by four EMT echo plates,
plus a natural echo chamber
wired for both quad and stereo
plus almost as much tape delay
as you like with their abun-
dance of tape machines.

As we said, though, a studio
is much more than essentially
dead machines and the Round-
house has plenty in the way of
personality of its own. The
studio staff are engineer Ashley
Howe and assistants Mark
Durnley and Trevor Hallesy
with Pete Osborne as technical
engineer, and they can be relied
upon to keep the atmosphere
hardworking but not over -
serious.

One of the things that hungry
musicians can look forward to
in the middle of the night is
raiding the larder of the
Studio's excellent kitchen.

Studio view from the control room.

Roundhouse Staff -a young enthusiastic team.

Equipped with a well -stocked
fridge, a micro -wave oven and
enough tea, coffee and Coca
Cola to sink a battleship, any
band should be able to keep
at work till the late hours. Peter
sums up his attitude to the
studio as follows; "We have
gone for technical excellence
but it's behind the scenes work
that counts. We hope that we'll
be able to provide a very re-
laxed self-contained environ-
ment for artists and producers
to work in."

Being situated in Chalk Farm
means that a user of the studio
can take advantage of the rela-
tively easy car parking in the
area plus the Roundhouse's
own car park. While on the
subject of transportation it is
certainly worth mentioning that
you are also able to load your
equipment directly through the
doors of the studio from the

back of a van. Access is via a
large soundproof doorway that
backs directly onto the car
park.

The main studio ivself is
capable of holding up to about
40 musicians and it was in-
teresting to note that when we
were there they were hosting
a session by the currently very
popular 20th. Century Steel
Band, an outfit that had the
studio filled with oil drums-
with room to spare.

Another facility that is cer-
tain to prove a boon is a re-
laxation area equipped with a
colour television set where
tired musicians can retire dur-
ing breaks in recording.

One of the most interesting
features of the studio is their
link with the adjacent Round-
house building itself, a major
London venue which will very
shortly be linked by a perma-

nent line to the studio for live
recordings. As the venue is in
use almost every week by
major bands (and is loved by
many of them) it provides a
perfect excuse for a live re-
cording and we may soon oe
seeing a succession of 'Fred
Smith and the Ramblers Live
At the Roundhouse' albums.

Obviously, there are techni-
cal strains imposed with live
recordings and we asked Pete -
whether he was anticipating
too many headaches.

QUAD
"I know that there are going

to be problems, but what we
lose on acoustics we'll be gain-
ing on performances. Obviously
we'll be using a close-miked
studio technique which will
iron -out many of the problems
caused by acoustics. That is
borne out by the fact that one
of the groups that we hope to
be recording is Greenslade who
really like playng here. I know
that when we did the Uriah
Heep live album the best sound
we got wasn't where the
acoustics were theoretically the
best but where the band liked
playing. That is very important
and I feel is going to have a
lot of influence on how things
sound."

Bearing in mind that the
studio has a lot of Quad
thought in it we asked if that
meant that they were planning
for an industry -wide move in
that direction.

"It's likely that over the next
few years Quad will become
more of a factor in general re-
cording" was Peter's reply. "At
the moment, though, a lot of
people haven't really got stereo
worked out. Let's put it this
way, it would have been very
short-sighted to have built a

studio in 1975 that hadn't taken
Quad into account, so we did
design the control properly to
bear that in mind."

Roundhouse Studio seems to
have begun its career in fine
style. Before any announce-
ments about opening were
made, the 20th Century Steel
band, Babe Ruth, Osibisa and
Jimmy Helms had all booked in.
Plans are already in hand to
expand the studio should de-
mand become extreme and the
commitment made by Gerry
Bron to the work is an open-
ended one.

The fact of the matter is that
Roundhouse Studios are well
worth investigation by any
serious recording artist or pro-
ducer to see just what the
overworked term 'human en-
gineering' really means.
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CRUMAR COMPACT ELECTRONIC PIANO
 5 octave polyphonic electronic keyboard.
 Slides for PIANO, CLAVICHORD, VIBRATO SPEED,

VIBRATO DEPTH AND VOLUME, built in Sustain
foot switch.

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD MUSIC sronig bomb"' *thew..

THE
NUMBER ONE

STRING
because...

it's the choice of . . .

SLADE - QUEEN -
THE WHO - WIZZARD

E.L.P. - MANFRED MANN
ELTON JOHN GROUP - YES

GENESIS - DOCTOR FEELGOOD
BACK DOOR - E.L.O.

LED ZEPPELIN - STRAWBS
Choose your Rotosound strings at your music store

Or write for lists and nearest stockist to

JAMES HOW INDUSTRIES LTD.,
20 UPLAND ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT, ENGLAND

11Elkbl[

rIANcOCK
030'Alkl)

[XPLOKEK1
Since the success of his

album 'Headhunterd, Herbie is
relying more and more on his
abilities to programme and play
ARP synthesizers on stage as
well as in the studio.

His recently acquired
Explorer 1 synthesizer gives him
the flexibility to switch quickly
and easily from preset voices to
an infinite variety of manually
programmable sounds
including unpitched effects like
wind, thunder, surf and, of
course, exciting electronic
sounds.

Whatever your needs-
professional gigs or personal
enjoyment-Explorer 1 is sure to
enhance your every musical
endeavor.

For further details contact
Boosey & Hawkes
(Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 9BB.
Tel: 01-952771L 2.1*

JOHNSON'S MUSIC
Sheffield

WITH FIVE SHOWROOMS OF :
Amplification : H/H, Fender, Marshall, 'Traynor, Orange,
Sound City, WEM, Peavey, Carlsbro, Simms -Watts,
Davoli, Dynachord, Laney, Electro Voice, SAI and Sunn.
Guitars : Fender, Gibson, Guild, Hayman, Ovation,
Antoria, Ned Callan, CSL and others.
Keyboards & Synthesisers : Fender, ARP, EMS, Hohner,
Mini-Korg, Welson Syntex, Crumar.
Drums : Ludwig, Gretsch, Pearl, Olympic, Beverley,
Rogers.
Microphones: Shure, Beyer, Calrec, Reslo/Radio
Microphones, AKG.
Cymbals : Paiste, etc.
Discotheque & Lighting Demonstration Room : With
SAI, Soundout, Carlsbro, Cloud, Roger Squire, Simms -

Watts and Mode Electronics.
Immense range of effects units and accessories carried
in stock and big range of secondhand gear.
Custom built P.A. systems and technical advice on all
service matters.
Part exchange and credit facilities can be arranged.
Ring or call at our showrooms.

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (LESJAY LTD.),
227 London Road,
Sheffield S24 NF.

Tel : (0742) 53127.
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EFFECTS ROUNDUP
Korg Synthepedal
I must admit that when I first

plugged in the Korg I could
not get anything out of it but a
fairly ordinary wah wah com-
bined with a sort of phase
effect. Bitter dissapointment
followed because this unit looks
really evil and I was expecting
instant effects to pour from it.
A quick check with the distri-
butors gave the answer to this
problem though - as usual I

was expecting too much too
soon. The Korg requires
patience and a fair degree of
skill in its use. If you fiddle
with the two traveller sliders
and the footpedal plus learn
how to juggle with the expand
controls and the balance then
this unit can indeed produce
some very nice effects.

The trouble is that I was
expecting the usual 'jump on it
and watch the audience run
screaming from the hall' sounds.
In fact what you get is a vari-
able frequency shift and a sort
of phase/wah wah/effect which
can be auto or controlled by
the pedal. The unit is tough
and looks as if it should last
for a long while.

At its price the Korg could
only really be considered by the
very well-off player and only
then when he's had enough
time (about four hours it took
me) to get some idea of what
it can do. For the experienced
and the patient though, this
unit should give the sort of
subtle effects that are far away
from the 'overkill only' situation
you get with some units. Well
worth a look at this one especi-
ally as it encourages you to
play with skill by responding to

The Korg Synthepedal

how hard you hit the notes
before giving the shift or the
effect.
Detail: Distributed by Sola
Sound Ltd., 20 Denmark Street,
London W.C.2.
Mains operated. Retail Price:
£108,26 Inc VAT.
Played with:
Yamaha G100 B 212 Amp.
Saxon 820 Solid Guitar.

Univox Micro Fazer
THIS is it! For years I've
been searching for the

Hendrix phase sound that he
used on stage (Star Spangled
Banner etc. etc. etc.) and here,
in a tiny black box is the
answer to my prayers. The Uni-
vox Micro Fazer is, perhaps,
the most powerful, deadly
phaser I know of, capable of
almost every phase sound
from a quiet distant wah wah
effect to a complete distorted
overskill when used full on
with fuzz and reverb.

The unit measures around
5 inches by 3 inches by 2
inches and is simply supplied
with a rate control an input
and output jack and a foot -
switch. The case is strong and
the bottom of the pedal is
covered in ribbed rubber for
a sure grip on slippery stages.

Even at its rather high price,
the Univox is tough and well
worth every penny - a must
for the adventurous guitarist
with a taste for driving his
audience bananas! Tested with:
Yamaha G100 8212 amp: Saxon
830 guitar, Fender Telecaster.
Details: £35.80 inc. VAT. Dis-
tributed by Sole Sound Ltd.
20 Denmark St., London W.C.2.

Three new units and
one firm favourite
come under Beat's
beady eye!

The Micro Fazer

Univox Uni-Tron 5 . . .

AGAIN, like all the Univox
range, the Uni-Tron 5 is

a sophisticated unit that de-
mands a fair degree of ex-
perience with it before you can
gain the maximum benefit. In
some ways the Uni-Tron is the
most difficult of these effects
pedals to describe in words
having a strange bubbling,
phase, almost wah sound that
has to be heard to be under-
stood. The controls on the unit
cover mode, range, drive, peak
and gain and these give a clue
as to the great difficulty one
experiences in describing the
unit's sounds.

Perhaps the most obvious
sound is a frequency shift that
is most detectable on slow
drawn-out notes where there is
enough time for what sound
like harmonics to be picked up
and shot up the range.

The most dramatic of the
controls is the mode switch
which offers three definite posi-
tions each giving some very
odd sounds indeed. The unit

The Univox Uni-Tron 5

is well made but a little expen-
sive. Nevertheless, it has a lot
of potential and again is de-
pendant on your spending
some time with it to familiarise
yourself with the tones avail-
able and the differences your
strength of picking makes to
how the unit takes over the
sound.
Details: Distributed by Sola
Sound Ltd., 20 Denmark St.,
London W.C.2. Retail Price
£62 inc. VAT.
Played With: Yamaha G100
B212 amp, Saxon 830 solid
guitar, Fender Telecaster.

Coloursound Chuck-a-Wah
AS with most of the latest
)eneration of effects units,

the Coloursound Chuck-a-Wah
offers far more than just one
straight 'take it or leave it'
sound. The unit is equipped
with an intensity control, an
on/off footswitch and a high/
low switch.

The effects of the unit are
hard to describe except to say
that the title is very close to
the sound as it provides a
cross between a phase and a
wah wah. One of its biggest
advantages is that you don't
have to stop leaping about the
stage to get a good wah wah
sound. Normally you stand
there rooted to the spot pump-
ing away for all you're worth,
but with the Chuck-a-Wah it
all happens automatically.

As I've already mentioned
the effects it produces are
variable depending on how the
controls are set and how hard
you play your axe. A good unit
representing extremely good
value at its low price, the
Chuck-a-Wah is a winner all
the way.
Details: Retail price £17.90 inc.
VAT. Distributed and manufac-
tured by Sole Sound Ltd., 20
Denmark St., London W.C.2.
Played with: Yamaha G100
B212 amp. Saxon 830 solid
guitar, Dynelectron bass.

The Coloursound Chuck-a-Wah
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COLORSOUND are still extending their famous range of effects pedals.
Leading British and American musicians have helped to develop and improve
these units, which feature exclusive positive pedal action. The most complete
range of effects, ever!

WAH-WAH An original 'Wah-Wah' featuring positive action, a Colorsound
exclusive activated drive system. The full frequency Wah-Wah circuit makes
this unit a best seller.

SWELL PEDAL suitable for organ, accordion or guitar. With this unit it is
possible to produce sounds from pp. to ff.

WAH-SWELL a very popular unit for guitar and bass guitar giving a wide
range of volume control from pp. to ff. A push switch activates the Wah-Wah
full frequency circuit.

WAH-FUZZ Wah-Fuzz uses Colorsound's full frequency Wah-Wah. With
the addition of a 'Fuzz' circuit and an extra switch it is possible to obtain
Wah-Wah/Fuzz-Wah/and 'Growl'. This is, without doubt, a 'Best -Seller'
with its wide range of effects.

WAH-FUZZ-STRAIGHT Independent control of wah and fuzz, with ;an extra
switch to cut the effects to allow the straight guitar sound through.

ORGAN WAH-SWELL Especially designed for electronic organs not fitted
with wah-wah. This unit can also be used with electronic accordion,
Hawaiian guitar or electric piano. The pedal is simply used in place of the
standard volume pedal giving volume and Wah-Wah effect at the touch of a
switch.

SUPA WAH-SWELL New circuitry incorporating a double 'pot' to give an
improved wah and swell combination.

TONE BENDER a new version of the original Tonebender, much improved by
an additional 'Fuzz' control. This unit was conceived with the help of leading
British and American guitarists.

TREMOLO adds exciting tremolo sounds to guitar, accordion, organ and
electric piano. With two controls the unit gives a range of speed and depth of
vibrato. A foot switch cuts to normal sound.
OVERDRIVER A popular unit. Actually a pre -amplifier with a treble boost and
a bass boost incorporated. It is also possible to create overdrive sustain fuzz

RING MODULATOR creates an exciting new range of sounds simulating
synthesiser effects.

WAH-FUZZ-SWELL a 'Jumbo' size combination of Wah-Wah, Fuzz, and
Volume. Each effect can be produced separately or in a combination of
sounds. One of the new effects is Fuzz -Swell.

FUZZ PHAZER reproduces "phasing" effects, as used in recording. Usable
with any instrument, or even voice.

SUPA TONE BENDER A new 'Jumbo' size unit with improved fuzz circuit,
producing longer fuzz sustain.

SUSTAIN MODULE At last, sustain without 'fuzz'. Organ, woodwind and
string sounds are simulated with this unit. Long, legato passages are played
with ease. The module has two control knobs for various sustain
combinations.

OCTIVIDER This "New Sound" unit opens the way to entirely fresh ideas for
the lead guitarist. The control settings and switches enable the normal guitar
to produce simultaneously the sound of organ and guitar, bass guitar, guitar
or bass guitar only-with normal setting for straight guitar provided.

CHUCK-A-WAH An interesting new device for use with electric guitars,
bases, pianos and organs. The unit is housed in a steel pedal case, and has a
special type of sound filter which is triggered by the output of an instrument,
the harder you play the more effect obtained.

PHAZE PEDAL A four segment phaze unit, the phaze effect is speeded up
with the action of the pedal, straight sounds are actuated by foot switch.

DOPPLATONE five segment phaze unit with two circuits phaze and bubble,
the speed of the phaze is variable by means of a slider pot, the second circuit
bubble is also controlled by a slider pot and gives you an accentuated phase
sound plus a distorted ring modulation sound.

SUPA PHAZE A seven segment phaze unit has a much wider range of phaze
than the two previous models, the speed of the phaze being controlled by the
angle of the pedal.

These Units are made to be used in conjunction with the electric guitar,
electric organ and pianos or P.A. vocal units.

COLORSOUND Products are Manufactured by SOLA SOUND LTD., 20 Denmark St., London, W.C.2. 01-8362856
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WHY
COUNTDOWN

ADDS
UP!

A cup of tea
and a professional

atmosphere-
Countdowns

formula!

COUNTDOWN Recording
Studios, nestling quietly in

the centre of Manchester, is
probably going to become one
of the busiest places in town.
Located at 104 High Street, the
emphasis here is firmly on a
friendly and informal atmos-
phere, and, with so many of
the bigger name studios clini-
cally moving into the space
age, such an attitude is indeed
refreshing coming from a newly
incepted 8 track.

Although the studio has only
been operational six months,
the real work began two years
ago, and, in view of the jobs
entailed, it is a tribute to the
dedication and persistence of
studio hoss Clem Lee that
Countdown is on the recording
map at all.

Settled in the control room,
Clem enthusiastically explained
how he had originally con-
ceived the idea to open a
studio. "I have been a profes-
sional musician for fourteen
years, playing drums and piano,
and as far as I was concerned
it was a natural transition. It
involves me musically and I've
got a business too." Clem's
partner is Bruce Turner, and,
when they drifted together in
a band, each found that the
other had the same interest
in setting up a studio. Says
Clem, "When I met Bruce I

was already lined up for some
tiny premises in Deansgate, but
forces we would be able to
move somewhere better. The
first problem was finance, and
we managed to tie that up in
London. We were then able to
start hunting for suitable
premises - and some of them
were pretty gross," he recalled
with a very wry grin.

Despite its then near derelict
condition, Clem and Bruce were
immediately able to see the
possibilities of the High Street
building, and they set about
fixing it up themselves even
though the task involved the
most rudimentary plumbing and

electrical renovations, Enthu-
siasm still intact, they set about
knocking out walls two hun-
dred years old and installing
the sound proofing. The
adjacent studio is visible
from the control room, and
Clem recounted the difficulties
in erecting the partition.
"Between the perforated board
it's two feet thick, full of thick
fibre which irritated my skin
the whole time . . "

Once the partition and the
rest of the acoustic tiling was
ready, it was time to get the
equipment in. "Here again
finances largely dictated our
choices, but I really feel that
we got the best for what
we had. We originally con-
sidered buying a second hand
desk, but we finally opted for
a new one."

Equipment
The result is a 24 channel

Allen and Heath, with the rest
of the gear within easy reach
along the side and back walls.
This includes a Brenell tape
machine and two high speed
Revoxes, with Audio and
Design limiters and compres-
sors. Custom Sound equipment
takes care of the foldback,
while the two monitors are well
proven JBLs. As if to empha-
sise the fact that this is no
'look but don't touch' show-
piece are the cushions on the
floor between the speakers.
("We could have tidied it all

Continued . . .
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Countdown.
Making tracks that could be

the making of you
It may be that you're just getting around to thinking about laying down your first tracks for tape
demos. So, understandably, you'll be a little nervous. And because you know that you'll have to
pay for every minute of studio time, you'll appreciate just how important friendly, helpful but
'totally professional advice is in making your first studio session a success. You'll find it at Count-
down.

Or it may be that you've already done some studio work. And you've found people a little less
well-equipped and flexible than you hoped. So with the experience you've had (and suffered),
you'll know a good studio when you find one. You'll find it at Countdown.
You can read more about our facilities and services in this month's issue. Then have a personal
word with Clem Lee at the number below. And find out more about why Countdown adds up.

OUNTDOWN recording studio
104 HIGH STREET, MANCHESTER M4 1HQ
TELEPHONE: 061-832 3339



Please send me details of your pure, natural sound

Name

Address

Reslosound Limited, Spring Gardens, London Road, Romford RM7 9L-1,
Telephone Romford 61926

Countdown continued . . .

up for you," laughed Clem, "but
we'd rather you saw us as we
really work.")

The Studio itself, 21ft by
21ft, comfortably houses 15
to 20 musicians, although Bruce
soon has a booking for a choir
of 56. The drum and vocal
booths are 10ft by 8ft and 9ft
by 9ft respectively - the latter
is also suitable for acoustic or
even bass work. There is easy
instrument availability, with a

quality £3,000 Yamaha grand
piano occupying one corner of
the studio. "It's a cracker,"
said Clem, playing some stri-
dent chords. In addition, they
are able to procure any instru-
ments a session requires due
to a hiring deal with one of
the local shops. For these
there is a nominal fee, but it
still works out cheaper than
hiring them individually. The

array of apparatus in the
studio was completed by the
Ludwig kit in the drum booth,
a string of headphones on the
wall and a full range of 16
microphones including AKG,
Calrec, Sennheiser and Beyer.
The staff is completed by
reserve engineer Steve Foley,
ready to step in if either Bruce
or Clem is unavailable.

All told the preparation took
eighteen months, and although
Bruce and Clem had further
plans in mind, they had to stop
where they were and start
recording to recoup the invest-
ments. Clem explained his
policy; "At this stage we would
like to do anything that comes
along, and start getting the
name around. So far we have
done demos, masters and
several broadcast jingles. Obvi-
ously we hope to eventually get



some of the name bands to
endorse it, and it will take a
big push. The Glitter Band did
some demos for new material,
and Thin Lizzy's Phil Lynott
came in to produce Struggle's
Boogie Woogie Band, a bunch
of Canadians living in Man-
chester.

Politics
There are so many amateur

bands in the area who've got
stuff they want to lay down,
but are scared to approach
anybody, feeling that even a

five minute cigarette will waste
studio time. 1 really want to
stress that as we are all musi-
cians here, we understand the
problems - we speak the same
language. So if a band is
nervous and they want some
coffee, we'll knock off and

have some too. Recently, to
get something right, we
worked till four in the morning
without charge." When they do
charge, a brief look at the rate
card shows prices that are very
reasonable indeed. Full 8 track
work costs only £12 an hour

One can see the sincerity
of his feelings as he gives his
opinion of the recording busi-
ness in general. "There's too
much politics in the business -
too much tension and sour
faces, and we are trying to
change that. Really, if we have
nothing on in the evening, a
band can stay all night." One
of the bands that has done
Just that many times is his
own studio band Skin Tite
Having played an enjoyable tape
of the band in full swing, Clem
gave us a runthrough of the
members. "As well as the
drums and keyboards, I do
some composing as well. My
wife Shann sings and Keith
Gresty doubles on guitar with
Bruce. Alf Verner plays the
bass - he's very good. A guy
called John also plays the key-
boards, and Phil Chapman
leads the brass, They're all
pros, but they come and do
sessions for others if they are
needed."

His full commitment to the
studio forbids him taking the
band on the road, but it hasn't
stopped them sending a tape
to one of the major London
record companies, the hope of
some kind of contract in the
future. The operational part of
the studio is on the third floor,
and Chem and Bruce showed
us around the rest of the
building, explaining his plans
as we went along. The eventu-
ally hopes to go 16 track up-
stairs and open up another 8
track on the now empty room
on the second floor; the rest of
the rooms comprise an office
and tape storage rooms. Here
again finances will dictate the
plans, and it is really a case of
the studio staying busy to
facilitate further enlargements.

The message then is very
simple- we are left with a

studio offering co-operation and
involvement, and, of course,
the all-important atmosphere.
As Clem says, "Even if we
turned into one of the giants,
our attitude would still be the
same."

Clem Lee pictured in the
Countdown control room with
his wife, Shann.

'POWER---
-PACKED
-P -IC K-UPS ---- -

ON

_ELECTR-I"

"The action was incredible. One of the lowest and
smoothest I've ever experienced". Quote is from a rave
review by the technical correspondent of "Sounds"
newspaper who details the three hum -resistant high
response pick-ups, calibrated tone and volume con-
trols, screw -in tremolo arm with micro -set bridge and
extra string guides on the head which has individual
heavy duty encased machines. These top KIMBARA
models are available in three styles from around £80
to £110 and the price includes shaped plush lined case.

Please send
10p stamp ADDRESS
for guitar
brochures.

MORLEY ROAD. TONBRIDGE, KENT TN9 1RA
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11,1TERNATIONAL RECORDING STUDIO NEWS AND VIEWS

ABBEY ROAD ON 6A.M. STARTS!!
DESPITE the completion of

Pink Floyd's Wish You
Were Here album, the recording
schedule at EMI's Abbey Road
Studios remains as hectic as
ever. As well as producing
Cockney Rebel's forthcoming
album, Steve Harley has been
producing an album for new
artist Patricia Paix and a single
for Dennis Conoley. A com-
paratively rare occurrence, live
material on an EP, is taking
place in the shape of producer
Peter Jenner who is overdub-
bing and mixing for Alberto.
Producer Alan Parson is work-
ing on a strings overdub for
Pilot's Just A Smile single -
the re -make should enhance a
number previously released on
their first album.

Studio time is so heavily
booked that one band has a run
of dates beginning at 6 in the
morning, while the Hollies are
experiencing delays in their
efforts to finish their album.
Tentative bookings for the
future include Wings and Olivia
Newton -John.

On the equipment side the
studio is currently awaiting the
arrival of a specialised proto-
type of newly designed record-
ing gear, which they say will
help revolutionise their tech-
niques.

THE NEW KING OF WESSEX
WE at Beat would like to
extend our warmest con-

gratulations to Bill Price,
formerly chief engineer at Air
Studios, who has just been
appointed Manager of Wessex
Sound Studios. Bill takes over
his new command as from
September 1st, replacing Ten
Years After bass player Leo
Lyons, who is touring the
States with TYA but will con-
tinue to work as an indepen-
dent on his return.

Wessex has just undergone
a mighty re -equipping and up-
dating programme to the tune
of £100,000. However, Bill is

no stranger to studio expan-
sion and modernisation, having
joined Air just prior to its
opening five years ago and
having been deeply involved
in its planning and design.
Before joining Air he did a lot
of work with producer and
director Peter Sullivan on
albums by artists of the calibre
of Tom Jones. His most recent
work was on albums by
Kokomo and Ian Hunter and
has also, earlier this year,
engineered albums for a host
of top names including Robin
Trower, Sparks, Caravan, Ron
Wood, Renaissance, Alan Hull
and Nektar.

RECORDING STUDIO
8 TRACK, E8 PER HOUR, E120 WEEKEND.
4 TRACK AVAILABLE. AKG. MILS  PIANO 

SYNTHESISER  AMPS.
Our staff will co-operate to produce high standard demos, jingles and
masters. Musicians and singers available to assist songwriters develop
their material on to tape. Very reasonable rates mobile available.
34-36 CROWN STREET, READING, BERKS. 0734 595647

MANOR MOBILE MARCHES ON
F all the unlikely live gigs

%.,/ in the world, it looks as
if the Manor's Mobile was
picked -out for a true honour
this month when they worked
at the Royal Tournament at
Wembley recording 1,800
marching musicians! Apart
from that one spell with brass,
they had another tasty live
session with the world famous
Black Dyke Mills brass band.

Returning to rock for a
while, the Mobile was out re-
cording sound for Roger Dal -

trey's second Ken Russell film
Lizstomania. The job in ques-
tion involved two sessions, one
with Rick Wakeman at his fac-
tory and the other at a church

in Sutton where classical organ
pieces were recorded for the
film. A busy month rattled
ahead with a live session for
Chris Farlowe and Friends at
both the Marquee and the
Lyceum.

Leaving the Mobile for a

minute, the Manor studio has
now undergone its previously
predicted overhaul and ses-
sions began earlier this month.
The re-designd studio has
several unique factors involved
and Beat will be spotlighting
the studio soon. In the mean-
time, sessions are booked for
new Phonogram band City Boy,
Kevin Coyne and Island Re-
cords' Jade Warrior.

SAYER AT KINGSWAY
LEO SAYER spent some

time at Kingsway Recorders
recently completing his new
Another Year album, produced
by Adam Faith and Russ
Ballard, with resident engineer
Louie Austin. Sayer, very com-
plimentary in his opinions of
the studio, also recorded his
new Moonlighting single.

Recorded by Musicland in
Munich, Kingsway have been
mixing a double album for
Sweet, with one live and one
studio album. More recently,
a lot of time has been taken
by new band Straps, who have
been putting down some five
tracks from which to choose a
single; they then go on to corn-

plete their album. Roger
and Louie Austin have been
producing, with the latter also
handling the engineering.

All these projects have been
fairly time-consuming, and the
rest of their schedule has been
taken up with several minor
jobs, like copying for Ritchie
Blackmore's Rainbow.

Glover

BEYER STUDIO MIKES

S O you maybe have your
new studio all planned out

save for the all-important micro-
phones? If so, an investigation
of the Beyer Dynamic products
could help solve the problems
on choice. Their range is de-
signed to meet the varying and
individual needs of broad-
casters, groups and soloists,
both in and out of the studio.

Having gained a proven inter-
national track record over the
past 15 years, the M260 can
justifiably claim fine sound re-
production due to its back-
wards dampening effect, con-
stant over a whole frequency

range. The M500, a unidirec-
tional ribbon microphone, is de-
signed with a "pop" filter.

Prominent in the moving coil
range is the M67. Incorporating
a conical slimline design, this
model is equally at home in the
studio or on outside broad-
casts. The cartridge is rubber -
suspended to minimise body
noise, and the shock resistant
mic can be used under most
climatic conditions. Its high
sensitivity and noise cancelling
facility - even at the lowest
frequencies - are the plus fac-
tors which has already made it
a favourite with broadcasters.

What has 16 -track Scully recording, an advanced
24 -input desk with auto -reduction and computer
logic, BX20 revert), A DT, Dolby, Moog,Mellotron,

a smile on its face, and costs only CIO an hour!
Acorn Records, Stonesfield, Oxford. Stonesfield 444
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MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS
To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen
01-242 1961

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS
Aflyn Audio, 65 Hastings
Street, Luton, Bedfordshire
(0582) 36950
Barnards Music Studios,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent (0892) 22141
Allan Bitlington Limited
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441
Cassmusic Limited, 29 South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex
BN21 4UP (0323) 37273
Cassmusic Limited,
38 Monarch Parade, London
Road, Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 3HA 01-640 1870
Cravens Music, 188-190
Holderness Road, Hull,
Humberside (0482) 23702
Custom Amplification, 45
Nantwith Road, Crewe,
Cheshire (0270) 4779

let Fender help you
build your reputation,

CBS/ARBITER LTD

213/215 TOTTENHAM COURT RD
LONDON WI. 01-3234881/9.

Melbourne Pianos
(Inc Unisound),
213/5 Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6 01-624 3900
J. S. G. Musical Services, 108b
Main Street, Bingley, W. Yorks
(097) 66 68843
Pall Mall Music, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancashire
Tel: 02572 71124
Power Music, 124c Green Lane
Road, Leicester
(0533) 769318
White Sound Equipment,
3 Albion Place, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear (0783) 78058
Woodroffes Musical
Instruments Ltd., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham
B1 1BE (021) 643 6545

CUSTOM-BUILT
DRUM SPECIALISTS

Eddie Ryan Drum Renovations,
10/11 Archer Street, Piccadilly,
London, W1 01-437 6113

CUSTOM-BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

Accoustics Sound Systems, 17
Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope,
Essex Stanford -le -Hope 6218

Doron Sound Systems, 453
Brook Lane, Kings Heath,
Birmingham B13 OBT
(021) 777 4971
Ice Electronics, 27 Carnegie
House, New End, Hampstead,
NW3 01-794 7350

DISC -CUTTING
& MASTERING

Midland Sound Recordings,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall
Common, Coventry
(0676) 32468

DISCO SERVICES

D. J. Electronics (Hackney)
Ltd., 83 Queens Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex
SS1 1PY (0702) 353033/4/5
Fenton Weill Export & Services
Ltd., 61 South Parade, London
W4 01-994 7220
S.I.S. (Sound Equipment) Ltd.,
12 Military Road, Northampton
NN1 3EU
Tel: 0604 32965

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

P. A. SYSTEMS

Atlantis Music Hire Ltd., Reg.
Office: 2-3 Warwick Court,
Grays Inn, London, WC1
01-444 7916
Ground Control, 7a Wilby
Mews, London, W11
01-727 9170
H.H.B. P.A. Hire, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx., Ruislip (71) 73271/
36986
Larebee Productions, 17 London
Mews, Paddington 01-262 5470
Performance Audio Hire,
Tinkers, Flimwell, Nr. Wadhurst,
Sussex (058087) 430
Standish Light & Sound Hire
Co. Ltd., 358 Preston Road,
Standish, Nr. Wigan
(0257) 421603
E. Zee Hire Limited, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7
Tel: 01-609 0246
Live Ware, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour St., London W1V 3AN
Tel: 01-734 9901/3

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS

Professional Percussion
01-554 0664

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

SPEAKERS

Johnson & Jones, 66 Dalston
Lane, London E8 01-254 9331

GUITAR SERVICES
Brian Cohen, 49 Kensington
Park Road, London W11
Phone: 01-727 8719
Peter Cook, 17 Perimeade
Road, Perivale, Middx.
01-998 3101

KEYBOARD STUDIOS
Ray Moore Organ Centre,
10 Devonshire Street,
Carlisle (0228) 26742

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

Aarvak Electronics, 98a West
Green Road, London N15 5NS
01-800 8656
Cerebrum Lights, 168 Chiltern
Drive, Berrylands,
Surey KT5 8LS 01-390 0051

LIGHTING...
custom-built, or off the shelf

174 Crossbank Street, Oldham,
Lancs. Tel: 061-620 7114

Zenith Lighting, 60 !field Road,
London SW10 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR...

ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND
Theatre Projects, 10 Long
Acre, London WC2 9LN
01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS
Elka-Oria (U.K.) Limited, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate,
Halstead, Essex
Halstead 5325/6
Hohner, 39/45 Coldharbour
Lane, London SE5
01- 733 4411/2/3/4

AMPLIFICATION
Harris Sound Equipment,
Clacton Works, Clacton Road,
Tottenham, London N17 6UG
01-808 3655
Hiwatt Equipment Limited,
Park Works, 16 Park Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
01-549 0252/3

for
MARSHALL

The Soundest Sound around

ROSE MORRIS & CO. LTD.

Watkins Electric Music
Limited, 66 Off ley Road,
London SW9 OLU
01-735 6568/9/0
White Amplification, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear (0783) 43627
Zoot-Horn Sound Equipment,
31 Station Road, London SE25
01-653 6018

ELECTRONIC
ORGAN KITS
Elvins Electronic Musical
Instruments, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney E8 1JP 01-986 8455

BROADCASTING
EQUIPMENT

Alice (Stancoil) Ltd.,
38 Alexandra Road, Windsor,
Berks. (95) 51056

CUSTOM-BUILT SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Summit Amplifications, 493
Green Lanes, Haringay N4 1AL
01-348 8870

P/A EQUIPMENT
Amek, 8 Stockport Road,
Altrincham, Cheshire
WA15 8ET (061) 928 8688
H/H Electronic, Industrial Site,
Cambridge Road, Milton,
Cambridge, CB4 4AZ
(0223) 65945

HIIHelectronic
P.A. Systems,
Echo Units, Mixers,
Broadcasting and
Recording Amplification.

Industrial Site, Cambridge Road, Milton, Cambridge

''N
CB4 4AZ 102231 65945 r

Power Amplification Limited,
8 Macadam Place, South
Newmoor, Irvine, Ayrshire
KA11 4HU (0294) 211051
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MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS
Reslo, Spring Gardens, London
Road, Romford, RM7 9LJ
(70) 61926

Rose, Morris
S. Co, Ltd.,

32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 IN E

SYNTHESISERS

Synthesiser Music Services
Ltd., 12 Holland Park, London
W11 01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al Music Centre, 88 Oxford
Street, Manchester 1

(061) 236 0340
Andertons Music Centre, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey
(0483) 75928
Assembly Music, Alfred Street,
Bath (0225) 63508
Berry Pianos, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringay, London, N4
01-800 2488
Allan Billington Limited,
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441
Cornell, J. P., 31 Spring Bank,
Hull (0482) 215335
Covert Music Centre, 3-4
Whitefrairs Street, Coventry,
West Midlands
Tel: 0203 58571
Duckson & Pincker Ltd.,
Harmony Hall, Bridge Street,
Bath (0225) 5676
Euromusic, 13 Princesses
Parade, Waterside, Crayford,
Kent DA1 4JD (03225) 22544
F. D. & H. Music, 138-140
Charing Cross Road, London
WC2H OLD 01-836 4766

main stockists of
KIMBARA GUITARS

FLETCHER
COPP=

& nEwman LTD
39/41 SHELTON STREET,
LONDON WC2H 9HL

Kempster & Son, 98
Commercial Road, Swindon,
Wiltshire (0973) 5523/26375
Kennard & Sons Limited, 10
New Rents, Ashford, Kent
(0233) 23226

Kitchen, R. S. Limited, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds 1

Leeds 446341
Loughborough Music Centre,
18 The Rushes, Loughborough,
Leicestershire (05093) 30398
Ivor Mairants Musiccentre, 56
Rathbone Place, London
W1P 1 AB 01-636 1481
Matthews, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent
(0622) 673355
Melbourne Pianos
(Inc. Unisound),
213/5 Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6 01-624 3900
Music Equipment Ltd.,
55 Camberwell Church Street,
London, SE5 01-701 2270
Nicklin & Sons Limited, The
Square, Barnstaple, Devon
0271) 2005
Normans (Burton -upon -Trent)
Ltd., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -
upon -Trent (0283) 61528
Ross Sound House, 17
Gloucester Road,
Ross -on -Wye Herefordshire
(0989) 2431
Rushtons Music, 28 Oswald
Road, Scunthorpe,
S. Humberside
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400
Sandra's Music Centre,
6 Allhalland Street, Bideford,
North Devon (023) 722 707

4f4:1
/helper tocisys muric

Henri Selmer & Co. Ltd.,
Woolpack Lane, Braintree,
Essex, CM7 6BB.

Dave Simms Music Centre, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London
W5 5DX 01-560 0520

ty

"For the Worst Coffee in Town"

along with everything musical

1-5 The Grove, Ealing. London W.5 01.560 0520

St. Aldate Music Limited,
11 St. Aldate Street,
Gloucester GL1 1RP
(0452) 32450
Whitwams, 70 High Street,
Winchester (0962) 65253
Woods (Pianos & Organs)
Limited 15/17 Manchester
Road, Bolton, BL2 1 EH
Bolton 27171
Branches: Preston 52865

Burnley 33709

WOODS
of BOLTON
all kinds of keyboards

Retail & Wholesale
15-17 Manchester Road, Bolton
Lancs 10204) 27171

PERCUSSION SHOPS

Allan Billington Limited,
172/174 Park View Road,
Welling, Kent
01-303 1429/3441

Drumland, 75 Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent (32) 24449
Musical Sounds, 274 London
Road, Sheffield 2
(0742) 50445 or 54381

for
LUDWIG
DRUM KITS,
ROSE MORRIS & CO. LTD.
32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1NE

Music Unlimited, 1 Broad
Street, Wolverhampton,
WV1 1JA (0902) 772 840

PROMOTION
& PUBLICITY

PRINTED 'T' SHIRTS
Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

STICKERS

Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

RECORDING STUDIOS

The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

24 TRACK

Abbey Road Studios, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood,
London, NW8 01-286 1161
Kingsway Recorders Limited,
129 Kingsway, London
WC2B 6NH 01-242 7245

R. G. Jones Recording Studios,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19 01-540 4441
Basing Street Studios (Island),
8-10 Basing Street, London,
W11 01-229 1229

Majestic Recording Studios
Ltd., 146 Clapham High Street,
London, SW4 01-622 1228/9

16 TRACK

Acorn Records Linited, Church
Road, Stonesfield, Oxford
0X7 2PS
(099) 389 324 & 444
Chalk Farm Studios Ltd., la
Belmont Street, London
NW1 8HJ 01-267 1542 &
01-267 4873
Indigo Sound Studios Ltd.,
Gartside Street, Manchester,
M3 3EL (061) 834 7001
Magritte Studios, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West
Drayton, Middx. 01-897 9670
Pye Recording Studios, ATU
House, Great Cumberland
Place, London, W1
01-262 5495
Strawberry Recording Studios,
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport,
Cheshire (061) 480 9711/2
T.M.C. Recording Studio,
118 Mitcham Road, London,
SW17 01-672 4180

8 TRACK

Bird Sound Studios, Kings
Lane, Nr. Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwicks (0789) 85705 &
(0789) 3081
Countdown Sound Studio, 104
High Street, Manchester,
M4 1HQ (061) 832 3339
Free Range Sound Studios, 22
Tavistock Street, London,
WC2 01-836 7608
K. P. M. Studios Ltd., 21
Denmark Street, London
WC2H 8NE 01-836 6699
Leader Sound, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West
Yorkshire (04227) 6161
Milner Sound Limited, Studio
117c, Fulham Road, London,
SW3 01-589 6477
Riverside Recording Studios,
78 Church Path, (Fletcher
Road), Chiswick, London, W4
01-994 3142
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4 TRACK

D. T. S. Recording, 16 The
Broadway, Maidstone, Kent
(Maidstone) 670 326 &
(Medway) 401 467

P. S. L. Studios, la Salcott
Road, London, SW11
01-223 2544 & 01-998 6088

Samma Studios, 90 Lots Road,
London, SW10 01-352 4136

MOBILE

Island Mobile, 8-10 Basing
Street, London, W11
01-229 1229

Selidor 4 Track Mobile Studio,
Harmony Hall, Bridge Street,
Tel: 01-399 7704

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

Sound Management, 533 Kings
Road, Chelsea, London, SW10
01-352 3796

Tracks Rehearsal Studio,
110 Churchfield Road, Acton,
London, W3 01-993 0751 &
01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

Fender Sound House,
213/215 Tottenham Court
Road, London, W1
01-323 4881

JimZ (Electronic Music), 83
Bargates, Christchurch,
BH23 1QQ (02015) 71270

Melbourne Pianos (Inc.
Unisound), 213/5 Kilburn High
Road, London, NW6
01-624 3900

Sound Pad Music Centre, 64
London Road, Leicester
(0533) 20760

H/H

Johnson's Music (Lesjay Ltd.),
227 London Road, Sheffield,
S24 NF (0742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

Entec Ltd., 90 Wardour Street,
London, W1 01437 6601

ON TOUR
MERCHANDISING

Just Promotions, 170 High
Street, Waltham Cross, Herts.
Waltham Cross 36789/30719

Larebee Productions,
17 London Mews, Paddington
01-262 5470

WHOLESALERS

Cleartone Musical Instruments
Ltd., 27 Legge Lane,
Birmingham 1 (021) 236 6100

CBS/Arbiter, 213/215
Tottenham Court Road,
London, W1 01-323 4881

Woods (Pianos & Organs)
Limited, 15/17 Manchester
Road, Bolton, BL2 1EH
(0204) 27171

ANNOUNCING THE FANTASTIC NEW

MELLOTRON Mark 5
* 2 keyboards with separate audio outputs
* Each keyboard with its own volume, tone, reverb, pan and foot

pedal controls
* Wide range of sounds, mixing and stereo reverb effects
* Removable tape frames, interchangeable with model 400
* New variable pitch control system, silent and rock steady
* Attractively styled cabinet, covered in black vinyl

THE LAST WORD IN KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS
THE POPULAR MELLOTRON 400 is available ex stock. Choice of tape
tracks Price £590 plus VAT
We can now convert Model 400's to the new pitch control system as
on the Mark 6. Facilities for hiring Mellotron 400's on short or long
term now available. Quick factory service, tapes and spares held in
stock. Any model Mellotron overhauled. Official Agents.

BRADMATIC LTD.
338 ALDRIDGE ROAD, STREETLY, SUTTON GOLDFIELD, B74 2DT.

021-353 3171

NORTHERN SOUNDS
41 JANE STREET, WORKINGTON TEL: WORKINGTON 4797
GUITARS
Fender Stratocaster, sunburst f195
Fender Tele, red/Bigsby f195
Guild S.90, black f150
S/H Gretsch White Falcon (immaculate) £395
S/H Fender Strat, sunburst m/neck £175
S/H Fender Strat, sunburst, tremolo £185
Fender Jazz, s/b, maple £225
Fender Precision, sunburst £185
Fender Tele, white/maple £180
S/H Rickenbacker 360, stereo E195
S/H Rickenbacker 480, red £175
AMPLIFICATION
Fender Twin Reverb £295
Fender Pro-Reverb £245
Fender Baseman 100 (4x12") £300
Fender Bassman 50 (2X15") £250
Marshall 100 (12" powercell cab) TO CLEAR £195
Peavey standard (4x12"), complete E275
Peavey PA400 £195

V.A.T. to be added to the above prices. P/X and H/P always available.

11.11VILOR
101r0111460

Are you uilding a recording studio,
improving an existing one, maintaining
a studio and its equipment, contemplating
setting the lot on fire, using studio effects
for live work, trying to fathom out the
office hi-fi, tape copying and disc cuffing,
or recording on the kitchen table?

If so, and you're not
quite sure what is happening, our
service department offers a 24 hour to
5 day maximum turnover.

Advice Collection
and Delivery. Hire Focilities. 2nd

hand equipment. Full range of new
equipment. 2-16 Track always

available.
105 HIGH STREET, ETON, BUCKS. SL4 6AF.

Telephone Windsor 51403



BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'S EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
Please note : All prices are recommended retail prices and are subject to alteration without notice.(Whilst every endeavour
is always made to ensure that all prices listed here are correct at the time of going to press it is always advisable to check
with your local dealer.) In the absence of a final ruling from the Government on the new VAT increases prices listed
here (unless marked otherwise) are those applicable prior to the Budget.

GUITARS
BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Fk, s/burst 11975
Fk, natural 12496
Sunvalley, s/burst 163.66
Sunvalley, natural 174.30
Rancher. 20624
Deluxe.. 250.17
Supreme.. 283.41
Electro classic 158.35
Clipper, s/burst 158.35
Double Anniversary,

s/burst. 343.44
Streamliner, siburst 250.17
Streamliner, cherry 331.56
Country Club, s/

burst. 31534
Country Club, nat 33132
Viking, s/burst. 44174
Viking, natural. 45771
White Falcon... 61339
White Falcon stereo. 69342
Roc Jet, black 32508
Roc Jet, porsche

pumpkin.. 250.17
Roc Jet, red.. 250.17
Roc Jet, walnut. 32508
Bass, mahogany. 250.17
Tennessean, cherry 347-76
Nashville, red 36504
Country Gentleman,

walnut 40500
Deluxe Chet, red 471.02
Deluxe Chet, walnut 471.02
Super Chet, walnut 53488
Super Chet, red 53488
SHO BRO
Hawaiian, 6-str. 250-17
Hawaiian, 7-str. 26744
Spanish 25017
SHO-BUD
Steel guitars:
6138 26460
6139 43+16
6140 54432
6152 231.12
6153 783.00

BOOSEY &
HAWKES

PEREZ
605 Full-size Classic

TAKEHARU
GT30A Small -size

Classic.
GT3OB Small -size

Classic.
GT85 Full-size Classic
GTI20 Full-size Clas-

sic.
GTI80 Full-size Clas-

sic
WT100 Jumbo.
WT200 Jumbo.

CBS/ARBITER

FENDER
Electrics 
Jazzmaster Sunburst
Jaguar Sunburst
Scratocaster Silast
Ditto, tremelo.
Telecaster d/I
Ditto, tremelo.
Telecaster Ctm.
Ditto, tremelo.
Telecaster Std
Ditto, tremelo.
Bronco, red
Musicmaster.
Mustang.
Telecaster Thinline
Ditto, tremelo.
Precision bass
Ditto, narrow neck
Precision bass,fretless
Jazz bass.
Telecaster bass.
Mustang bass.
Bass VI
Musicmaster bass
Pedal steel 2000
Pedal steel 1000
Pedal steel 800
Pedal steel 400.
Stringmaster steel
Dual Six steel
De luxe Six steel
De luxe Eight steel
Studio d/I steel.
Champ. steel.
Acoustics:
FC-101- Classic

ANGELICA FC-I0 Classic.
2841 Classic 10-99 FC-20 .
2842 Full-size Classic 12-50 FC-30 .
2851 Full-size Classic. 15-75 FC-40 .
2852 Full-size Classic. 22.95 F -I5 .
2845 Hummingbird F-25.

jbo. 29.95 F-35 .
2846 Hummingbird F-45 .

12-str. 33'95 F -55-I2.
2848 Natural jumbo . 26.50 F-65 .
2849 Natural 12-str.. 31.25 F-75 .
2873 Solid elec red ... 62.95 F-85
2874 Solid elec oak... 75.00 F-95 .
LA MANCHA Elec. Violin.
2890 Artista 41.85 Elec. Mandolin.
2891 Solista 53-95
2892 Gran Maestro 81.95
2893 Granada 89.95

ARBITER
Acoustic:
C -I0 Classic

DI GIORGIO C -I5 Classic
No. 16 Signorina 3531 C-20 Classic
No. 18 Estudante..... 35.31 1-110 Jumbo
No.28 Classicci. 4450 1-115 Jumbo.
No. 36 Bel Som. 6695 J-120 Jumbo.
No. 30 Amazon. 52.50 J -I25 Jumbo.

J-130 Jumbo.
Electric:

19.95 E-250 I p/u solid
E-255 2 p/u solid
E-260 bass6195 Elecs. (w/cs.)

VITTORO
569 Small size
575 Full-size Classic
HARMONY
4815/0 4-str. t. bjo
5815/0 5-str. bjo
4835/0 Sovereign t

bjo.

5835/0 Sovereign 5-
str. bjo .

12-75

2352M Clipper d/1 61.00
CLEARTONE14.95 2352 De luxe. 90.00

2352 Custom.
2353 Clipper long bs

77.50
6300

52.95
MELODY
1200 12/s Folk 34-86

2353LDX Clipper
long bs black. 75-50

52.95
34.95

1250 12/s Folk Elec...
500 Folk.
525 Folk Elec.

43.72
30.81
38.10

2368 Clipper Fireball
2365 Dixiemaster....
23658 Dixie bs.

70-00
63.00
83.50

39-95
325 Folk.
460 Classic.

13.00
29-95

2366B Marksman.....
2366FLB Fretless bs..

81.50
81-50

52.95
35-50
54.95

450
350
600
1300

21.82
15-34
34.48
39 38

2375 Rocketman
Rosewood f b.

2375 Rocketman
Maple f b.

87-50

93.50
MIAMI 2375W Rocketman
FTI Elec. 25.36 White. 98.00
FT2 Elec. 29.93 2375L Sunburst l/h. 97.00
FTI Bass. 32.64 2375N Rocketman
TANTARRA
4195 Classic 18.28

Natural.
2375 Ash
2376 Dixie Fireball bs

05.00
28.50
06-00

37044 GUYATONE 2386 Memphis ctm 30.50
401.76 HG9 I Steel 2066 2386L Left -Hand 37.50
27540 HG306 Steel 55.52 2384 Clipper CI II.... 18430
31860 HGI88C Steel 85.72 2385 Clipper Tallboy
334-80
35856
26244
31644
230'04
284.12
150.12
13824
21384
340.20
37692
24948
26568

KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo
310 Electric
360 Bass.
Blue Hill 6
Blue Hill 12
SM8 Solid
SM9 Solid
Westside.
SMI9 Bass
355 Bass.
149 Classic.

64.79
64.79
68-20
58.78
62.17
80-13
90.58

113-81
97.18
75.87
27-62

bs..
1912 Twincaster
1917 Twincaster bs
1755 Soundmaster II
1752/4 Soundmaster

bs
23705emi-Acousticld
2371 Semi -Acoustic

bs..
2374 Semi -Acoustic Id
698EGt.Westernelec
684E Super Electric
698 Gt Wstrn jbo

16.00
59-00
51.00
5200

42.50
85.50

81 -SO
94.00
78.50
61.00
66.50

249-48 C.M.I. 698M Gt Wstrn jbo 77.50
299.16 CMI Custom VI. 109.96 696 Gentleman Jim... 54-00
263-52 CMI Custom IV. 122.76 693 Gentleman Jim
235-44 CMI Salisbury 10996 d/I.. 57130
370-44 SG2S 45.66 684/12 Super Jumbo. 61-50
119.88 SGIOB. 44.52 684/6 Super Jumbo... 54-00

1140.48 ST300 . 67.49 684/6L Left -Hand.... 58-00
948-42
719-28
513-00
306.72
221.40
13500
150-02

HASHIMOTO
G100
GI30
G 160
G200
G250

38.73
44.18
51.42
57.79
68-68

628/12Californianjbo
628 Californian jbo
79 Californian fk
627/12 Bronco jbo
627 Bronco jbo.
627L Left -Hand
62 Bronco fk

58.00
51.00
37.50
52-00
44.00
51.00
39.00

11340 357 Folk. 41.00
87-48 697 Dreadnought 75.50

29.43 J. T. COPPOCK 695 Nashville 6
758 Gt Wstrn Artiste

50 00

32.56 jbo. 112.00
39.85
51.08
58-21
38.23
44.50
48.87
49.90
60.75
60.86
77.76

103.14
132.19
241.92
159.84

ANTORIA
2355 Big John S.Ac.

Sunburst.
2355M Big John S.Ac

Maple.
2357 Mr. Strad Violin

Bs
2350G Memphis Cus-

tom.
2350 Memphis std
2350ctm Custom Sun-

burst.
2350L Memphis std

I/h.

110.00

115.00

51.00

83.50
77.50

83.00

83-50

757 Gt Wstrn std....
756 Herald.
YAMAKI
112 6-str fk
115 6-str jbo
120 6-str jbo.
215 12-str jbo
220 12-str jbo
225 I2-str jbo
TAMA
35505 Grand Concert
3550P Grand Concert
3558S Jumbo.

63.00
80.50

47.00
68.00
87 50
81.50
90.50

101.00

96.00
93.00

129-50
2351 Memphis d/I.... 86.50 3560S 144.00
2351 DX Memphis d/I 9900 356IS 130.50

22.68 235IM Memphis Ori- ANTORIA CONCERT
3456 ginal 93.00 F2871 Flamenco. 102.00
48.82 2391M Memphis 2858 Solo Grnd Con-
31.30 Natural. 83.50 cert. 102.00
3942 2405 Memphis Ori- 2855 58.00
42-66 ginal d/I 133.50 2851 53.00
45.36 2350B Memphis bs. 78.50 2850 43.00
78.86 2354 Woodstock..... 73.50 2841 51-00

23545 Woodstock std 70.50 2840 49-00
24-30 2354SL Left -Hand. 8050 2839 42-50
27.54
3726

81.00

2377 Woodstock pro
2382 Woodstock d/I .
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.

88.50
93-00

119-00
10200

ANTORIA CLASSICAL
RA2.. 33.50
361. 32.50

90.72 2347 Woodstock jun. 104.00 HAWAIIAN
112.32 2394 Woodstock nat.

2354B Woodstock bs
83.50
76.50

2391 Outfit
2390 Guitar only

70.50
23.50

93.96 2354LB Woodstock NATIONAL DOBRO
long bs . 86.50 GUITARS

97.20 2352 Clipper. 5+00 To Gold enamel finish 189.00

66-95 E-210 L.P. S/B
E-215 L.P. S/B

77.00 E-220 S.G
E-225 Flying 'V'.104.76

80-35 E-230 S.G..
KYOTO E-325 MM copy (no
9773 4-str. bjo 57.90 ca.).

33D Diamond Etch
design. 250-00

36 Hand -engraved
design. 28500

DOBRO GUITARS
'Bluegrass', round

neck 177-00
'Hound Dog', square

neck 177-00

DAN ARMSTRONG

6-str gtr w /cs 194.40
6-str bs. 30" sc. wits 210 60
4-str bs. 30" sc. wits 202.50
4-str bs. 34" sc. wits 202 50

DAVOLI

GHERSON
L/2 F.R., mahogany
L/2 F.R., gold. 1/h
L/2 F.R., walnut
L/2 sunburst
L/2 walnut.
L/2 mahogany
G2 Bass, natural
G/S Bass, cherry
G/2 walnut
G/2 ivory
G/3 Tremolo, ivory
L/2 Bass, sunburst
L/2 Bass, black
Jazz Bass, cherry/sun
Jazz Bass, natural
Jazz Bass, I/h
L/2F.R.,1/h mahogany
L/2 mahog. (chrome)
L/2 black
G/2 Tremolo, walnut
G/2 Tremolo, ivory
G/2 Tremolo, cherry
G/2 cherry.
G/3 Tremolo, walnut
G/3 Tremolo, cherry
L/2 Bass, gold /mahog.
G/2 Bass, walnut
G/2 Bass, ivory
All with hard case,

strap and lead

105.40
113-40
105.40
88.56
88.56
88-56
91-80
89.64
84-24
79.92
89.64
89.64
87.48
88-56
91.80

102.60
113.40
86.40
88.56
88-56
86.40
88.56
84-24
91.80
91-80
91.80
89.64
87.48

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK &
NEWMAN

KIMBARA
NI05 Classical
NI06 Classical
NI69 Classical
NI75 Classical
N28 Classical.
N29 Classical.
N8I Classical.
NI08 Classical
N74 Classical w/ca
N75 Classical w/cs.
N76 Classical w/cs
N30 Folk
N71 Jumbo
N72 12 st
N73 Jumbo
N107 12 st.
N109 Jumbo.
N95 Custom C&W

w/cs
N96 Custom C&W

w/cs
N114 solid elec blk

w/cs
N 115 solid gold w/cs.
N 116 solid sun w/cs
NI 17 solid nat w/cs
N 1 18 solid mahog

w/cs

24.25
26.50
29.95
32.49
3+85
39.85
45.00
49.85
70.00
82-30
94.60
29-95
36.25
38.50
47.50
49-75
51.95

N 119 solid sun w/cs 98.40
NI20 solid whitewics 98.40
NI21 solid nat w/cs 106.80

RESONATA
N87 Classical. 17.90
N89 Classical. 24-55

VICTOR GARCIA
N187 Spanish 21.60
N 118 Spanish. . 23-60
NI89 Spanish 27-45

LORENZO
N98 Student 11.95
N111 Classical 14.95
N99 Classical. 16-45
NI00 Classical 18.70
NI01 Classical 2245
NI 10 Folk. 14.45
NI02 Folk. 21.35
NI03 Jumbo. 23.50
COLUMBUS
N78 Jumbo
N167 C&W Jumbo
N36 Semi Ac 6 st
NII3 Solid.
N85 solid blk.
N85/5 solid sun.
N54 Solid
N66 solid bass
N77 solid bass
N82 solid 3 pu
NI129 Elec mandolin
N83 solid
N84 solid bs
SHELTONE
N5010 Folk banjo
N5015 Solo bjo w/cs
NII40 Lute 6 str
N1141 Lute 15 sm
N1100 Balalaika 6 str.
N5009 Uke banjo--
NI124 Mandolin

29.38
35.95
42.50
39.95
47.95
47.95
46.95
48.95
48-95
49.70
29.95
34.95
39-95

35.55
67.45
73.95

212.00
13-95
9.25

13-30

G.M.S.

PICATO STRINGS
ES77 elec
UL77 Rock & Roll
77 It. gauge, elec
P750 med. gauge, elec
735L Bass, round wnd
735M Bass, rnd. wnd .
736L Bass, nylonwnd
736M Bass, nylon wnd
738L Bass, flat wnd
738M Bass, flat wnd
727 'Gold', Folk
P727 'Gold', C&W
PI2 'Gold', 12 -string
76 'Gold', Classic

(sets)
1.88
2.00
2.00
2125
5.43
4-90
5.43
5.43
5.43
4-90
2-23
3.22
3.67
1.78

HOHNER*

ELEC
AT 2T Solid 39.15
FE I W Bass 65-60
FT 2T Solid 32-45
JB 2 Bass. 59.00
JB 200 Bass. 80.75
LB 200 Bass 52-25
LE 200 Solid 80-45
LG 23R Solid. 86.15
LP 200G Solid 78.15
LS 200 C Solid 59.15
LS 200 YS Solid . 59.15
MB 200B Bass 36.30
ME 20 TS Solid. 42-75
PM 302 Semi -ac. 44.55

94-65 PM 302 B 46.10
SA 200 Semi -ac 43.60

94-65 SE 2B Bass. 3975
SE 2T Solid. 2895

89.95 SG 2S Solid 4035
89.95 SG I 08 Bass 46-55
89-95 SG 22 Solid 40.45
89.95 SG 200V Solid 58.35

SG 2000 Custom
78.95 Solid. 58.35

86



SP I Solid 2780 AROSTEG Ul
ST 30 Solid. 55-90 No. 2. 2000
ST 300 Solid 70.40 No. 4. 22 00
TF 200N Solid 56-50 No. 6. 2400
XK 250/1 Bass 16975
MORIDAIRA
841 Classic.
842 Classic.
843 Classic.
845 Classic.
846 Classic.
847 Jumbo.
848 Jumbo.
849 12 -string Jumbo
850 Western.
855/F301 Folk
856/F303 Folk
851/W6I 3 Western .
852/WEI030 Jumbo

with pick-up.

MUSIMA
1612N Acoustic
16125 Acoustic
730 Classic.
731 Classic.
732 Classic.

2250
26.85
2940
39.15
54.50
4500
5865
57.90
79-50
3825
5030
93.75

OSCAR TELLER
748 7500
77 inc case. 105.00
8P inc case. 180-00

CALABERT
OS... 70.00
A. 2250
B. 2600
C. 33.00

75-00
Palosanto Inc case 10000
M ITS U MA
JG.I01
JW.304/12.

5070 1W.305/12.
JG.102
JG.103
JC. 42.
JC. 43.
JC. 45 inc case
JC. 46 inc case
03.

14.65
14-30
17.75
19-60
2455

TAKEHARU JF.201.
G85 Classic 2670 JF.202.
120 Classic. 32.05 JF.203.

JW.303MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FB IR 4 -String 3875 SAK URA
FB 2R 5 -String 39.85 C.1365
GB I 6 -String 41.10 C.I I 3A.

HONDO LS2B..

H 130 Folk. 26-95 LS2S/B

H 150 Folk. 26-95 LS2G DS
339RH 155 Jumbo. 29.30 F
340N 160 12/s FJumbo.... 34.50 1.,iD.25.

H 175 Jumbo. 29.60
H 180 Jumbo 13/1 31-70 C1325.

H 200 Folk. 31-80 TG 30H 210 Jumbo. 3405 "C1365.

H 220 12/s Jumbo.... 38:60 TG.I0.
H 305 Classic.1525TG 20.

H 310 Classic. 23.10 CI I 3A..
H 320 Classic. 3015

HORNBY-SKEWES

PALMA
M5309. 7.26
500 9.13
300N. 11.07
STI612. 11-89
580 14-80
C103N 18.10
WFS. 22-22
FW301. 32.41
FW301-12. 40.28
203.7 46 25

KASUGA
GIOOL. 29.63
G200 39-81
F140 37 90
D200 42 29
T250 (12-str). 47.22
D350 71.30

TERADA
G306
G307
G3I0
F604
FW650.
W624.
FW654.

KASUGA ELECTRICS
SG360 97-60
PB420. 00-80
LG38013. 02-40
SE480S 04.80
EB750. 34.40
LG770V. 39.20
SG 1800V.. 69.60
LG2000V 214 40

ZENTA ELECTRICS
ME2OTS. 39 00
EG50I. 21.60
EG502. 23.92
EB511.. 25.20
HEG5006. 30.40
H EG B5004. 38.40
HET5001. 32-80
HES5000.. 34.00
HEP5002.. 42.40

IVOR
MAIRANTS

MARTIN
D.I8
0.28
D.35
D.12-28

235.00
300.00
330.00
325-00

OI6NY inc case 245.00
D.4I inc case. 550.00
0021 inc case 285.00

21-00
40.00
45-00
28-00
32-00
35-00
48-00

100-00
120-00
80-75
19.00
22-50
27.50
30.00

70-00
17-00
48-00
44-00
55-00
42-50
35-00
30-00
45.00
70-00
26-00
20.00
23.00
17.00

JOHN BIRCH

SCSL Elec 259-20
SCDL Elec. 239-50
Twin -neck. 379.00
Strat copy. 248-40
'Rickenbircher' bsfrm 259.20
SVL (Flying V) 259.20
Custom gtrs to order.

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
Classics:
G55. 32.80
G60. 28.47
G65. 36.53
G85. 29.95
G90. 39-36
G120 44-58
G150 50.77

35.19 GI80 60-03
40.91 G220 73-33
50.53 G280 90-40
42.59 GC3 handmade. 108-00
50.93 GC6 handmade. 156.10
50.93 GC I 0 handmade 212.07
82.41 550A Steel Str 26.82

Folk:
FG75 31359
EC! ION. 42-67
FGI50. 45.99
FGI60 jumbo. 52-96
FG170 54.17
FG200 jumbo. 54.67
FG200N jumbo. 66-00
FG260 jbo 12-str 76.69
FG280 jumbo. 77.98
FG300N jumbo. 103-46
FG360 jumbo. 110-00
FG580 Jumbo. 133.70
FG630 jbo 12-str 172-08
FGI500 handmade 343-63
FG2000 handmade 391-75
Inc. 25% VAT
Folk w/p.u.:
FG1I0E. 61.36
FGI60E. 75-00
Semi -Acoustic:
SA30.. 97-73
SA60. 219.50
SA90. 276-52
SA75 Bass 229.81
Solids:
SG30 96.58
SG35 117.04
SG40 130-66
5G45 136-38
SG85 201.11
5835 Bass 117-04
SBL55 Bass. 170.46
SBL75 Bass. 198.86
Acoustic -Elect rics:
AEI I 170.44

To avoid unnecessary repitions, cer-
tain abbreviations are frequently used
in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;
professional - pro; standard - std;
acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;
string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -
jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale
-sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor-mt.

AEI2 250 40 SIGMA
AEI8 328 77 3170 Dreadnought...

3171 Grand Concert
Flk.

3172 Grand Concert
ORANGE* Flk. 60 87

3173 Dreadnought 73.66
3041 Classic.. 44.18

Orange custom guitar 275.00 3042 Classic.. 67 75
Case 27 50

B. L. PAGE*

MICRO -FRETS
Calibra.. 165.00
Calibra I. 184.08
Signature.. 211.20
Signature Custom 211-20
Swinger. 211-20
Stage II.. 224.40
Swinger Customised. 244.20
Spacetone. 277.20
Huntington. 330.00
Baritone 6/s Bass 198.00
Signature Bass 184.80
Stage II.. 184-80
Husky. 211-20
Thundermaster. 264-00

ROSE -MORRIS

Including 25% VAT
ELECTRICS
SHAFTESBURY
Ned Callan Cody

w/bg.. 124.00
Ned Callan Cody Bs

w/bg.. 124.00
Ned Callan Hombre

w/bg. 117.80
New Callan Hombre

Bs w/bg. 124.00
3413 90.91
34146-str 111.37
as above w/cs.. 132.66
3415 Bs.. 96.58
as above w/cs 121.58
3417 85.21

OVATION
Breadwinner. 325-23
Deacon 387-11
Artist Elec Ac 404-80
Country Elec Ac 404.80

TOP TWENTY
1970 6-str 33.43
1971 bs.. 50-40

AVON
3403A 2 p/u 56.77
3403B 2 p/u w/bg 59.55
3404A 2 p/u.. 58.91
34048 2 p/u w/bg 61-69
3405A I p/u bs. 55-56
34058 I p/u bs w/bg . 58.33
3407A 2 p/u. 64.71
3407B 2 p/u w/bg 72.41
3440 West One. 40-51
Incl. 8% VAT

ACOUSTICS
OVATION
Balladeer 6-str w/bg . 242-70
Balladeer 12-str w/bg 334.50
Glen Campbell 6-str

w/bg.. 303-90
Glen Campbell 12-str

w/bg.. 372.70
Folklore w/bg.. 273.30
Classic Balladeer 242-75

SHAFTESBURY
WESTERNS
3190 Jbo w/cs 105.04
3191 Jbo w/cs 123.74
3192 Jbo wits 140.43
3193 Jbo wics 159.08
3194 Jbo wits 176.76
3167 6-str Jbo 31.80
3168 12-str lbo. 39.77

EKO
3131 Rio Bravo
3132 Rio Bravo 12-str
1780 Ranger.
1894 Ranger elec
1793 Ranger I2-str
1893 Ranger 12-str

elec.
3135 Colorado flk
3137 Studio L flk
3140 Navajo
3141 Navajo 12-str
3151 Sombrero -6
3152 Sombrero -12
3153 El Dorado -6
3154 El Dorado -I2
3143 El Paso

55.50

46-15

57-00

EROS MK II SOLIDS
9711 6/s 49.95
9712 6/s 49.95
9713 Bass 49.95
GEISHA
9645 Classic.. 10-99
9646 Classic.. 12.50
9644 Classic.. 1990
KISO-SUZUKI
9502 Classic.. 31-50
9503 Classic.. 34-95
9504 Classic 37-50
9505 Classic.. 41-50
9583 H/made Classic. 68-95
9651 Folk. 39.75
9682 Folk. 36-50
9653 12/s Folk. 47-00
9507 Folk. 45.00
ROSETTI
Raver Elec. 33-25
Raver Bass. 33-25
TATRA
9198 Classic.. 17-99
9225 Classic.. 21.99
Hi -Spot Nylon. 12.75
Hi -Spot Steel. 11-75
LAN DOLA
9700/23 Classic. 14.95
9701/71 Folk 34.30
9702/66 Jumbo 31.15
9703/72 Large Jbo 40.75
9704/73 12/s. 44.65
KYOTO

63.00 K9765 Classic
39.95 K9766 Classic
5425 K9767 Classic
46.65 K9768 Classic

60-39
16.71
16.40
28-95
33.95
47-12
54.40
79.35
88.64
67.71

3142 El Gaucho. 89 14
3138 Studio R -M 22.10
Left-hand to order 15% extra
ACOUSTIC GUITARS
1512 Kansas 6-str 8.54
1511 15-11 6-str 7.27
Texas Jbo 21-00
CLASSIC GUITARS
SUZUKI
3065 24.52
3066 2653
3067 matt finish 28.96
3068 38-28
3069 48.13
3070 handmade. 91-32
3071 handmade. 150-24

ALHAMBRA (Spanish)
3087 18.58
3088 23 54
3089 32 89
3090 78-49
STUDENT
3057 Dulcet 13 60
3058 Constanta. 8.95

ROSETTI

EPIP H ON E
FT I 45E Folk 55-00
FT105E Folk 7995
FT I 65E 12/s Folk 89-95
EC20 Classic. 44 50
FTI30E Folk 42.95
FTI 35E Folk 72.95
EA260E Bass. 95-00
EA250E Elec. 89.95
ET278 Elec. 85.00
ET280E Elec 69-95
ET275 Elec. 85-00
ET285 Bass. 95.00
ET270E Elec.. 69.95
FT335 Folk. 6995
FT350 Folk. 84.95
FT365 Folk. 95-00
FT550 Folk. 115-00
FT565 12/s.125.00
FTI6ON 12/s Folk 67.00
FT570BL Folk 10500
EC24 Classic. 61.50
EB98 Banjo 0/F. 12500
EM50 Mando. 55.00
EROS
9578 Elec 66-00
9579 Elec 46.15
9585 Bass 7200
9586 Bass 66-00
9353 Folk. 29.99
9353E Folk Elec. 35-00
9356 12/s Folk.. 37-50
9356E 12/s Folk Elec. 44.00
9350 Folk.. 28.00
9351 Folk.. 34.95
9587 6/s Electric 66.00

15 25
20.65
26-00
30-45

K9769 Classic
-

K9770 Classic 44.15
PEREZ CLASSIC
9510 14.95

DYNELECTRON
Guitar.. 149-00
Bass. 149-00
Fretless Bass 149.00

SELMER

GIBSON
Howard Roberts

Custom, sunburst. 698.00
Howard Roberts

Custom, cherry... 698.00
Johnny Smith DN,

Double Pickups,
natural 1190.00

Johnny Smith D,
Double Pickups,
sunburst. 1190.00

Johnny Smith N,
Single Pickup,
natural. 1149.50

Johnny Smith, Single
Pickup, sunburst 1149-50

Super 400 CES, nat-
ural. 1240.00

Super 400 CES, sun-
burst. 1240-00

Byrdland, natural 990-50
Byrdland, sunburst 990-50
L-5 CES, sunburst 1074.00
L-5 CES, natural 1074-00
L -5C, Single Cutaway

Acoustic, natural 773.50
L -5C, Single Cutaway

Acoustic, sunburst 773-50
Super 400C, Single

Cutaway Acoustic,
natural.. 883-50

Super 400C, Single
Cutaway Acoustic,
sunburst. 883-50

ES.I75D, sunburst 451.00
ES.175D, natural 463-00
ES.I50 DC, walnut 417-50
ES.I 50 DC, natural 417.50
ES.345 TD, cherry 519-00
ES.345 TD, sunburst . 536-00
ES.345 TD, walnut 519-00
ES.355 TD-SV, cherry 686-00
ES.355TD-SV, walnut 686.00
ES.335 TD, cherry 416-50
ES.335 TD, sunburst . 439-00
ES.335 TD, walnut 416-50
ES.325 TD, cherry 340-00
ES.325 TD, walnut 340-00
Les Paul Recording 476-00
Les Paul Triumph, bs. 448.50
Les Paul Custom,

ebony. 489.00
Les Paul Custom

cherry. 506-00
Les Paul Custom,

sunburst. 506-00
Les Paul De Luxe,

gold.. 397-50
Les Paul De Luxe,

cherry sunburst 422-00
Les Paul Signature,

gold.. 440.50
Les Paul Signature,

sunburst. 452-50

Les Paul Signature
Bs, gold. 426-00

Les Paul Signature
Bs, sunburst.. 440-50

Le; Paul Special 1955
Ltd. Ed. s/burst 345.00

SG Custom, walnut 464.00
SG Custom, w/Bigsby

walnut 47600
SG Standard, cherry 321-00
SG Standard, walnut 321-00
SG Standard, Sun-

burst. 321-00
SG Standard, w/Bigs-

by, cherry... 328-00
SG Standard, w/Bigs-

by, 328-00
SG Standard, w/Bigs-

by, Sunburst 328.00
SG Special, cherry 279-00
SG Special, walnut 279-00
L5 -S outfit. 679-00
L6S Custom Black 344.50
L6S Custom, natural

maple. 344-50
L6S De luxe, nat.

maple.. 249-50
L6S De luxe, Satin 239.00
Marauder, nat. Satin

wine red 257.00
Flying V Ltd. Ed 481.00
L9 -S Ripper Bass,

ebony. 321.00
L9 -S Ripper Bass,

natural maple 321-00
Ripper Fretless, sun-

burst. 295.00
Grabber Bass 226-50
EB-3, cherry. 333-00
EB-3, walnut 333-00
J-200 Artist outfit,

sunburst. 501-50
1-200 Artist outfit,

natural 514-50
Dove Custom, cherry 382-50
DoveCustom, natural

top 395.00
Gospel 339.00
Heritage Custom..... 339.00
Hummingbird Cus-

tom, cherry/sun-
burst. 301.00

Hummingbird Cus-
tom, natural. 307.00

Blue Ridge Custom 277-50
SJ De Luxe, natural 246-50
SJ De Luxe, sunburst 267.00
1-50
1-45
J-40, natural.
1-55, natural.
J -160E Custom

222-50
217-00
190-50
270-00
270-00

Blue Ridge 12 Custom 329-00
B -45-12N De Luxe 277-50
Citation outfit, sun-

burst. 2730-00
Citation outfit, nat-

ural. 2730.00

MSA PEDAL STEEL
GUITARS
CS -I0, w/case 1169-50
Side Kick, w/case 476-00
Red Baron, w/case 345-50

HOFN ER GUITARS
HS.4580 . 159.90
Congress 57-00
Artist. 77.10
Standard. 60-00
HS -174 Solid. 192-60
HS -164V Solid 103-80
Galaxie Solid. 160-80
HS -I85 Artist Solid,

bs. 123.60
HS -182 Solid, bs 110.70
Violin bs. 135.00
Professional Solid, bs 88.80
WesternJumbo,6-str 86.60
Western Jumbo, 12-

Str.. 92-80
Western Jumbo Elec-

tric -Acoustic. 124-80
Blue Grass, 6-str Jbo. 80-60
Blue Grass, I2-str lb° 87.00
Arizona Jbo flattop,

6-str 61.20
Arizona Jbo flattop,

I2-str. 65.60

SAXON GUITARS
810 Classic. 19.50
813 Classic. 29.75
814 Classic. 32.90
815 Classic. 41-75
816 Classic. 48.00
812 Folk. 30-25
817 Folk. 35-00
818 Folk. 39.50
819 Jbo 38.00
820 Jbo 39-90
821 Jbo 40.90
822 Jbo, 12-str 42-50
823 Jbo 41.90
824 Jbo 58.00
825 Jbo 62.75
830 Solid 63-60
831 Solid 63.60
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SELMER GUITARS LH647.
Rancher, 6-str, C&W 33-00 LH647/ 12
Rancher,12-scr,C&W 3900 LH615.

LH615/12.,VIVA GUITARS
Viva I. TV R. liArSUOKA
Viva 2. 8.42 WESTERN

DREADNOUGHT*
D40. 130-00
D50. 15000

SUM MERFIELD U60. 17500
D80 220-00

STUDENT CLASSIC LEVIN
APG701 . 17.99 W36.
C114. 2000 W32.
IBANEZ & CIMAR
CLASSIC
304.
309.
361.

362.
363
364
370
375.

387.
388.

25-00
2750
32-50
35-50
3850
4150
4150
47-50
4750
45-00

WR34.
W12-36.
LG 17.
LG 19.

130-00
185-00
145.00
165-00
9000

110-00

MACCAFERRI REPLICA*
MAC.1 100 00
MAC.2 100 00
MAC.2 Special 105 00
MAC.3 120 00

CSL & IBANEZ
ELECTRICS
2350

HIROSHI TAMURA 2350DX .
CONCERT CLASSICS* FG360S
P35 120 00 235IDX .
P45. 150 00 2351DXCS
F45. 150 00 2341

2341 DX
2350W
2451
24528.
2342
2343
2337DX
2344

MITSURU TAMURA 2402
HAND MADE 2402DX
CONCERT* 2404
P700 210 00 2364
P800 250 00 2364B.
10P1200. 375 00 2372

2372DX
2373
2380
2381
2399DX
2387
2387B.

IBANEZ &CIMAR 2388135
WESTERN & FOLK 2388B/DX
60 3860 2388B/DXS
610 4500 2388
65 4400 LH2388B/S.
615 5000 2613
615/12.. 5500 2616C5.-620.55-00 2368F.
647. 55 00 2453
647/12. 6000 2455
684BK. 58 50 2457ST.
755. 55 00 2355
755/12.. 60-00 2355DX
369 45 00 2355M.
370C.. 3950 2352C.
370/12. 42 50 2352DX.
371. 42.50 236913/W.
355 36-99 LH2352C .
355/12.. 38-50 LH2352DX.
LH620. 57.50 LH2350.

R. MATSUOKA
CLASSIC*
M20..
M25..
M30..
M40.
M50..

87-50
97-50

115-00
14000
16500

MASARU KOHNO
CONCERT*
M.K.I O. 37500
M.K.15. 540 00
M.K.20. 720 00
M.K.30. 950 00

59.50
6200
55-00
5950

0243
38-30
02-43
26-74
23-84
18-05
55-09
12-26
52-77
44-68
0937
23-84
3252
36-57
96-76
19-90
96.76
1574
50-46
50-46
7940 MANDOLINS
5046 524
79-39 523
9097 522
02-55 513.

3889 516
44-68 511.
5625 512
73-61 80
9676 100
44-68 E.M.I
7361 8166
1226 Acoustics--8%VAT incl
51-62 Electric -25% VAT incl.
77.55 *Prices include Hard
56-25 Shell case
58-56
7708
2153
56-62
38-89
9028
0417 RICKENBACKER
4757 Solids:
99.57 2 p/u, nat rnajog 184-00
12-85 Original 2 p/u 208.00
09-31 12-Str model of '450' 24000

LHFG3605. 109-31
LH235 I DX 135-42
LH2372. 162-04
LH2380. 208.33
2348 167 82
23486. 173-61
2671 PRO 24884
2671 648-14
J.S.Artist 240 00
5.400 225 00

SUMBRO ELECTRICS
G El. . 34 14
SG6M.. 6018
SG42M. 67.13
LP2G. 67-13
LPGC. 71-76
LPSGC. 71-76
LS200 . 78-70
SC36W. 69-44
SC36DW. 75-23
SC3. 67 12
18200 90 86

Convertible 6/12 Str Bluegrass Jubilee
like 450/12. 28000 Mahog D/nought.. 240-00

2 p/u in '4000' Bass Bluegrass D/nought
series. 224-00 Nat. 208-00

Deluxe Stereo 2 p/u . 28000 Bluegrass 0/nought
Thin Semi -Acoustics Sunburst. 200-00
3 p/u short scale 280-00 Bluegrass Mahogany
2 p/u double cutaway 280.00 Dreadnought...... 176-00
I2-Str model of '330' 360-00 Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:
Deluxe Stereo 2 p/u Navarre Rosewood

dble cutaway. 336-00 17" Jbo 456-00
12-Str model of '360' 384-00 Navarre Maple 17"
3 p/u Stereo Deluxe Jbo 368-00

dble cutaway. 360-00 Navarre Maple 17"
Bass Guitars Jbo, 5/burst 360-00

I p/u solid 280-00 Navarre Mahogany
2 p/u Deluxe stereo 17" Jbo 31200

solid 328-00 Bluegrass 15; Folk.... 272-00
Lefthand version of Bluegrass 16" Folk.... 272-00

model '4001'. 384-00 Aragon 15; Folk, Nat 17600
8-Str version of Aragon 15; Folk,

model '4001'. 448.00 5/burst.. 168-00
Deluxe hollow body Troubadour 13; Folk,

STUDENT GUITARS 2 p/u.. 376-00 Nat. 144-00
PSI . 9-99 Rickenbacker Twin Neck Troubadour 13; Folk,

9.50 Guitars 5/burst.. 136-00
9.99 Thin body semi -ac Twelve -String:

models 360 & 360/ Custom Rosewood
12 guitars.. 784.00 17" Jbo.. 48000

Solid inc. models 480 CustomFlamedMaple
& 4001. 67200 17" Jbo.. 424-00

Extra Large Mahog
17" Jbo. 32000

UKULELES 64000 Mahog 16" Folk 28000
S.L.I 1-99 50400 Standard 15+ Folk.... 20800

2.40 33688 Rosewood 16" D/
6.50 32000 nought. 33600
0.70 48000 Mahog 16" 0/nought 280-00

296-00 HONDO240-00
37-50 Grand Concert Folk. 2694280-004000 D/nought 2928240-00
4200 Deluxe D/nought 3406
75-00 Concert Classic 2310

200-00 Deluxe Concert
3350 Classic 30.13
15-00 S/burst Deluxe D/

nought.. 2962
5/burst Deluxe D/

nought. 3171
I Size Student Classic 10 88
Student Concert Size

Classic.. 1589
Student Folk 17.40
Student D/nought 1841
OPUS (BY H ARMONY) U SA
Opus Five D/nought. 15066
Opus Ten Jbo 15066
Opus Twenty Extra

wide Jbo.
Left handers 10% extra
LITTLE BUDDY
Junior Pedal Steel 175.77
Pedal Steel. 23436
Professional Twin

Neck Pedal Steel 51894
Solid bs. 293.67

EG I .

KPI.
HAWAIIAN
2391
2390
HG308
HG I I 8C

GUITARS
62.50
2778
92-59

11574

U.K.! .
U.K.99
PPS..

BANJOS
FBI R
FB3R
FB5R
DX80 .
591.
712
584C. .

20000
190 00
16500
62-50
4109
3000
35-00
3500
44-50
3646

TOP GEAR

GUILD
Artist Award.
S -Ac 2 p/u
S -Ac 2 p/u
S -Ac 2 p/u
Starfire Six..
Starfire Four.
Starfire Two.
Starfire Two Bs
Deluxe Solid 2 p/u
Deluxe Solid 2 p/u

Stereo..
Standard Solid 2 p/u
Standard Solid 2 p/u

Stereo
Standard Curved

Stereo Solid 2 p/u .
Solid Double p/u
Solid I p/u.
Solid 2 p/u 1 c/way
Solid 2 p/u I c/way bs
As above Stereo wrd
I p/u Solid c/way bs .
As above Long Scale .
2 p/u Solid 2 c/way bs
As above Long Scale .
As above Stereo wrd
Carved Stereo 2 p/u
As above Fretless
Acoustic:
TV Rosewood Dread-

nought. 36800
Bluegrass Special

Rose D/nought 31200
Bluegrass Jubilee

Maple D/nought. 296-00
Jumbo 17" Body

0/nought. 28800
; Size 15" Body

0/nought 280.00
Arched Back Maple

D/nought 24000

272-00
208 00

224 00

25600
168-00
12800
264.00
25600
288-00
184-00
184-00
224-00
224-00
24800

224-00

W . M . I .

K.75 ; size Ilk 750

G.I01 Student flk
K.200 Intermediate

flk.
K.230 Mini wstrn
K.116 Intermediate

flk.
K.320 Concert flk
K.135 Concert flk
K.I45 Concert flk
K.I55 Concert flk
K.440 Auditorium flk
K.240 Auditorium flk
K.450 Auditorium flk

2 scratch plates
KD281bo wstrn
K.5201bo wstrn
K.520-12 Jbo 12 str
K.530Jbo wstrn
KDG.77 D/I flk w/cs
KDG.70 D/I jbo
KDG.88 0/I jbo w/cs
KDG.812 D/I 12 str

w/cs
Classic:
KC.265 Student
K.l 12 Student
KC.333 Concert
KC.366 Concert
KDG.60 D/I wits.
Electric:
KEB.I30 Bs long scale
K.28 D/I bs long scale
K.2T D/I lead.
KE.I00 Single p/u
KET.200 Twin p/u

witrem.
Banjo:
K.99 30 brckt w/res

w,ics
30 brckt wires.
B.20 Promotional

895

0-95
3.95

I-95
3.95
3-95
4.95
4.95
7.95
7.95

8-95
23-50
2750
32-50
2850
5895
3450
6600

69-95

1095
11-95
14-95
16-95
47.50

2495
44-50
34-50
18 50

23 50

58-95
4500
2995

Z.B.

EMMONS
Pro. D10.. 84338
Pro. SIO. 594 00
Pro. 512. 69218
SS8 243 49
SSIO 39272
ES8. 194 40
ES 10. 206.18
GSIO 387 81

SHO-BUD
11 860 55

6143 Pro. D!O 837.44
6150 Lloyd Green 65490
6148 Pro.S10 552 08
6140 Professional 553 08
6138K Maverick 284 32
6138 Maverick 258 46

ZB GUITARS
Student SIO 31409
SIO 60185
SI I 652 90
SlOon DlOcab 649 96
S I I on D I 1 cab. 697 09D10.808 09
D10-11. 854.17
D11. 901 30

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS

ASS

1 x 1260W wedge mt 48.60
2 x 12 120W wedge

mc.. 9720
2 x 12 120W Id bs 92.34
2x 12 I 20W flare 10368
2x 12 120W flare plus

2 hns. 162-00
4 x 12 240W lb bs 139-32
1 x 18 100W bs reflex 12960
I x 18 100W fld hn 178.20
2 x 12 200W Crecen-

do Tractrix.. 19440
2 x 15 200W Crecen-

do Tractrix. 22032
I x 18 150W Crecen-

do Reflex. 14904
I x 18 150W Crecen-

do fld hn. 197.64
I x 15 200W Gauss

Tractrix.. 19480
2 x 15 400W Gauss

Tractrix. 32400
I x 18 200W Gauss

Reflex 18630
I x 18 200W Gauss

fld hn 259-20
Twin Horn Cab plus

X/0 on app

Ass Gauss P.A.
Ass Crecendo P.A

BOOSEY Et
HAWK ES

LANEY
L.60, I/b/o amp
L.I00, I/b or o amp
L.412 13100 cab.
L.412 S120, 1/b/o cab
L.60 PA, P/A amp
L.100 PA, PjA amp
L.212 PASO, cols (pr)
L.412PAI00, cols (pr)
LV I 1 Reverb unit

3225
4565
6070
6575
32-25
64-00
80-80

318-00
6300

H DB256, 55W valve,
bs.. 207 90

HDV4 100W valve 289 60
F-IDV2, 60W valve 263 15
HDV6B, 240W, s/s 29062
Speaker Enclosures:
EXSVT, 240W, 8 x 10 289 60
EXB4B, 240W, 2 x 15

hn. 454 10
EXB25B, 120W, 2 x 15 140 60
EXV4, 120W, 4 x 12 . 191 50
EXV2, 120W, 4 x 12. 213 10
EXV6B, 240W, 2 x 15 240 40
SR6, 120W PA, corn. 584 00

HAWK
9860, 5W. CALREC
9865, 15W.
9866, 25W.
9867, 50W.

AMPEG
VT40, 60W valve 28965
VT22, 100W valve 36820
G212, 120W s/state 343.65
G410, 120W s/state 38780
G4I2, 120W s/state 42700
6115, 120W s/s, bs 28965
13410, 120W s/s, bs 358-40
B- I 5S, 60W valve 368.20
B-ISN, 30W valve 28965
HDSVT, 300'N valve 39765 'B' Series Mixers
HDV4B, 100W valve, 12/1..

bs.. 257.75 12/2.

15/2.. 697-00 Slave 1000 8900
18/2.. 857-00 SPEAKER UNITS
Freigh Cases 4 x 12" 120W 14400
12 Ch 3100 4x 12" 80W. 10700
15 Ch. 3875 I x 18" IOW. 9600
18 Ch 4400 Bass Bin Emin 100W. 11300
'A' Series Custom Mixers Mini Bin 100W. 115'00
20/6/2 2860-00 2 x 12" P.A. 80W Pr. 111-00
16/8.. 2600.00 2 x 12" P.A. 120W Pr 140-00
24/2.. 1700-00 4 x 12" P.A. 160W Pr 208.00

4 x 12" P.A. 240W Pr 26800
Crossovers
2 way Stereo 6819 2 x 12" I Hn 80W Pr. 14600

3 way Stereo 7904 2 x 12" I Hn 120W Pr 175-00
Horn Unit (2) 99-00

ACCESSORIES
Twin Deck. 14000

CARLSBRO Reverb Unit. 5600
Fuzz Unit.. 1400
Wah Wah Pedal 14-50
Wah Swell Pedal 1500
Wah Fuzz Pedal 21'00Cardioid Condenser roics. VALVE AMPLIFIERS

4520 60 TC 9700
4520 100 TC 138.00
4970 60/5 P.A 111.00
4970 60 P.A. Reverb 125-00

100/7 P.A 151.00

SOLID STATE C.B.S. ARBITER
Stingray.. 104-00
Stingray Super. 132-00
Stingray combo. 17300 FENDER
Stingray Supercombo 201-00 Dual Showman, 2 x D
Wasp, IOW combo 4200 130F speakers 601.56

49600 Hornet, 25W combo 5900 Dual Showman, 2 x D
57300 Marlin 1042 140-00 140F speakers 621.00

CM652D.
CM654D
CM655D..
CM656D

CANARY

2895
4500
57-75
79.95

DuallShowman, top 351.00
Quad Reverb, 4 x 12 -

inch speakers 451-44
Quad Reverb, 4 x D

120F speakers 64800
Super Six, 6 x 10 -inch

speakers. 43524
Super Six, 6 x D I IOF

speakers. 758-16
Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -

inch speakers 38664
Twin Reverb, 2 x D

120F speakers 481-68
Bandmaster, 2 x 12 in 37908
Bandmaster, 2 x D

120F 483-84
Bandmaster, top 245-16
Bandmaster enclos-

ure 167-40
Super Reverb, 4 x 10 -

inch. 33372
Super Reverb, 4 x D

110F JBL. 49896
Pro. Reverb, 2 x I 2in. 30780
Vibrolux Reverb, 2 x

10 inch 255-96
De Luxe Reverb, I x

12 inch 204-12
Princeton Reverb, I x

10 inch 15336
Princeton, 1 x 10 inch 11340
Vibro Champ, Ix 8 in. 6696
Champ, I x 8 inch 60-48
Bass man 100,4 x12 in. 400-68
Bassrnan 100, top 226-80
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Bassmarill00,"enclos-
tire 213.80

Bassman 50, 2 x 15 in 333-72
Bassman 50, 2 x D

140F 430-92
Bassman 50, top 173-88
Bassman50, enclosure 186-84
Bassman 10, 4 x 10 in. 268-92
Bassman 10, 4 x D

110F 430-92
Musicmaster bass, I x

12 inch 95-04
PA100 PA system 425-52
PA 100 top 282-96
PAI00 column 182-52
Hi Freq. Horn 56.16
Cover set 21.00

ARBITER
AMPLIFICATION
25-50 Combo. 100-44
25-50 Cab 58-52
25-50 Cab w/hn. 88-56
50-100 Combo 166-32
50-100 Cab 88.56
50-100 Cab w/hn 118-80
50-100 Cab w/hns 149-04
FG 120 Amp top 150.12
FG100 Cab 4 x I2 149-04
W120 Amp top. 150-12

CERWIN VEGA

Amps
A1800 400W +400W
(Led meters). 450-00
A1800/I 400W+

400W VU meters
+LF/HF c/over 550-00

A3000 500W + 700W
Led meters 795-00

A300/I 700W+
700W VU meters
+LF/HF c/over 895-00

A3000/RS 850W+
850W stab. P/s.... . TBA

PA Systems-
complete with Amps
900W 3 way system

35-1800 Hz + 2
ampsx4ch 1718-00

1800W 2 cols 3 way
35-1800 Hz + 4
amps x 8 ch 3295.00

2800W 4 way system
32-20000 Hz + 2
ampsx4ch 2796.00

5600W 2 cols 4 way
32-20000 Hz + 4
amps x 8 ch 5281-00

11,200W 4 ch x 4 col
array 4 x 4 way
32-20000 Hz + 8
amps 16 ch. 9942-00

2800/5600/11200 are
designed for ex-
pansion up to
50,000 watts.

Vocal Reinforcement
systems
V.30A 150W. 226-18
V.32B 300W. 315-74
V.34 300W. 325-70
VH.36 400W 527-74
VH.48 600W . 652.14

Musical Inst. systems
_..6-03

G13.38 400W 453-09
BF.36 300W 305-79
B.36 300W. 285-89
B.48 400W. 405.82
13.36MF 300W 34e.59

B.48MF 400W 455-05

Sound Reinforcement
systems
L.48CF 500W 418-25
L.48CFD (L.48CF w

hrn ext op) 517.77
L.48DD 2000W. 1027.84
RMH. I 100W.. 293-84
M.36 300W 375-00
M.48 600W 430-69
HM F.4 200W. 403.31
HF.6 100W.. 244-09
M LT.4 250W. 305-79
PZ.I2 35W.. 181-87

CLEARTONE

CMI
1037, SOW L&B. 119-23
1038, 100W L&B 138.70
1039, 2 x 15 cab ,

120W, Id 122.21
1040, 2 x 15 cab ,

120W, bass 118-62
1050, 2 x 12 cab ,

50W, Id. 97.50
1062, I x 18 cab ,

100W, bass 98.81

1063, 4 xI2 cab.,
100w, d

1064, 4 x 12 cab ,
100W, bass

1047, 2 x 10 cols ,
60W, pr.

1048, 4 x 10 cols ,
120W, pr

1065, horn cabs.

1066, 2 x 12 cols ,
100W, pr

1067, 6 x 10 cols ,
300W, pr

1068, 250W slave
1069, 8-ch. mixer
Solid State amps:

071 SOW, L & bs.
072 100W L & bs
073 50W PA
074 100W PA.
075 100W Slave
070, SOW combo
060, sound/light
control..

061, lighting cabs ,
set 3

049, fuzz sound
041, minireverb
mixer, 6 chan

04IF, footswitch
Celestion spkrs.:
1051, G I2M, 25W
1052, G I2H, 30W
1053, G ISM, SOW
1055, G I 8C, 100W
1056, SIO, 15W.

129-00

129-00

110-11

142-26
81.57

158-57

127-87
191.60
257-41

18-84
27-57
18.84
53-50
11-36
73-05

43.47

50-60
10-36

66-50
2.88

15-33
18-28
22.98
41-23
5.49

J. T. COPPOCK

ELGEN
100W Lead
100W Bass.
100W Stereo.
100W Stereo Slave
100W, 4 channel PA
100W PA Slave.
SOW G/P
50Wcombo.w/reverb
SOW Bass combo
Fld Hn cab FHI50A
Fld Hn cab FH100A
lx 15 cab 150W
Ix 15 cab MOW
4x 12 cab
4x 12 cols. (pair)
2 x 12 cols. (pair)

124-50
24.50

137-50
113-00
12950
86-50
86-50

172-00
148-00
210-00
79-00
81-50
58-00
24-00
91.50
22.50

CUSTOM SOUND

CS 700A. 160-50
CS 700B 133-50
CS 700C. 97-50
CS 700D. 172.50
CS 7212D 58-50
CS 72I2G 58-50
CS 71I5D 90-00
CS 7215G 135-00
CS 7412G 97-50
CS 7H. 58-50
CS 7000. 846-00

DAVOLI

DAVOLI
Amplifiers:
Lead org bs, SOW 106-00
Lead org bs, 100W 14000
Lead org bs, 200W 210-00
Cabinets:
B50 1 x 12" 50W 59.50
B60 I x 15" 60W 85-00
B80 2 x 12" 80W 92-00
BI50 4 x 12" 150W TBA
Combination Amps:
16, 6W 33-00
Tempest 25, 25W,

1 x 8" 63-00
Tempest 25T, 25W 67-00
Tempest 50, 50W. 130.00
Tempest 50T, 50W 134-40
Super Studio 500,

50W, 1 x 12", 141-00
Super Studio 1000,

100W I x IS" 205-00
Storm 25, 25W, I x

12" 62.00
Storm 50, SOW, 2 x

12" 133.00
Mixers:
8092K, 6 inp solid

state mixer amp,
SOW.. 85-00

Clubman, 6 than rev.
SOW. 160-00

Mixer 6, 6 chan, 12
inp, 100W amp inc
100W. 310-00

Compact Mixer, 6
chan basic w/out
power. 125.00

Stereo Mixers:
Mixer 12 Echo F, 12

than, 15 inps 420.00
Mixer 12 1- 5. 992-00
Multicore, for 12 1 5

mixer.. 160-00
Slave Amps:
UP 100. solid state,

100W. 108-00
UP 200, solid state,

200W. 132-00
UP 100+100, stereo,

200W. 145-00
P.A. Cabinets:
VP 25, I x 12", 40W . 44.80
VP 40, 1 x 12", 40W . 53-50
DK 45, I x 12", 45W. 58-50
DK 75, 2x 12" 75W. 92-50
DK 90, 2 x 4" twtrs,

I x 12" m"range,
1 x 12" bs, 90W. 115.00

DK 120, 1 x 15", 2
H.F. horns, 120W . 150-00

DK 180, 4 x 12", 4 x
4" twtrs, 180W 196.00

DK 200, 2 x 15" wfrs,
2 x m/range horns,
2 x H.F. horns,
200W. TBA

P.A. Horns:
Boxed unit, 100W

driver & flare 110-00
P.A. Bins:
Exponential, full rnge

bs reflex cab, 2. x
12" spkrs, 100W 145.00

Titan 100, reflex cab,
1 x 15" spkr, 100W 164-00

Titan 150, as above w
Altec 150W spkr,
150W. 195-00

Microphones:
K 700. 36-00
K 695 35-00

DISCO GLITTER
SYSTEMS

Consoles:
Studio 100 glitter flk 268-92
Mini 100S std, plain.. 214-92
Speaker Systems:
2x 12.120W glit, flk.. 93-96
2 x 12 120W std, pin. 83-16

DH ELECTRONICS

Di Powermaster 100.
DJ Powermaster 150.
DJ Stereo -amp. 200..
01 100. 100W slave..
DJ Disco -amp., 100W
DJ Starlight
DiscoStandard,150W
Disci, Disco -Vox,

100W.
Stereo Mini
Prince, SOW cab
Consort, 100W cab
Sovereign, 100W cab
Royale, 100W cab

74-84
94.44

129-60
64.15
98-01
61-29

210-60

332-64
126-80
47.52
82-08

106-92
194-40

ELECTROSOUND

Custom-built, prices
on application

ELECTRO-VOICE

FC100 horn 37-48
1823, 110W driver 36.18
1829, 60W driver 36-83
848A CDP speaker 60.70
Eliminator I. 280-80
Eliminator II. 237-60
Sentry IV system 448-20
EVM I 2L speaker 66-42
EVMI5B speaker 74-52
EVM I 5L speaker 74-52
EVM18B speaker 85.86
SP8B, 8 coaxial. 29-70
I2TRXB. 67-50
725A driver 43-20
T350, VHF driver 50-22
8HD horn. 16-63

ELKA-ORLA

6101 Universal Amp
50 281.10

6102 Universal Amp
100 315-18

6103 Universal Amp
200 509.11

6104 Reverb III. 119.22

E.S. ELECTRONICS

006 S/L 150 126-90
007 PA200/R 220.86
010 PA 100T/C 143-64
011 PAI00S, 120W 143.64
012 PA67TC 92-07
013 PA605 92.07
015 8200. 142-78
016 FH100 169.56
017 HFI00 138.24
018 FH200 251-10
019 FH400 367-20
020 PA3 & 4. 167-40
021 PA6OM 100-44
022 S120 165-78
023 SID disco cab 279-72
024 Unit 63 disco 180-36
002 N/S 211.68
003 PA 100/R 180-36
004 AP150 165.78
005 AP200 202-50

FM ACOUSTICS

SSH E -I df pedal
SSH Vdf super pedal
SSH Phaser-filter
SSH Distort, booster
FM CSEST horn.
FM C7EST horn.
FM C8 H.F. horn
FM C35 15 cell horn
D2 Multicell driver
D4 Driver.
D5 Driver.
E2 -E4 Network 3 -way
E2 -E4 Network in

housing.
Dest double entry

4341 Studio mt., 4 -
way.

434IWX Studio mc ,
4 -way.

4350 Studio mt., 4 -
way.

4350WX Studio mt ,
4 -way.

4375 Line Array
4380 Colinear Array

LOUDSPEAKER
TBA SYSTEMS

412 BL, 200W 4 x 12.
2 x 12, 70W PA, d/c..
215 BL, 200W, 2 x 15,
UNIT PA
Radial horn, SOW....
115 Bs compact 100W
Speaker stand

GARDNER

Loudspeaker units
Ix I 2"+ hn 60W pr . 127-50
2 x 12"+ hn 100W pr 176-25
I x 15"-F2 hns 100W

pr 202.00
2 x 12" bin 400W pr 416-00
I x 15" bin 200W pr 253.08
4 x 12" Id cab 100W

ea.. 130-00
2 x 15" bs cab 100W

ea.. 130-00
2 x 12" Id cab 60W ea 90.00
4x 12" p.a. cols 200W

pr 270.00
2-hn unit pr 90-00

72-00 I -hn unit pr 65-58
89-00 Amplification
57-00 100W combo. 182-50
41-00 6 ch 100W p a 128.12
23-00 100W slave.. 75-00
48-00
31-00

304-00
57.00
57.00
62-00
42-00

G.M.S.

P&N microphone stands:
GM102F, floor 13-19

60.00 GM I 67, floor. 7-78
GMI I9F, boom stand 20-25
GM139, boom stand . 15-54
GM102F + GMIIS,

boom stand 20-71
GM115, boom 7.52
GM120, boom 9-02
GM121, boom 10-00

6-60
7.73
8-89
9-02

10-02

11.00

FAL

Minstreal 2
Super Minstrel
Maestro..
Phase 50.
Super 50.
Phase 100, 2 amp
Super 100 amp.
P100 slave.
PA200 slave
120.6 amp..
50, I x 12 cab.
100, 2 x 12cab
Duo 100, 2 x I2cab
Major, 4 x 12 cab
Disco.
Disco pre -amp.
Power Disco
PA 200 cols (pr)

FARFISA*

GM137, boom
19.60 GM 109. table top
24.30 GMI I I, table cop
43.74 GMI48, low level
43-96 G MI49, low level
63-72 Accessories:
73.98 GM I 50 triple mic bar 5-49
82-94 GM 127, adjuster 1-80
41-90 GM 166, mixersamp
57-94 stand... 12-50
96-98
31-86
56.9297.74 G.P. ELECTRONICS
87-97
8,7.97 IncvAT

I.C. 130 89-42
129'60 S.L. 130 72-66
146-88 PA 130 119-02

PAR 130. 134-59
Mini Disco. 270.54
5 OR Combo. 210.95

RSC 350 Rotating

100R Combo. 250-50
Char -is Amp. 46.11

sound cabinet, 160 -
watt amplifier 588.60 HAMMOND

RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amplifier.. 340.20

OR 200, 106 -watt
amplifier and two
speaker cabinets... 513-00

TR 70, portable, 60W
two channels. 232.20

CL30 Amp./Cab 237.60

FELDON AUDIO

JBL
4311 Control mt
4311 WX Control mt
4320 Studio mt
4320WX Studio mt
4330Studiomt.2-way
4330WX Studio mt,

2 -way.
4331 Studio mt
433IWX Studio mt

2-way.
4332 Studio mt., 3 -

way.
4332WX Studio mt ,

3 -way .
4333 Studio mt., 3 -

way.
4333WX Studio mt 

3 -way.
4340 Studio mt., 4 -

way.
4340WX Studio mt.,

4 -way.

TBA

LESLIE TONE
CAIN ETS

10 128-00
25 275-00
45. 395-00
47. 425-00
47RV. 498-00
22 425-00
22RV. 498-00

251. 485-00
700. 445-00
710 538.00
770 498-00
18 225-00
60 395-00
825 370-00
760. 498.00
910 675-00
950 1195-00
9420 Combo pre -amp 81.00
9370 Combo pre -amp 75-00
9340 Combo pre -amp 45-00
9875 Combo pre -amp 58-00

147-31
93.74

164-05

97.09
102-96

21 -76

HILL

Modular Desks (40 ch max)
6 into 2 C srs 582-00
6 into 2 B srs 796-00
6 into 4 B srs 998-00
6 into 4 D srs 1520.00
6 into 2K srs 1075-00
6 into 4 K srs 1345.00

Non -modular Desks
Ointo 2 M102 235.00
6 into2M162 385.00

Power Amps
IC1085100W/13ohms 77400
1C2085200W/8 ohms 119-00
I C404S 400W/4ohms 190-00
Bins/Horns
Martin Bins 199-00
JBL 2420 199-00
JBL 2482 290-00
Gauss 15" chassis 86-00

HOHNER*

Schaller Solo Uni..... 66-85
Orgaphon 55 MH..... 311-20
Orgaphon BOX 80 Spk 134-15
Dynamite 35-55
Leslie 830 775-25
MARLBORO
GA2 Amp 34-35
GA3 Amp 38-70
G 40RAmp 82-05
G 50 R Amp 95-10
GBO 12 B Amp. 77-60
GBO 15 B Amp 90-15
1500 B Amp 129-00
1500 B Amp 6500
1500 B Speaker. 64-00
PA 500 P.A. Amp 90-15
SM 600 Mixer 90-15
2C4 10H 4 x 10Col 9015

HORNBY-SKEWES

MILES PLATTING
V50. 89.53
V50.5 spkr. 65-02
V.100 109-57
C.50 148.47
PA.50 . 103-48
PA.50.5 PA spkr 107-83
PAI00. 123-15
PAIOOS PA spkr 179.72
ZEN TA
Z3.. 15-96
CD6SD 23.96

ICELECTRICS*

ICE
Stereo mixer. 129-60
Mono mixer. 9720
100W Slave chassis 51-84
100W Slave cased 70.20
Mono Disco 307.39
Stereo Disco. 391.63

JOHN BIRCH

Penetrator:
15in. Crescendo 15I20
I 5in . Gauss 183.60
I2in. Crescendo 102.60
I2in. Gauss 129-60

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
HH ELECTRONIC YTAI 5 combo. 97.20

/I YTA25 combo 107.02
YTA45 combo 185.56

IC.100, l/b/o, 100W.. 143-96 YTA95 combo 244.47
IC.1005, l/b/o, 100W. 113.83 Y8A45 combo bs 136.47
1C.100 combo 194.18 YBA65 combo bs..... 231.70
IC.I 00-S combo. 174.10 Lead Stacks:
MA.100, 5-ch PA 137.27 YTA100 325.95
MA.100-5, 5-ch PA-- 117-18 YTA110 371.11. S.I30 slave, 130W. 87-05 YTA200. 464-38
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YTA300 659-76
YTA400. 798.19
YHS100. 165.92
TS100. 195.38
TSI10.. 240.54
TS200.. 333.81
Bass Stack:
YBA100 377.00
Y BA200 644.05
YBA300 911.10
BS100.. 267-05
PA and Ensemble:
EM 60A 11585
EM 90A 179.67
EM 130A.. 235.33
PM 200. 211.09
PM 400.. 39900
P M1000 P.O.A.
Cabinets:
ES 60A Pr 68-73
ES 90A Pr 9818
ES 130 Pr 117.82
PS 75 Pr 343 63
PS 100 Pr 46832
TSIOOPR 390.76
TS200 Pr 618.16
YHS 100 Pr 331.84
BS 100 Pr 534.10
PS 400 Pr ' 949.00
Complete Systems:
YES 600 184.58
YES 900. 277.85
YES 1300 353-15
YPA 150. 554-72
YPA 200. 679.49
YPA 206. 50661
YPA 2064-4. 838.45
YPA 208. 601.85
YPA 208H. 933.69
YPA 406. 734.01
YPA 406H 1065.85
YPA 408. 829-25
YPA 408H. 1161-09
YPA 606. 1124-77
YPA 606H. 1456 61
YPA 608. 1220.01
YPA 608H. 1551.85
YPA 800. 1348.00
Yamaha Disco Systems:
YDS 200. 390-76
YDS 200H. 722.84
YDS 400. 667.62
YDS 400K. 999.46
YDS 600. 1058.18
YDS 600K. 1390-02
YDS 602H. 1721.86
YDS 600B 1201.72
YDS 600BH 1533.56
YDS 800. 1335.24
YDS 800H 1667.08
YDS 802H. 1998.92

LEM

Venus G20 combo 6600
Mars B30 combo 9075
Mars GR30 combo 10725
Saturn B50 top. 8250
Saturn GRSO top 99-00
Pro. Lem mixr 206-25
Baby Lem mixr/amp 247.50
Studio Lem mixr 41250
Rack. 5775
100W amp. 111.37
180W amp 156-75
Voltage regulator 61.05
Flight case 29.70
LP60 PA cab 113-37
LG100 PA cab 19387
LG300 PA cab 305-25
Telescopic stands 2420
911 Bass amp, 2 x 15

cabs. 35970
912 amp, 4 x 12 cab 363.00
Lem Audio road po 464-05

L.S.E.

Sound Units
Jinglemaster 120.00
STAK S.L 72.35
STAK I 87.00
STAK 5 115.00
RAK S.L. 6600
RAK I. 7950
RAK 5.. 102.83
RAK Cab P.O.A.
Slave Pwr Amp 100W

Chassis. 4900
Disco Mixer Type 145 55.00
Disco Mixer Type

145/S. 60.00
Disco Unit. 132.00
Disco Unit w 100W

Amp. 17600
Disco Unit Deluxe

(Double T).. 190.00
Mixer 8000/M 370.00
Mixer 8000/MP. 450.00
Lighting Units
Discotron MKII 3-

1000

Discotron MKII 3-
2000

Strobe Super (self-
contained).

Strobe Super 6 (set
of 6 with control
unit)..

Exclusive of V.A.T.

(8% VAT)
120.00 G25.

G30
39-00 RG30.

U30.
U40.

196.00 RG50.
U50
U60C.
U70 Studio.
U80.
U8ON,
UlOON.
U120
Power/generators, mixers
L30. 93 00
LM30. 93 00
LM40 111 00
L50. 140 00
L60C 160 50
L70. 175 00
L75N. 185 00
LIOON. 245.50
L125 315 00
X41. 149.00
X6I. 199.00
X81. 242 00
X82. 324 00
X101 294-00
X102 363 00
X1235. 669 00
X1635. 855 00
X1245. 1050 00
X164S. 1338 00

M ACIN N ES

CROWN I N T/AMCRO N
IC 150 stereo pre -amp 21060
D60 amp.. 167.40
D150, 140W amp.. 28080
DC300 A. 453-60
M600, 1000W amp 896-40
M2000, 2000W amp 1792-80
M I 2A, 50W driver 1936
M I 2C, SOW driver 1936
M 15C, 100W driver 32-07
MI5E, 100W driver 3207
M I 8A, 200W driver 8690

MAINE

Artist Amp. 100A 13640
Standard Amp. 1005 . 110.05
Booster Amp. 100B 88-35
Footswitch. 7.75

MAURICE
P LACQU ET*

AMPEG
Ampeg V4 stack 565 00
Ampeg V4 B system 575.00
Ampeg B I 5N porta-

bass. 315.00
Ampeg V2 system 395.00
ACOUSTIC:
371 system. 630 00
271 system. 675 00

MME

Sound Blender 150W
Slave Amp I 50W.....

187.50
87-00

N.B.

FLAME
MP 50.
MP 50, 2 x 12 cab
MP 50, 2 x 12 combo
MP 50, I x 15 combo
Session Master reverb

62.50
62.50

108-50
93-00

22500

NICHOLLS

Item Amplification
120W SL.
200W SL..
6 -channel, 120W PA
120W Slave
200W Slave
6 -channel Mixer
Speaker Systems
4x 12, 100W C cab
4 x 12, 200W G cab
4 x 12, 200 S C cols

per pair.
4 x 12, 400W G cols.

per pair.
2 x 12, 100W C cab
2x 12, 100W G shaped

cab.
1 x 18, 100W G Bass

cab.
2 x 15 Bass reflector.
Horn systems
4 x Middax horn cab.
2 x 12 shaped cab.

two Middax horns,
150W.

30-08
75-76
87-00
24.33
65.66
6488

15.19
44.97

228-10

255.92
8883

9862

99.53
166.60

129.39

NOVAN EX

ORANGE*

CABS
115 Bass 60W, I x 15"

inv. horn
114/110 Bass, 100W,

I x 15" inv. horn
113 Reflex Bass, 2 x

15", 120W.
113/200 Reflex Bass,

2 x 15" 200W 285.45
109. 4 x 12" 120W.. 144-96
107, 2 x 12" Monitor,

60W. 89.25
I14/4H, I x 15" inc

horn, 4 horns and
Cross 249.75

106, 4 x 12" anti -
feedback col. 144-96

HORNS
106/HO Horn units

for col. (pr)
108 Horn unit, 100W
108/V Horn unit de

luxe, 100W, inc.
Vitavox 53.

ANOS
04B, 6 chann., 120W

PA 285.75
05, 6 chann., 200W
custom PA (prof.). 47295

02.120W,graphicPA 147-30
02/80, 80W, graphic

PA 139-80
04/TX150, 150W, 6

chann. PA. 254.10
03, 200W, Slave 327.45

I 1, 120W, graphic
Slave.. 13470

11/80, 80W, graphic
Slave.. 124.80

500W, Slave.. 907.50
10, 200W, 353.92
12(120,120W. 142-35
IS, 80W combo 203.85
15/R 80W, combo
with Hammond re -
verb

115(210,120W,combo
115/120R, I 20W,com.

98.50
09.00
25-00
29-00 DYNACORD
40.00 Perfect combo 362-88
59-00 BasskingT Bass amp 174.96
69-00 Imperator Bass amp 233.28
8500 8.1001 b/o amp. 388.80

239.00 HiFi Favorit II 285.12
199 00 G.2002 427 68
29900 Eminent 100. 641.52
375.00 Eminent II. 291-60
399-00 Gigant 557.28

Gigant II. 59292
A.1000 359-64
D.310 H, 80W cab. 268.92
D.350, 80W cab 262.44
Magic HS 90.72
Echchord Mini 262.44
Echochord Super. 35992
SUNN
Self -Contained Units
Studio lead 24000
Studio bass 228.00
Guitar Amplifiers
190L 330.00
Model T 420.00
Concert lead. 330.00
Coliseum lead. 57000
Coliseum 880. 597-00
Bass Amplifiers
1908. 276-00
Model T. 420.00
Concert bass. 276.00
Coliseum bass 570-00
Coliseum 880 597.00
Mixer & Mixer Amplifiers
Studio PA. 228-00
Concert Controller I 438-00
Concert Controller II:
Model 80 74700

152-25 Model 81 897.00
Model 80P 89700

214.20 Model 8IP 1047.00
Speaker Enclosures:

214-20 312S 21600
4125 258-00
610S 216-00
610M.. 504-00
1155 168-00
115M. 186-00
215$ 210-00
215M. 246-00
215SH 268.00
415M. 330.00
I I8M. 318-00
I I8MH. 360.00
212S 150-00

169.40 410S 156-00
163.35 410M. 348.00

CONTROL AUDIO -
CONTROLLER

21780 OPTIONS
Model 40.. 1257.00
Model 41.. 1407.00
Model 42 1557.00
Model 60 1407.00
Model 61.. 1557.00
Model 62.. 1707.00
Model 80.. 1557-00
Model 81.. 1707.00
Model 82. 1857.00

B. PAGE & SON

ROOST

AMPLIFICATION
Inclusive of V.A.T.
(Valve)
SOW 2 charm +over-

drive fac. 88-72
244.65 SOW 2 than
259.50 integral reverb 115.51
300.30 150W 2 than ± over-

drive fac. 113-83
150W 2 than

integral reverb 110.62
150W PA 6 than+
indiv echo controls 159.03
150W Slave 97 09
Session Master 50W

comb 2 x 12". 155.68
Session Master as

above w reverb 180.79
Session Master 50W

comb amp 4 x 12". 214.27
Session Master as

above with reverb. 239.38
Session Master SOW

Bass comb amp 16907
8 than mixer, 187.04

CABINETS
Styled as support cabinets
for Master combinations
2 x 12" 100W 82.02
2 x 12" 120W 86.21
Standard range:
2 x 12" IDOW 82.03
2 x 12" 120W 86.21
4 x 12" 200W 132.25
4 x 12" 240W 140.62

1 x 12" 30/60/90
stage monitors. pr. 90.40

PA :CE

Excl. VAT
6-chann. mixer amp

w graphic e/q 200.00
F.P.R. Slave 200W 118.00
(350W varsion). 132.00
Stereo 5 -way graphic

e/q. 80.00
10 -way Parametric

143.40 e/q 250.00
12 chann mixing desk 1050-00
18 chann mixing desk 225000
Bass bins.. 120.00

Combos
(25% VAT)
Aut 3.
Aut 6
Aut 10
POP 15
FU22

90.75 WA44

37.50
44.00
63.00
87.00
31.00
24.75

Radial and sectorial
has 165.00

Disco console 180.00
Twin reverb unit.. 120.00
Phase unit std mono. 70.00
Phase unit std stereo 120.00
Phase unit std deluxe 180-00
Electronic crossovers

from. 3000
Custom built prices

on application

I x 15" 100W Folded
hn bass bin. 163.22

.113L, Gauss, Crescendo
etc. speakers can be
supplied in above units.
Prices ex covers

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Amplifiers:
1959 100W lead 67.90
1987 SOW lead. 18.42
2068 100W Artist 77.58
2048 SOW Artist 36.60
1992 100W Bs 67.90
1986 50W Bs. 18-42
1989 50W Org. 1842
2098 100W Ld Trans. 4300
2099 100W Bs Trans. 4300
Speaker Cabinets:
1982-1982B 4 x 12 ea. 59.00
1960-1960B 4 x 12 ea. 45.60
1935-19358 4 x 12 ea. 45.60
2045 2 x 12 60W 86.85
1995 1 x 12 50W 67.96
1990 8 x 10, 100W 145.60
2064 1 x 12 Powercel 142.63
2065 I x 15 Powercel 16640
2052 I x 15 Powercel,

Bs Boost. 19909
2049 2 x 12 Artist 123.06
2069 4 x 12 Artist 149.82
2056 2 x 15 Powercel 341.71
2097 8 x 8 Pair 180.45
2095 100W Folded

Hn. Bs 145.60
Combination amplifiers:
2040 Artist Reverb 212.51
2041 Artist Reverb 259.69
2059 100W Artist 327.45
2077 Transistor Bs 243.13
2078 Transistor Ld 243.13
PA Amplifiers:
2003 100W 6 i/p 185.35
191720W Set-up 141.82
2071 6-ch Mixer 68.30
1994 Transistor Slave 97.98
2050 9-ch Mixer 331.75
2070 12-ch Stereo

Mixer. 1070.00
2051 Transistor Slave 183.64
1985 50W 4-ch. 118-42
PA Speaker Cabinets:
2043 2 x 12, 2 x 10 pr. 254.28
2047 1 x 12, 1 x 10 167.45
2056 2 x 15 Powercel 341.71
2057 Single H/F Ho 213-30
Disco Units.
1993 2 -Deck Disco 175.54
1994 Slave Amp. 97.98
1995 1 x 12 Spkr Cab 67-96

ROSETTI

LEO PORTABLE AMPS
9641 w/tremolo 2595
9642 Leo ten 37.75
SHURE
VA300S Speaker Col-

umn.. 146-45
VA30 IS Monitor

Speaker 106.27
VA302E-C Control

Console 424.45
PM300E Booster amp 176.90
A3PC-C Console cov 8.64
A3PC set of coos 29.37
A3PC-S Speaker coy 10.37
A3S-C console stand 27.65
A35.5 Speaker stand 10.56
A3 1 PC -S Monitor coy 8.64
P300R rack mount kit 6.91

S.A.A.S.

Complet P.A. system
1200W/360W fld bck 5643.00

S.A.I.

DSI stereo disco 267.30
Disco 1V/s Pro 189.00
Disco IV/s Standard 174.96
Disco IV 155.52
Amplifiers:
SA280S stereo sly 162-00
SA1505 sly. 123.72
SA6OS sly,. 72.90
SASOT T-FB 81-00
Cabinets:
MP1010. 17820
MPI000. 155.52
MPI011. 124.20
MPI012. 210.60
MP1013. 178.20
MP1004. 124.20

MPI003. 194.40
MP1005. 97.20
MPI009. 97.20
MA501 pr 200 88
MA500 pr 137.70
MA503 pr 102 60
MA505 pr 91.80
MA506 pr 74.52
MA1006 . 42.21

SELMER

SOLID STATE
1555 Combo. 37 60
Super Reverb 30

Combo.. 109 00
Lead 100 126 00
Bass 100. 101 00
Power 100. 7900
Futurama 3. 21 00
L -1 B 100. 18300
SL 100 slave 132 00
PA 100 188 00
VALVE
Treble 'N' bs, 100 SV 109.00
Treble 'N' bs, 50 SV 89.00
Treble 'N' bs, 50 SV

Reverb. 10100
P.A.100/6 SV Reverb 165.00
P.A.I00/4 SV 123.00
Speakers:
Lead 100. 12900
Bass 100. 9700
P.A.60H column 109 00
TV -35 P.A. column 55.00
TV -20 P.A. column 75.00
GIBSON
G-10 94-00
G-20. 139.50
G-35. 178 00
G-55 w. Phase Shift 255.50
G-105 w. Phase Shift 332 00
G -I 15 w. Phase Shift 355.50
Thos bass amp 190.50
Super Thos bass amp 29800
GIBSON SYSTEMS
SG212 amp. 462-00
SG2I2A amp with

Altec speakers 574 00
SG I 15.I amp 541.00
SGI40 amp 48350
SG6I0 amp 541 50
SG2I5 bass amp 406 00
SG8 I 2 PA system 743.50
SG8 I 2HD PA, head

only.. 405.00
SG812COL. half PA

column.. 91.00
SG 1000 gtr system,

head only 40740
SG 100B bs system,

head only 32150

SHARMA

ORGAN SPEAKER CABS
500. 120.19
500 Professional 158.78
500 de luxe 174 15
Sharmette . 231-21
2000 Traditional, d/I 306.18
2000 Professional-- 302.94
5000 392.30
5200, de luxe. 556.41
5300, de luxe 654.92
Combo Pre -amp 33.21
2200 266.43
2100, de luxe. 404.70
2300, de luxe. 424.14
5300, de luxe. 65492
Combo Pre -amp d/I. 36.86
Reverb. 48-41

DAVE SIMMS
MUSIC PRODUCTS

I x 15" Folded Hron
bin 12550

2 x 12" Hn. PA Cols
pr 144-00

Disco:
MD3/100 217-00
August Amplification
PA 1004th 99-90
2 x 12 PA Cols. prs 125.50
2x 12 PA Hn Cols prs 15550
I x 12 PA cols prs 79.50
I x 12 PA Hn Cols pr 109.65
4 x 12 Super PA Cols

prs. 227.60
2 x 12 Inst. Cab 73.65
4 x 12 Inst. Cab. 11380
"V" 4 x 12 Inst. Cab 120.50
I x 15 Folded Hn Bin 12550
Add on Hn per pair 8370
August Disco Consoles
MD2. 88-70
MDI. 123.00
MD3 Garrard dks 166.50
MD3 BSR dks 156.50
MD3/100W. 234-50
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SIMMS-WATT'S

12051 Vocal Blender. 205.00
12058 Hammond Rvb

mxr.. 77.75
12052 100 TSL slave 95.00
12068 PA Bin. 16940
12054 2 x 12 PA cols

twin hn, pr 165.75
12063 1 x 12 PA cob,

hn. pr. 135.00
12028 Add-on hns, 49.95

12067 50 amp. 99.50
12011 AP100 amp 155.00
12013 Super AP200

amp.
12014 Super 200 PA
12016 GE100 amp
120552x 12 cab
12062 2 x 12 cab, hn
12066 f x 16 cab, hn
12065 I x 15 Bs cab
12075 60/100 Pro -

combo amp 199.00
12008 Disco Dex

MkIIIA. 229.00
12010 Disco Dex

Mk111..
12009 Disco Dex Pro
11001 Echo Dek
12019 Guyatone Rev

186.75
212.00
165.75
84.95
95.00
89.50
79.50

155.00
225.00
79.50
27.25

SONDCRAFT

16/2 mixer. 1080.00
12/4 mixer. 1053.00
16/4 mixer. 1209.00
Soundcraft/Court PA's

prices on application

SOLA SOUND

Reverb mixer
Doppletone..
6-ch mixer.
Graphic equlaiser
Mighty Atom amp
Compact 10
Power Pak 15
Power Pak 30
Bass 30

42.00
42.00
35.00
42.00
25.00
33.00
48.00
85.00
75.00

SOUNDOUT

Series Ills, mono 239.76
Series III, mono 100W 302.94
Series Ills, stereo 301.32
Series111,stere0200W 408.24
Series IVa, mono 199.26
Series IV, mono 100W 255.96
Series Va, mono 199.26
Series V, mono 100W 255.96
Loudspeakers:
HEI c, I x 12, 50W 48.60
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 81.65
DL3, 100W F/rng 176.58
DL5, 200W F/rng 218.66
DL6, 100W Firng 97.20

STRAMP*

2100-A, 100W amp.
top. 213.60

2120-A, 120W amp
top 199.30

3120-A, 120W, 4-chn
amp, top.. 192.30

SL100. 120W slave
amp.. 127.90

SL200, 240W slave
amp.. 17710

MP 10, 10-chan. mixer 577.15
MP -I6, 16 -than, mix. 1427.90
EX -2 cross -over 113.60
K-85 Power Baby

combo.. 256.45
K-95 Bass Baby com-

bo. 285.00
2050 -BB, 100W cab 163.60
2100 -GB, 200W cab 206.60
2100 -BB, 100W bass

cab. 213.60
370-B, 70W horn p.a

cab. 142.15
3140-BH, 140W horn

p.a. cab 186.45
3140-B 140W p.a. cab 156.45
3200-B, 120W bass

horn cab. 42710
H-50, 70W tweeter

horn. 156.45
H.100 120W tweeter

horn.. 227.15

SUMMIT

I x 18" Gauss Driven
200W Bs Bins 181.40

Twin Driver 100W
Large Flair Hns 10932

I x 15" plus hn Gtr
cabs (Gauss/Altec) TBA

4 x 12" Celestion
G I 2H cabinets 125.57

4 x 12" Custom 60
cabs. 128.33

4 x 12" Custom 60
bass cabs.. 129.85

2 x 15" Ported cabs TBA
2 x IS" Ported Bass

cabs. TBA
4 x 12" Celestion

G I 2H PA cols pr 237.21
4 x 12" Custom 60

PA cols pr 242.74
2 x 12" Celestion cols 73.13
2 x 12" Custom 60

cols. 74.52
2 x 12" Celestion

cols with hns. 102.20
2 x 12" Custom 60

cols with hrns 103.58
Boxes of 4 hrns-as

add ons to the 4 x
12" cols pr. 162.38

Boxes of 2 hns-as
add ons to the 2 x
12" cols pr. 104.60

Inc 8% VAT

THEATRE
PROJECTS

ALTEC
VOICE OF THE
THEATRE PROJECTS
1204B, 50W 388.80
1208B, 50W 378.00
1218A, SOW. 388.80
1215A, folded L/F hn,

150W. 226.80
1225A, portable H/F

hn, 100W 432.00
1205BX power I/spkr 594.00
1209BX power I/spkr 591.84
1219AX power l/spkr 602.64
1207C col. spkr, 75W 199.80
1211A col. spkr, SOW 162.00
1217A col. spkr, 75W 259.20
612C spkr cab 70.20
828B spkr cab 97.20
815A L/F hn. cab 127.44

Studio Monitors:
9844A, 30W. 343.44
9845A, SOW. 453.60
9846-8A, 100W. 475.20
9848A, 200W 831.60
9849A, 60W. 286.20
9846BX (powered) 669.60

Amplifiers:
771BX bi-amp, 60W

L/F, 30W H/F 24840
9477B, 130W power

amp.. 270.00

Music Speakers and
Components:
417.8H,12 in, 1130W .
418-8H, 15 in, 150W .
421-8H, 15 in, 150W .
42S -8H, 10 in, 75W
601-8D,12 in, duplex,

20W
604E, 15 in, duplex,

35W.
51IB, Sectors) hn
808/8A, 30W H/F

driver.
N809/8A, crossover/

attenuator.

68.04
72.36
88.56
59.40

86.40

160.92
51.84

73.98

45.36

THOR*

I 47W, 1/13/0 amp 119.54
I 47W, push button

amp. 130.20
I 47W, Slave amp 104.65
85W, Slave 77.50
300W, Horn folded

bass cab. 262.70
300W, 2 x 15 lead cab 187.50

TYAS

LC.60 2 -than amp
LC.60,60Wslave am p
GA 125W gtr amp
PS 125W slave amp
TI25 amp
60W combi

75.00
60.00
85.00
96.00

130.00
115.00

2 x 12" 100W spkr pr
Horn units pr
Bins, each
Disco I x 12^, each
PA 2 x 12", pr

108.00
85.00

120.00
30.00

10800

TOP GEAR
Exc. VAT.
AXAMP
Batt, Port
PEAVEY
Combinations:
Pacer 45W w/reverb

1 x 12 127.50
TNT 45W 1 x IS Bs 142.50
Classic 50W Rev 2 x

12 172.50
Classic 50W Rev 4 x

10
Vintage 110W Rev

2x 12
Vintage 110W Rev

4x 10
Deuce II 110W Rev.

2 x 12
Session 200W Rev.

1 x 15 JBL 367.00
Session 200W Rev.

2 x 12 EV 38250
Heads only:
Festival 110W Dual

Channel Reverb 210.00
Roadmaster 200W 3-

Chan 285.00
Century 60W all-

purpose. 135.00
Bass 210W Dual Chan 210.00
Musician 210W Dual

Chan Reverb. 225.00
Standard 130W Rev.

all-purpose.. 157.00
F -800G 410W Rev /

effects. 375.00
F -800B 410W Bass

with equaliser 330.00
Speaker Cabs (Instruments):
All purpose BOW

x IS
Grt/K/board 100W

Cab, 2 x 12.
All-purpose 150W,

2 x 15
Gtr/K/board 150W,

6 x 10 Special order
Gtr/K /board 200W,

8 x 10 Special order
Gtr/K/board 200W

Large, 4 x 12 150.00
Gtr/K/board 200W

Large, 4 x 12. 150.00
Gtr/K/board 200W

Stackable, 4 x 12 150.00
Gtr/K/board ISOW

Cab, 2 x 15 (-1-Hn) 165.00
Bs/Org 100W Stack -

able, 1 x 18. 210.00
Gtr/K/board 200W

6 x 12 +Hn Special order
Bs/Org 100W Folded

Hn Cab I x 18 Special order
4-Chn 60W Rev. amp

with 2 x 10 cols
Standard 130W Rev

mixer P.A.
PA400 210W Rev.

12 Inp P.A..
PA600 210W Rev.

18 Inp P.A
PA900 400W Rev.

27 Inp P.A
BOOM 8 Chn Hi -Lo

Rev, mixer.
260 Booster 130W

Slave..

800 Booster 400W
Slave.

Monitor 130W w
Equalisation

Monitor System Amp
w.2 I x 12 -I -Horn
Tiltback spkr299.70

PA Cabs:
4 x 10 SOW 72.90
I x 12 + Hn SOW

Tiltback 72.90
2 x 12 75W Col. 72.90
2 x 12 + Hn Col 105.30
4 x 12 150W Col 105.30
4x 12 + Hn 150W

Col . 12960
2 x 15 + Hn 150W

Col. 202.50
Festival Ed 2 x 12 &

2 x 15 Spkrs 243.00
Festival Projector Hn

Adjustable Cross-
over Network
75W. 145.80

Vocal Projector Enclosures:
2x 15+Twin Hn Encl

75W To be announced
2x 12+ Hn Encl 75W
I x 15+ Hn End 75W
Microphones:
Low Imp 35.64

13.95

19500

270.00

300.00

255.00

9000

112-50

150.00

268.30

178.20

243.00

437.40

567.00

259.20

145.80

275.40

153.90

High Imp 35.64
412 col.,4x 12 153.90
4I2H, 4 x 12+ hn 186.30
215H col., 2 x 15 f hn 259.20

HIWATT
AP50 Amp. 115.50
AP100 Amp 150.00
AP200 Amp 192.00
PA50/6 Amp 132.00
PAI 00/6 Amp 157 50
PA200/6 Amp 216.00
Slave 100 Amp 118.50
Slave 200 Amp 174.00
Slave 400 276.00
Ld 75W 4 x 12 cab 123.00
Ld 100W/Bs 70W

4 x 12 cab 136.50
Ld I 50W/Bs 100W

4 x 12 cab 153.00
AP 2 x 15 hn. bin,

100W. 19050
AP 4 x 12 Hn. Bin,

150W. 19050
150W 2 x 15 Bs Ref

cab. 154.50
4 x 12 PA col., 75W 117.00
4 x 12 PA col., 100W 141.00
4 x 12 PA col., 150W 157.50
2 x 12 PA/Mt. cab.

20W. 72.00
2 x 12 PA/Mt. Cab.,

75W. 88.50
Twin -Turntable Disro 253.50
Type B 8-ch. mixer 46050
Type A 8-ch. mixer 289.50
SOW 2 x 12 Comb.

amp., Ld. 168.00
50W 4 x 12 Comb.

amp., Bs. 211.50
100W 4 x 12 comb.

Amp. 235.50

TRIUMPH*

JOHNSON
J5, SW combo 3200
115, tremolo. 36.00
1I5V 15W combo.. 51.33
J30, 30W combo 103.19
150V, SOW combo.. 110.28
1100 UV amp. 11266
1100 PV p.a. amp 123.46
.1100 PVR p.a. amp 136.65
1100 SV sla. , amp 94.55
1100 SS sla a amp 62.78
1100 SS, C slave amp 56.10
Echomaster. 72.11
J4SM.. 25.11
.14SB 25.11
J4SMT. 26.73
J4SBT. 26.73
Reverbmaster.. .19.10
Mixmaster. 19.10
Tonemaster.. 68.72
Soundmaster. 121.91
1/412 M cab 106.57
J/412 H cab 123.62
.1/412 F cab. 87.78
1/412 G cab 113.48
1/412 SM cab 105.55
1/412 SH cab. 121.50
1/412 SF cab 86.79
1/412 SG cab. 112.00
1/212 M cab 6655
1/212 H cab 76.04
1/212 F cab. 56.78
1/212 G cab 71.28
1/50 SSLS cab. 13897

TURNER

x 15 Bs Hn 194.40
2x15 Bs Hn 345.60
I x 12 Mid Rng. Hn 162.00
2 x 12 Mid Rng. Ha 270.00
1 x 10 Mid Rng. Hn 145.80
HF Rad. Hn. + VHF

Tweets.. 297.00
Wedge Mts., pr 280.80
Hexagonal Mt 226.80
B200 Pro. Power amp 16200
B300 Pro. Power amp 216.00
A300 Pro. Power amp 28350
A500 Pro. Power amp 43200
TPS 16/2 mixer. 1620.00
TPS 24/2 mixer. 226800
TPM 16/2 mixer 2154.60
TPM 24/2 mixer 2964.60
TPM24/8/2/5Ultimate 4781 .16
5 Way Crossover 162.00
Belden Multiway

Cables. on app.
Cannon Plgs - Stg.

Boxes..
Gauss Spkrs
J.B.L. Spkrs

VITAVOX

Bass Bin CN308

6200 Bitone Repro 311.70
Major Bitone CN343 383.20
15 in. Loudspeaker 70.00
S.3 Pressure unit 8000
H.F. Horn CN 157 4335
500 Dividing Ntwrk 25.00
220S/531 Multicell Hn

CN129 363.85

VOX*

AC30.
AC50.

17075
T.B.A.

WALLACE *

AC.3500XT, Mk. IV,
40W amp

AC.6085X7,80W amp
115.50
148.50

W.E.M.

Copicat Echo. 70.20
Clubman6W, I 2"spkr 44.20
Clubman 6W,I0"spkr 3680
Westminster IOW
Westminster IOW

amp, 12" spkr 50.10
Westminster IOW

bass amp, 12" spkr. 56.00
Westminster IOW

Accordion amp, 12"
spkr 50-10

Westminster IOW
amp, 10" spkr 42.20

Dominator MkIll 69.50
Dominator Bass Mkl 81.00
Power Musette Mkll 6950
Halle Cat 245.50
E.R.40. 77.00
P.A.40.. 77.00
E.R.100 9815
P.A.100.. 98.25
S.L.100.. 83.70
Bandmixer 100 Mkll 140.00Rever.b master 192.50
Audiomaster Mixer 292.70

Super 40. 72.15
Starfinder 100 Bass 86.90
Starfinder 100 Twin

15 10555
Starfinder Super 80 120.30
Super Starfinder 200 137.15
Twin 15 Reflex Bass 17480
I x 12" 42.20
1 x 12" w/vol control 50.10
4 x 10" Column. 56.45
6 x 10" Column. 97.20
Club System 71.15
Club 2 x 12". 55.50
Band System 8643
Band 2 x 12" 74.60
Foot Monitor 2 x 12"

-I- Horn . 9830
Vendetta 137.45
4 x 12 A Super. 96.20
4 x 12" A (Discontinued)
4 x 12" B Column.... 130.60
4 x 12" C Column.... 125.55
X.32 Horn Column 84.55
X.29 Stack complete 298.00
Horn Box from X.29. 87.00
Festival Stack comp.. 569.15
New Columns:
2 x 10/ (40W pair)._ 4415
2 x 10" plus horn..... 55.00

WHITE*

LW.100 Guitar/Bass
amp. (100W, RMS) 14080

PA.100,6-channel,full
mix amp. (100W
RMS). 285.45

PA.200, 6 -channel full
mix amp. (200W
RMS). 396.00

SL.100 Slave amp
(100W RMS). 128.70

MGW.6. 6 -channel
Mixer (full mix) 185.90

MGW.I 2, 12 -channel
Mixer (full mix) 440.00

LW.I 00C, 4 x 12,
160WRMS.Guitar/
Bass En closu re 13090

MW.I 50, I x 1 5, 150W
RMS. Folded Horn
Bass Enclosure 166.10

JW.151, I x 18, 150W
RMS. Folded Horn
Guitar/Bass En -

433.35 closure.. 174.90

M.40, I x 12, 40W
RMS. Angled Moni-
tor Enclosure 42.90

PAW.80, 2 x 12, 80W
RMS. P.A. Enclos-

PAW. I 6
use (pai0,4rs).

x 12,
15180

160W RMS. P.A.
Enclosure (pairs) 269.50

PAR.I52, I x IS,
150W RMS. Folded
Horn Bin 16610

H 100A Altec Horn/
Driver/Crossover. 171.60

H.10IV Vitavox Horn
/Driver/Crossover 115.80

WING

TRAYNOR
Combos:
YGM-3 30W rvb 9710
YGM-4 40W rvb.. 119.88
YGL-3 Twin rvb 90W 213.84
YBA-2B Bs mate 30W 9710
YBA-450W,15"spkr. 15218
Amplifiers:
YBA-I SOW, bs 96.12
YRM- I SOW Id wirvb 119.88
YBA-I A 100W bs 129.60
YGL-3A 100W head-

rvb/trem 15218
Monoblock 325W bs/

Id. 243.00
Speaker Systems:
TS -15P IS" ported bs 87.48
YT -152x 15"Id/bs 110.16
TF-104 x 10"1d/bs 110.16
YC-8 10 8 x 10" bs T.B.A.
YC-6 10 6 x 10" Id 139.32
Y-212 2 x 12' Id. 103.68
TF-12 4x 12"Id. 149.04
YCV-188 I x 18" Vega

cab 300W 272.16
YCV-215 2 x I S'Vega

cab 400W 272.16
YCV-212 2 x 12" Vega

cab 200W 171.72
P.A. Amps:

YV M.2 P.A. amp 30W 74.52
YVM-3 P.A. rvb 30W 9710
YVM-4 4-ch wirvb 136.08
YVM-6 6-ch wirvb 213.84
YPM- I 100W slave 9710
MX8 8-ch mixer T.B.A.
MX I6 1 6-ch mixer
P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols

(pr). 139.32
YSC-3 4 x 8" cols (pr) 100.44
TSC-8 6 x 8" cols (pr) 171.72
YSC-9 15" x 12" x hn

cabs (pr).. 388.80
YM-I Mtr cabs (ea) 58.32
YSC-7A Cols (pr) 204.12
TSP-1 Sibilance Pro-

jector (ea). 51.84
EQ-I Graphic e/q 51.84

W.M.I.*

Amplifiers:
CM -8, 6" speaker.....
CM -66, 8" speaker w/

tremolo/horn vent
K-66 De luxe Junior.

12.95

23.10
26.95

ZOOT-HORN

BB.I, I x 15", 150W
bass bin 198.45

BB.2, 2 x 15", 300W
bass bin. 34010

BB.3, I x 15", bass bin 198.45
FB.3, 3 -way wedge 261.88
FB.4, 2 -way wedge 131.56
FB.5, 2 -way wedge 237.60
HU.1 H/F horn unit 15110
IC. I /I Reflex, 1 x 15 129.60
IC.2 Reflex, 2 x 15 216.00
IC.3 Reflex, I x 15, bs 129.60
1C.4 Reflex, 2 x 15, bs 216.00
IMC/I, I x 12 cab 116.64
10 -channel Mixer__ 974.24
10 -channel Mixer 97414
15 -channel Mixer 1278.02
23 -channel Mixer 1703.62
25 -channel Mixer 1300.00
SD18 hn-loaded cab 259.20
3 -way crossover 248.40
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PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
D. H. BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Outfits:
4027 Rock 'n Roll
4029 Avant Garde
4028 Black Hawk
4015 Name Band
4025 Progressive Jazz
4002 One Nighter

Plus.
4007 One Nighter

Plus.
Snares:
4160G, 14 x 5.
4160, 14 x 5
4157,14x 51
4153, 14x6}
4109, 14x 5
4102, 14 x 51
4103, I4x SI
4190, 14x 6f
4191, 14 x 61
4192, 15 x 8
4193, 15 x 8
4105, 14 x 5}
Bass Drums:
4259, 26 x 14.
4260, 28 x 14
4262, 30 x 16
4263, 32 x 16
4264, 34 x 16
4265, 36 x 16
4271,26 x 14
4272,28 x 14
4273, 30 x 16
4274, 32 x 16
4275, 34 x 16
4276, 36 x 16
4110, 22 x 14.
4111,24x14
4115,26x 14
4117,28 x 14
4244, 18 x 14
4249,20 x 14
4247, 22 x 14.
4269, 24 x 14.
4271, 26 x 14.
4272.28 x 14
Tom Toms:
4415,12x8
4416.13 x9
4420, 14 x 10
4421, 15 x 12
4417, 14 x 14
4418, 16x 16.
4422, 16 x 18
4419, 18x 16
4423, 18 x 18
also in walnut
Cymbals:
K. Zildjian & Ajaha -

price being revised

T.B.A.

7396B, 20".
73978. 22".
7397EIS.
7390HH, 13" Hi -Hat

cymbal
7391HH, 14".
7392HH, 15"
7393HH, 16".

49.17 20" Flat Ride Med 61.45
60.57 18" China type. 48.38
67.45 20" China type 61.45

No. I Seven Snd. set 2095
45.66 No. 2 Seven Snd. set 24.84
5467 No. 3 Seven Snd. set 42.50
59.29 No. 4 Seven Snd. set 48.38
63.61 No. 5 Seven Snd. set 48.38

No. 6 Seven Snd. set 48.38
No.7 Seven Snd. set 61.45
14" Joe Morello Hi-

C.B.S. ARBITER

PP

PP

OP

OP

VI

It

VP

PO

VP

Pt

PP

IP

PO

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

BEVERLEY
COMPLETE OUTFITS
Panorama 21. 23+35
Panorama 22 322.59
Panorama 24 276.53
Galaxy 18.. 19088
Galaxy 21.. 20+00
Galaxy 24.. 206.55

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
7386,8" 13.69
7387, 10" 16.00
7389, 12" 24.46
7390, 13" 22.83
7391, 14" 27.33
7392,15" 29 65
7393, 16" 31.80
7394, 17" 34.16
7395, 18" 38.68
73955 45.11
7399, 19" 40.98
7396,20^ 45 11
73965 45.11
7396P. 52.32
7400,21" 50.16
7397,22" 5695
7397S 63.80

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
BRILLIANT
7387B, 10".
7390B, 13".
73918, 14".

73928,15".
7393B, 16"
7394B, 17".
7395B, 18".
7395BS.
7396BS.
7396BP.

1958
2630
31.00
33.27
35.53
37-84
42.36
49.17
56.00
56.00

ROGERS
Outfits:
Studio X 1022/6
Compact X 852.12
Studio VII 638.28
Londoner V 588.60
Londoner VI 648.00
Ultrapower VII. 891.00
Ultrapower IX. 1058.40
Starlighter IV 529.20
Londoner Super 10 523.91
Starlighter Super 10 46451
Drums:
Dynasonic snare 11880
Superten snare . 88.50
Skinny snare 55.08
Powertone, 14 x 20 bs 138.24
Powertone, 14 x22 bs 144/2
Powertone, 14 x 24 bs 153.36
Powertone, 8 x 22 t.t. 69.12
Powertone,9 x 13 t.t. 72.36
Powertone, 10 x 14

t.t 86.40
Powertone, 12 x 15

t.t 95.04
Powertone, 16 x 16

t.t 104/6
Powertone, 16 x 18

t.t 12+20
Powertone, 18 x 20

t.t 153.36
Powertone bongos 59.40
Powertone tum bales

brass.. 116.64
Powertone timbales

copper 127.
Accusonic timpani 20

inch. 281.8
Accusonic timpani 23

inch.. 30456
Accusonic timpani 26

inch.. 359-64
Accusonic timpani 29

inch.. 377
Drum/Cymbal stands:
Giant 20.52
Supreme!. 2052
Samson I. 21.60
Supreme II. 18.36
Supreme II, floor stnd 18.36
Hi -Hats:
Swivomatic Hi -Hat,

hinged heel 32
Swivomatic Hi -Hat,

adjust. footboard . 32.40
Supreme.. 47
Pedals/Beaters:
Swivomatic, hinged

3heel. 5.64
Swivomatic, adjust.

footboard. 35.64
Rocket.. 24.84
Thrones 
Samson 33.48
Accessory. 48.60
Paiste Cymbals & Gongs:
2002:
14" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.. 72-90
15" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.. 77.44
14" Hi -Hat. 47.57
15" Hi -Hat. 53.19
I 6"Crash, Med/Ride . 30.46
18" Crash, Med/Ride . 36.61
20"Crash, Med/Ride. 45.36
22" Crash, Med/Ride . 58.10
24"Crash, Med/Ride. 69.93
18" China type 48.33
20" China type 61.38
Formula 602:
3" Hi -Hat Sound

6Edge..6-80
4" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.. 72-90

5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge. 77.44

3" Hi -Hat. 52.27
4" Hi -Hat. 55.73
5" Hi -Hat. 60.21
6" Thin. 35.64
7" Thin. 40.12
8" Thin. 4288
9" Thin. 49.03

20" Thin. 53-46
22" Thin. 68.47
24" Thin. 82.33
18" Hat Ride Med. 48.38

44

Hat. 7290
17" Jae Morello 42.44
18" Joe Morello 48.38
20" Joe Morello 61.45
2" Finger Cymbals 4.75
Gongs:
7" Symphonic 8.96
Stand. 2.38
10" Symphonic 13.50
Stand. 2.92
13" Symphonic 18.58
Stand 3.40
16" Symphonic 29.48
Stand. 12.10
20" Symphonic 48.17
Stand. 14.47
22" Symphonic 75.17
Stand. 28.94
24" Symphonic 96.34
Stand. 28.94
26" Symphonic 12193
Stand. 28.94
28" Symphonic 151/4
Stand. 38.56
30" Symphonic 196.02
Stand. 48.18
32" Symphonic 247.54
Stand. 60.26
34" Symphonic 345.82
Stand. 60.26
36" Symphonic. 426.60
Stand. 72.75

CLEARTONE*

SLINGERLAND
Outfits:
4N Lacquer 20". 375.82
4N Pearl 20" 405.89
4N Chrome 20" 417.48
4N Lacqier 22" 381.60
4N Pearl 22" 411.70
4N Chrome 22" 423.26

-78 50N Lacquer. 460.86
SON Pearl 492-69
50N Chrome. 507.15
60N Lacquer. 541.54
60N Pearl 587.81
60N Chrome. 604-01
58N Lacquer. 429.04
58N Pear 434-84
58N Chrome. 449-29

AO 80N Lacquer. 506.81
80M Pearl 54+43
80N Chrome. 562.24

.52 IN 20" Lacquer. 426.16
I N 20" Pearl 455.09
1 N 20" Chrome 469.54
I N Lacquer 22". 431.94
1 N Pearl 22" 460.87
1 N Chrome 22" 475.32
57N Lacquer 731.79
57N Pearl 783.87
57N Chrome. 811.64
2R Lacquer. 429-05
2R Pearl. 469.54
2R Chrome 484-01
I4N Lacquer. 564.36
I4N Pearl 627.98
I4N Chrome. 649.40
9N Lacquer 359.62
9N Pearl. 39+33
9N Chrome.. 407.07
65N Lacquer. 456.23
65N Pearl 484.01
65N Chrome. 496/3
I IN 2x 24 Lacquer. 928.17
I IN 2x 24 Pearl 986.03
I IN 2 x 24 Chrome 101494

11M=1111M1
DAVOLI

UFIP CYMBALS
RITMO
0" 9.50
1" 10.26
2" 11.12
2" 13.82
4" 17.56
5" 18.90
6" 21.00
8" 31.10

20" 37.26
22" 45.90
24" 54-00

RED SOUND
2"
3"
4"

6"
8"

20"

5.40
8.10
8.64
8.80

12.88
16-74
19.48

HOHNER*

SON OR
Outfits:
K120.. 170.50
K130.. 235.80
K132.. 287.25
KI62.. 426.00
K189. 496.80
K189 P.A 529.65
Snare Drums:
D426 (chrome). 11+50
D44I (acrylic) 46.45
D454 (chrome). 46.45
D555 (chrome). 95.00
D556 (chrome). 100.70
Tom Toms:
T620.. 39-00
T628. 43.80
T629.. 43.80
T630. 43.80
T632.. 51.55
T658. 65-85
T659. 62.70
T660. 62.70
T662. 72-40
T663.. 85.60
T652 (air tuned) 105-10
Bass Drums:
G230 K130,20".86.20
G231 K130,22".86.20
G260 K162,20".117.10
G261 K 162, 22" 118.60
G262 K162,24". 127.15

HORNBY-SKEWES

H OS H I NO
HSD500 240/4
HSD500T. 31+81
HMI000. 148.15
H M2000 174.07
HCT8. 21296
HM300. 101.85
HK600M. 33.33
TFL 102. 58.33
TFL I 04.. 13.89

KEMBLE*

YAMAHA -Outfits
YD680.. 314.00
YD665.. 334.52
YD660.. 299.23
YD260 153.65
metal snare:
SD6500M . 47.70

ORANGE*

Single drum kit.
Double drum kit

125, 24 x 17"
Super Zyn Cymbals:
352, 12" 17.38
353, 13" 19-54
354,14". 2192
354P, 14". 43.85
355,15". 2397
355P, I 5" 47.95
356,16". 26.24
358,16" 30.45
3585,18" 3I32
360, 20" 34.99
360$, 20" 35.89
362, 22" 43/4
Zyn:
272, 12" 4.26
273, 13". 5.45
273P, 13" 10.90
274,14" 6.53
274P, 14" 13-06
275,15" 7.77
275P, 15" 15.55
276,16" 9.18
278, 18" 13.17
268S, 18" 13.50
2695,18" 15.33
280, 20" 15.01
2695,20" 15.33
282, 22" 17.92
Heavy Pairs Super-Zyn:
374, 14" 48.16
375,15" 52/0
376, 16" 57.78
Zyn:
232, 12" 9.28
233, 13" 10.90
234, 14" 12.96
235, 15". 14.58
236, 16" 16.09
Tom -Toms:
442, 12 x 8" 29.26
433, 13 x 9" 32.29
444, 14 x 8" 35.53
440, 14 x 10". 38.55
435, 14 x 14". 45.57
446, 16 x 16" 4784

OLYMPIC
Snares: Wood Shell:
1180,14x 4"
1182, 14 x 5#"
1002, 14 x 54"
Metal Shell:
1005, 14 x Sf"
Outfits:
1033, 20" bs drum
B1033, 22" bs drum
1031, 20" bs drum
131031, 22" bs drum
62, 20" drum.
B62, 22" bs drum.
60, 20" bs drum.
B60, 22" bs drum..
Tom -Toms:
1441, 12 x 8", I head
1442, 12 x 8"
1433, 13 x 8"
1435, 14 x 14"
1445, 16 x 16", I head
1446, 16 x 16"
Bass Drums:
1170, 20 x 15"
1161, 20x 17"
1171, 20x 17"
1172,22 x 15"
1163, 22 x 17"
1173,22 x 17"
1175,24x 15"

528.00

69.01 944 9 x 13 Tom -Tom
(no clamp). 69-35

946 10 x 14 Tom -Tom
(no clamp). 71.35

947 12 x 15 Tom -Tom
(no clamp). 76.05

948 14 x 14 Floor
Tom -Tom (legs) 91.75

950 16 x 16 Floor
Tom -Tom (legs) 100.30

952 16 x 18 Floor
Tom -Tom (legs) 114-70

954 18 x 20 Floor
Tom -Tom (legs) 134.35

920 14 x 20 Bass
Drum (spurs, no
clamp). 128.45

922 14 x 22 Bass
Drum (spurs, no
clamp).. 137.65

924 14 x 24 Bass
Drum (spurs, no
clamp). 146.80

926 14 x 26 Bass
Drum (spurs, no
clamp). 157.65

Stands & Accessories:
201 Speed King Pedal 27-50
1285 Lambs Wool

Beater. 2.95
1286HardFeltBeater 2.95
1287 Solid Wood

Beater. 295
1400 Cymbal Stand 16.35
1123-1 Hi -Hat Stand 2290
1363 Snare Drum

Stand. 16.35
1025-1 Porto Seat 24.20
1402 Atlas Cymbal

Stand. 2095
1124 Atlas Hi -Hat

Stand. 31.40
1364-5 Atlas Drum

Stand. 22.90
1026-2 Drum & Tymp

Stool 2+20
1306 Bass Drum Spurs

pair. 6.55
Other Items:

27.11 443P Concert Toms
28.30 (Stands).. 169.45
32.29 445P Concert Toms

(Stands). 253.15
33/0 487 51 x 6 Melodic

Tom -Tom. 30.15
228/4 488 51 x 8 Melodic
232.20 Tom -Tom. 30.80
198.83 489 61 x 10 Melodic
202.39 Tom -Tom. 41.20
15+33 461 8 x 12 Melodic
157-68 Tom -Tom. 45.15
103.46 462 9 x 13 Melodic
106.91 Tom -Tom. 49.80

463 10 x 14 Melodic
18.79 Tom -Tom. 53.75
23.76 464 12 x 15 Melodic
25.27 Torn -Tom 61.60
36.18 465 14 x 16 Melodic
30.46 Tom -Tom. 70.10
37.69 1340-1 Double Tom

Floot Stand 25.55
44.17 1343 Concert Tom
49.57 Floor Stand 15/5
4+15 75 Ratchet. 5.90
47.52 74 Slapstick 495
51.52 92 Double Castanets. 3.65
47.52 97 Sleigh Bells 10-25
51.95 99-A Tambourine 16.40

355-W Practice Pad 5.60
378 Practice Pad (8"

tunable). 8.85
1336 Triangle Cup

Holder. 1.30
362 Gong Mallets__ 2435
363 Gong Mallets 1+55
LATIN-AMERICAN
INSTRUMENTS
5485, Bongoes 'El

Cometa', 6 x 7" pr. 6.03
5484, Bongoes 'El

Cometa', 5 x 6" pr. +91
5475, Conga drm, 'El

Cometa', 7 x 21",
each.. 113.26

5463, 'El Cometa'
Conga drm, 4 Ten-
sion fittings, 3 legs,
leather strap. 60.43

5464, 'El Comets',
turnable Bongoes,
pr 32.79

748 00 ROSE -MORRIS

PREMIER

Snares: Metal Shells:
2000, 14 x 54" 53.89
2003, 14 x 5/" 56.05
2006, 14 x 12" 62.64
2011, 14 x 14" 52-59
37 Hi Fi, 14 x 51" 42.33
Wood Shells:
2001, 14 x 54" 51.40
31, 14x 5f" 40.17
Outfits:
203 Kenny Clare

cymbals 468/2
707,20" b. ds 576.72
8707, 22" b. ds. 581.36
303, 20" b. d 425.09
202, 20" b. d. 371.84
B202,22" b. d. 374.11
III, 20" b. d. 258.34
BI I I, 22" b. d 260.60
Bass Drums:
127, 18 x 15" 52.92
130, 20 x 17" 56.91
132, 22 x 17". 52.29

LUDWIG
Outfits:
995 Jazette 392-00
980 Super Classic__ 429.75
990 De -Luxe Classic . 442.00
983 Hollywood. 491.50
989 Big -Beat 512-10
1000 Mach 4 523.90
1005 Mach 5 593.95
993 Pro Beat 621.60
2005 Quadra-Plus 629.90
985 Rock -Duo 653.40
2001 Octa-Plus 951.35
Drums:
400 5 x 14 Supra -

phonic snare 70.65
402 6" x 14 73.60
410 5 x 14 Super -

Sensitive snare
411 64 x 14 Super -

Sensitive snare
404 4 x 14 Acrolite

snare.
405 3 x 13 Piccolo

snare.
942 8 x 12 Tom -Tom

(no clamp).

CYMBALS
107.75 Avedis Zildjian5241,8".14.50
110.00 5242,10" 17.00

5243, 13" 2+00
53.00 5244,14" 29.00

5245,15" 31.50
6+75 5246, 16" 33.50

5247, 17" 36.00
66.85 5248,18" 41.00
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5248WC, 18" Wide
Cup. 41-00

52485, 18" Sizzle 41-00
5248T, 18" Trio 41-00
5248MC, 18"Mini-Cup 41.00
5249,19" 43.50
5220, 20" 47.50
5220P, 20" Pang 55-00
5220S, 20" Sizzle; 4750
5220MC,20"Mini-Cup 47-50
5261, 21" 53.00
5221, 22" 60-00
522ISW 22" Swich 6700
Kenny Clarke Pairs
5215, 13"-14", High

Hat, pr
5216, 14"-I5", High

Hat, pr 60-50
High Hat Matched Pairs
5243/2, 13" 48-00
5244/2, 14" 58-00
5245/2, 15" 63-00
5246/2, 16" 67-00
Avedis Zildjian Brilliant
5333, 10" 2100
5334, 13"
5335, 14"
5336,15"
5337, 16"
5338, 17"
5339, 18"
5340, 20"
5341,22"
5206, Cymbal Snaps
5197, Cymbal Polish,

bottle, per doz
Super Zyn
5172,12"
5173, 13"
5174, 14"
5175, 15"
5176, 16"
5177, 18"
5178, 20"
Zyn
5114, 12"
5115, 13"
5123, 14"
5124, 15"
5116, 16"
5121, 18"
5122, 20"
5198S, 20" Sizzle
5125, 22"

Kamala
5257, 10"
5258, II"
5259, 12"
5262, 13"
5263,14"
5264, 15"
5265, 16"
5273, 18"
5274, 20"
UFIP CYMBALS
Standard
5205, 30cm, 12".
5207, 33cm, 13".
5208, 35cm, 14".
5209, 38cm, 15"
5210, 40cm, 16".
5211, 45cm, 18".
5212, 50cm, 20".
5213, 55crn, 22".
5214, 60cm, 24".
Red Sound
5145, 30cm, 12".
5146, 33cm, 13"
5147, 35cm, 14".

5148, 38cm, 15".
5149, 40cm, 16".
5150, 45cm, 18"
5157, 50cm, 20".

SELMER

PEARL
Outfits:
Dyna-Family, 22" Bs

53-00 Drms.
Dyna-Family, 22" Bs

Drms.
Dyna-Family, 24" Bs

Drms
Dyna-Family, 24" Bs

Drms.
Fulldimension, 22"

Bs Drm
Fulldimension, 22"

Bs Drm
28-00 Fulldimension, 22"
3300 Bs Drm
35-00 Fulldimension, 22"
3750 Bs Drm
4000 Fulldimension, 22"
44-50 Bs Drm
52-00 Fulldimension, 22"
64-00 Bs Drm
054 Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
1.31 Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
Fulldimension, 24"

Bs Drm
Soundventure, 22"

11 -97
13 90
16-07
17-90
20-08
24.10
27.95

3.52 Bs Drm
427 Soundventure, 22"
4-94 Bs Drm
5.69 Soundventure, 22"
7.03 Bs Drm
9.20 Soundventure, 22"

11-55 Bs Drm
11-72 Soundventure, 22"
14-40 Bs Drm

Soundventure, 22"
2.00 Bs Drm
242 Soundventure, 24"
3.01 Bs Drm
3.52 Soundventure, 24"
4-27 Bs Drm
5.10 Soundventure, 24"
6-11 Bs Drm
854 Soundventure, 24"

1046 Bs Drm

9-32
12-91
15.70
17-91

2002
28-90
35-10
47-42
65-19

Soundventure, 24"
Bs Drm

Soundventure, 24"
Bs Drm

Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Rock Kit, 24" Bs Drm
Powermate, 22" Bs

4.90 Drm
8-00 Powermate, 22" Bs
9.48 Drm

KEYBOARDS
BALDWIN

Models:
124A.
EIO .
I 24B..
124BC..
EIOR..
EIOL.
EIOLR.
125A..
EIOLB.
EIOLB.
I 30A.
130AC
126
130D
I 30DC
56A.
56D.
711.
CTIOOA.
CTIOOD..

T.B.A.

10

C630..
4E
210D
PR200A
C620
E I 10 (Piano)
E105 (Piano).
Cabinets:
3ET
3S
3PR.
3ETE

BENTLEY

SOLINA
6102.
8104
13106.
B206.
CI16.
TL I 10R.
NLIIOR .

10.80 Powermate, 22" Bs KB125, outfit. 300.00 8258 Metal Shell
370-00 Si M M S -WATTS

JR77,
12-86 Drm KBI25/2T, outfit 350-00 Snare. 43.50
17-91
20.46

Powermate, 22" Bs
Drm

outfit
R55, outfit.

22500
175-00

8256 Metal Shell
Snare. 45-50387-00

Powermate, 22" Bs ASBA 3020, outfit 50-00 3386 Snare. 3000
Drm 340-00 Metal Shell Drums: 3010, outfit 60-00 3356 Acrylic Snare.... 45.50

Powermate, 22" Bs 615M 24 x 14 Bass. 146-80 300, Trap Set. 16-50 2212 12" Tom Tom... 22-50
Drm 357-00 6I3M 22 x 14 Bass.... 146-80 8588ES Snare. 7500 2216 16" Tom Tom... 38.00

Image-Creater, 22" 633M 20 x 14 Bass.... 146-80 8258 Metal Shell Snare 4350 2213 13" Tom Tom... 25 00
Bs Drm 279-00 120 D/I t -tom fitting. 2920 3386 Snare. 30-00 2222 22" Bass Drum . 6000

Image-Creater, 22" 510M 14 x 9 Tom Tom 89-00 2216, 16" tom torn.- 38-00 86225 22" Bass Drum 90-00
Bs Drm 295-00 51IM 13 x 9 TomTorn 8900 2213, 13" tom torn.... 25-00 8620S 20" Bass Drum 80 00

Image-Creater, 22" 505M 16 x 16 Tom 2212 22-50 8612S 12" Tom Torn . 36-50
Bs Drm 279-00 Tom 14040 2222, 22" bass 60-00 8613S 13" Torn Torn . 38-50

Image-Creater, 22" 509M I 2x8Tom Tom . 89-00 86225, 22" bass 90-00 8616S 16" Tom Torn . 60-00
575-00 Bs Drm 295-00 Altuglass: 86205, 20" bass 8000 8622 22" Bass Drum . 8000

Image-Creater, 22" 61 5A 24 x 14 Bass..... 146-80 86125, 12" tom tom 36-50 8620 20" Bass Drum . 7000
618-00 Bs Drm 312-00 613A 22 x 14 Bass..... 146-80 8613S, 13" tom tom.. 38-50 8612 12" Tom Torn... 32-50

Image-Creater, 22" 633A 20 x 14 Bass..... 14680 86I6S, 16" tom tom.. 60-00 8613 13" Torn Torn... 35'00
590-00 Bs Drm 327-00 50IA 14 x 9 Tom Tom 89-00 8622, 22" bass 80-00 8616 16" Tom Tom... 5000

Dyna-Max, 22" Bs 51 IA 13 x 9 Tom Tom 8900 8620, 20" bass 70-00 7614 14" Tom Torn... 46-00
636-00 Drm 192-00 505A 16 x 16 Tom 8612, 12" tom tom.... 32-50

Dyna-Max, 22" Bs Tom 14040 8613, 13" tom tom.... 3500
395-00 Drm 210-00 Woodshell Drums: 8616, 16" torn tom-. 5000 ROWEN MARK

Thunder -King, 22" 615WS 24 x 14 Bass.. 146-80 1045 Cocktail outfit . 72-00 CYMBALS
425-00 Bs Drm 22200 6I3WS 22 x 14 Bass.. 14680 348 Bass Anchor. 1-50 034 14" 8-99

Thunder -King, 22" 633WS 20 x 14 Bass.. 14680 725 Bass Pedal 1099 040 16" 13-99
440-00 Bs Drm 24000 51 I WS 13 x 9 Tom 720 Bass Pedal 10-99 045 18" 16-99

Eight Brothers Con- Tom 8900 800 Bass Pedal 4250 050 20" 21 00
470-00 cert Tom -Toms 300-00 509WS 12 x 8 Tom 71 Bass Beater 1-10 055 22" 28.99

Eight Brothers Con- Tom 89-00 73 Bass Beater 1-60 1303 Professional
412-00 cert Tom -Toms 325-00 502WS 14 x 14 Tom 1263 Conga set 95-00 Conga Drum

Snare Drums: Tom 103-95 1301 Fibre glass conga 116-50 (wood).. 105'50
442-00 Custom Metal Drum, 505WS 16 a 16 Tom . 1302 Fibre glass conga 125-00 1304 Professional

5" x 14", Chrome . 30-00 Tom 140-40 1303 Profes. conga.... 105-50 Conga Drum
402.00 Custom Brass Drum, 743W 14 x 5 Snare 1304 Profes. conga... 110-00 (wood). 11000

5" x 14", Chrome . 45.00 wood. chrome 125-55 5000 Tombales 47-50 5000 Timbales and
430-00 Custom Brass Drum, 743M 14 x 5 Snare 108 Bongoes. 12-99 stand. 47'50

64" x 14", Chrome 55-00 metal. 125-55 109 Bongoes. 13-99 108 Bongoes. 12-99
44500 Accessories: 437A 14 x 5 Snare 885 Hi Hat stand 1850 109 Bongoes. 13'99

Bass Drum Pedal altuglass. 125-55 885D Hi Hat stand.... 18-50 6885 Hi Mat Stand... 18.50
475-00 (Model 810) 18.00 Stands: 850 Snare drum stand 599 6885D Hi Hat Stand . 18-50

Hi -Hat Stand (Model 240 Hi -Hat. 3850 880 Snare drum stand 13-50 6850 Snare Drum
417-00 800).. 21-50 102 Snare Drum 26-00 882 Cymbal stand. I I75 stand. 5.99

Cymbal Floor Stand 133 Cymbal, floor.... 29-20 886 Tom Tom stand.. 30-00 6880 Snare Drum
447-00 (Model 803) 10-00 134 Cymbal, floor., 33-90 86 Snare stand 11-50 Stand. 13-50

Super -Grip Snare Pedals & Cowbells: 872 Cymbal stand.... 899 6882 Cymbal stand 11-75
381'00 Drm Stand (Model 222 Bass Drum 42-75 875D Hi Hat. 1399 6886 Torn Tom stand 30-00

806).. 12-00 923 Cowbell. 295 76 Oriental temple 6865 Snare stand 1150
405-00 Drummer's Stool 924 Cowbell. 375 blocks. 4000 6870 Snare stand 10-00

(Model 850) 27.50 926 Cowbell. 4.60 1106 Oriental temeld 6872 Cymbal Stand... 8.99
455-00 Maxwin Outfits: 927 Cowbell. 4-20 stand 13.99 6875D Hi Hat 13.99

Stage -705, 22" Bass Conga & Bongo Drums: 602 Finger cymbals... 1-30 6890 Snare stand 1650
47900 Drum. 165-00 903/906 Tumbador... 110.00 780 Rail consolette/ 6892 Cymbal stand... 15.50

Stage -704, 22" Bass 904-56 Twin Congas Torn Tom holder.. 7.35 6893 Cymbal stand... 1699
41500 Drum.. 145-00 on stand. 175-00 783 Twin Tom Tom 6894 Cymbal stand... 21-00

Studio -504, 22" Bass 905-906 Quinto. 9900 holder.. 13-50 1715 Cymbal holder . 1-99
440-00 Drum.. 12900 900 Bongoes. 57-90 263 Cow Bell, 3" 2.50 616 Cymbal holder... 2.50

Studio -503, 20" Bass 230 Pedal. 13-75 264 Cow Bell, 4" 3-00 6895 Hi Hat stand.... 25-00
392.00 Drum, w Cymbal.. 79-00 K. Zildjian Cymbals: 265 Cow Bell, 5" 3-25 602 Finger Cymbals . 1.35

Maxwin Snare Drums: 1049, 10" Crash 14.65 266 Cow Bell, 6" 3-75 170 Practice Pad on
415-00 Snare Drum Kit, 5" x 1055, 12" Crash 20-00 DRUM HEADS BY STAR floor stand. 5.60

14", 12" Cymbal 1056, 13" Hi -Hat.. 22-25 514, 14" snare. 2-00 450 22" Gong w.
46500 Stand, Sticks, Brshs 24.00 1050, 14" Hi -Hat.. 25-00 014,14"snare/batter 2-65 Mallet. 8500

Metal Snare Drum, 1057,15"Crash/Ride 27-50 012, 12" Batter 2.00 451 24" Gong W.
48500 54" x 14", Chrome 1051, 16" Hi -Hat.... 29.20 013,13" Batter 2-40 Mallet. 100-00

finish. 2000 1 058,17"Crash/Ride 3085 016, 16" Batter 2.75 452 26" Gong W.
425-00 Wood Snare Drum, 1052,18"Crash/Ride 34-15 020, 20" Bass 4-20 Mallet. 12000

54" x 14", 8 tension 18-00 1059,19"Crash/Ride 36-55 022, 22" Bass 4.40 453 28" Gong w.
445-00 Wood Snare Drum, 1053,20"Crash/Ride 3900 900 Cymbal sizzler 110 Mallet. 15000
360-00 54" x 14', 6 tension 15-50 I 054,22"Crash/Ride 4880 DRUM MATE 454 30" Gong w.
375-00 Maxwin Accessories: 'STARTERS' KIT Mallet. 20000
360 00 Bass Drum Pedal 4060 175-00 455 32" Gong w.

SUMMER FIELD*37500 (Model 609) 8.50 4065 100-00 Mallet. 25000
400-00
425-00
36500

Hi -Hat Stand (Model
600). 9.50 IMPERIAL

4066
TAMA/STAR
TDSDX Outfit.

115-00

350-00

456 36" Gong w.
Mallet.

457 40" Gong w
350-00

& ROYAL
402.00 Cymbal Floor Stand STAR 8805 Outfit 37500 Mallet. 500-00(Model 603) 5.00 TD5 DX outfit. 350-00 8705 Outfit 34000 1133 Royal StarVibra-
317-00 Snare Drum Stand 2455, outfit 225-00 7925 Outfit 275.00 phone. 335.00

(Model 605) 6.00 5820, outfit 280-00 8588 Metal Shell 1132 Royal Star Vibra-
334-00 Incl. VAT 5255, outfit 26000 Snare. 6750 phone. 22000

SL I 10R. 1211 00 9824, 600 org. w1 case 176 47 Haven Organs: 2049C Console. 146 00
OR70 Tone cab. 367 00 9825, Exprsn, pdl 8.80 101 719-93 Elec. Piano. 19900
String Ensemble 586 00 9828, 700 organ. 368-17 102. 1058-86 13 -note Pedalboard
EMINENT 9829, 700 organ. 319.14 103 1339.20 for Portables. 41 00
310 Symphony 1296 00 ARP Synthesisers Traveller 909-36 Match 7C. 50.00
560 1572.00 2701 Pro -soloist 595 00 Crumar Keyboards: Mini Pops Junior 54-00
650 1622-00 2800 Odyssey 759 00 Organiser. 434-16 237 Console 32400
JEN 2600 '2600' 1760-00 Stringman 459-00 237C w/recdr 390.00
Stereo. 222-00 2900 Explorer 399.00 Jazzman . 356-40 244 Console 481 00
Stereo/R.. 253.00 244C w/recdr 545 00
Commander R. 390 00

489.00
319-00 C.B.S. ARBITER J. T. COP POCKCommander R/L

Monterey R..
Monterey RA
Superscringer

349-00
369-00 Rhodes Suitcase Pi-ELGAM DAVO LI

ano, 88 note 1169-64 1037, Portable
Rhodes Suitcase Pi-1049, Portable

ano, 73 note 1019-54 2049, Portable

95-00
122-00
157-00

Davolisint
Sintacord

215-00
260-00

BOOSEY Et644'00 Rhodes Stage Piano, 3049, Portable 205-00
76800 88 note 797-04 610, Portable. 269-00
873.00 HAWKES Rhodes Stage Piano, 610R, Portable with
908-00 73 note 672-39 Rhythm 322-00 ELKA ORLA*

DIAMOND Super1123-00 Satellite Power 249, Portable. 304-00
Tornado IV 234 28861-00 9820, 800 organ. 584-17 Speakers.. 718-20 249R, Portable with

1058-00 9821, pedal board.. 56-95 Rhodes Piano Bass.. 392-04 Rhythm 353-00 T.L. 49 234 28
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Capri Junior.. 25080
Capri Junior/Rhythm 271-46
Panther 2250. 53672
X55 Portable. 72877
X55 Portable (Pedal -

board). 7968
Concorde 400 913-73
Minuette 99 MT 562-26
Capriccio II 58572
Capriccio II MT. 670-91
Capriccio 11/0 . 777-41
Capriccio 33.. 883-90
Capriccio 33 MT 969.15
Capriccio 33/0. 1075.67
Capriccio 33/OL 1204-00
Notturno 44L 1033.02
Notturno 44 MTL 1118-36
Notturno 44/0L 1224-80
Notturno 66L 1288-66
Notturno 66 MTL 1376-87
Notturno 66/0L 1480.11
Elkapiano 88 226-28
Elkapiano 88A Con-

sole. 425-95
Elkarhapsody 490 272-11
Elkarhapsody 490 (w/

out legs). 261-15
Elkarhapsody 610 467-42
Elkarhapsody 610A

Console . 779.37
Elka 'String Bass'

Pedalboard.. 55.08
Elkatone 610P. 468-56
Elkatone 615PS. 636-81
Elkatone 615PSR 677-37
Elkatone 630PSR 894-36
Elkavox 77 (Pianos) 133128
Elkavox 77 (chroma-

tic) 142711
Electric Accordion 1052.50
Rhythm machine 138.58
Rhythm machine 282.18
ncluding 25% VAT

FARFISA

Model 256RK.. 1468-80
Model 148R 378-00
Model 150R. 470-88
Model 152R. 673.92
Model 154R..923 40
Cassette rec outfits 75.66
Church organ CH25 945-00
Church organ CHS 327 24
Professional Duo 1026-00
Bench to match. 64-80
50 -watt amplifier to

match. 16416
VIP600 799-20

13 -note pedalboard 106.92
VIP233 427-68
13 -note pedalboard 43.20
VIP345, incorporating

Synthesalom. 442-80
13 -note pedalboard 43-20
Matador R . 302-40
Professional electro-

nic piano.. 464-40
Super piano 810-00
Cordovox CG6, in-

corporating Super
IV accordion. 1895-40

Cordovox CG7, in-
corporating Super
V accordion 2149-20

Transivox. . 777.60
137 Accordion 356-40
XIV Accordion. 421-20
Super IV accordion . 486.00
Super IV 4/5 accord-

ion. 626-40
Syntorchestra. 47520
Cordovox A-210 847.80
Cordovox A-250 2138-40

GALANT!

Excl. VAT
X300 OIL 305-23
X360 R6. 342.22
Fl 351.39
F2 425.74
F2 D/L. 518-22
F3 555 10
F5 740.46
Instastring. 323-89
Instapiano w. amp 212-87

HAMMOND

Dolphin 9622K. 595-00
Dolphin De Luxe

9422K. 77500
Cougar 71221. 1215-00
Phoenix 1122. 1389.00
T500. 1846 00
Grandee 11122 4665-00
Regent 4172. 4595 00
Concorde 2107. 5975-00
X2 425-00
X5 1075.00
AJV 64 175-00

HOHNER

De luxe Planet case 50.95
CR amp. 94-30
Combo Pianet 187-90
Electra Piano 499-00
Organet 41 241.80
Organet 240. 417-30
Organet 240 RA 53955
Organet 440 S 794-30
Organetta Electronic

71.75
Organetta Electronic

2 133-30
Musette 696-75
De Luxe. 749-40
Piano Keys. 666-25
Button Keys (C) 781.55
De Luxe Piano 968-70
OrganettaNw/bench 3825
Organetta C 29-34
Organs 249/249K 19550
Organs 354 255-25
Contessa Mini -Pop

Junior. 58-55
Contessa Mini Pop 7 126-25
Synthesisers:
Mini Korg 700 325-00
Mini Kork 700S. 385-00

HORNBY-SKEWES

EKO Electronic Organs
3211 Tivoli 18R. 119-20
3213 Tivoli 12 8800
EKO Portable Organs
3208 Tiger. 228-00
3205 Tiger Mate 280-00
3206 Tiger 61. 280-00
3207 Tiger 61 R. 319 20
3202 Tiger Duo. 340-00
3204 Tiger Duo R 399-20
3212 Tiger Duo A 447-00
EKO Console Electronic
Organs
3025 Cantorurn 44A . 399-20
3032 Domus 37(A) 399-20
3034 Domus 44(A) 479-20
3019 Corale LTS 799-20
3002 Majestic Auto

CT. 1196-00
3003 Coliseum e. p 1196-00
LOGAN CONSOLE
ELECTRONIC ORGANS
10.022 Weekend 559.20
10.060 Holiday 300 719.20
10.061 Holiday 400 940-00
Add -On Electronic
Keyboards
10.023 Logan String

Melody.. 462-04
13 -note pedalboard.. 106-02 ELECTRONIC PIANOS
VIP400 incorporat- Clavinet D6 349.45 CEP2 Crumar Piano . 208-33

ing Syntheslalom.. 577.80 Pianet N. 239-10 CEP3S Crumar Piano 226-85

CEP72B Crumar Piano
3718.P Ranbow Reed

Organ 41-67
403RWA Baleani

'Moderna' Console
Organ. 204-00

JENNINGS

170. portable. 578-88
171, portable. 699-84
172, console.. on app.
173, console.. ,,
TS! I, hn pulsator 302-40
PBI 3. pedal brd w/cs 54.00
VC I , ft vol control 12-96

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
YC 25D, port. org....
YC 45D, port. org....
SY I, Solo Synthesiser

578-34
1054.62
475.00

LIVINGSTON

Chorister 1/61 (Mel-
odic Bass) 58300

Abbey Chapel (Mel-
odic Bass) 648-00

Chorale (Melodic
Bass 793.80

Chorale with 29 -note
pedalboard.. 965-52

Chorister 2-69(B) 1285.92
Chorister 2-72 with

32 (RCO) note
pedalboard 1402.92

Chorister 3/73 with
32 (RCO) note
pedalboard. 1723.68

Custom-built instru-
ments. on app.

Magnus:
350 reed. 18-66
401 reed. 26.11 49R Console.
411 reed. 36-58 49RL Console
421 reed. 39-31 37R Console.
468 reed. 42-94 Woburn s/man.

Portable combos:
49 2 -man 425-00
49R w. rhythm.
37R w. rhythm.
Electronic Pianos:

EMS Synthi AKS 87000 Standard. 194-00
EMS V.C.S.3. 748-00 Model P. 264-00
EMS D.K.2 Keybrd . 220.00 PR w. amp & rhythm 314.00
SolaCompactelecpno 199-65 KENTUCKY ORGANS
Crumar Group 49 org 225-00 Challenger A/R. 888-00

ROSE -MORRIS

GEM
297, Inter -continental

org 695-00
124.20
92-95

155-13
196-28

291, Caravan .
290, Europa..
282, Jbo Gem
293, Jbo 61.
298,1bo 61, wirhythm 265-03
299, Combo pno 21900
LOREN ZO ORGANS
296, 12 bs electronic. 84-27
SYNTHESISERS
280, Mini-Korg 209.29
281. Mini-Korg. 377-95

SELMER

MOOG SYNTHESISERS
Mini 875-00
Sonic Six 820-00
Taurus Pedal. 465.00
(Including 25% VAT)
LOWREY
Teenie Genie (Model

665.50
1000-00
1343.00
1465-00
1657.00
1745-00

MACARI
1\1

TG)
Genie 44.
Genie 88.
Genie 88H
Genie 98.
Genie 98H
Holiday w Genie..... 1873-00
Orchestral Holiday w

Genie.. 1951-00
Symphonic Holiday w

Genie. 2246-00
Holiday Console w

Genie.. 2419-00
Citation Theatre

Spinet 2727-00
Citation Theatre

Console 3604-00
Symphonic Stereo

Theatre Console 6656-00
SELMER ORGANS

542.00
635-00
457-00
98-00

49200
369-00

Explorer A/R 1192-00
Adventurer A/R 1489-00

THOMAS

1130 European
Royale.. 49895

1157 Majestic Royale 561-25
1160 Le Grande

Royale.. 799-95
183 Troubadour 924-76
184 Troubadour 1036-41
1263 Cameo Royale 1087-541265 Cameo

Supreme.. 1436-74
266B California Quad 1623-75
371-2 Monticello w

Moog.. 2369-37
372-2 Monticello

Theatre w Moog 2493-75
606-2 Trianon 3147-14
871-2 Celebrity

Royale w Preset
Moog... 3992-46

1050 Moog Satellite
Synthesiser 43810

Special Order only:
371-7 Monticello w

Moog... 2398-00
371-8 Monticello w

Moog... 2437-50
606-8 Trianon 3224-60
863-2 Celebrity

Royale.. 3812-50
Prices include Bench,

Music Rack, VAT

WURLITZER

325 Sprite. 351 00
325C Sprite 406-00
330 Sprite 486-00
335 Sprite. 563-80
340 Super Sprite 616-70
345 Super Sprite 662-00
350 Super Sprite 705.20
435 912-60
460 950-40
465 1162-10
545. 1078-90
555 1401-90
800 Centura. 2012-00
802 Chancel 2012-00
4573 2110-30
805 Centura. 2378-20
4700 3241-10
Pianos:
Chatsworth 3 ft. 3 in. 556-20
Woburn 3 ft. 6in 599.40
200 Electronic 40720
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DYNAMIC MICROPHONES
ARE BEST

KTM-1 £7.75
Low cost, non -directional type
microphone picks up sounds
from all directions. Great for
group or interview uses. Use
where feed back and audience
noise are not a factor. Sphere
shaped head for natural voice
sounds. Built-in wind and 'polo'
screen.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: 50K ohms
Sensitivity: -58db/1,000 cps.
Frequency
Response: 100- 10,000 cps.
Dimensions: 43 dia x 163 (mm)

1.7 dia x 6.4 (inches)
Weight: 395 grams/14 ounces

KTM-2 E10.95
Directional cardioid pattern lock -up.
This type of pattern is especially
useful when the performer must
stand directly in front of speaker
system as it will eliminate up to
80% of the background noise while
accepting all frontal sounds. The
directional characteristics make it
easy to aim the KTM-2. This feature
is extremely helpful in multi -mike
installations and also to avoid pick-
up of unwanted outside noise. Dual
impedance allows use with a wide
variety of sound amplifiers or with
extra long cords. Sphere -shaped
head for natural voice sound. Built-
in wind and 'pop' screen.
SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: High 50K ohms/Low

600 ohms
Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Frequency
Response: 100-10,000 cps
Dimensions: 52 dia. x 230 (mm)

2 dia. x 9 (inches)
Weight: 510 grams/1 lb. 2 oz.

KTM-3
A small style microphone built es
pecially for the vocal performer.
Parabolic -shaped head gives a close
intimate sound. Its cardioid direc-
tional pattern pick-up eliminates
background and audience noise up
to 80%. A favourite style for TV
performers due to the low profile
flat -top wind screen. Brushed alu-
minium finish will not reflect stage
lighting. Ideal for multi -mike set-ups.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: 50K ohms
Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Frequency
Response: 100-10,000 cps
Dimensions: 41 dia. x 170 (mm)

1.6 dia. x 6.7 (inches)
Weight: 370 grams/13 oz.

£9.95

KTM-4 £12.95
Uni-directional, cardioid-shaped pa. -
tern.' Reduces feed back problems.
A high quality, professional micro-
phone suitable for studio, stage, TV
and radio applications. Dual imped-
ance for use with all types of tape
recorders or with extra long con-
necting cords. Directional qualities
make the KTM-4 ideal for multi -mike
set-ups. Built-in wind screen. Bot-
tom vents in head give smooth, rich
sound to all voices. The KTM-4 is
especially suited for male vocal and
'heavy' sound groups.

SPECIFICATIONS
rnpedance: High 50K ohms/Low

600 ohms
Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Dimensions: 44 dia. x 200 mm

1.7 dia. x 7.8 inches
Weight: 510 grams/11b.

Complete with 20 -foot fully shielded connecting cord
which ensures clean, crisp sound by eliminating all
unwanted signals from lighting fixtures, outside trans-
mitters, etc. Also includes a quick -release holder for
use with any standard microphone stand.

For further details see your local dealer.

No music or public address system can be any better
than the microphone that picks up the sound - KAY
microphones.

GUARANTEE

Kay microphones are guaranteed against manufacturing
defects for one year from date of purchase.

W.M.I. LTD.,
PONTYGWINDY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CAERPHILLY, WALES.
Telephone : 0222 883904.



After the revolutionary THE SYSTEM
SG System, everything else
is just an amplifier.

The amplifier age is now a thing
of the past.
SG is a complete sound system
that lets you command more
music than ever before. There's
a Notch Shift control that
dictates variables in "voicing:.
so you can achieve the sound
of almost any amp you've
ever heard.
And when you want to make hard
rock even harder just turn up
the Wave Form feature. It delivers

just enough of a dirty sound to make
things interesting.

Want to really set your sound in
motion? Flip on the unique Phase Shift
switches. You'll create effects that -until
now -could only be achieved with the use
of elaborate studio equipment. There's even

three speeds for you to increase or
decrease the velocity of the

Phasing effects.
If you're into today's energy
music, or if you're looking to add
versatility to your performance.
listen to an SG System. We're
convinced that you'll never
want to play through just an
amplifier again.
Gibson SG Amplification -
All You'll Ever Need.

Henri Selmer & Co Ltd, Woolpack Lane,
Braintree, Essex CM7 6BB. Tel: 0376 21911.
A Norlin Corporation Company.


